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TH_ substance of this treatise, drawn up from the most unfinished of all Mr. Bentham'_
Manuscripts, has already been published in French by M. Dumont ; and considering the
very extensive diffusion of that tongue, the present work, bat ior one consideration, might
seem almost superfluous.

The original papers contain many applications of the writer's principles to British insti-
tutions, and British interests ; which, wi_ a view to continental circulation, have been
judiciously omitted by M. DumonL

To the English reader, the matter thus omitted cannot but be hlghly important and in-
structive. With the view of enahIing him to supply the deficiency, and to obtain separately
a treatise of general importance, which in _he French work has somewhat unfortunately
been appended to one of more limited interest, -- namely, that on the mode of conducting
business in Legislaf.ive Assemblies, _the Editor has made the present attempt.

To have done justice to the original muffet, the whole ought to have been re-wrltten :
this, the Editor's other pursuits did not allow him leisure to accomplish, and he has been
able to do little more than arrange the papers, and strike oat what was redundant. In
preparing the work for the press, Mr. Bentham has had no share ; --for whatever, therefore,
may be esteemed defective in the matter, or objectionable in the manner, the Editor is
solely responsible. Still, he thought it better that the work should appear, even in its
present shape, than not appear at all ; and having devoted to it such portion of his time as
could be spared from the intervals of a life of labour, he hopes he shall not be without
acknowledgment, from those who are competent to appreciate the value of whatsoever
comes from the great founder of the Science of Morals and Legislation.

M. Dumont's work contains an examination of the declaration of the Rights of Man,
as proclaimed by the French Constituent Assembly. This forms no part of the present
volume, to the subject of which, indeed,_Fallaeies employed in debate,--it is not strictly
pertinent. But in faet, the original papers have been mislaid, and they seemed to lose so
much of their spirit in a translation flora the French, that the contents of the additional
chapter would not compensate for the additional bulk and expense of the book. j

• The original papers above referred to hav_ been recovered, they will immediatdy follow
_hepresent work in this collection.
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THE

BOOK OF FALLACIES.

INTRODUCTION.

subject of the orlglnetlon of our Mms fd,.
eeptious and undeeeptious included,)--w

SECTION I. fromAristotledown to thispresentday,on
thesubjectoftheIbrms,ofwhichsuchideQ

A FALLACY_ WHAT. or combinations of ideas as are employable iu
BY the name of fallacy, it is common to the character of instruments ofdeeaption, are
designate any argument employed, or topic susceptihle,--all is a blank.
suggested, for the purpose, or with a proba- To do something in the way of filling up
bility, of producing the effect of deception, this blank, is the object of the present work.

of causing some erroneous opinion to be In speaking of Aristotle's collection of
entertainedby any personto whose mind fallacies,asa stockto which,fromhis
such argument may have been presented, to the present, no addition has been made, all

that is meant is, that whatsoever argumentB
may have had deception for their object, none

SECTION IL besides those brought to view by Arlstothb
have been brought to view in that characte¢

FALLACIES, BY WHOMTREATEDOF and under that name : for between the time
HERETOFORE. )f Aristotle and the present, treatises of tim

THE earliest author extant, in whose works art of oratory, or popular argumentation,
mJy mention is made on the subject of fatla- have not been wanting in various languag_qm
ebes, is Aristotle ; by whom, in the course or and in considerable number ; nor cmJ any of
rather on the occasion of his treatise on logic, these be found in which, by him who may
not only is this subject started, but a list of wish to put a deceit upon those to whom he
the species of argument to which this deno- has to address himself, instruction in no small
ruination is applicable, is undertaken to be quantity may not be obtained.
given. Upon the principle of the exhaustive What in these books of instruction is pro-
method at so early a period employed by fessed to be taught, comes under this general
that astonishing genius, and, in comparison description:_viz, how,_bymeansofwords
of what it might and ought to have been, aptly employed, to gain your point, _to pro-
so little turned to account since, two is the duce upon those with whom you have to
mumber of parts into which the whole mass deal _ those to whom you have to addren
_.sdistributed, _fatlacies in the diction, falla- yourself, the impression, and, by means of
des not in the diction : and thirteen (where- the impression, the disposition most favour-
of in the diction six, not in the diction seven) able to your purpose, whatsoever that pur-
ls the number of the articles distributed be- pose may be.
tween those two parts. _ As to the impression and disposition, the

As from Aristotle down to Locke, on the production of which might happen to be de-
sired- whether the impresmon were correct

• :so_,_, whence our English word soph/sm, or deeeptious_whether the disposition were,
is the word employed by Axastode. The choice with a view to the individual or community,
of the appellauon is singular enough : r,¢o_ is in question, salutary, indifferent, or perni-
the word that was already in use for designating cious-- was a question that seemed not in
a wise man. Itwas the same appellation that any ofthese instances to have come across the
was commonly employed for the Resignation of author's mind. In the view taken by them
the seven sages. _,¢_¢s_, whence our sophist, of the subject, had any such question pre.
being an impretative of _o¢,s. was the word ap- sented itself, it would have been put aside as
plied, as it were in irony_ to designate the tribe
of wrangler_ whose pretension w the praise ol foreign to the subject ; exactly as, in a trea-
wisdom had no bctte¢ ground than an abuse of rise on the art of war, a question concerui_

• words, the justice of tim war.
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Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Cicero. and view to any consequences, of any kind, of
t_uintilian, Isaac Voss, and, though last and which it may be productive.
in bulk least, yet not the least interesting, It is termed vulgar with reference to the
our own Gerard Hamilton (of whom more persons by whom it is supposed to be enter.
will be said,) are of this stamp, tained : and this either in respect of their

Between those earliest and these latest of multitude, simply, or in respect of the low-
the writers who have written on this subject hess of the station occupied by them, or the
and with this view, others in abundance might greater part of them, in the scale of respect.
be inserted ; but these are quite enough, ability, in the scale of intelligence.

After so many ages past in teaching with ! Fallacy is an appelta*ion applied not exclu-
equal complacency and indifference the art of sively to an opinion or to propositions enun-
true instruction and the art of deception -- ciative of supposed opinions, but to discourse
the art of producing good effects and the art of in any shape considered as having a tendency,
producing had effects-- the art of the honest with or without design,to cause any erroneous
man and the art of the knave -- of promoting opinion to be embraced, or even, through the
the purposes of the benefactor, and the pur- medium of erroneous opinion ah'eady enter°
poses of the enemy of the human ra-e ; -- at- talned, to cause any pernicious course of ac-
tor so many ages during which, with a view tion to be engaged or persevered in.
to persuasion, disposition, action, no instruc- Thus, to believe that they who lived in
tions have been endeavoured to be given but early or old times were, because they lived
in the same strain of imperturbable impar- in those times, wiser or better than those
tiality, it seemed not too early, in the nine. who live in later or modern times, is vulgar
teenth century, to take upthe subject on the error : the employing that vulgar error in the
ground of morality, and to invite common he- endeavour to cause pernicious practices and
nesty for the first time to mount tl_e bench, institutions to be retained, is fallacy.
and take her seat as judge, i By those by whom the termfi_//aey has been

As to Aristotle's fallacies---unless his petitio employed --at any rate, by those by whom it
l_rincipii and his fallaeia, non eausa pro cause, was originally employed--deception has been
be considered as exceptions, -- upon examina- considered not merely as a consequence more
tion, so little danger would be found in them, or less probable, but as a consequence tht pro-
that, had the philosopher left them unexposed duction of which was aimed at on the Dart at
to do their worst, the omission need not have least of some of the utterers.
l_ung very heavy upon his conscience : scarce E>-_TX:__,¢_,, arguments employed by
in any instance will be discovered any the the sophists, is the denomination by which
least danger of final deception -- the utmost Aristotle has designated his devices, thirteen
inconvenience they seem capable of producing in number, to which his commentators, such
teems confined to a slight sensation of era- of them as write in Latin, give the name of
i,mTassment. And as to the embarrassment, fallacive (fromfallere to deceive,) from which
_te difficulty will be_ not in pronouncing that our English word fallacies.
_he proposition in question is incapable of That in the use of these instruments, such
forming a just ground for the conclusion built a thing as deception was the object of the
upon it, but in finding words for the descrip- set of men mentioned by Aristotle under the
glen of the weakness which is the cause of name of sophists, is altogether out of doubt.
this incapacity -- not in discovering the pro- On every occasion on which they are men-
position to be absurd, but in giving an exact tioned by him, this intention of deceiving is
description of"the form in which the absurdity either directly asserted or assumed.
presents itself.

SECTION IV.

SECTION III. POmtCALFALLaCIeST_ESCmZCTO_TH_
I_LATIONOFFALLACIESTO VULGAR_RROR$. WORK.

]_Rnov..--vulgar error," is an appellation given THE present work confines itself to the _o
to an opinion which, being consideren as false, amination and exposure of only one class of
is considered in itself only, and not with a I fallacies, which class is determined by the

_ulaar errors is a denomination which, J nature of the occasion in which they are era-
from the work written on this subject by a phy- ] ployed,
tician of name in the seventeenth century, h_ I The oc_ion here in question is that of the
obtained a certain degree uL celebrity. Jformation of a decision procuring the adop-

Not the moral (of which the political is a de- _ tion or rejection of some measure of govern-
lmrtment?} but the physicS? was the field of the ]
tvrors wmcn it was toe object of Sir Thomas J merit: including under the notion eta measure
Browne to hunt oat and bring to view : but of ] of government, a measure of legislation as
this restriction no intimation is given by the [ well as ofadministratlon--twooperations so
words of which the title of his workis composed. ] intimately connected, that the drawing of R
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aoundary llne between them will in some
instances be matter of no small difficulty, SECTION V.
but for the distinguishing of which on the DIVISION OR CLASSIFICATION OF FALt 4C_

present occasion, and for the purpose of the
present work, there will not be any need. So numerous are the instruments of persua-

Under the name of a Treatise on Political sion which in the character of fallacies the
Fallacies, this work wilt possess the charac- present work will bring to view, that, for
ter, and, in so far as the character answers enabling the mind to obtain any tolerably
the design of it, have the effect of a treatise satisfactory command over it, a set of divi.
on the art of yovernment ;--having for its sions deduced from some source or othe!

practical object and tendency, in the first appeared to be altogether ind;spensable.
place, the facilitating the introduction of To frame these divisions with perfect Io.
such features of good government as remain gical accuracy will be an undertaking of no
to be introduced; in the next place giving small difficulty--an undertaking requiring
them perpetuation-- perpetuation, not by more time than either the author or editor
means of legislative clauses aiming directly has been able to bestow upon it.
at that object (an aim of which the inutility An imperfect classification, however, be-
and mischievousness will come to he fully ing preferable to no classification at all, the
laid open to view in the course of thin work,) author had adopted one principle of division
but by means of that instrument, viz. reason, from the situation of the utterers of fallacies,
by which alone the endeavour can be pro- especially from the uttcrers in the British
ductive of any useful effect. Houses of Parliament : fallacies of the/as

Employed in this endeavour, there are two fallacies of the outs--either-side fallacies.
ways in which this instrument may be up- A principle of subdivision he found in the
plied : one, the more direct, by shewing, on quarter to which the fallacy in question up-
the occasion of each proposed measure, in plied itself, in the persons on whom it was
what way, by what probable consequences it designed to operate ; the affections, thejudgo
tends to promote the accomplishment of the meat, and the imagination.
end or object which it professes to have par- i To the several clusters of fallacies marked
ticularly in view : the other, the less direct, out bythis subdivision, a Latinaffax. expres-
by pointing out the irrelevancy, and thus rive of the faculty or affection aimed at, was
anticipating and destroying the persuasive given ; not surely tor ostentation, for of the
force, of such deceptious arguments as have very humblest sort would such ostentation
been in use, or appear likely to be employed i be, but for prominence, for impressiveness,
in the endeavour to oppose it, and to dis- i and thence for dearness :-- arguments 1. ad
anade men from concurring in the establish- vereeundiam ; 2. ad superstitionem ; 3. ad
meat of it. amicitiam ; 4. ad metum; 5. ad odium ; 6. ad

Of these two different but harmonizing invidentiam; 7. ad qaietem; 8. ad socordiam ;
modes of applying this same instrument to 9. ad superbiam; 10. at/judicium; 11. ad
Its several purposes, the more db'ect is that imaginationem.
of which a sample has, ever slnee the )'ear In the same manner, Locke has employed
1802, been before the public, in that collec- Latin denominations to distinguish four kinds
tion of unfinished papers on legislation, pub- of argument : -- ad verecundiam, ad ignoran.
lished at Paris in the French language, and tiara, ad hominem, adjudicium.
which had the advantage of passing through Mr. Dumont, who some few years since
the hands of Mr. Dumont, but for whose la- published in French a translation, or rather
bouts it would scarcely, in the author's life- a redaction, of a considerable portion of the
time at least, have seen the light. To exhibit present work, divided the fallacies into three
the less &rect, but in its application the more classes, according to the particular or special
extensive mode, is the business of the present object to which the fallacies of each class
work. i appeared more immediately applicable. Some

To give existence to good arguments was he supposed destined to repress discussion
the object in that instance : to provide for the i altogether--others to postpone it--others to
exposure of bad ones is the object in the pre- : perplex, when discussion could no longer be
sent instance--to provide tbr the exposure of avoided. The first class he called fallacies
their real nature, and thence for the destruc- of authority, the second fallacies of de/ay, and
tion of their pernicious force, the third fallacies of confusion : he has also

Sophistry is a hydra, of which, if all the added to the name of each fallacy the Latin
necks could be exposed, the force would be affix which points out the faculty or affection
destroyed. In this work they have been to which it is chiefly addressed.
diligently looked out for, and in the course The present editor" has preferred this ar-
of it the principal and most active of them rangement to that pursued by the author.
nave been brought to view. • _ :

o i. e. The Editor of the ori_ginslcditiol_
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and _rlth some little variation he has adopted as far as the work of the mind is creation,
it in this work. created. .

In addition to the supposed immediate Still, however, the two operations remain
object of a given class of fallacies, he has con- not the less distinguishable : for of the class
sldered the subject.matter of each indi_'idual marked out, a description may be given, of
fallacy, with a view to the comprehending in any length and degree of complication : the
one class all such fallacies as more nearly description given may be such as to occupy
resemble each other in the nature of their entire sentences in any number. But a name,
subject-matter : and the classes he has ar- properly so called, consists either of no more
ranged in the order in which the enemies ofim- than one word, and that one a noun-substan-
provement may be supposed to resort to them tive, or at most of no more than a substantive
according to the emergency of the moment, with its adjunct ; or, if of words more than

First, fallacies of authority (including lau- one, they must be in such sort linked to.
datory personalities;)the subject-matter of gether as to form in conjunction no more
which is authority in various shapes--and the than a sort of compound word, occupbing
immediate object, to repress, on the ground the place of a noun-substantive in the corn-
of the weight of such authority, all exercise position of a sentence.
of the reasoning faculty. Without prodigious circumlocution and in-

Secondly, fallacies of danger (including vi- convenience, a class of objects, however well
tuperative personalities;) the suhject-matter marked out by description, cannot be desig-
of whichis the suggestion of danger in various nated, unless we substitute for the words
shapes--and the object, to repress altogether, constituting the description, a word, or very
on the ground of such danger, the discmssion small cluster of words, so connected as to
proposed to be entered on. constituteanmne. In this case, nomenclature

Thirdly, fallacies of delay; the subject- is to description what. in algebralcal opera-
matter of which is an assigning of reasons tion. the _ubstitution of a single letter of the
for delay in various shapes-- and the object, alphabet for a line of any length, composed .f
to postpone such discussion, with a view of numerical figures or letters of the alphabeL
eluding it altogether, or both together, is to the comimfing at.t

Fourthly, fallacies of confaswn ; the sub- repeating at each step the complicated ma:-
jeer-matter of which consists chiefly of vague ter of that same line.
and indefinite generalities-- while the object The class being marked out, whether by
is to produce, when discussion can no longer description or denomination, an ope_ti.n
beavoided, such eonfu_wn in the minds of "the that will remain to be performed is, if no
hearers as to incapacitate them |or forming name be as yet given to it, the finding tor it
a correct jndgment on the question proposed and giving to it a name : if a name has been
for deliberation, given to it, the sitting in judgment on sttch

]n the arrangement thus made, imperfec- name, for the purpose of determining whether
tions will be found, the removal of which, it presents as adequate a conception of the
should the removal of them be practicable, object as can be wished, or whether _ome
and at the same time worth the trouble, must other may not be devised by which that con.
be left to some experter hand. The classes eeption may be pre_ented in a manner more
themselves are not in every instance suffi- adequate.
eiently distinct from each other ; the articles Blessed be he for evermore, in whatsoever
ranged under them respectively not apper- robe arrayed, to whose creative genius we are
raining with adegree of propriety sufficiently indebted for the first conception of tl ose
exclusive to the heads under which they are too-short-lived vehicles, by ghich, as in a
placed. Still, imperfect as it is, the arrange- nutshell, intimation is conveyed to us of the
ment will, it is hoped, be found by the re- essential character of those awfitl volumes,
fleeting reader not altogether without its use. which, at the touch of the sceptre, heroine

the rules of our conduct, and the arbiters of
our destiny :--" The Alien Act," " The

SECTION VI. Turnpike Act," " The Middlesex Water-
NOMENCLATURE OF POLITICAL FALLACIES. works Bill," &c. &c. l

How a_ivantageous a substitute in some
_'rWEE_¢ the business of classification and cases--how useful an additament in all cases,
that of nomenclature, the connexion is most would they not make to those authoritative
intimate. To the work of classification no masses of words called titles, by which so
expression can be given but by means of no- large a proportion of sound and so small a
menelature : no name other than what in the proportion of instruction are at so large an
language of grammarians is called a proper expense of attention granted to us : _ " An
name _no name more extensive in its appli. Act to explain and amend an Act entitled Au
cation than ia the name of an individual, can Act to explain and amend," &c. &c. ]
be applied ; but a elats is marked out, and, In two, three, four, or at the outslde halfa
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dozen words, information without pretension the posthumows work intituled ,, Pae/_m_m-
is given, which frequently when pretended is ta_. Logic, by the late W'flliam Gerard Ha_
not given, out confusion and darkness given milton," distinguished from so m_y other
instead of it, in twice, thrice, four times, or Hamiltons by the name of Si_gle-speec]i I[¢_
half a dozen times as many lines, milton.

Rouleaus of commodious and signifiestive Of finding the need of a work such as the
Pellstives are thus issued day by day present superseded in any considerable de-
oughout the session from an invisible gree by that of the right honourable orator,

though not an unlicensed mint; but no sooner the author had neither hope nor appreheno
has the last newspaper that appeared the last sion : but his surprise was not inconsiderable
day of the session made its way to the most on finding scarcely in any part of the two
distant of its stages, than all this learning, works any the smaUest degree of coinei-
all this circulating medium, is as completely deuce.
lost to the world and buried in oblivion as a In respect of practical views and object_
French assignat, it would not indeed be true to say, that be.

So many yearly strings oF words, not one twecn the one and the other there exists not
of which is to be found in the works of Dry- any relation ; for there exists a pretty close
den, with whom the art of coining words fit one, namely, the relation of contrariety.
to be used became numbered among the lost When, under the title of "jDireetions to
arts, and the art of giving birth to new ideas Servaat_," Swift presented to view a col-
among the prohibited ones ! So many words, lection of such various faults as servants of
not one of which wouh! have found tolera- different descriptions had been found, or
tion from the orthodoxy of Charles Fox ! supposed by him liable to fall into, his oh-

Let the workshop of invention be shut up ject (it need scarce be said,) if he had any
for ever, rather than that the tympanum of serious object beyond that of making hi_
taste should be grated by a new soand! Ri- readers laugh, was, not that compliance, but
gorous decree !-- more rigorous if obedience that non-compliance, with the directions so
or exectttion kept pace with design, than _ humorously delivered, shoold be the practice|
even the continent-b!ockading and commerce ,'esult.
crushing decrees pr¢,claimed by Buonalmrte. Taking that work of Swlft's for his pat-

So necessary is it, that when a thing is tern, and what seemed the serious object of
talked of, there should be a name to call it it for his guidance, the anthor of this work
]_y_so conducive, not to say necessary, to the occasionally found, in the form of a direction
vrevalence of reason, of common sense, and for the framillg o! a fallacy, what seemed
moral honesty, that instrmnenl_s of deception the most convenvient vehicle for conveyinil
should be talked _f, and well talked of, and a conception of its nature : as, ill some in-
talked out of fashion- in s word, talked stances, for conveying a conception of the
down, _ that, without any other licencq than nature of the figure he is occupied in the
the old one granted by Horace, and which, description of, a mathematician begins with
notwithstanding the acknowledged goodness giving an indication of the mode in which it
of t_e authority, men are so strangely back- may be framed, or, as the phrase is, generated.
ward to make use of, -- the author had, un- On these occasions, much pains will no4;
tier the spur of _tecossity, struck out for each he necessary to satisfy the reader that the
of these instrmnents of deception a separate object of any instructions which may here be
barbarism, soch as the tools which he had at found for the composition of a fallacy, hse
command would enable him to produce : the been, not to promote, but as far as possible to
objections, however, of a class of readers, prevent the u_ of it --to prevent the use of
who, under the denomination of men of taste, it, or at any rate to deprive it of its effect.
attach much more importance to the manner Such, if Gerard Hamilton is to be believed,
thento thematter of a composition, have!n- was not the object with Gerard Hamilton:
duced the editor to suppress for the present his book is a sort of school, in which the
some of these characteristic appellations, end means of advocating what is a good cause,
to substitute for them a less expressive pc- and the means of advocating what is a bad
rlphraals, cause, are brought to view with equal frank.

hess, and inculcated with equal solicitude for
success : in a word, that which Machiavel has

SECTION VII. been supposed sometimes to aim at, Gerard
f.ONTEASTBETWEENTHEPRESENTWOREAND Hamilton, as often as it occurs to him, does

MAUZLTON'a"P.*,.al.x,_,_ST.&R'£LOGIC." not only aim at, but aim at without disguise.
Whether on this observation any such impu.

Or this work, the general conception bad tat!on as that of calumny!s justly chargeable,
been formed, and in the composition of it the samples given in the course of this work
"some little progress made, when the adver- will put the reader in s condition to judge.

_tisemen_ brought under the author's notice Sketched out by hhr_if, and finished by
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his editor and panegyrist, • the political cba- posing of whatsoever is good in honest eyes,
meter of Gerard Hamilton may be comprised that his powers, such asthey were, werebent
in a few words : he was determined to join and pushed with peculiar energy.
with a party ; he was as ready to side with One thing only he recognised as being
one party as another ; and whatever party he malum in se, as a thing being to be opposed st
sided with, as ready to say any one thing as any rate, and at any price, even on any such
any other in support of it. Lqdependently extraordinary supposition as that of its being
of party, and personal profit to be made from brought forward by the party with which, at
party,--right and wrong, good and evil, were the time being, it was his lot to side. Tbim
in his eyes matters of indifference. But hay- was, parliamentary refornt.
ing consecrated himself to party _ viz. the In the course of his forty years' labour in

_teY, whatever it was, from which the most the _rviee of the people, one thi_g he did
to be got _that party being, of whatever that was good : one thing, to wit, that in the
rials composed, the party of the ins _ tecotmt of his panegyrist is set down on that

that party standing constantly pledged for the s.de :
protection of abuse in every shape, and, in One use of government (in eyes such as
ao far as good consists in the eztirpat*ou of his, the principal use) is to enable men who
abuse, for the opposingand keeping out every- have shares in it to employ public money in
thing that is gooa --henoe it was to the op- payment for private service :

Within the view of Gerard Hamilton thacs
• Extract from the preface to Haxnilton's lived a man whose talents and turn of mind

work : -- qualified him for appearing with peculiar suc-
" He indeed considered politics as a kind of eess in the character of an amusing companion

game, of which the stake or prize was the admi- in every good house. In this ehasacter henistration of the country. Hence he thought that
throe who conceived that one party were pos- for a length of time appeared in the house of
aessed of greater ability than their opponents, Gerard Hamilton : finding him an Irishman,
and were therefore fitter to fill the first offices in Hamilton got an Irish pens/on of £300 a-year
the state, might with great propriety adopt such created for him, and sent him back to Ire-
measures {consistent with the con'stitutmn) as land : the man being in Dublin, and consti-
should tend to bring their friends into the ed- tuting in virtue of his office a part of theministration of affairs, or to support them when
invested with such power, without weighing in Lord Lieutenant's family, he appeared in the
goldenscalestheparticularparliamentaryques. same characterand withequalsuccessinthe
lionswhichshouldbebroughtforwardIbrthishouseoftheLord Lieutenant.'_
purpose: as,on theotherhand_theywho had
formeda higherestimateoftheoppositeparty -I"" Yet,suchwasthewarmthofhisfriend's
mightwithequalproprietyadoptasimilarcon. feelings,and withsuchconstantpleasuredidhe
duct,andshapevariousquestionsforthepurpose reflecton themany happydayswhichtheyhad
ofshowingtheimbecilityof thoseinpower_and spenttogether,thathenotonlyinthefirstplace
Im/_tituting an abler ministry, or one that they obtained for him a permanent provision on the
¢matdderedabler, in their room ; looking on such establishment of Ire|and,_ but, in addition to this
occasions rather to the object of each motion than proof of his regard and esteem, he never ceased,
to the question itself. And in support of these without any kind of solicitation, to watch over
positions, which, however short they may be of his interest with the most lively solicitude ; con.
theoretical perfection, do not perhaps very widely stantl¢ applying in person on his behalf to every
differ {says Mr. l_lalone) from the actual state of new l_,ordLieutenant, if he were acquainted with
things, he used to observe, that if any one would him ; or if that werenot the case, contriving by
carefully examine all the questions which have some circuitous means to procure Mr. Jephson'a
been agitated in parliament from the time of the re-appointment to the office originally conferred
Revolution, he would be surprised to find how on him by Lord Townshend: and by these means
few could be pointed out in which an honest man ! chiefly he was continued for a long series of years
might not conscientiously have voted on either unaer twelve successive governors of Irdand in
side_ however, by the fbrce of rhetorical aggra- the same station, which _iad always before been
vati0n and the fervour of the times, they may have considered a temporary office." -- Pa_L Log. 44.
been represented to be of such high importance, ..
that the very existence of the State depended on * Note hy Editor _lalone: _" A pension of
the result of the deliberation. £300 a-year, which the Duke of Rutland during

" Some questions, indeed, be acknowledged to his government, from Personal regard anda high
be of a vital nature, of such magnitude, and so admiration of Mr. Jephson's talents, increased to
intimately connected with the safety and welfare £600 per annum for the joint lives of himself
ele the whole community, that no inducement or [ and Mrs. Jephson. He survived our author but
friendly disposition to any party ought to have I a few years, dying at his house at Black Rock,
the smallest weightin thedecision. Oneof these I near Dublin, of a paralytic disorder, May _1,
in his opinion was the proposition for a parlia- [ 1803, in his sixty.seventh year."
mentar_reform, or in other words, for the new { Note._That not content with editing, and_
meddling the ¢onstitufiouof parliament; amen-I in this way, recommending in the lump these
sure which he considered of such moment, and [ principles of his friend and countryman, Malone
of so dangerous a tendency, that he once said to I takes up particular aphorisms, and applies his
a friend now living, that he woukl sooner suffer | mind to the elucidation of them. This may be

right band to be cut off than vote for it." | seen exemplified in Aphorisms 243, 249.
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VIL] HAMILTON'S PARLIAMENTARY LOGIC.

His Graee gave permane_ to thes_neeure, no pendons, for hiring t_atterers and pamper.
nnd doubled the salary _'/t. Here was libe- in_ parasites :-- no plm.lering in any shape
gldlty upml liberidity-- here was virtue upon or for a.y purpose:--amidst the cries of No
virtue. It is by such things that merit is theory! No theory! the _xample of America
displayed--it is fbz"such things that taxes are a lessen, the practice of America transterred
imposed ; it is for aii'ordit_g matter and exer- to Britain.
eise for such virtues--it is [br affording re- The notion of the general predominance_f
wards for such merit, that the people of every self-regarding over soeia| izlterest has been
country, hi so far ag any good t,se is made ot heht up asa weakness incident to the sltnation
them, are made. of those whose converse has been more with

To a man in whese+'eyea public virtue hooks than men. Be it so: look then to those
appeared in thi_ only shape, no wonder that teachers, those men of practical wi.dom, whose
parliamentary reform shouhl be odious :--of converse has been with men at least as much
parliamenta_" reform, the effect of which,-- as with hooks : look in particular to this right
and in eyes of adifferent complexion, one main honourable, who in the House of Commons
use-- would be, the drying up the source of had doubled the twenty years' hieobration
all such virtues, necessary for law, who had served almost six

tiere, in regard to the matter of fact, there apprenticeships, who in that office }lad served
are two represemations given of the s.,me out fivecompletc clerkships ;-- what says he?
subject--representationsperfectly concurrent Self-regarding interest predominant over sO-
m all points with one another, though from cial interest ?--self regard predomiaat)t ? No:
very di_erent quarters, and beginoingas well but self-regard sole o,'cupant: the universal
as ending with very different views, a,,d lead- interest, howsoever talked of, never s_ much
Lag to opposite conclusions, as thought of--right and wrong, objects ot

Parliament a sort of gamlng-honse; mere- avowed indifference.
oers on the ts¢o sides of each house the play- Of the self-written Memoirs of Bubb Do-
ers ; the property of the people--such portion dlngton, how much was said in their day'--of
of it as ou any pretence may be found capable Gerard Hamilton's Parliamentary Logic, how
of being extracted frmn the.m-- the stakes little! The reason is not unohvious: Do-
played [br. Insincerity in all its shapes, di-- i dington was all anew.dote _ Hamiho*, was all
ingenuousness, lying, hypocrisy, fallacy, the theory. What Hamilton ende+Jvouredto teach
iastrmnents employed by the ptavers on both with Malone and Johnson tbr his bag-bearers.
sides Ibr obtaining advantages in the game : Dodmgton was seen to practise.
on each occamon--in respect of the side on Nor is the veil of decormn cast offanyo
which he ranks himself-- what course will be where from his practice. In Hamihmfs book
most for the advantage of the universal lute- for the first time has profligacy been seen stark
rest, a question never looked at, never taken naked. In the reigm of Charles the Second,
into aeeount: on which side is the prospect Sir Charles Sedley and others were im]icted
of personal advantage in its several _hapes-- for exposing themselve_ il) a bahxmy in a stale
this the o,dy question really take,, into con- of perfect nudity, l_-Gerard Hannhon may
rdderation: a_'eordi,g to the answer given to be seen the >Jr C}arle_ Sedley of politic._/l
this question icl his own mind, a man takes morality. Sedley might have stuod in his hat-
the one orthe otherofthe two sides--the side cmly till he was frozen, and nobody the better,
of those in office, if there he room or near i nobody much the wor_-e: but Hamilton's self.
prospect of room for him : the side of those t exp,_snre is most instructive.
by whmu office is but in expectancy, ff the Of parliamentary reform were a man to say
future contingent presents a more encouraging ] that it is good be('au-e Gerard Hamihon was
prospect than the immediately present. - - averse to it, he would lull into the u_ of one

To all these distinguished persons--to the I of" those fallacies agai.st the i_+tluenee v_"
self-appolmed pro£e_or and teacher of po- [ which it is one of the objects of the ensuing
litical pr,_igacy, to his admiring e,'itor, to ] work to raise a harrier :
their eommnn aml s_mpathizing iHend,* the [ This however may he said, mtd todd x_th-
blgotry.ridden preacher of hollow and com. [ out hllac.v, viz. that it is the intiuetwa exer-
mon-plaee moralhy--parliumentaryretbrm we e_sed by such men, and the tu_e to which such
see in an equal degree, and that an extreme their influence is put by them, that constitute_
one, au o_jeet of _bhorrence. How shotdd it no small part of the political disease which
be other_,]se? By parliamentary reform, the has produced the demaml for parliamentary
prey, the perpetually re_mscent prey, the fruit reform in the character of a remedy.
and obiect of the game, wouhl have been To such men it is as natur_ and necessary
snatched out of tbei_ hands. O_cial pay m that parliamentary reform should he odious,
no case ,r_ore than want is sufficient _or the as that Botany Bay or the Hulks should be
_ecurity of adequate service -- no sinecures, odious to thieves and roh',ers.

Above atl other species of hnsine_s, the
" See next p_ge. one which Gerard H=milton wa_ mo_t a_

VoL IL D b
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hensive of his pupils not being sufficiently con- editor presumed to have been intended for
Itant in the practice of, is misrepresentation, the press, had been "shown by him to his
Under the name of action, thrice was gesti- friend Dr. Johnson." This is the work which
¢ulation spoken of as the first accomplishment this same Dr. Johnson, if the editor is to be
of his profession by the Athenian orator: believed, " considered a very curious and

By Gerard Hamlhoo, in a collection of masterly performance." This is the worg in
aphorisms553 in number,--in about 40, vice which that pompous preacher of melancha[y
is recommended withou_ disguise; twelve moralities saw, iftheeditoristobe believed,
times is misrepresentation, i. e. premeditated nothing to " object to," but "' the too great
_alsehovd with or without a mask, recom- conciseness and refinement of some parts of
mended in the several forms of which it pro- it," and the occasion it gave to °' a wi_._that
Jentcd itself to him as susceptible ; viz. in the some of the precepts had been more opened
way of false addition three times, in the way and expanded."
of t_lse substitution twice, and in the way of So far as concerns mneerity and candour m
omission seven times, debate, the two friends indeed, even to judge

He was fearfitl of deceiving the only per* of them fi'om the evidence transmitted to _s
sons he meant not to deceive (viz. the pupils by their respective panegyrists, seem to have
to whom he was teaching the art of deceiving been worthy to smell at the same nosegay :
others,) had he fallen into any such omission and an " expansion and enlargement," com-
as that of omitting ia the teaching of this posed by the ha_d that suggested it, would
lessgn any instruction or example that might beyond doubt have been a " very curious and
contribute to render them perfect in it. masterly,"as well as amusing addition, to this

Of a good cause as such--of every cause " very curious and masterly performance."
that is entitled to the appellation of a good Two months before his death+ when, if he
cause, it is the characteristic property that it himself is to be believed, ambition had in such
does not stand in r_eed-- of a had cause, of a degree been extinguished in hhn by age and
every cause that is justly designated by the infirmities, that after near fnrty years of ex-
appellation of a t_d cause, it is the character- )erience a seat in parliament was become an
_ie property that it does stand in need--of object of indifference to him,t--four years
assistance ot this kind. Not, merely indlffer- aider he had been visited by a fit of the palsy,:_
ettce as between good and bad, but predilec- -- he was vistted bya fit of virtue, and in the
tion for what is bad, is therefore the cast of paroxysm of that fit hazarded an experiment,
mind betrayed, or rather displayed, by Gerard the object of which was to try "ahether, in a
Hamilton. For the praJ.-e of intelligence and then approaching parliament, a seat might
active talent--that is, for so much of it as not be tb+amed without a complete sacrifice
constitutes the difference between what is to of independence. The experiment was not
be earned by the advocation of good causes suceesslhl. From some Lord, whose name
only, ami tl_at which is to be earned by the decorum has suppressed, he was. as his letSex
advoeatioo of bad causes likewise--of had to his Lordship testified, "on the point of
causes in preference to good ones,-- fi_r this receiving" a seat ; and the object of this
Jpeeies and degree of praise it is, that Gerard letter was to learn whether, ahmg with the
Hamilton was eontent to forego the merit of seat, " the polv'er of thinking for himself'"
probity--of sincerity as a branch of prohity, might be included in the grant: ;-- the ques-
and take to himself the substance as well as tim_ bein_ accompanied with a request, that,
the shape and colour of the opposite vice. in ca._e _f the negative, some other nominee

This is the work which, having been fairly
written out by the author,* and thence bythe " Hence the rules andpreeept_ here accumu-lated+which are equally adaptedto the use of the

* Extract from the preface to [tamihon's pleader and orator: nothing vagale, or loo_, or
work : -- general,a is delivered ; and the nm_t mhmte par-

" But in the treatLseon Parliamentary Logic ticularities and artlul turns of debate are nouced
we have the frui_ and ra_ult of the experience with admirable acuteness, _ubtih_,, and preci._ion.
of oac_ who was by no means unconversant with '.['he work, thereibre, is filled with practical ax.
.aw, and bad himself sat in Parliament for more ions+ and parliamentary and tb_ensic w_sdom+
1hun tbrty years; who in the commencement of and cannot but be of perpetual use to aU those
his potiticaleareer burst forth like a meteor, and persons who may have oecasion to use their dib
_fora while obscured his contemporaries by the cursive talents within or without the doors of the
_pottslendourof his eloquence ; _ ho was a most eu- House of Commons, in conversation at the barj

ob,,erver of the characteristic merits and or in parliament.
defects of the distinguished speakers of his time ; " This tract was fairly written out by the am
and who, though after his fir,t effort he seldom thor,and thereforemay be presumed to have beer:
on, aged in public debate, devoted almost all his intended by him for the presS. Be had shown
leisure and thoughts, during the long period it to hL, friend Dr. Johrrson. who considered it a
a_ove mentioned, to the examination and discus- very curiaus and masterly performance."
sion of all the principal questions agitatedin par. "1"Page 26. _ Page 14.
.Uament_ and of the several topics and modes of .....

by which they were either supportedor • For" notitin_," read "_twgeeate_t vat/.'*-.J.B.
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might be the object of his Lordehip's "confi- I As little can there be in the case of his edio
denee." [ tor and paregyrist : "'Q.i mihi discipatua

The request was inadmissible, and the con- [puer es, cupts atfue doceri, hue odes, bee
fidence found some other object. ] animo concipe dicta too :'" The object or end

It is in the hope of substituting men to ] in view is, on occasion of a debate in parlia-
puppets, and the will of the people to the wdl I ment -- in a supreme legislative assembly--
of noble lords, puppets themselves to minis- [ how to gain your point, whatever it be. The
ters or secret advisers, that parliamentary re- means indicated as conducive to that end are
form has of ,ate become once more an object sometimes fair ones, sometimes foul ones ;
#f general desire: but parliamentary refbrm and be they fair or foul, they are throughout
was that sort of thing which " he would delivered with the same tone of seriousness
sooner," he said, "suffer his hand to be cut and composure.
off, than vote for :"" whether it was before Come unto me all ye wao have a point to
or after the experiment that this magnani- gain, and I will show you how : bad or good,
mity was displayed, the editor has not in- so as it be not parliamentary reform, to me
Ibrmed us. it is matter of indifference.

The present which the world received in Here, then, whatever be the influence of
the publication of this work may on several authority--authority in general, and that of
accounts be justly termed a valuable one. the writer in particular--it is in the propa-
The only cause of regret is, that the editor gation of insincerity (of insincerity to be era-
should, by the unqualified approbation and ployed in the service it is most fit for, and
admiration bestowed upon it, have made the in which it finds its richest reward) that
principles of the work as it were his own. throughout the whole course of this work,

True it is, that where instrnetion is given and under the name o_ Gerard Hamilton, not
showing how mischief may be done or aimed to speak of his editor mid panegyrist, such
at,--whether it shall serve as a precept or a I authority exerts itself.
prohibition, depends in the upshot, upon the To secure their children from failing into
person on whom ]t operates with effect : the wee of drunkenness, it was the pohcy, we

Ma,y a dehortation, that not only has the are told, of Spartan fathers, to exMbit their
effect of an exhortation, but was designed to slaves in a state of inebriatimi, that the con-
Iiave that effect; tempt might be felt to which a man _tands

Instruetitms how to administer poisons exposed when the intellectual part of his
with success, may on the other hand have the frame has been thrown into the disordered
effect of enabling a person who takes them state to which it is apt by this means to be
up with an opposite view, to secure llm- reduced. An English father, if he has any
lelf the more effectually against the attack regard for the morals of his son, and in patti-
Of poisons ; cular for that vital part in which sincerity is

But by the manner in which he writes, by concerned, will perhaps nowhere else tirol sa
the accessory ideas presented by the words in instructive an example as Gerard Hamilton
whie,h the instruction is eonve)ed, there can has rendered himself by this book " ill that
seldom be much difficulty in comprehending mirror may be seen to what a state of eorrup-
in the delivery of his instructions whether the tion the moral part of man's frame is capable
writer wishes that the suggestions conve)ed of being reduced--to what a state of degra-
by them should be embraced or rejected : dation, in the present state of parliamentary

If oeeasimmlly there can be room for doubt morality, aman is eapahleofsinkingeven when
in this respect, at any rate no room can there I sober, and without any help frmn wine ; and

be for any in the ease of Gerard Hamilton. [ with what deliberate zeal he may himsclfexart
his powers in the endeavour to propagate the

• Page xxxvii, infection hi other minds.

J,

PART I. FALLACIES OF AUTHORITY,

THIt SUBJECT OF WHICH I8 AUTHORITY tN VARIOUS SERAPES,AND THE OBJECT
TO REPRESS ALL EXERCISE OF THE REASONING FACULTY.

WITH reference to any measures having for altogether the exercise of the reasoning f_.
1theirobject the greatest happiness oft/*e great- eulty, by adducing authority in various shapes
eat wJmber, the course pursued by the adver- as conclusive upoa the subject of the measura
• aries of such measures has commonly been. propped.
in the fzrst torrance, to endeavour to reprem f Bat before an}. clear view eau be given of
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the deception liable to be produced by the adequate intelligence ; and so in regard to di_°
abuse of the species of argument here in qaes- tance in point of place•
tlon• it will be necessary to bring to view the As to relative probity, any deficiency reo
distil_-tiou between ti, e proper aud the ira- ferable to this head will be occasioned by
proper u_e of it. the exposure of thepersona caius _o the action

In the ensuing ana!ysis of Authority, one of sinister interest : eon,'ernmg which, see
dlstiucuon ought to be borue in mind ;-- It is Part V. Chapter llL--Cauaes of the utterance
the distinction between what may be terored ofthese.fMlacies.
a question of opinmn, or quid faciendam; The most ordinary and conspicuous deftei-
and what may be termed a question of fact, ency in the article of relative probity, is that
or quulfact_ra. Since it will frequently hap- of sincerity : the improhity consisting in the
pen, that whilst the authority of a person in opposition or discrepancy between the opio
re,p,.ct to a question of fact is entitled to nion expressed and the opi*fion really enter.
more or less reg'arA, it is not so entitled in taioetL
ra_peet of a question o_"opinion. But as not only declaration of opinion, but

opinion itself, is exposed to the action of si-
nister iz_tercst,--iu _ fhr as this is the case,

CHAPTER I. the deficiency is occasioned in two ways : by

§ 1. Analysis of Authority• the action of tire siui.-ter interest, either the• relevatlt mean_ and materials are kept out of
§ 2. Appeal to Aathority, in what eases the mind ; or, if this be not found practicable,

fallacwas, the attention i- kept from fixing upon them
L WIIAV, on any given occasion, is the tegi- wi_h tl_e degree of intensity proportioned to
tlmate weight or imltltlenceof authority, reg_Lrd their legitmrately persua_ve force.
bei_g had to tlae d_ffereut circumstances m As to the ma-s ol°inibrmation received by
which a person, the s,pposed declaration of any person in relation to a given subject, the
whose ophfion constitules the authority in correctness and completeness of such infor-
question, wa_ irlaced at the time of the de- mation, and thence the probabilityofeorreet-
livery of such declaration ? ne_ o_ the part of theopinitm grounded on it,

1st, Upon the degree of relative and ade- will be in the joint ratio of tire sufficiency of
quate intell,._eace ou the part of the person the means of collecting such information, and
whose opi_fion or suppo.,ed opinion consti- the strength of the motwes by whieh he wai
lutes the authority in question,-- say of the urger| to tt_e employment of those means.
persona eujus ;-- 2dltt, Upon the degree of On both these accounts taken together, at
relative probit!l on the part of that same per- the top of the _eate of trustworthi1_ess stands
son;--3dly, Upon the nearnes_ or remote- that mass of authority which is constituted
hess of" the relation between the immediate by what may be termed scientific or profe_
subject of such Iris opinion and the question si'onal opinion : that is, opinion entertained
in hand;--4thl.4, Upon the fidelity of the me- in relation to the snb.lect in question by a
dium throtlgh whwh sueh supposed opinion person who, by special means and motives
has been tran_-mitted (includi,_g correctness attached to a particular situation in life, may
and completeness :) upon such eircumstan- with reason be considered as possessed of"
ees, the legitimately persuasive force of the such means ot insuring the correctness of hht
authority thus constituted seems to depend: opinion, as camrot reasonably be expected to
such are the sources in whieh any deficiency have place on the part of a person not so ch-
in respect of such persuasive "force is to be eumstanced.
looked for. As to the special motives in question, they

Deficiency of attention--/, e. intensity and will in every ease be fouml to consist of good
steadiness of attentlon-- with reference to or evil ; profit, for instance, or loss, present-
the influenclu_ circumstances on which the i_Jg themselves as eventually likely to befall
opinion, i, order to tie correct, required to be the persoo in question--profit or othergood in
grounded ; defit'iency in respect of opportunity (a,c of the correetne._s of his opinion--toss or
or matter of intbrmation, with reference to other evll in the event of its incorrectness.
the individ,tal question in hand ; distance in In proportion to the force with which a
point of time from toe _cene of the propo,ed man's will is operated upon by _he motive*
measure ; distance in point of place : -- such, in question, is the degree of attention era-
again, are the sources in which, tt;e situation ployed in looking out tbr the means of intbr-
of the person in question being given, any marion, and the use made of therein the way
defieiencv in respect of relative audadequate of reflection towards the formation of his
_tel_ige_ee is. it seem,, to be looked _br. opinion.

tt i_ in the eharae*er of a cause of deft- Thus in the ease ofeveryoeenpatlon whie0a
_neney in relative and adequa*e inlormation, a man engages in with a view to profit, the
that distance in point of time operates as a hope of gaining his livelihood, and the feat

or'deficiency ia respect of relative and of not gaining it, are the motiv_ by whi_,
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]_e_s nrged to applyhis attentionto the port_onof ],isdesire,which isMready |ns
collection of xsbatsoever information ma_ -tate of sutural:on, and eonsequel,tly the less
Contribute to the correctness of tile several the amou,,tof that portion which, remaining
o|umous which he may have occasion to filrm unratified, is left free to operate upon his
respeetitxg the most advantageous method o! mind m the character of a motive.
carrying on the several operations by which Ureter oriental despotism, the person at
such profit may be obtained, whose command the means of intbrmation

1. The legitimately persuasive force of pro- exist in a larger proportion than they do in
fcssional authority being taken a_ the high- the instance of any other person whatever,
est term in the scale, the following may be is the despot; but necessary motices being
noticed as expressive of so many other species wanting, no use is made by him of these
of authority, occupying so many interior de- means, and the general resnlt is a state of
trees in the same scale : -- ahnost infantine imbecility and ignorance.

2. Authority derived from, power. The Such, in kind, varying only in degree, is
greater the quantity of power a man has, no the ease with every hand in which power is
matter in what shape, the nearer the atttho- lodged, nnincumhered with obligation ; or. in
rity of his opinion comes to professional au- other words, with sense of eventual danger.
thority, in respeet of the facility of obtaining In England. the king, the peer, the opulent
the means conducive to correctness of deci- borough-holding or county-holding eountry
Ilion. gentleman, should, on the above prineipte,

8. Authority derived frorcr opulence. Opu- present an instance of the sort of dotthleseale
lence--being an instrument of power, and in question, in which, while memm decrease,
to a eonsiderahle extent applieahle in a direct motiws rise.
way to many or mo_t of the purposesto which But so long as he takes any part at all in
power is apphcable--seems to stand next public affairs, the sense of that weak kind
after power in the scale of instruments of of eventual responsibility to which, notwitho
facility as above, standing the prevailing habits of idolatry,

4. Authority derived from reputation, ton- the monarch, as such, stands at all times ex-
sidered as among the efficient e'auses of re- posed, suffices to keep his intellectual facul-
tpeet. By reputation, understand, on this he, at a point nmre or less above the point
occ,,sion, general reputation, not special and of titter ignorance ; whereas, short of prove-
relative reputation, which would rank the able idioti,m, the.e is no degree of imbecility
species of authority under the head of pro- that in either ot those two other situations
fessionM authority as above, can suffice to render it matter of danger or

.Note, that of all these four species of au- inconvenience to the possessor, either toleave
thority, it is only in the case of the first that altogether unexercised the power annexed
the presumable advantage which is the effi- to such situation, or, without tile smallest
cleat cause of its legitimately persuasive force regard for the public weliare, to exercise it
extends to the article of motives as well as in whatever manner may be most agreeable
metros. By having the motives that tend to or convenient to himself.
correctness of information, the professional All this while, it is only on the suppositio_
man has the m_ans likewise ; since it is to the of pedect relative probity, viz. of that branch
force of the motives under the stimulus of of prob,ty that consists of sincerity, as well
which he acts, that he is indebted for what- as absence of all such sources of delusion as
ever means he acquires. It is from his having to the person in question are liable to pro.
the motives, '_hat it follows that he has the duee the effects of insincerity -- in a word,
means, it is only on the supposition of the absence

But in those other eases, whatsoever be the of exposure to the action of any sitiister in.
means which a man's situation places within retest, operating in such direction as to tend
his reach, it follows not that he has the ran. to produce either erroneous opinion, or mls.
tives_that he is actually under the impulse representation of a man's opinion on the sub-
of any motive soffieient to the full action of ject in question, that, in so tar as it depends
that desire and that energy by which alone on the information neees_ry to correctness
he can be in an adequate degree put in pos- of opinion, the title of a man's authority to
session of the means, regard bears any proportion either to motives

On the contrary, in proportion as in the or to means of information as above.
teale ofpower the man in question rises above On the contrary, if, either immediately
the ordinary level, in that same proportion, or through the medimn of the will, a ,,_n's
in respect of motives for exertion (be the line understanding ire exposed to the dominion of
of action what it may,) he is apt to sink be- sinister interest, the more eomp_e*e as wen
low the same level : because, the greater the as correct the mass of relative information
quantum of the share of the general mass of is whieh he possesses, the more eomptete|y
objects of desire that a man is already in pos- destitute of all title to regard, i.e. to eonf_
St_tion of, the gre_ter is the amount of that dence, unless it be ill the opposite direction. _
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will the authority, or pretended or real opt- own favour his own testimony is the weakest
nion, be. _ in his disfavour, the stro]Jgest, evidence.

Hence it is, that on the question. What _s It is ou this account that, wherever a matt
the system of remuneration best adapted to is in a superior degree furnished as above
the purpo_ of obtaining the highest degree with means of, and motives for, obtaining
of official aptitude throughout the whole field relevant information, the stronger the force
of official service?-- the authority of any of the sinister interest under the action of
person, who here or els .where, now or for- which his opinion is delivered, the stronger
merly, was in possession or expectation of is his title to attention. In the way of direct
any such situation as that of minister of and relevant argument applying to the ques-
state, so far from being greater than that of tion in hand in a direet and specific way, ff
an average man, is nor equal to O, but in the question be susceptible of any such argu-
the mathematical sense negative, or so much ments, in proportion to the efficiency of the
below 0 ; i.e. so far as it affords a reason motives and means he has for the acquisition
for looking upon the opposite opinion as the of such relevant information, is the prohahi-
right and true one. ]try of his bringing such information to view.

So, again, as to this question _ What, in If, then, instead of bringing to view any such
so far as concerns cugnoscibility, or economy relevant information, or by way of supplement
and exped tion in procedure, the state of the and support to such relevant information
law ouqht to be ? --in the instance of any (when weak and insufficient,) the arguments
person who here or elsewhere, recently or which he brings to view are of the irrelevant
formerly, but more particularly in this conn- sort, the addition of such bad arguments el-
try, was in possession or expectation of any tords a sort of circumstantial evidence, an_l
situation, professional or official, the profit- that of no mean degree of probative force,
ableness of which, in the shape of pecuniary of the inability of the side thus advocated to
emulument, or in any other shape (such as furnish any good ones.
power, reputation, ease, mM occasionally Ctosenes, of the relation between theimo
veugeancc,) depended upon the incognos- medmte subject in hand, and the subject of
cibility, the expensiveness, tke dilatoriness, the supposed opinion of which the authority
the vexatiousness of the system of judicial is composed, has been mentioned as the third
procedure_the weight of the authority-- circumstance necessary to be considered in
the stren_.h of its title to credit on the part estimating the credit due to authority : _of
of tho_e understandings to which the force of this, it is evident enough, there cannot be any
it is appli_.d, _is not merely equal to O, but in common and generally applicable measure :
the mathematical sense negative, or so much it is that sort of quantity, of the amount of
below O. which a judgment can only he pronounced

Note, that where, as above, the weight or in each individual ease.
probative force of the anthorlty in question As to the fidelity of the medium through
is spoken of as being not positive but nega- which the opinion constitutive of the autho-
tire (being rendered so by sinister interest,) rity in question has been, or is supposed to
what is taken for granted is, that the dJrec- have been, transmitted,_it is only pro me-
tion in which the authority is offered is the merle that this topic is here brought to view
same as that in which the sinister interest in the list of the circumstances from which
acts ; for if, the direction in which the sini.-tcr the legitimately persuasive force of an opt-
interest acts ]_ing one way, the direction in nion constitutive of authority is liable to
which the opinion acts lies the other way-- experience decrease, of its admission into
in such ease, the title of the opinion to credit this list the propriety is, on the bare mention,
on the part of the understandings to which as manifest as it is in the power of reasoning
it is proposed, so far fi'om being destroyed to make it. In this respect, the rule and
or weakened, is much incre_¢ed ; because the measure, as well as cause, of such decrease,
grounds for correctness of opinion, the rap- stand exactly on the same ground as the rule
fives and the means which in that case lead with respect to any other evidence ; autho-
to correctness being more completely within rity being, to the purpose in question, neither
the reach of, and according to probability more nor less than an article of circumstantial
present to, the minds of this class of men, evidence.
the forces that tend to promote aberration The need for the legitimately persuasive
having by this supposition spent themselves fores of authority, i. e. probability of corn-
in vain, the chance for correctness is thereby putatively superior information on the one
greater.

Accordant with this, and surely enough ac- I hand, is in the inverse ratio of informationon the part of the person on whom it is de.
eovdont with experience and common sense, [ signed to operate, on the other. The lem
is one of the few rational rules that as yet ] the degree in which each man is qualified lap
have received edmittance among the teehni- I form a judgment on anyaubjeet oa the
sally-established rules of evidence. In a man's ] of specific and l_qcYant infarmatioa..-im tim
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ground of direct evideneenthe more cogent dearly of the c_nsiderafions w_ich be hml-
the necessity he is under of trusting, with a brought to view.
degree of confidence more or tess implicit, to Neither is there any fallacy in making
_hat species of circumstantial evidence : and reference to the opinion of this or that pro-
in proportionto the nLmber of thepersons fessionalperson,in a caseto sucha degree
who possess,eachwithinhimself,the means professionalorscientific,withrelationtothe
of Ibrmingan opinionon any givensubject hearersorreaders,thatthe forminga correct
tmthegroundof suchdirectevidence,the judgmenton suchrelevantand specificargu-
pesterthenumber of the personstowhom mentsasbelongtoit,isbeyondtheircompe.
;_oughtto be matterof shame toframeand tence.In matterstouchingmedicalscience_
pronouncetheirrespectivedecision,on no chemistry,astronomy,the mechanicalarts.
bettergroundthanthatofsuchinconclusivethevariousbranchesof theartof war,&_e...
and necessarilyfallaciousevidence, no othercoursecouldbe pursued.

Of thetruthofthisobservation,men be-
longing to the several classes, whose situation § 2. Appeal to Avtl_orily. in wh_ eas_
in the community has given to them, in con- fallacious."
junction with efficient power, a separate and The case in which reference to authority
sinister interest opposite to that of the corn- is open to the imputation of tallacy, is where,
raunity in general, have seldom _iled to be in the course of a del_ate touching a subject
in a sufficient degree percipient, lying in such sort within the comprehension

In this perception, in the instance of the of the debaters, that argument bearing the
fraternity of lawyers, may be seen one cause, closest relation to it would be perfectly within
though not the only one, of the anxiety be- the sphere of their comprehension, nautho-
traved, and pains taken, to keep the rule of rlty (a sort of arguu_ent in the case here m
action in a state of as complete incognosci- question not relevant) is employed in the
hility as possible on the part of those whose place of such relevant arguments as might
e_gnduct m professed to be directed by it, and have been adduced on one side, or in oppo-
whose fate is in fact disposed of by it. sition to irrelevant ones adduced on the other

In this same perception, in the instance of side.
the clergy of old times in the Romish church, But the case in which the practice of ad-
may be seen in like manner the cause, or at dncing authority in the character of an argu-
least one cause, of the pains taken to keep in ment is in the highest degree exposed to the
the same state ofincognoselbihty the aeknow- impotation of fallacy, is, where the situation
l_dged rule of actmn in matters of sacred and of the debaters being such, that. the forming
supernatural law. a correct conception of, m:d judgment on.

In this same perception, in the instance of such relevant arguments as the sub leer _l-
the English clergy of times posterior to those mlts, is not beyond their competency, the
of the Romish church--in this same pereep- opinion, real or supposed, of any person who
_ion may be seen one cause of the exertions from his pro|ession or other particular situs-
made by so large a proportion of the governing tion, derives an interest opposite to that ot
classes of that hierarchy, to keep back, and the puhlic, is adduced in the character of an

possible render abortive the system of in- argument, in lieu of such rplewant arguments
ventioo which has forits object the giving to as the question ought to furnish. _ (In an
the exercise of the art of rea_ing the highest Appendix to this Chapter will be given
degree of universality possible, examples of persons whose declared opinions,

To return. Be the subject-matter what on a question of legislation, are in a peculiar
it may, to the account of fallacies cannot oe degree liable to be tinged with falsity by the
place_l any mention made of an opinion to at_ion of sinister interest.)
such or such an effect, as having been dell- He xrho, on a question concerning the pro-
vered or intimated by such or such a person priety of any law or established practice with
byname, whe_ the sole object of the refe- reference to the time being, refers to autbo-
fence is to pois"_ out a place where relevant rity as decisive of the question, assumes the
arguments adduced on a given occasior, may truth of one or other of two positions : viz.
be found in a more complete or perspicu ms that the principle of utility-- i. e. that the
state than they are on the occasion on which greatest happiness of the greatest number
they are adduced.

In the ease thus supposed, there is no it'- • - An unquestionable maxim.'* it is said, is
relevancy. The arguments referred to are by this: --" Reason, and not authority, should de-
the supposition relevant ones ; such as, if the termine the judgment :" Said ? and by whom ?
person by whom they have been presented to even by a bishop ; and by what bishop_ even
clew were altogether unknown, would not Bishop Warburton : and this is not in one work
to_e anything of their weight ; the opinion is I only, but in two. The above words are from his,Div. Legal it. 302.; and in his Alliance. &e. is
not presented as constitutive of authority, as [ a passage to the same effect: here, then, wehave
r_srrving any weight of its_,tf, and lade'pen- t authority against authority.
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not at the time in question the proper [ regard and notice is thut_ given up by them-
gt*mlard for judging of the merits of the ] selves.
q n,Slimy : of', that the practice of other anti [ _'henee this ineonslstenev ?_wbenee this
former thne_, or the opflfion of uther persons. I violence ? From tMs alone, that having some
ought to be retcarded in all ea_es a_.conclusive I abuse to defend- some abu,_e in whit.'h they'
evidem'e of the nat_tre and tendency of the [ lfave an interest and a profit --.aml thiding il_
practice--conclusive evidence, super.ediug [ off the ground of present puhlic interest in-
the necessity and propriety of any recourse defensible, they fly tbr refuge to the only sort
to reason or present experience, of argument m which so much as the preteno

In the first cage. being -eally aa enemy to stun of being sincere in error can find coon*
the eommunity, that he should be esteemed teuauee.
a.s such by all to whmn the happiness of the 135 auvhority,_upport, the strength of which
community is an object ot re_ard, is no more is proportioned to the number of tim persons
than right and reasona!de, -- no more than jounng in it, is gaven to systems of opinions
what, if men acted consistently, would uni- at ooee absuzd and pernicious _ to the reli-
formly take ptaee, gion of ]3nddh, of 13ream, of Fob, of Me.

In the other ease, what he does is, virtually hornet.
tO acknowledge himself not to posses_ any And hence it may be inferred that the pro-
powers of reasoning which he himself can bative force of authority is not increased by
venture to think it sate to trust to: inca- the number of those who may have professed
pahle of forming for himself any judgment a given opinion-- unless, indeed, it eouhl be
by which he looks upon it as safe to be tie- proved that each indtvidual of the multitudes
termintM, he betakes tfimself for safety to who profe-sed the opinion, posses_d _u the
some other man. or _t of men, of whmn he highest degree the means anti motives for
knows little or nothing, except that they ensuringitseorrectness. Even in such sense,
lived so many years ago; that the period of it would not warrant the substitution of the
their existence was by so much anterior to authority for such direct evidence and argu-
his own time--by so much anterior, and con- uncnts as any cage in debate might be able
sequeutly po.sessiug for its guidance so much to supply, supposing the debaters capable of
the less experience, comprehending such direct evidonce algl ar.

But wheu a man gives this account of him- guments : but that, in ord/nary cages, no such
self-- when he represents his own ufind as circumstantial evidence should possess any
labourhfg und'r this kind and degree of ira- such legitimately probative force as to war-
beeility, -- whatean t_emore reasonable than raa_ the addition, much less the substitution
that he shouhl be taken at his word ?-- that of it, to that sort of information which be-
he slmuld he considered as a persou labour- longs to direct evidence, will, it is supposed,
mg under a general and incurable imhecdity, be rendered sutticiently apparent by the toL.
from whom nothing relevant can reasonably lowing considerations:-
be expected ? 1. If in theory any the minutest degree of

He who, in place of reasoning deduced (if force were aseribod to the elementary too-
the subject be of a practical nature) from the nude of the body of authority thuseomposed_
consideration of the end in view, emplo._s and this theory were followed up in practice,
attthority, makes no secret of' the opinion he the consequence would be, the utter subver-
entertains of his hearers or his readers: he stun of the existing state of things :--as for
assumes that those to whom he addresses him- example _ if distance in point of time were
self are incapable, each ot them, of forming a not su_icient to destroy the probative force
judgment of their own. If they submit to this of such authority, the Catholic religion would
insult, may it not be presumed that they ae- in England be to bz restored to the exclusive
knowledge the jugtiee of it? dominion it possessed and exereised /or so

Of im'_eeility---at any rateofself-conscions many centuries: the toleration laws would
and self avowed imbecility--proportionable be to be repealed, and persecution to the
humility ought naturally to be the result ; length of extirpation would be to be suhsti-

On the contrary, so far from hmmlity_ toted to whatever liberty in conduct and dis-
the this species of idol_try_of this worship- course is enjoyed at pre_nt ; _and in this
l_r,g of dead me.a'_ bones,--all the passions way, after the abolished religion bad thus
the most oppn..ite to humility--pride, anger, heen triumphantly restored, an inexorable
olrstinacy, and overbearingness, -- are the fi'e- door would be shut against every imaginable
quent, not to say the constant, aecompani- change iu it, affd thence against every ima-
ments, gmable reform or improvement in it, through

With _he utmost strength of mind that can all thture ages :
be displayed in the fiehl of reasoning, no tea- 2. If distance in point of place were not
stare'de man ever manifests so much he_t, understood to hgve the same effeet, someothe2
assmnes so much, or exhibits himself disposed religion than the Christian _ the religion ot
to ae_r so little, sm these men, whose title to Mahomet for example, or the way of thinking
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in matters of re|iglon prevalent in China-- rational and e|ig_|e course, is to substlttr_e
would have to be substituted by law to the decision on the ground of authority, to de-
Christian religion eision on the ground of direct and specific

In authority, defence, such as it is, has been evidence.
found tbr every impertection, fi_r every abuse, In every branch of physical art and science,
for ev.ry the t_st pernicmus and most exe- the folly of this substitution or preference in
erahle abmninatiou that the most corrupt sys- matter of demonstration--ls matter of intui-
tern of government has ever husbanded in its tioo, and as such is univer._allyaekuowledged.
bosom:_ In the moral branch of science, religion not

Al_d here may be seen the mischief neces- excluded, the tolly of the like receipt tbr eoro
sarily att_ebed to the course of him whose reetness of opinion would not be less univer-
footsteps are regulated by the finger of this sally recognised, if the wealth, the ease, and
blind guide, the dignity attached to and supported by the

What is more, from henee may inferences maintenance of the opposite opinion, did not
be deduced -- nor those ill-grounded ones -- so steadily resist such recognition.
respecting the probity or improbity, the sin-
eerity or insincerity, of him who, standing in Causes of the e_nployrnent andprevalenee of
a public situation, blushes not to look to this thi_fallac_.
blind guide, to the exclusmn of, or in prefe. It is obvious that this fallacy, in all its
fence to, reason-- the only guide that does branches, is so frequently resorted to by those
not begin with shutting his own eyes, for the who are interested in the support of abuses,
purpose of clo_ing the eye_ of his followers, or of institutions pernicious to the great body

Astheworldgrowsolder, ifat the same time of the people, with the intention of sup-
it grows wiser (which it will do unless the pressrng all exercise of reason. A foolish or
period shall have arrived at which experience, unten.ble propositmn, resting on its own sup.
the mother of wisdmn, shall have become port or the mere credit of the utterer, could
barren,) the influence of authority willin eaeh not fail speedily to encounter detection and
situation, mid particularly in parliament, be- exposure ; -- the same proposition, extracted
Come tess and less. fi'om a p_ge of Blackstone, or from the page

Take any pa_'t of the field of moral science, or mouth of any other person to whom the
private morahty, em_stitutioual law, private idle and unthinking are an the habit of uneono
law_ go hack a fi:w centuries, and you will ditionally surrendering their understandings,
find argument consisting of reterenee to au- shal, disarm all opposition.
thorit/¢, not exclusively, but. in as large a Blind obsequiousness, ignorance, idleness,
proportion as possible. As experience has irresponsibility, anti-constitutional depend-
ilrereased, authority has been gradually set ence, anti-coustitutmnat independence, are
aside, m_d reasoning, drawu from facts, and the causes _hieh enable this fallacy to maim
guided by retbreuee to the end in view, true tain such an ascendency in the governing as-
or false, has taken its place, semblies of the British empire.

Of the enormous mass of Roman law heaped First, In this situation one man is on each
up in the school of Justinian -- a mass, the occasion ready to borrow an opinion of an-
perusal of which would employ several lives other, because through ignorance and imbe-
occupied by nothing else-- m_terials ot this eility he feels himself unable, or through want
description constitute by far the greater pint. of solicitude unx_itlmg, to form one tbr him-
A throws out at r,mdom some loose thought: self; and he is thus ignorant, if natural ta-
B, catching it up, tells you what A thinks lent does not ikil hhn, because he is so id/e.
_at least, what A said : C tells you what Knowledge, especially in so wide and exten-
has been said by A aml B ; and thus, like an sire a field, requires study ; study, labour of
avatam.he, the mass rolls on. mind, best_J_ ed with more or :ess energy, for

Happily, it is oaly in matters of law and a greater or less length of time.
religioo that endeavours are made, by the fa- But, secondly, Ina situation for which the
your shown aatd currency given to this fallacy, strongest ILlents would not be more than
tc hmit and debilitate the exercise of the adequa_'e, there is frequently a tkilure of ha-
right of private inquiry in as great a degree rural talent ; because in so many instances
as I_)ssible, though at this time of day the admission to that. situation depends either on
exercise of this essential right can no longer the person admitted, or on others to whom,
be suppressed in a emnplete and direct _ay whether he has or has not the requisite
by t.gal punishment, talents is a matter of indifference, that no

In mechanics, in astronomy, in mathema- degree of intellectual deficiency, short of pal-
ties, in the new-born se,ence of chemistry-- pable idiocy, can have the effect of exeludin_
_o one has at this time of day either effron- a man from occupying it.
terv or folly enough to avow, or so much as Thirdly, The sense of responsibility is in
to h_sinua_, that the most desirable state of the instm_ee of a large proportion of the mera-
tbe_ branda_ of uiw.fal knowledge, the molt burs wanting altogether; beeauso in so small
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s proportion are they at any time in any of it ; but no ignorance preveuts a man from
de_ree of dependence on the people whose becoming or continuing Emperor of Morocco,
fare is in their hands, and because, in the nor from becou,ing or continuing a member :
instance ot the few who are in any degree -- the emperor's title is derived from birth ;
so dependent, the efficient ca,lse, aml conse- so is that of many a member :--_o enjo_ his
q_len_ly the feehng of such dependence, en- despotism, no fraud, insincerity, h._pocrisy,
dures during so small a propurtion of the or jargon, is necessary to the emperor; much
time for which they enj,_y their situations : of all to the member: -- by ascending and
because also, whi e so few are dependent on maintaining his throne, no principle is vio-

.tb _se on whom they ought to ire dependent, luted by the emperor ; by the member, if a
so many are dependent_ on those who ought borough-holder, many are violated on his
to be dependent on them- those servants taking and retmniug his seat:_by being a
of the cro_m, on whose conduct they are despot, the emperor is not an impostor ; the
¢wnmission d by their constituents to act as member is :-- the emt)eror pretends not to
judges. What share of k,owtedge, intelli- be a trustee, agent, deputy, delegate, repre-
gence, and natural talent, is in the House, sentative ; lying is not mnong the aceompa-
is thus di_'idet between those who are, and niments of his tyranny and insolence; the
their rivals who hope to be, servants of the member dues pretend all this, and (if a
crow,. The consequence is, that, those ex- borough-holder) lies. A trust-holder ? Yes;
_pted m whom knowledge, intelligence, and but a trust-breaker ; -- an agent ? Yes ; but
talent, are worse than useless, the House is fur him_lf;--a representative of the peo-
composed of men, the furniture of whose pie ? Yes ; but so as Mr. Kemble is of Mac-
minds is made up of discordant prejudiees, beth ; -- a deputy ? Yes ; because it has not
of which on each occasion they follow that been in their power to depute, to delegate
by which the interest or passion of the me- anybo_ty else : -- deputy, _ delegate, _ nei-
ment is most promoted, ther title he assumes but for argument, and

Then, with regard to responsibility, so when he cannot help it; deputation being"
happily have matters been managed by the matter of f.,ct, the word presents an act with
hou_e,--a seat there is not less clear of all its eircumsta,ees--viz, fewness of the
obhgation than a seat in the opera-house : in electors, their want of freedom, &c. ; repre-
both, a man takes his seat, then only when sensation is a more convement word--the
ae cannot find more amusement elsewhere; acts, &c. are kept out of sight by it_it is
for both the qualificatious are the same, -- a mere fiction, the offspring of lawyer-crab.
a'ticket begged or bought: in neither is a and any one person or thing may be repra-
man charged with any obligation, other" than sensed by arty other : by canvass with colours,
the uegatrve one of not. being a nuisance a man is represented ; by a king, the whole
to the emnpany; in both, the length as well people ; by an ambassador, the king, and
as number of atteudances depends on the thus the people.
amusement a man finds, except, in the case
of the house, as regards the members de- Remedy against the i_fluence of this falla_.

pendent ou the crown. True it is, that a For banishing ignorance, for sutrstituting
sell-called independent member is not neces- to it a constantly competent measure of use-
sarily ignorant and weak : if by accident a ful, appropriate, and general instruction, the
man possessed of knowledge and intelligence proper, the necessary, the only means, lu: not
is placed in the house, his se_t will not de- deep beneath the surface.
pave him of his acquirements. All, therefore, The sources of instruction being supposed
that is meant is, only that ignorance does at command, and the quant]ty of natural
not disqualify,, not that knowledge does. Of talent given, the quantity of information ob-
the crown and its creatures it is the interest tained will in every case be as the quantity"
that this ignorance be as thick as puss]hie, of mental labour employed in the collection
Why ? Because, the thicker the ignorance, of it -- the quantity of mental labour, as the
the more completely is the furniture of men's aggregate strength of the motiws by which
minds made up of those interest-begotten a man is excited to labour.
prejudices, which render them blindly ohse- In the existing order of things, there is,
quioas to all those who, with power in their comparatively speaking, no instruction ob-
hands, stand up to take the lead. rained, because no labour is bestowed : no

But the Emperor of Morocco is not more labour is bestowed, because none of the me,
irresponsible, and therefore more likely to be tives by which men are excited to labour see
ignorant and prone to be deceived by the applied in this direction.
fallacy of authority, than a member of the The situation being by the supposition tm
British Parliament : _ the Emperor of Me- object of desire, if the case were such, thaws
rocco's power is clear of obligation; so is the without labour employed in obtaining inssru¢. _
rr_mber's : -- the emperor's power, it is true tion, there would be no chance of obtaining
is an integer, and the member's but a fraction the eituatlou, or but an inferior chance; .._
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while, in ease of labour so employed, there greatest, it is the lawyer's _ntere_ that he
wou]dbe aeertainty, or asuperior chance:o p_se_s it to the n'arrowest, extent, | ossihle,
here, instruction would have its motives; -- It is every man's interest to keepout ot law.
here, labour applied to the attainment ol in- yers' haua_ as n,u_h as possihle_it is the
struction--here, consequently, instructionit- lawyer's interest to gel h m in as often, as_d
sell--would have itsprobably¢flficientcause, keephlminashmg, as possible, _ and thene_

The quality_i, e. the relative applicability tLat any written expression ofthe wmdsneee_
of the mass of information obtained_is an -ary to keep nen-la_\_ers out of his hart, nmy
object _tot to be overlooked, as long as pos-ible be prevented from coming

_fhe goodness of the quality will depend into existence ; a,Jd when in existence, may aS
on the liberty enjoyed in respect of tLe choice, long as possible b. kept from being present to
By prohibit.ons, with penalties attached to his mind,_and whel_prescnted, from staying
the delivery of alleged iniormation relative there." It is the lawyer's interest, therefore.
to a suhject in question, or any part of it, that people should continually snff_r for tb_
the qaahty of the whole mass is impaired, non-observance of laws, which, so far Irom
and an implied certificate is given of'the truth having received efficient promulgation, have
and utility of whatsoe_er portion is thus en- never vet found an_ authori.ative expression
deavoured to be suppressed, in worcts. This is the perfection of oppression:

yet. propose that access to knowledge of tho
APPENDIX. laws be afforded by means of a code, lawyers,

F__rnrapTesof descriptions of persons u,l_ose one and all, will join hi declaringit impossible.
declared opinions upon a question of leqis- To any effect, as occasion occurs, a judge
lotion are peculiarly bable to be tingedwith will tbrge a rule of law : to that same effecg,
falstttl by the action of sinister interest, in any determinate form of words, propose to

" make a law, that same judge will declare it
1. Lawyers ; oppositeness of their interest to impossible. It is the judge's interest that ot_

the umversal interest, every occasion his declared opinion be taken
TH_ opinions of lawyers in a question of tbr the standard of right and wrong--the;
legislation, particularly of such lawyers as whatever he declares right or wrong be uni_
are or have been practising advocates, are versally received as such, how contrary so_
peculiarly liable to be tinged with talsity by ever such declaration be to truth and utility,
the operation of sinister interest. To the or to his own declaration at other times:
interest of the community at large, that of hence, that within the whole field of law,
every advocate is in a state of such direct men's opinions of right and wrong should be
and constant opposition (especially in civil as contradictory, unsettled, and thence tm
matters.) that the above assertion requires obsequious to him as possible ; in particular,
an apology to redeem it from the appearance that the same conduct which to others would
of trifling: the apology consists in the exten- occasion shame and punishment, should, to
sively prevailing propensity to overlook m_d him and his, occasion honour and reward ;
turn aside from a fact so entitled to notice. It that on condition of telling a lie it should
is the people's interest, that delay, vexation, be in his power to do what he plebes, tba
and expense of procedure, should be as small injustice mid falsehood being regarded with
as possible : --it is the advocate's, that they complacency and reverence; that as often
should be as great as possible : viz. expense, as by fMsehood, money, or advantage in any
in so far as his profit is proportioned to it -- other shape can be produced to him, it should
factitious vexation and delay, in so far as in- be regarded as proper for him to employ re,
separable from the profit-_ielding part o! the ward or punishment, or both, for the procure,.
expense. As to uncertainty in the taw, it is ment of such falsehood. Cot_sistently with
the people's interest that each man's security men's abstaining "from violences, by which
against wrong should be as complete as pos- the person and property of him attd his would
sable ; that all his rights should be known to be alarudngly endangered, it is his interest
him ; that all acts, which in the case of his that intellectual as well as moral depravation
doing them will be treated as offences, may should be as intense and extensive _ po_
be known to him as such, together with their sible ; that transgressions cognizable by him

event_ml punishment, that he may avoid " A considerable proportion of what is termed
e_mmitting them, and that others may, in as .hecommon law of England is in this ors1 and
_ew instances as possible, suffer either from unwritten state. The cases in whoa it hat late_
the wrong, or from the expensive and vexa- clothed with words--that is, in whwh it has b_n
tions remedy. Hence it is their interest, that i_amed and pronounced--are to be found in the
as to all these matters the rule of action, in various coLiectians of reported decisions. These
so far as it applies to each man, should at all decisions, nothaving the sanetionofahwpassedby the legislature, are confirmed or overrffied s_"
times be not only discoverable, but actually pleasure by the existing judges; so tha% exeep_
present to his mill. Such knowledge, which in matters of the most common and daily o¢¢a_
it is every man's intere_ to poueas to the reace, they afford no rule of aetmn at all. .
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should be as numerous a_ possible ; that in- occasion A (the judge) is likely to think:
juries and other transgressions committed by wait till your fortune has been spent in the,
him should be reverenced as acts of virtue ; inquiry, and _oa will know; but |br, tsmueh as
that the st_ll'efing produced by such injuries it is naturally a man's wish to be able to give
should be pla,.ed, not to his account, but to a [ uess what the result will eventually be, be.
the immutable nature of things, or to the fore he has spent his fortune, in the view if
wrongdoer, who, but for the encouragement possible to avoid spendi,g his ibrtuoe, and
from him, would not have become such. getting nothing in return for it, he applies,
His professional and persm_al interest being through the medium of B (an attorney,) for
thus adverse to that of the pubih', from a an opinion to C (a counsel)_ who, considering
lawyer's declaration that the tendency of a what D (a former judge) ha.% on a subject
proposed law relative to procedure, &c. is supposed to be more or tess analogous to the
pernicio_s, the contrary in[ereuee may not one in question, said or been supposed tosay,
unreasonably be drawn. From those habits deduces therefrom his guess as to what, when
of misrepresenting their own opinion (i. e. of the time comes, judge A, he thinks, will say,
insincerity) which are almost pecuhar tothis and gives it you. A shorter way would be,
in comparison with other elas_es, one pre- to put the question at once to A ; but, for
sumptioo is, that he does not entertain the obvious reasons, this is not permitted.
opinia_ thus declared ; --another, that if he On many eases, again, as well-grounded a
does. he has [men deceived into it by sinister guess might he had of an astrologer for five
interest, and the authority of co-professional shillings, as of a counsel for twice or thrice
men, in like manner deceivers or deceived : *as many guineas, but that the lawyer con.
in other words, it is the result of interest, siders the astrologer as a smuggler, and puts
begotten prejudice, in the case of every him down.
other body of men, it is generally e×pected But Packwood's opinion on the goodness
that their conduct and language will be for of his own razors would be a safer guide for
the most part directed by their own interest, judging of their goodness, than a judge's
that is, by their own wew of it. In the case opinion on the goodness of a proposed law :
of the lawyer, the grmmd of this persuasion, it i_ Packwood's interest that his lazors be
so far from being weaker, is stronger than in as good as possible;--the _udge's, that tho
any other ease. th_ evidence being thus in- law be as bad, yet thouyht to be as good, as
tore,ted evide,_ee, according to his own rules pos._ihle. It would not be the judge's inte_
his declarauon of opiuiou on the subject here rest that his commodity should, be thus bad,
pointed out would not Ire so much as hear- if, as in the case of Paekwood, the customer
able It is true, were those rules consistently had other shops to go to ; hut in this case,
observed, jmhcature wouhi he useless, attd even when there are twoshops to go to, the
society dissolved : accordingly they are not so shops being m confederacy, the commodity
observed, but obse, vedor broken pretty nmch is equally bad in both ; and the wor._e the
at pleasure; bat they are not the less among commmiity, the better it is said to be. In
the number of those rules, the excellence the ca.-e of the judge's cmnmodity, no expe_
and inviolability of which thelawyer is never rieuce suffices to tmdeceive men ; the bad
tired of trumpeting. But on arty point such quality of it is reterred to any cause but the
as those in question, nothing could be more true one.
unreasonable, nothing more inconsistent with
what has been said a _ove, than to refuse him Example 2. Churchmen ; oppositeness of
a hearin_¢. On every such point, his habits their interest to the universal interest.
and experience afford him tacilities not pos- In the lawyer's case it has been shown, that
sessed by any one else, for finding relevant on the question, what on such or such a
and specific arguments, when the nature of point ought to be law, -- to refer to a law-
the ease affords mJy ; but the surer he is of yer's opinion, given without or aga nat spe-
being able to find such arguments, if any such rifle reasons, is a fallacy -- its temieney, in
are to be found, the stronger the reason for proportion to the regard paid to it, decep-
treating his naked declaratton of opinion as tious ;-- the cause of this deeeptious ten.
unworthy of all regard: accompanied by deney, sinister interest, to the action of
speeifie arguments, it is useless; destitute of which all advocates aud (being made from,
them, it amounts to a virtual confession of advocates) all judges stand exposed. Tothe
their non-existence, churchman's case the same reasoning applies:

So matters stand on the question, what a_ in the lawyer's ease, the objection dcet
tmgltt to be law ? not arise on the question, what law is, but

On the question what the law/s, so long what ought to be law,_so in the church.
at the rule of action is kept in the state of man's ease, it does not arise as to what ia
common, alias unwritten, ahasim.tgin ,rylaw, matters of religion is law, but as to what in
authority, though next to nothing, is every- those matters ought to be law. On a ques-
thing. The question is, what on a given tion not ecnneeted with religion, refarenc_t_
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a churchman's opinion as s_ch, as authority, other branch of knowledge. It is erwe, tbag
can scarcely be cousn!ered as a |allaey, su_'h in those parts of knowledge in which ass_at
opinion not being likely to be considered as and dissent are left free, the importm_ee ¢d[
Constitutive of authority. To understand truth may be esteemed not so great as here,
how great would be the proba'_;lity of _:ecep- where it is thus influenced ; but the more
tion, if on the question, what in matte s of important the truth, the more flagrant the
religion ought; to tie law, the unsupported absurdity and tyranny of employing, tbr tim
opinion of a churchman were to be regarded propagation _f it, instruments, the employ-
as auti_ority, we must develope the nature and ment of which has a strtmger telglency t_
form of the sinister interest by which any propagate error than truth.
deehration of opinion from such a quarter is 4. For teaching _ueh religious truths as men
divested of ali title to regard. The sourees are allowed tc t_ach, together with sueh re-
of a ehurehmm_'s sinister interest are as tof ligioas error as they are thus forced to teach,
lows : _ the chmehman sees rewards allotted in larger

1. On entering into the profession, as con- qtmntities than are allotted to the most useful
dition precedent to advantage from it in the .-erviees. Of much of the matter of reward
shape of subsistence a.d all other shapes, he thu_ bestowed, the disposal is in "he king's
makes of necessity a solemn and recorded hand% with the power of appl_iz, it, and
declaration of his belief in the truth of 3_ motiveg fur applying it, to the parpo_ ofp r-
articles, t?amed "262years ago --the date of liamentary service, paying for habitual breach
which, the ignorance a_d violenceofthe time of trust, and keeping in corrupt and se_ el;
considered, should suffice to _atisfy a reflecting depe_deuce on his agents, those agents olthO
mind of the impossibdity of their being alt of people whose duty it is to sit as ju,_ges ovm"
them reall_ |,e',ieved by any person at present, the agents of the king. In Ireland, of nine

2. In this declaration is generally un- tenths of tho_e, on pretence of instructing
derstood to be included an engagement or whom this vast mas, of reward is extorted,
undertaking, in case of original belief a,d it is known, that, bei_lg by con_ience pc#
subsequent change, never to declare, but if eluded ffmn hearing, it is mlpo_-sible thug
questioned, to deny such change, they should derive any benefit from such in

3. In t_:e restitution thus established, he struction.
beholds shame and pumsnment attaci_ed to In Scotland, where government reward i1_
ainc,erlty--rewards in the largest quantity to not employed in giving support to it, Chure_
absurdity and insincerity, h'ow tile presump- of-Enghmlism is reduced to next 1o nothing.
lions resulting from such an application of The opinions wt_ieh, in this state of things,
reward and punishment, to engage men to interest engages a churchman tosupport, am
declare assent to given proposilions, are- -- 1. That reward to the highest extent
1st, That the proposition is not believed by has no tendency to promote insincerity, even
the proposer; 2. Thence, that it is not true ; where practicable, to an mmmited extent,
3. Thence, that it is not believed by the and without chance of detection; 2. Or that
aceeptor. It is impossible by reward or money given in ease of compliance, refused
punishment to produce real a_l immediate in case of non-compliance, is not reward for
belief: but the tbllowing effects may cer- compliance; 3. Or that p_rfishment applied
tainly be produced:-- t. The abstaining from in _ase of non-cemplianee, wi*hheld in ease
any declaration of disbelief; 2. Declaration of compliance, is not punishment; 4. Or
of belief ; 3. The turmng aside from all that insincerity is not vice but virtue, and as
considerations tending to produce disbelief; such ought to be promoted; ,5. That it ia
4. The looking out for, and fastening exelu- not merely consistent with, but requisite to,
slve attention to, all considerations tending good government to extort money from po¢¢
to produce belief--authority especially, by and rich, to be applied as reward fur doing
which a sort of vague arid indistinct behefof nothing, or for doing but a small part of that
the most absurd propositions has everywhere which is done by others for a small propor-
been produced, tion of the same reward, and this on pretentm

On no other part of the field of knowlec_ge of rendering service, which nine-tenths of
are reward or punishment now-a-days consi- the people refuse to reee.ve.
tiered as fit iustruments for the production It is the interest of the persons thus en-
_f assent or dissent. A sehoohnaster would gaged in a course of insincerity, that by th'_
not he looked upon a_ sane, who, instead vf same means perseverance in the same cour_
putting Euclid's Demonstrations into the should be universal and perpetual ; i'or sup-
hands of his scholar, should, without the pnse, in ease of the reward being withheld.
Demonstrations, pot the Propositions into the number annually making the same decla,.
his hand, and give him a guinea ibr signing ration should be reduced to half: this would
a paper declarative of his belief in them, or be presumptive evidence of insincerity on th¢
ltw.k him up for a couple of days without food part of half of tho,e who made it before.
on his refusal to sign it. And so in chemic- The more flagrant the absurdity,
I_s mechanit_ husbandry, astronomy, or any stronger h each man's interest in engag_
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as many u possible in joining with him in our ancestors"--" TAe wisdom of ages'-
the profession of assent to it ; tbr the greater " Ve,wrable antiquity" -- "' Wisdom of old
the number of such co-declarants, the greater times :"-
the number of those of whose pl ofessions the Such are the leading terms and phrases of
elements of authority are (_omposed, and of propositions, tl_e object of which is to cause
those who stand precluded from casting on the alleged repugnance to be regarded as a
the rest the imputation of insincerity, sufficient reason tor the rejection of the pro-

The following, then, are the abuse_ in tl_e pond measure.
de.Arenceof which all churchmen are enlisted :
]. Perpetuation of immorahty in the shape § 2. ]Exposure.
of insiocerity; 9. Of absurdity in subjects This faUacy affords one ofthe most strikmg
of the highest importance ; 3. Extortion in- of the numerous instances in which, under the
fllcted on the many for the benefit of the few ; conciliatory influence of custom -- that is, of
4. Reward bestowed on idleness and incapa- prejud, ce-- opinions the most repugnant to
city, to the exclusion of labour and ability; one anothelr are capable of maintaining their
5. The matter of corruption applied to the ground in the same intellect.
purposes of corruption in a constant stream ; This "fallacy. prevalent as it is in matters
6. In one of these kingdoms, a vast majority of law, is directly repugnant to a principle or
of the people kept in degradation, avowedly maxim universally admitted in almost every
for no other than the above purposes. But other department of human intelligence, and
whoever is engaged by interest in the sup- which is the foundation of all useful know-
port of any one government abuse, is engaged ledge and of all rational conduct.
in the support of'all, each giving to the others " Experience is the mother of wisdom," is
his support in exchange, among the maxims handed down to the pre-

It being the characteristic of abuse to need sent and all future ages, 3y the wisdom, such
and receive support from fallacy, it is the as it has been, of past ages.
interest of every man who derives profit from No I says this fallacy, the true mother of
abuse in any shape, to give the utmost cur- wisdom is not experience, but ineaTerie.ce.
reney to fallacy in every shape--viz, as well to An absurdity so glaring carries in itself its
those fallacies which render more particular own refutation ; anti all that we can do is, to
iervicetoothers'abuses, as those whicttrender trace the cauls which have contributed to
such service to his own. It being the interest give to this fallacy such an ascendency in
of each person so situated to give the utmost matters of legislation.
supporttoabuse,and theutmostcurrencyto Among the severalbranchesof the falla-
fallacyin everyshape,itisalsohisinterestdes ofanthority,thecauseofdeh_ionismore
togivetheutmostefficiencytothesystemof impressiveinthisthaninany other.
educatinuby whichmen aremosteffectually I. From inaccuracyof conceptionarises
divestedbothofthepowerand willtodetect incorrectnessof expression; frmnwhichex-
a_d exposefallacies,and thenceto suppress pression,conceptmn,beingproducedagain,
everysystemofeducationinproportionasit error,fromhavingbeena momentarycause,
hasa contrarytendency.Lastly,thestronger Comestobe a permanenteffect
theinterestby whicha man isurgedtogive In the verydenominationcommonly em-
ourrencyto fallacy,and thusto propagate ployedtosign'ifytheportionoftimetowhich
deception,themorelikelyisitthatsuchw_ll thefallacyrefers,isvirtuallyinvolvedafalse
be hisendeavour:thelessfit,therefore,will and deceptiousproposition,which,frmnits
hisopinionbe to servein thecharacterof beingemployedbyeverymouth,isatlen_h.
Imthority.as a standardand model for the withoutexamination,receivedastrue.
opiaio_ of others. What in common language is called o/d

time. ought (with reference to any period at
which the igllacy in question is employed) to

CHAPTER IL be called you.g or early time.
WISDOMor ova A_CESTORS; OR Ch'_ZgSE A_ between individual and individual living

aaO_MENT -- (ad verecandiara.) at the same time and in the same situation,

§ 1. Exposition. he who is old possesses, as such, more ex-perieoce than he who is young ;-- as between
Tins argument consists in stating a supposed generation and generatmn, the reverse of this
repugnancy between the proposed measure, is true. if, as in ordinary language, a pre-
and the opinions of men by whom the court- ceding generation be, with reference to a
try of those who are discussing the measure succeeding generation, called old, the old
was inhabited in former times; these opiuions or preee<_ing generation could not have had
being collected either from the express words so much exper+enee as the succeeding. With
of some writer Living at the period of tnne in respect to such of the materials or sources
question, or from laws or institutions that of wisdom which have come _mder the cog.
were then in existence, nizance of their own senses, the two are on a

"' Otw wi_ ancestors"--" The wisdom of par;- wit,hrespeettosuch of those materi|dl
.+
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and 1oureesof wisdom as wre derivedfrom principleofutility:on theman fhatdo_ not,
the reportsof others,the laterof the two saysthe principleofcapriceand prejudice--
possessesan indisputable,dvantage. the principleof sentimentalism--the prm-

Ingivingthe name of oldor elderto the ciplem which imaginationisthesolemover
_rliergenerationof'the two, themi_epre- -- theprincipleinand by whichfeelingsare
_ntatton is nnt less gross, nor the folly of it disr%_arded as not worth notice.
less incontestable, than if the name of old '1he same man who bepraises you when
man or old woman were given to the inthut dead, would h_ve plagued you without mereT

its cradle, when livi_Jg.
What, then, is the wisdom of the times Thu_as between Pitt and Fox. _Yhileboth

eall_,d old ? is it the wisdom of gray hairs ? were hvbJg, the fiiends of each reckoned sO
No : it is the wisdom of the cradle. _ m_my adversaries in the triemls of the other.

The lear.ed and honourable _:enttemen of On the death of him who _fied first, his mtver-
TrlIIi_T do homage to superior wisdom -- su- saries were converted into friends. At what
periority rai_ed to the degree of divinity -- in price this friendship waspaJd for by the people,
the person of an infant lying and squalling in is no secret.) See the Statute Book, see the
his cradle, debates of the times, and see Defence of Eeo-

The learned and honourable gentlemen of norat!against Burke and Rose.:_
WESTMINSTER set down as impostors the The cause of this so extensively-prevalent
LA'JA_ of TnIISET, and laugh at the folly of and extensively-perniclous propensity lles not
the deluded people on whmn such imposture very deep.
passes for sincerity and wisdom. A de_d man has no rivals,--to nobody is

But the worship paid at Tatl_r:T to the he an object of envy : in whosesoever way
infant body of the present day, is, if not the he may have stood when living-- when dead,
exact counterpart, the type at least of the he no longer stands in anybody's way. If he
homaze paid at WESTM[NSTI_ato the infant was a man of genius, those who denied him
minds of those who have lived in earher ages. any merit during his life--even his very ene-

2. Another cause of delusion which pro- roles, changing their tone all at once, assume
motes the employment of this fallacy, is the ml air of justice and kindness, which costs
reaching prejudice in favour of the dead-- a them nothing, attd enables them, under pre-
prejmhee which in former times contributed tence of respect for the dead, to gratify their
more than anything else to the practice of malignity towards the living.
idolatry : the dead were speedily elevated to Another ela6s of persons habitually exalt
the rank ot divinities; the superstitious in- the past for the express purpose of depressing
yoked them, and ascribed a miraculous effi- and discouraging the p_esent generation.
caey to their relic_ It is characteristic of the same sort of per-

"l'hls prejudice, when examined, will beseen sons, as well as of the same system of p_litica,
to be no less indet;easible than pernicious-- to idolize, under the name of wisdom of our
nO less pernicious than indefensflde, ancestors, the wisdom of untaught inexpe-

By luopagatin_ this mischievous notion, rienced genel_tions, and to undervalue m_l
and acting accordingly, the man of selfishness cover with every expression of contempt 1hat
and malice obtains the praise of humanity and the language of pride can filrnish, the supposed
social virtue. With this jargon in his mouth, i_noranee and tolly of the great body of the
he is permitted to sacrifi_,e the real interests people._
of the living to the imaginary imerests of _he So long as they keep to vague generalities
_ead. "1has imposture, in this shape, finds -- so long as the two objecls of comparison
ha tlae folly or improbity of mankind a never- are each of them taken in the lump-- wise
failing fund of encou,'agement and reward, ancestors in one lump, ignorant and foolish

.De mortals nd nisi bonum ; -- Wn'H all its mob of modern times in the other _ the
absurdity, _he adage is but too frequently re- weakness of the fallacy may escape detection.
¢_ived as a leading principle of morals. (Of Let them but as.,ign lot the period of superior
two attacks, wh_,'h is the more barbarous---on wisdom any determinate period whatsoever,
s man that does feet it, or on a man that does not only wilt the groundlessnessofthe notion
ant? On the man that does tbel it, says the be aplmrent (class being compared _fith class

in that period and the pre_ent one,) but, an-
No one will dennythat preceding ages have less the antecedent period be, comparatively

lmmdneed men eminefitly di,tingui._hed by bene- speaking a very modern one, so wide will be
,totenee and genius _ it is m them that we owe m the disparity, and to such an amountin favoursueees_mn all llie advances which have hitherto
been made in the career of human improvement: of modern times, that, in comparison of the
but as their talents could only be developed in lowest class of the people in modern times
la_o_'_rtion to the _tate of knowledge at the
lmrlad in which they lived, a_adcould ¢mlyhave "l"For the payment of Mr. Pitt's creditors was

called _nto action wit_ a view to then.exist- voted $.:40,000 of the public money :_ to _1_
mtg ¢ir_unmmnces, it is absurd to rely on their Fox's widow,_lS00 a-year.
• utbority, at aperiod and trader a_teof things _+Vol. V. p. 278_ et seq. .
_her different. ak _' Burdett mob_" for example,
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_always supposing them proficients in the art perfect complacency for both crimes, amith_
of reading, and their proficiency employed in the applausas of 11who were wise and iear_
the reading of newspapers,) the very highest ed in that blessed age.
and best i.formed class of these wise ances- Under the name of Exorcism, the Catholic
tors will turn out to be grossly ignorant, liturgy contains a form of procedure for driv.

Take, for example, any year in the reign of ing out devils : -- even with the help of this
Henry the Eighth, from 1509 to 1546. At instrument, the operation cannot tie performed
that time the House of Lords would probably with the desired success but by art operator
have been in possessicn of by far the larger qualified by holy orders for the working of
proportion of what little instruction the age this as so many other wonders.
afforded : m the Hou-e of Lord% among the In our days and in our country the _me
laity, it might even then be a question whe- object is attained, and beyond comparison
ther without exception their Lordships were more effectually, by so cheap an instrument
all of them able so much as to read. But even as acommon newspaper : befbre this t_li_man,
eupposing them all in the fullest possession not only devils, but ghosts, vampires, witches,
of that aselul art, politit_l science being the and all their kindred tribes, are drivell out Of

science in question, what instruction on the the land, never to return again : the touch
eubject could they meet with at that tiara of of holy water is ngt so intolerable to them as
d_y ? the bare smell ot printers' ink.

On no one branch of legislation was any If it is absurd to rely on the wisdom of our
book extant, from which, with regard to the ancestors, it is not less so to vaunt their
circumstances of the then present times, any p.o')ity : they were as mu_.h inferior to ItS in

useful instruction could be derived : distribu- flu-point as in all other_; and the Gtrther
tire law. penal law, internati(mai law, poll- we look back, the more ,,b _sas we shall dis-
ticaleconomy,_o far from existingas sciences, cover in every department of government.
had scarcely obtained a name : in all those Nothing but the enormity of those abuses has
departments, under the head of qmd facien, produced thai degree of comparative amend-
dura, a mere blank : the whole literature of ment on which at present we value ourselves
theageconsistedofameagrechronicleortwo, so highly. Till the hum,m race was rescued
COntaining short memorandums of the usual from that absolute slavery under which nine-
OCcurrences of war and peace, lmttles, sieges, tenths of every nation groaned, not a single
execution% revels, deaths, births, processions, step could be made in the career of improve-
ceremonies, and other external events ; but ment; and, take what period we will in the
with scarce a speech or an incident that could lapse of preceding ages, there is not one
enter into the composition of any such work which presents such a state of things as an}'
as ahistory of the human mind--with scarce rational man would wish to see entirely re;
an attemptat investigation into causes, cha- e_tahli_hed.
ratters, or the state of the people at large. Undoubtedly, the history of past ages is
Even when at last, little by little, a scrap or trot wanting in some splendid instances of
two of political instruction came to beobtain- probity and self-devotion ; but in the admi-
able, the proportion of error and mischievous ration which these excite, we commonly
doctrine mixed rip with it was so great, that overrate their amount, and become the dupes
vhether a blank unfilled might not have been of an illusion occ&sioned by the very nature
less prejudicial than a blank thus filled, may of an extensive retrospect. Such a retrospect
reas,mably be matter of doubt, is often made by a single gLulce of the mind :

It we come down to the reign of James the in this glance, the splendid actions of several
First, we shall find that Solomon of his time, ages (as if for the very purpose of conveying
eminently eloquent as well as learned, not a false estimate of their number and rvnti-
only among the crowned but among uncrown- guity) present themselves, as it were, in a
ed heads, marklngout for prohibition and pu- a lump, leaving the intervals between them
aishment the practices of devils and witches, altogether unnoticed. Thus groves of treew
and without anythe slightest objection on the which at a distmtcc present the appearance
part of the great characters of that day in of thick and impenetrable masses, turn out
their high situations, consigning men to death on nearer approach to consist of trunks wide:
and t.rment for the misfortune of not being ly separatea from each other.
so well acquainted a_ he was with the corn- Would you, then, have us spe_k and act a_
position of the Godhead. if we had never had any ancestors ? Would

Passing on to the days of Charles the Se- you because recor,,ed experience, and along
toad, even after Bacon had laid the tbnnda- with it wisdom, increases flora year to _ear,
tions of a sound philosophy, we shall find Lold annually change the whole body of our laws
Chief-Justice Hale (to the present hour chief By no means : such a mode of reasoning and
god of the man of law's idolatry) unable to acting would be more absurd even than that
tell (so he .-ays himself) what theft was ; but which has just been exposed ; and procio
knowing at the same time too well what atonal adherence to existing establishments i_
witeJacrah was ; hanging men with the most grounded on considerations much mm'¢ ra-
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tional than a reliance on the wisdom of our This propensity may be traced to two in.
ancestors.Though theopinionsofourances- timately-connectedcauses:--I.Both parties
totsareassuchoflittlevalue,theirpracticehavingbeentrainedup alikeintheschoolof
isnotthe lessworth attendingto; thatis, the Englishlawyers,headedby Blackstone;
in so faras theirpracticeformspartof our anti2.Theirconsequentinability,forwant
own experience.However,itisnot somuch ofpractice,todraw fromtheprincipleofge-
fromwhattheydid,asfromwhattheyunder- neralutihtythejustificativereasonofevery-
went (goodiuchtded,aswellas evil,)that thingthatissusceptibleofjustification.
ourinstructioncomes. Independentlyofcon- In thehandsof a defenderof abuse,au-
sequences,what theydld,isno more than thorityanswersa doublepurpose,byafford-
evidenceof whattheythought; noryet,in ingan argument in favourof any particular
legislation,isitevidenceofwhattheythought abusewhich may happento callforprotee-
bestforthe whole community,b_t onlyof tion,and by causingmen to regardwitha
what the rulersthoughtwouldbe bestfor mingledemotion of hatredand terrorth£
themselves,inperiodswhen everyspeciesof principleof generalutility,in which alone
abuseprevailed,unmitigatedbytheexistencethetruestandardand measureof rightand
of eitherpublicpressorpublicopiniomFrom wrong istobe Ibund.
the factsof theirtimes,much information Iu no otherdepartmentof the feld of
may be derived--fromtheopinions,littleor knowledge and wisdom (unlessthatwhich
none. As toopinions,itisratherfromthose regardsreligionbe an exception)do leading
which were foolish,thanfrom thosewhich men of the presenttimesrecommend to us
were well grounded,that any instructionthisreceiptforthinkingand actingwisely.
canbederived.From foolishopinionscomes By no gentleman,hononrabJeor rightho-
foolishconduct; fromthe most foolishcon- nourable,arewe sentatthi_timeofday to
duct,the severestdisaster;and from the thewisdom ofourancestorsforthebestmode

severest disaster, the most useftd warning, of marshalling armies, navigating ships, at-
It is from the folly, not from the wisdom of tacking or defending towns ; for the best
our ancestors, that we have so much to learn ; modes of cultivating and improving land, and
and yet it is to their wi_-dom, and not to their preparing and preserving its products for the
folly, thatthe fallacyunder consideration sends purposes of food, clothing, artificial light and
us for instruction, heat ; for the promptest and most commo-

It seems, then, that our ancestors, consi- dions means of conveyance of ourselves ann
dering the disadvantages under which they goods from one portion of t_he earth's surface
lab._ured, could not have been capable of to another ; for the best modes of curing,
exercising so sound a judgment on their in- allevmting, or preventing disorders in our
terests as we on ours : but as a knowledge of o_m bodies, and those of the animals which
the facts on which a judgment is to be pro- we contrive to apply to our use.
nounced is an indispensable preliminary to Why this difference ? Only because, in
the arriving at just conclusions, and as the any other part of the field of knowledge, le-
relevant facts of the later period must all of gislation excepted (and religion, in so far as it
them individually, aml most of them speci- has been taken for the subject ofl%dslation,)
fically, have been unknown to the man of leading men are not affected with that sinister
the earher period, it is clear that any judg- interest which is so unhappily combined with
ment derived fromthe authority of our ances- power in the persons ot those leading men
tots, and applied to existing 'affairs, must be who conduct governments as they are gene-
a judgment pronounced without evidence ; rally at present established.
and this is the judgment which the fallacy in Sir H. Davy has never had anything to
question calls on us to abide by, to the ex- gain, either from the unnecessary-length, the
clnsion of a ju_!gment formed on the corn- miscarriage, or the unnecessary part of the
plete_t evidence that the nature of each case expenses attendant on chemical experiments ;
may admit, be therefore sends us either to his own expe-

riments, or to those of the most enlightened
Causes of the propensltq to be influenced by and fol tunate of his contemporaries, and not

this Fallacy. to the notions of Stahl, Van Helmont, oi-
Wisdom of ancestors being the most impres- Paracelsus.

sire of all arguments that can be employed in
defence of established abuses and imperfec-
tions, persons interested in this or that par- CHAPTER III.

tieular abuse are most forward to employ it. 1. Fallacy of Irrevocable Laws.
But their exertions would be of little avail,

were it not for the propensity which they fi_d 2. Fallacy of Vows _ (ad superstitlonem.)
on the part of their antagonists to attribute TH_ two fallacies brought to view in this
to this argument nearly the same weight as chapter are intimately connected, and reqmre
those by whom it is relied on. to be considered together : the object in view

VoL. II. C c
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is the same in both -- the difference lies only I pretend to say what will be the exigencies of
in the instrument employed ; and both of I the country this time ten years.
them are in effect the t_llacv of the wisdom I Here, then, to the extent of the pretended
_f our ancestors, pushed to the highest degree t immutable law, is thegovernment transferred
of extravagance and absurdity, from tho_e who possess the best possible

The object is to tie lip the hands of future means of information, to those who, by their
legislators by obligations supposed to be in- very position, are necessarily incapacitated
dissoluble, ti'om knowing anything at all about the

In the case of the fallacy derived from the matter.
alleged irrevocable nature of certain laws, or hlstead of being guided by lheir own judg-
to speak briefly, the fallacy of Irrevocable ment, the men of the nineteenth century shut
taws, the instrument employed is a contract their own eyes, and give themselves up to be

a contract entered 'into bv the ruling led blindfold by the men of the eighteenth
powersofthestatein question, with theruhng century.
powers of some other party. This other party The men who have the means of knowing
may be either the sovereign of some other the _hole body of the facts, on which the
state, or the whole or some part of the people correctness and expediency of the judgment
of the state in question, to be formed must turn, give up their own

In'the case of the tkllacy derived from vows, judgment to that of a set of men entirely
a supernatural power i_ called in and era- destittlte of any of the reqmsite knowledge
plowed in the character of gnarantee, of such facts.

Fallacy of Irrevocable Laws. Men who have a century more of experi-ence to ground their judgments on, surrender
Exposltion.-- A law, no matter to what their intellect to men who had a century less

effect, is proposed to a legislative assembly, experience, and who, unless that deficiency
and, no matter in what way, it is bythe whole constitutes a claim, have no claim to pre-
or a majority of the assembly regarded as being t ference.
of a beneficial tendency. Thei_allacvin ques- Ifrhc prior generation were, in respect of
tion consists in calling upon the assembly to intellectual qualification, ever so much su-
reject it not_dthstanding, upon the single ! perior to tim subsequent generation,- if it
ground, that by those who in some former i understood so much better than the subse-
period exercised the power which the present I quent generation itself_ the interest of that
assembly is thus called on to exercise, a re- t subsequent generation, -- could it have been
gulation was made, having for its object the in an equal degree anxious to promote that
precluding for ever, or to the end of a period interest, and con_quently equally attentive
not yet expired, all succeeding tc#_lators to those facts with which, though in order
from enacting a law to any such effect as that to form a judgment it ought to have been, it
now proposed, is impossible that it should have been ac*

What will be tolerably clear to every man quaiuted ? In a word, will its love for that
who will allow himsett to think it so, is-- subsequent generation be quite so great as
that, notwithstanding the profound respect that same generation's love for itself?
we are most of us so ready ro testify towards Not even here, after a moment's dellbe-
our fellow-creatures as soon as the moumnt rate reflection, will the assertion be in the
has arrived after which it can be of no use to affirmative.

them, the comforts of those who are out of And vet it is their prodigious anxlety for
the way of all the comforts we can bestow, the welfare of their posterity that produces
as welt a.s of all the sufferings we can inflict, the propensity of these sages to tie up the
are not the real objects to which there has hands of this same posterity tbr evermore, to
been this readiness to sacrifice the eomfox'ts act as guardians to its perpetual and incurable
of present and future generations, and that weakness, and take its conduct for ever out
theretore there must be som_ other interest of its own hands.

at the bottom. If it be right that the conduct of the 19th
.Exposure. -- 1. To consider the matter in century should he determined not by its own

the first place on the ground of general uti- judgment but by that of the 18th, it will be
lity. equally right that the conduct of the 20th

At each point of time, the sovereign for the i century should be determined not by its own
time pOSsesses such means as the nature of [ judgment but by that of the 19th.
the. case affords.., for. makinghim*elfae, qtlainted The same principle still pursued, what at
with the exigencies of his own time. length would be the consequence ? That in

With relation to the future, the sovereign I t_r°cess of time, tim practice of legislation
has no such means of information ; it is only I would be at an end : the conduct and fate of
by a sort of vague anticipation -- a sort of I all men would be determined by those who _
rough and almost random guess drawn by neither knew nor cared anything about the
a_!ogy, that the socereign of this year can matter ; and the aggregate body of the hying
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would remain for ever in subject, on to an in- have no right to exercise it : they are to deal,
exorable tyranny, exercised, as it were, by the by it as they would by the command of a rob-
aggregate body of the dead. bet; they are to deal by those who, having

This irrevocable law, whether good or bad passed it, take upon them to enforce the exe-
at the moment of its enactment, is found at cution of it, as they would deal, whenever
some succeeding period to be productive of they found themselves strong enough, by the
mischief--uncompensated mischief--to any robber himself.*
amount. Now, of this mischief, what possi- 2. The other contrivance for maintaining
bility has the country of being rid ? the immutability of a given law, is derived

A despotism, though it were that of a Ca- from the notion of a contract or engagement.
llgula or a Nero, might be to any degree less The faithful observance of contracts being
mischievous, tess intolerable, than any such one uf the most important of the ties tha_"
immutable law. By benevolence (for even a bind society together, an argument drawn
tyrant may have his momentsofbenevolence,) from this source cannot fail to have the ap-
by benevolence, by prudence--in a word, by pearanee of' plausibility.
caprice -- the living tyrant might he induced But be the parties interested who theymay,
to revoke Iris law, and release the country a contract is not itself an end--it is but a
from its consequences. But the dead tyrant! i means toward some end; and in c_ses where

the public is one of the parties concerned, it
who shall make him feel ? who shall make is only in so far as that end consists of thehim hear ?

Let it not be forgotten, that it is only to happiness of the whole eommumty, taken in
a bad purpose that this and every other in- the aggregate, that such contract is worthy
strumeut of deception will in general be era- to be observed.
ployed. Let us examine the various kind_ of eon-

It is only when the law in question is mis- tract to which statesmen have endeavoured
ehiex'ous, and generally tblt and understood to impart this character of perpetuity :-- 1.
to be such, that an argument of this stamp Treaties between state and foreign state, by
wilt be employed in the support of it. which each respectively engages its govern-

Suppose the law a good one, it will be sup- meat and people ; 2. Grant" of privileges from
ported, not by absurdity and deception, but the sovereign to the whole community in the
by reasons drawn from it_ own excellence. ] character of subjects ; 3. Grant of privileges

But is it possible that the restraint of an [ from the sovereign to a partwular class of sub-
irrevocable law should be imposed on so many i jects ; 4. New arrangement of power between
millions of living being's by a few scores, or a i different portions or branches of the sove-
few hundreds, whose existence has ceased ?-- reignty, or new declaration of the rights of
can a system of tyranny be established, under the community ; 5. Incorporative union be-
which the living are all slaves, and a few tween two sovereignties having or not having
among the dead, their tyrants ? a common head.

The production of any such effect in the Take, then, for the subject and substance
way of constraint being physically impossible, of the contract, any one of these arrange-

if produced in any degree, it must be by ments: so long as the happiness of the whole
force of argument--by the force of fallacy, community, taken in the aggregate, is in a
m_d not by that of legislative power, greater degree promoted by the exact obser-

The means employed to give effect to this vance of the contract, than it would be by
device may be comprised under two heads; any alteration, exact ought to be the oh-
the first of them exhibiting a contrivance not servance :_on the centrary, if, by any given
tess flagitious than the position itself is ab- change, the aggregate of happiness would be
surd. in a greater degree promoted than by the

1. In speaking of a law whleh is consi- exact observance, such change ought to be
dered as repugnant to any law of the pre- made.
tended immutable class, the way has been to True it is, that, considering the alarm and
call it void. But to what purpose call it void? danger which is the natural result of every
Only to excite the people to l-ebellion in the hre_eh of a contract to which the sovereignty
event of the legislator's passing any such void is party, in case of any change with respect to
law. In speaking of a law as void, either this such contract, the aggregate of public hap-
is meant or nothing. It is a sophism of the piness will be in general rather diminished
same __ast as that expressed by the words than promoted, unless, in case of disadvantage
rights of man, though played off in another produced to any party by the change, such
daape, t_y a different set of hands, and for the disadvantage be made up by adequate eom°
benefit of a different class, pensation.

Are the people to consider the law void ?
They are then to consider it as an act of in- • Lord Coke was for balding void every a_contrary to 2_lagna Charts. If his doctrine wera
justice and tyranny under the name of law ; tenable, every act imposing law-taxes would be

as an net of power exercised by men who void,
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Let it not be said that this doctrine is a tion, adequatecompensatlonbeberealsomade,
dangerousdoctrine, because the compensation the aggregate happiness of the community
supp_*_e,i to be stipulated for as adequate, will not be increased by the change ; the hap-
may prove but a nominal, or at best but an piness of the portion oi"the community to be
inadequate, cmnpensation. ReaJ._zy and not affected by the change, being as great a part
pretence, probity not improbity, veracity not of the aggregate happiness as that of any other
mendacity, are supposed alike on all sides ;-- portion of equal extent.
the contract a real contract, the change a real Under this head are included all those more
change, the compensation an adequate as well particular case_ in which the sovereign con-
as real compensation. Instead of probity, tracts with this or that iudividual, or _assem-
suppose improbity in the sovereignty; it will blage of individuals, for money or money'_
be as easy to deny the existence, or explain worth, to be supplied, or service otherwise
away the meaning of the contract, or to deny to be rendered.
or explain away the change, as, in_tead of a 4. New arrangement or distriblltion of
real to give a nominal, instead of auadequate powers, as between different portions or
to give an iuadequate, compensation, branches of the sovereignty, or new declara-

To apply the foregoing principles to the tion of the rights of the community.
eases above enumerated, one by one : -- Let the supposition be, that the result will

1. In the case of the contract or treaty be- not bc productive of a real addition to the
tween state and foreign state, the dogma of aggregate stock of happiness on the part of
immutabihty has seldom been productive of the whole community,--it ought not to be
any considerable practical inconvenience: tim made: let the supposition be the reverse,
ground of complaint has arisen rather from a then, notwithstanding the existence of the
tendency to change than a too rigid adherence contract, the change is such as it is right and
to the treaty, fitting should be made.

However, some commercial treaties be- The first of these can never furnish a case
tween state and state, entered into m times for compensation, unless in so far as, without
of political ignorance or error, and pernicious charge or disadvantage to the people, the
to the general interests of commerce, are fre- members of the sovereignty can contrive to
quently upheh]" under a pretence of regard fbr satisfy one another ; such members of the
the supposed invlolabihty of sueh contracts, sovereignty being, ms to the rest of the com-
bnt in reality from a continuance of the same munity, not proprietors but trustees.
Ignorance, error, antipatby orsinister interest, The frame or constitution of the several
which first occasioned their existence. It can American United States. so far from beingde-
seldom or never happen that a forced direr- clared immutable or lmprescNptihie, contains
tmn thus given to the employment of capital an express provision, that a convention shall
can ultimately prove advantageous to either be holden at intervals for the avowed object
of the contracting parties: and wheu the per- of revising and improving the constitutim_,
nieious operation of such a treaty on the in- as the exigencies of succeeding times may re-
terests of both parties has been clearly pointed quire. In Europe, the effect of declaring this
out, there can be no longer any pretence for or that article in a new distribution of powers,
continuing its existence. Notice, however, or in the orlginalframe of a constitution, im-
of any proposed departure from the treaty, mutable, has been to weaken the sanction of
ought to be given to all the parties concerned ; all laws. The article in question turns out to
sufficient time should be afforded to indivi- be mischievous ol impracticable ; instead of
duals engaged in traffic, nnder the fkith of the being repealed, it is openly or covertly rio-
treaty, to withdraw, if they please, tbeir ca- lated ; and this violation affords a precedent
pitals from such traffic, and iu case of loss, or pretext for the non-observance of arrange-
compensation as t_tr as possible ought to be ments clearly calculated to promote the ag-
afforded, gregate happiness of the community.

2. Grant of privilege from the sovereign to 5. Case of an incorporative union bet wecu
the whole community in the character of sub- two sovereignties, having or not having a
jeets.--If, by the supposed change, privileges common head.
to equal value be given in the room of such Of all the cases upon the list, this is the
as are abrogated, adequate compensation is only one which is attended with difficulty.
made : if greater privileges are substituted, This is the case in which, at tbe same time
there is the greater reason for supporting the that a contract with detailed clauses is at
measure, once likely and fit to be insisted on, compen-

3. Grant of privileges from the sovereign sutton, that compensation without which anF
to a particular class of subjects, change would not be consistent with general

No such particular privilege ought to have utility in the shape of justice or in soy uther
been granted, if the aggregate happiness of shape, is an operation attended with more
the community was likely to be thereby di- difficulty than in any other of these cases.
minished : but, ualess in case of a revoea- Distressing iudeed would be the difficulty',
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were it not for one circumstance which hap- the time of the union, th _re existed a _t of
pily is interwoven in the very nature of the men more or less numerous and powerful, to
ease. whom abuse or imperfection in any shape was

At the time of the intended union, the two a source of profit ; whatsoever restrictions
states (not to embarrass the case by taking may have been expressed in the contract,
more than two at a time) are, with relation these restrictions will of course be laid hold
each to the other, in a greater or less degree of by the men thus circumstanced, and applied
tbreign and independent states, as tar as possible to the givblg protection and

Of the two uniting states, one will gene- continuance to a state of thii,gs agreeable or
rally be more, the other less, powerful. If the benefi_.ial to themselves.
ineq*mlity be considerable, the more powerlul At the time of the union between England
state, naturally speaking, will not consent to and Scotland, the Tory party, of whom alarge
the union, unless, after the ration, the share proportmn were Jacobites, and all or most of
It pus-eases in the government of the new- them high-churchmen, had acquired an as-
fl-amed cmnpmmd state be greater by a differ- cendant in the House of Commons.
enee bearing some proportion to the difference Here, then, a favourable occasion presented
in prosperity between the two states, itself to these partisans of Episeopacv, tot

On the part of the less powerful state, pre- giviug perpetuity to the triumph they had oh-
cautions against oppression come of course, tabled over the English Presbyterians, by the

Wherever a muhltude of hmnan beings are Act of Unitbrmity proclaimed in the time of
brought together, there is but too much room Charles the Second.*
tot jealousy, suspicion, and mutual ill-wilL In treaties hetween unconnected nations,

In the apprehension of each, the others, if where an ad_'antage in suhstanee is given to
they obtain possession of the powers excr- one, fi_r the purpose of saving the honour of
cised fly the cmmnongovernment, will be sup- the other, it has been the custom to make
Imsed to apply them unjustly. In men or in the a_tiele_ bear the appearance of reciprocity
money, in labour or in goods, in a direct way upon the face of them; as if, the facilitating
or in some indirect one, it may be the study the vent of French wines in England being
of the new compound government, tinder the the obj_.et of a treaty, provision were made in
influence of that part of the qtmiidam govern- it that wine of the growth of either country
ment which is predomi_mnt in it, to render nnght be imported into the other, duty free.
the pressure of the contributmns proportion- By the combined astutta of priestcraft and
ably more severe upon the one portion of the lawyercraft, advantage was taken of this cos-
new compounded state than upon the other, tom to rivet for ever those chains of ecele-
or to force upon it new custom_, new religious siastical tyranny which, in the precipitation
ceremonies, new laws. that attended the restoration, had been t_as-

Let the hinds of the new government re- tened upon the people of England. For
main altogether loose : one of the two corn- securing the 45 Scotch members from being
pound n _tions may be injured and oppressed , outnumbered by the 513 English ones, provi-
by the other. [ _ion had been made in fdvuur of the church
" Tie tip the hands of the government in such [ of Scotland : therefm'e, on the principle ofre-

d:gree ab is requisite to give to each nation ] ciprocitv, for securing the 513 English mem-
a security against injustice at the hands of bers from being outnumbered bythe 45 Scotch
the other : s ,oner or later comes the time in ones, like provision was made in favour of the
which the inconveniences resulting fi'om the church of England.
restriction will become intolerable to one or Blackstone avails himself of this transaction
other, or to both. for giving perpetuity to v;b_itever imperfec-

But sooner or later the veryduratlon of the lions may be founded in the ecclesiastical
union produces the natural reined)', branch of the law, and the official establish-

Sooner or later, having fur such or such a ment of England.
length of time been in the habit of acting in On a general account which he has been
subjection to one government, the two nations giving,T of the articles and act of union, he
will have become melted into one, and mu- grmmds three observations : --
tual api_rehen-_ions will have been dissipated 1. " That the two kingdoms are now so
by conjunct experience, inseparabl?" united, that nothing can ever dis-

All this while, in one or both of the united unite them again, except the mutual consent,
states, the individuals will be but too nume- of both, or the successful resistance of either,
rous and too powerful, who by sinisterinterest upon apprehending an infi'ingement of those
andinterest-begotten prejudice willstand en- points which, when they were separate and
gaged to give every possible countenance and independent nations, it was mutually stipn-
intensity to those fears and jealousies--to luted should be "fundamental and essential
oppbse to the entire composure of them every conditions" of the union.
d_gree of retardation.

It in either of the united communities, at * 13 & 14 Ch. II. c. 4. "I"Vd. I. 97, 9
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_. " That, whatever else may be deemed land."* This forms the subject of the ]9th
_' fundamental and essential condition.%" the article, which has for its avowed ebjact the
preservation of the two churches of Englai_d securing the people of Scotland against any
and Scotland, in the same state that they such encrouchments as might otherwise be
were in at the time of the union, and the made by the lawyers of England, by the use
maintenance of the acts of unifbrmity which of those fictions and other frauds, in the use
establish our common prayer, are expressly of which they had been found so expert. But
declared so to be. throughout the whole course of this long

3. " That therefore any a]teration in the article, the most rational and uniform care
constitution of either of those churches, or in is taken to avoid all such danger as that of
the liturgy of the church of England (unless depriving the people of Scotland of such be-
with the consent of the respective churches nefit as, from time to time, they might stand a
coltectivety or representatively given,) would chance of receiving at the hands of the united
be an infringement of these "fundamental parli_m_est, by improvements in the mode of
andessentialcol_dltions_" andgreatlycndanger administering justice: "' subject to such re-
the union." galations as shall be made by the parliament

On the original device, an improvement of Great Britain," is a clause over and over
has, we see, been made by the ingenuity of again repeated.
the orthvdox and learned commentator. If It would have been better for Scotland, if
_as forexample, bythe aheration of any of on the subject of the next article, viz. " he-
the 39 articles--if, by the abolition of any of ritable offices," including " heritable juris-
the English ecclesiastical sinecures, or by any dictions," the like wisdom had presided. By
efficient measure for ensuring the performance tbat short article, those public trusts, tnge.
of duty in return for salary, the ecclesiastical thor, with others*therein mentioned, are, on
branch of the English -official establishment the footing of" rights of property," reserved
were brought so much the nearer to what it to tbe owners; yet still without any expres-
isiu Scotland, the Scotch, fired by the injury sion of that fanatic spirit which, on the field
done to them, would cry out, A breach of of religion, had in the same statute occupied
faith! and call for a dissolution of the union, itself in the endeavour to rarest the conceits

To obviate this danyer--a great one he de- of mortal man with the attribute of immor-
nominates it--his ingenuity, in concert with tality.
his piety, has however furnished us with an Nme-and-thirty years after, camethe act_
expedient : -- " The consent of the church, for abolishing these same heritable jurisdic-
collectively or representatively given," is to tions. Here was an act made in the _erv teeth
be taken; by which is meant, if anything, of the act of union.
that by the revival of the convocatmn, or Mark now" the sort of discernment, or of
some other means, the clergy of England are sinc_erity, that is to be learnt from Black-
to be erected into a fourth estate, stone.

What is evident is, that unless the sinister In a point-blank violation of the articles

influence of the Crown could be supposed to I of union, in the abolition of those heritable
become felo de se, and employ itself in de- i jl risdietions which it was the declared object
stroying'a large portion of itself, nothing but j of one of its articles (20) to presets'e, he _aw
a sincere persuasmn of the utility of a change t nothing to " endanger the anion."
in relation to any of the points in question, But suppo_ any such opinion to prevail,
and that entertained by a large proportion of as that it is not exactly true, that by the mere
the English members in each tiou_e, could act of being born, every human being merits
ever be producti*re of any such change ; -- damnation _ (if by damnation be meant ever-
that, in any attempt to torte the discipline lasting torment, or punishment _n any other
of the church of Scotland upon the church shape,) and a corresponding alteration were
of England, the 45 Scotch members in the made in the set of propositions called the
House of Commons, supposing themall una- thirty- nine articles, the tmion would be
nimous, would have to outnumber, or some- "' greatly endangered."
how or other to subdue, the 513 English Betweentwentyandlhirtyyearsafterwarda,
ones ; _that .in the House of Lords, the 16 at the stiggestion of an honest member of the
Scotch members, supposing all the lay lords Cot_rt of Session, came upon the carpet, for
indifferent to the fate of the church of Eng- the first time, the idea of applying remedies
land, wouldin like manner have to outnumber to some of the most flagrant imperfections in
the 26 bishops and archbishops, the administration of Scottish justice ; and

But the T_)ries, who were then in vigour, thereupon came out a pamphlet from James

feared that *.hey might not always be so, • 5 Ann, c_ 8. art. 19, anno 1708.
and seized _hat opportunity to fetter pos- _- Abolishing,, the heritable jurisdwnons"" m"
t_.ity by in act which should be deemed Jr- Scotland are so many words that stand m ¢i_
revocaMe, title of it. Anno 1747, 20 Oeo. II. ¢ 43.

The *' _Imiuistration of justice in Scot- _ Art. 9.
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Boswell, declaiming, in the style of school- ! succeeding legislators the state of f_--ts on
boy declamation, on the injury that would be f which the reasons are grounded appears to
done to the people of Scotland by rendering continue without material change, and the
justice, or what goes by that name, a httle j reasons to appear satisfactory, so long the
less inaccessible to them, and the breach that I law continues: but no sooner do the reasons
would be made in the faith plighted by that cease to appear satistactory, or the state at
treaty, which, to judge from what he says of the t_cts to have undergone any such change
it, he had never looked at. I as to call for an alteration in the law, th_n

Again, in 1806, when another demonstra- ] an alteration in it, or the abrogation of it,
tlon was made of applying a reined) to the I takes place accordingly.
abuses and imperfections of the s_stem of A declaratmn or assertion that this or thai;
judicature in Scotland, everything that could law is immutable, so far from being a proper
be done in that way was immedmtely repro- instrument to insure its permanency, is rather
bated by the Scotch lawyers as an intrin_e- a pre.-umption that such law has some rots-
meat of that most sa_n'ed of all sacred bonds chic vous tendency.
-- the union : nor, for the support of the The better the law, the less is any such
brotherhood on the other side of the Tweed, extraneous argument likely to be recurred to
was a second sight of the matter in the same for the support of it ; the worse the l_w, and
point of view wanting in Engta_d. thence the more completely destitute of all

As to any such design as that of oppressing . intrinsic support, the more likely is it that
their fellow-subjects in Scotland, nothing ] support should be sought for it from thisex-

could be further fi'om the thoughts of the i traneous source.
English members; neither for good nor for But though it is the characteristic ten-
evil uses, was any expcnse of thought he- dency of this instrument to apply itself to
stowedupon the matter : the ultimate object, bad laws in preference to good ones. there is
as it soon bccame manliest, was the adding another, the tendency of whmh is to apply
an item or two to the hst of places, itself to good ones in preference to bad: this

Upon the whole, the following is the con- is _hat may be termed justification ; the
elusion that seems to be dictated by the fore- pracUce of annexing to each law the consider-
going considerations. Every arraugement by ations by which, in the character of reasons,
which the hands of" the sovereignty ibr the the legislator was induced to adopt it;_ a
time being are attempted to be tied up, and a practice which, if rigidly pursned, must at
precluded _rom giving existence to a fresh at- no distant interval put an exclusion on all
rangement, is absurd and mischievous; and, bad laws.
on the supposition that the utilit) of such To the framing of laws, so constituted,
fresh arrangement is sufficiently estahlished, that, being good in themselves, an aeeompa-
the existence of a prohibitive clause to the niment of good and sufficient reasons should
effect in question ought not to be considered also be given for them, there would be re-
as opposing any bar to thc establishment qmsite, in the legislator, a probity not to be
of it. diverted by the action ot sinister interest,

True it is, that all laws. all political in- and intelligence adequate to an enlarged com-
stitutions, are essentially dispositions for the prehension and close application of the prin-
future ; and the professed object of them is, ciple of general utility: in other words, the
to afford a steady and permanent security to principle of the greatest happiness of the
the interests of mankind. In this sense, all greatest nmnber.
of them may be said to be framed with a view But to draw up laws without reasons, and
to perpetuity ; but perpetual is not synony- laws for whmh good reasons are not in the
incus with irrevocable; and the principle on nature of the case to be |bund, requires no
which all law_ ought to be. and the greater more than the union of will anal power.
part of them have been, cstabhshed, is that of The man who should produce a body of
defeasiblepcrpetulty; a perpctuit_ defeasible good laws with an aCCompaniment of good
only by an alteration of the chcumstances and reasons, would feel an honest pride at the
reasons on which the law is founded, prospect of holding thus in bondage a sue-

To comprise all in one word-- reason, and cession of willing generations : his triumph
that alone, is the proper anchor for a law, for would be to leave them the power, but to
everything that goes by the name of law. At deprive them of will, to escape. But to the
the time of passing his law, let the legislator champions of abuse, by whom, amongst other
deliver, in the character of reasons, the con- devices, the conceit of immutable laws i$
liderations by which he was led to the passing played off against reform, in whatever shape
of it.* it presents itself, every use of reason is as

This done, so long as in the eyes of the
See VoI. I. p. lfi5, et avq.. and Pa_'r$ on

• For a specimen, see Essay on the Pramul- Codiflcatiolt. and Letters to the United Ntalem,
station of Laud, VoI. L p. 1_, et se9. in Vol. IV.
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odloum as the light of the sun to motes and : On the contrary, it is more likely to be
ourglars_ applied to a pernicious than to a beneficial

2. Vews or .Promissory Oaths. purpose ;Because, the more manifestly and undeni-
The object in this fallacy is the same as in ably beneficial the observance of the prohibi-

the preceding : but to the absurdity involved tion in question would be in the eyes of future
in the notion of tying up the hands of ge- generations, the more likelyis the prohibition
ncrations yet to come, is added, in this case, to be observed, independently of the oath :
that, which consists in the me sought to be as, on the other hand, the more likely the
made of supernatural power: the arm pressed prohibition is not to be observed otherwise.
into the service is that of the invisible and the greater is the demand for a security of"
supreme ruler of the umverse, this extraordinary complexion to enforce the

The oath taken, the formularies involved observance.
in it being pronounced, --is or is not the A1- We come now to the instance in which, by
mighty bound to do what is expected of him ? the operation of the fallacy here iu question,
Of thetwo contradictory propositions, which the ceremony of an oath has been endea-
is it that you believe ? voured to be applied to the perpetuation of

If he is not bound, then the security, the misrule.
sanction, the obligation, amounts to nothing. Among the statutes passed in the first par-

If he is bound, then observe the conse- liament of William and Mary, is one entitled
quence :_the Almighty is bound ; and by " An Act for establishing the Coronation
whom bound? Of all the worms that crawl Oath."*
about the earth in the shape of men, there is The form in which the ceremony is per-
not one who may not thus impose conditions formed is as follows :_By the archbishop
on the supreme ruler of the universe, or bishop, certain questions are put to the

And to what is he bound ? To any number monarch ; und it is of the answers given to
ofcontradictoryandincompatible observances these questions that the oath is composed.
which legislators, tyrants, or madmen, may', in Of these questions, the third is as follows
the shape of an oath, be pleased to assign. -- " Will you. to the utmost of your power,

Eveatual, it must be acknowledged, and maintain the laws of God, the true profession
no more, is the power thus exercised over, of the Gospel, and the protestant reformed
the task thus imposed upon, the Ahnighty. religion established by law ? And will you
So long as the vow is kept, there is nothing preserve unto the bishops and clergy of this
for him to do. True : but no sooner is the realm, and to the churches committed to their
vow broken, than his task commences--a charge, all such rights and privileges asby law
task which consists in the inflicting on him do or shall appertain unto them, or any of
by whom the vow is broken, a punishment them ?"
which, when it is inflicted, is of no use in the Answer : " All this I promise to do."
way of example, s_nee nobody ever sees it. After this, anno 1706, comes the Act of

The punishment, it may be said, when in- Union, in the concluding article of which it
flicted, wilt be such exactly, as in the judg- is said, " That after the demise Of her Ma-
ment of the almighty and infallible judge, jesty .... the sovereign next succeeding to
will be best adapted to the nature of the her Majesty in the royal government of the
offence, kingdom of Great Britain, and so for ever

Yes : but what offence ? Not theact which hereafter, every king or queen succeeding
the oath was intended to prevent, tbr that act and coming to the royal government of the
may be indifferent, or even meritorious; and, kingdom of Great Britain, at his or her coro-
it' criminal, ought to be punished indepen- nation, shall in the presence," &c. "take and
dently of the oath : the only offence peculiar subscribe an oath to maintain and preserve
to this case, is the profhnation of a ceremony; _nviolably the said settlement of the church,
and the profanation is the same, whether the / and the doctrine, worship, discipline and go-
act by which the profanation arises be perni- / verument thereof, as by law established, with-
cious or beneficial. ! in the kingdoms of England and Ireland, the

It is in vain to urge, in this or that patti- dominion of Wales, and town of Berwick-
cular instance, in proof of the reasonableness upon-Tweed, and the territories theremlto
of the oath, the reasonableness of the prohi- belonging "_

A notion was once started, and upon oc_a-
bitinn or emnmand which it is thus employed sion may but too probably be broached again,to perpetuate.

The objection is to the principle itself: to that by'the above clause in the coronation
any idea of employing an instrument so unfit oath, the king stands precluded from joiuilJg
to be employed. I in the putting the majority of the irish upon

No sort of securityis given, or can be given, ) -- _.
for the applying it to the most beneficial.pur- I m1 Vv'. & M. r. 6, anno l_.
pose_ rather than to the most perni6jous, I "I"5 Ann_ c. 8, art. 25, § 8.
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an equal footing with the minority, as well as But would you put a force upon the con.
from affording to both together relief against science of your sovereign ? By any construe-
the abuses of the ecclesiastical establishment tion, which in your judgment may be the
of that country, proper one, would you preclude him from the

In relation to this notion, the following free exercise of his ?
propositions have already, it is hoped, been Most assuredly not--even were it as corn-
put sufficiently out of doubt:-- pletely within as it is out of my power.

1. That it ought not to be in the power of All I plead for is, that on so easy acondition
the sovereignty to tie up its own hands, or as that of pronouncing the word conscience,
the hands of its successors, it may not be in his power either to make

2. That, on the part of the sovereignty, no himself absolute, or in any shape to give con-
such power can have existence, either here tJnuance to misrule.
or anywhere else. Let him but resign his power, conscience

3. That, therefore, all attempts to exercise can never reproach him with any misuse of it.
any such power are, in their own nature, to It seems difficult to say what can be a mis-
use the technical language of lawyers, null use of it, if it be not a determinate and per-
and void. severing habit of using it in such a manner

4. Another, which will, it is supposed, ap- as in the judgment of the two houses is not
pear scarcely less clear, is, that no such an- " conducive," but repugnant " to the utihty
arehieal wish or expectation was entertained of the subjects," with reference to wbmn,
by the framers of the oath. and whose utility alone, either laws or kings

The proposition maintained is. that to any can be of any use.
bills, to the effect in question, the monarch According to the form in whieh it is con-
is, by this third and last clause in the oath, ceived, any such engagement is in effect either
precluded from giving his assent : if so, he is a cheek or a licence : -- a licence under the "O
equally precluded from giving hi_ assent to appearance of a check, and for that very rea-
any bills, to any proposed laws whatever, sou but the more efficiently operative.

It is plainlyin what is called hisexeeutive, Chains to the man in power? Yes: but
and not in his legislative capacity, that the such as he figures with on the stage--to the
obligation in question was meant to attach spectators as imposing, to himself as light as
upon the monarch, possible. Modelled by the wearer to suit his

So loose are the words of the act, that if own purposes, they serve to rattle, but not
they were deemed to apply to the monarch to restrain.
in his legislative capacity, he might find in Suppose a king of Great Britain and Ireland
them a pretence for rcfilsing assent to almost to have expressed his fixed determination, in
mJything he did not like. the event of any proposed law being tendered

If'by this third clause he stands precluded to him for his assent, to refuse sueh assent,
from consenting to any bill. the effect of and this not on the persuasion that the law
which would be toabolish or vary any of the would not be " for the utility of the sub-
" rights" or " privileges" appertaining to jeers,'" but that by his coronation oath he
the bishops or clergy, or "any of them," then stands precluded from so doing, --the course
by the first clause he stands equally precluded proper to be taken by parliament, the course
from giving his concurrence to any law, the pointed out by principle and precedent would
effect of which would be to abolish or change be, a vote of abdication --a vote declaring
any other rights. For by this first elause he the king to have abdicated his royal au-
is made " solemnly" to " promise and swear tbority, and that, as in ease of death or in-
to govern the people .... according to the curable mental derangement, now is the time
statutes in pa:liament agreed on, and the for the person next in succession to take his
laws and customs of the same." After this, place.
governing according to any new law, he could In the celebrated case in which a vote to
not govern according to the old law abro- this effect was actually passed, the declara-
gated by it. tion of abdication was in lawyer's language a

If, b_"any such ceremony, misrule in this' fiction, --in plain truth a falsehood, --and
shape could be converted into a duty or a that falsehood a mockery; not a particle of
right, so might it in any other, his power was it the wish of James to ahdi-

If Henry VIII. at his coronation had sworn cute, to part with ; but to increase it to a
to " maintain " that Catholic " religion," maximum, was the manifest object of all his
which for so many centuries was" established efforts.

by law," and by'fire and sword to keep out But in the case here supposed, with r,--
the Protestant religion, and had been con- spect to a part, and that a principal part, of
sidered bound by such oath, he could never the royal authority, the will and purpose to
have taken one step towards the Reforms- abdicate is actually declared : and this, being
tion, and the religion of the state must have such a part, without which the remainder
i_n still Catholic. cannot, "to the utility of the subjects," be
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exercised,the remainder must of necessity To such an observationthere could be no
be, on theirpartand for theirsake, added._ objection,if the object with which it were

made was only to fix attentionto a new or

difficultsubject: " Deliberate well before

CHAPTER IV. you act, as you have no precedent to direct

NO-PRECEDENT ARGUMENT- (ad _&fe- your course.

cundiam.) .Exposure. _ But in the character of an
argument, as a ground for the rejection of the

Ez'I_OSition. -- " The proposition is of a proposed measure, it is obviously a fallacy.
novel and unprecedented complexion : the Wbether or no the alleged novelty actually
present is surely the first time that any such exists, is an inquiry which it can never be
thing was ever heard of in this house.'" worth while to make.

Whatsoever may happen to be the subject That it is impossible that it should in any
introduced, above is a specimen of the infinite ease afford the smallest ground for the rejee-
variety of forms in which tile opposing pre- tion of the measure, --that the observation
dicate may he clothed, is completely irrelevant in relation to the

question, whether or no it is expedient that
• The variety of the notions entertained at di_- such a measure should be adopted, -- is aferent period_, In different stages of society, re-

specting the duration of laws, presents a curious proposition to which it seems difficult to con-
and not uninstructive picture of human weakness, ceive how an immediate assent can he refused.

1. At one time we see, under the name of king, If no specific good is indicated as likely to
a single person, whose will makes law, or at any be produced by the proposed measure, this
rate, w_tnout whose will no law is made- and defieiencv is itself sufficient to warrant the

when this lawgiver dies, his laws die with _aim. rejection'of it. If any such specific good /sSuch was the state of things in Saxon tunes,
-- such even continued to be the state of things indicated, it must be minute indeed, if an ob-
for several reigns after the Norman conquest._ servation of this nature can afford a suffident

2. Next to this comes a period in which the ground for the rejection of the measure.
duration of the law, during the liietime of the If the observation pre_nts a conclusive
monarch to whom it owed its birth, was unsetded objection against the particular measure pro-and left to chance, b

3. In the third place comes the period in which posed, so it would against any other that ever
the notions respecting the duratmn of the law was proposed, including every measure that
concur with tlwdictates ofreasonand utility--not ever was adopted, and therein every mstitu-
so much tlrom reflection, as because no occasion tion that exists at present. If it proves that
of a nature to suggest and urge any attempt so this ought not to be done, it proves that no-
ansuru as that ottyrannizmg over tuturlty, had thing else ought ever to have been done.
as yet happened to present itself It may be urged, that if the measure had

4. Lastly, upon the spur of an occasion of the
sort in quesdou, comes the attempt to give eter- been a fit one, it would have been brought
nity to human laws. upon the carpet before. But there are se-

Provisional and eventual perpetuity is an attri- veral obstacles, besides the inexpediency of a

bute which, in that stage of society at which laws measure, which, for any length of time, may
have ceased to exl_ire with the individual lcgis- prevent its being brought forward : --
lator,is understoo_t to be inherent in all laws in 1. If, though beyond dispute promotive ofwhich no expression is found to the contrary.

But if a particular length of time be marked the interest of the many, there be anything
out, during which, in the enactment of a law, it in it that is adverse to the interests, the prc-
is declared that that law shall not be liable to judices, or the humours of the ruling few,
suffer abrogation or alteration, the determination the wonder is, not that it shouhl not have
to tie up the hands of succeeding legislators is been brought forward before, but that it
expressed in unequivocal terms, should be brought forward even now.

Such, in respect of their constitutional code, 2. If in the complexion of it there be any-
was the pretension set up by the first assembly of thing which it required a particular degree of
lution.legislat°rsbrought together by the French revo- ingenuityto contrive and adapt to the purpose,

A position not tess absurd in principle, but, by this would of itself be sufficient to account
the limitation in point of time, not pregnant with for the tardiness of its appearance.
anything like equal mischief, was befbre thv.t In legislation, the birth of ingenuity is oh-
time acted upon, and still continues to be acted structed and retarded bv difficulties beyondupon, in English legislation.

In various statutes, a clause may be found by any which exist in other matters. Besides
which the statute is declared capable of being the more general sinister interest of the
altered or repealed in the course of the same ses. powerful fewin whose hands the functions
siom In this clause is contained, in the way of of government arc lodged, the more particular
neeemlary implication, that a statute in which no sinister interest affecting the body of lawyers,

such clause is inserted is not capable of being is one to which any given measure, in pro-repealed or altered during the session, _ no, not
by the very hands by which it was made. portion to the ingenuity displayed in it, iJ

likely to be adverse.
a To Ri_ I. inclusive, b John_ Ed. I. and II. Measures which come under the h_ad ot
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indire?:t legislation, and in particular those bably as much as any other man : but law as
which have the quality of executing them- it ought to be, is a very different thing; and
selves, are the measures which, as they pus- the proposal in question has for its avowed.
sess most efficiency when established, so they and commonly for its real object, the bring-
require greater iugenuity in the contrivance, lug law as it is, somewhat nearer to law as it,
Now, in proportion as laws execute them- ought to be. But this is one of those things
selves-- in other words, are attended with for which the great dignitary is sure to be at
voluntary obedience--in that propm_ion are all times unprepared, -- unprepared to join
they efficient ; but it is only ill proportion as ill any such design, everything of this sort,
they fail of being efficient, that to the man having been at all times contrary to his lute-
of law they are beneficial and productive ; rest, -- unprepared so much as to form any
because it is only in proportion as they stand judgment concerning the conduciveness of
in need of enforcement, that business makes the proposed measure to such its declared
its way into the hands of the man of law. object: in any such point of view it has never

been his interest to consider it.
A mind that, from it_ first entrance upon

CHAPTER V. this subject, has been applying its whole

I. Self.assumed Authority--(ad ignorantlam ; force to the inquiry as to what are the most
ad verecundtam.) effectual means of making its profit of the

imperfections of the system,--a miud to
2. The Self- trumpeter's fallacy, which, of consequence, the profit from these

TnI_ fallacy presents itself in two shapes : sources of affliction ha_ been all along an ob-
-- I. An avowal made with a sort of mock ject of complacency, and the affliction itself,
modesty and caution by a person in exalted at best, but an object of indifference, -- a
station, that he is incapable of forming a mind which has, throughout the whole course
Judgment on the question in debate, such of its career, been receiving a correspondent
incapacity being sometimes real, sometimes bias, and has in consequence contracted a cot-
pretended; 2. Open assertion, by a person so respondent distortion, -- cannot with reason
situated, of the purity of his motives and be expected to exert itself with much alacrity
integrity of his life, and the entire reliance or facility in a track so opposite and so new.
which may consequently be reposed on all he For the quiet of his conscience, if, at the
says or does. outset of his career, it were his fortune to

I. The first is commonly played off as fol- have one, he will naturally have been feed-
lows : --An evil or defect in our iustitutions lug himself with the notion, that if there be
is pointed out clearly, and a remedy proposed, anything that is amiss, in practice it cannot
to which no objection can be made; up starts be otherwise; which being granted, and, ac-
a man high in office, and, instead of stating cordingly, that suffering to a certain amount
any specific objection, says, " 1 am not pre- cannot hut take place, whatsoever profit can
pared" to do so and so, " I am not prepared be extracted from it, is fair game, and as such
to say," &c. The meaning evidently intended belongs of right to the first, occupant among
to be conveyed is, " If l, who am so digni- persons duly qualified.
fled, and supposed to be so capable of forming The wonder would not be great if an offi-
a judgment, avow myself incompetent to do cer of the military profession should exhibit,
so, what presumption, what folly, must there for a time at least, some awkwardness if
be in the conclusion formed by any one else!" forced to act in the character of a surgeon's
In truth, this is nothing else but an indirect mate: to inflict wounds requires one sort of
way of browbeating--arrogance under a thin skill -- to dress and heal them requires an-
veil of modesty. Other. Telephus is the only man upon record

If you are not prepared to pass a judgment, who possessed aninstrument by which wounds
you are not prepared to condemn, and ought were with equal dispatch and efficiency made
not, therefore, to oppose : the utmost you and healed. The race of Telephus is extinct ;
are warranted in doing, if sincere, is to ask and a_ to his spears, if ever any of them fmmd
for a little time for consideration, their way into Pompeii or Herculaneum, they

Supposing the unpreparedness real, the remain still among the ruins.
reasonable and practical inference is -- say I Unfortunately, in this case, were the abio
nothing, take no part in the business, lity to form a judgment ever so complete, the

it proposition for the reforming of this or likelihood of co-operation would not be in-
that abuse in the administration of justice, is creased. None are so completely deaf as those
the common occasion for the emplo)ment of who will not hear _ none are so completely
this fallacy, unintelligent as those who will not under-

In virtue of his office, every judge, every stand.
law-officer, is supposed and pronounced to be Call upon a chief-justlce to concur in a
profoundly versed in the science of the law. measure for giving possibility to the recovery

Yes; of the science of the law as it is, pro- i of a debt,--the recovery of which is i_ his own
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court rendered impossible by costs which renderedlmpossible; 3. The sort of testimony
parttygo into hisown pocket,--as well might thus given affords no legitimate reason for
you call upon the Pope to abjure the errors regarding the assertion in question to be true ,
of the church of Rome. If not hard pressed, for it is no less completely in the power of
he will maintain a prudent and easy silence ; the most profligate than ill that of the most
if hard pressed, he will let fly a volley of fal- virtuous of mankind; nor is it in a less de-
lacies--be will play off the argument drawn gree the interest of the profligate man to
from the imputation of bad motives, and tell make such assertions. Be they ever so corn-
you of the profit expected by the party by pletely false, not any the least danger of
whom thc bill was framed, and petition pro- punishment doe¢ he see himself exposed to,
ct,red, to form a ground for it. If'that be not at the hands either of the law or of public
sufficLent, he wall transform himself in the first opinion.
place into a witness giving evidence npon a For aseriblng to any one of these self-trum-
counnlttee ; in the next place, after multiply- peters the smallest possible particle of that
ing himself into the number of members he- virtue which they are so loud m the prof, s.
eessary t,_hear and report upon that evidence, sion of, there is no more rational cause, than
he will make a report accordingly, for looking upon this or that actor as a

He will report in that character, that when good man, because he acts well the part of
in any town a set of tradesmen have, on their Othello, or bad, because he acts well the part
petitmn, obtained a judicatnry in which the , of Iago.
recovery of a debt under 40s. or £5 is not 4. On the contrary, the interest he has in
attended with that obstruction of accumu- . trying what may be done by these means, is
lated expense by which the relief which his more decided and exctu¢ive than in the ease
judicatory professes to afford i_- always ac- _of the man of real probity and social feeling.
companied, it has been _dth no other effect The virtuous man, being what he is, has that
than that of giving in the character of judges chance for beinglooked upon as such ; whereas
effect to claims which in the character of wit- ,the self-trumpeter in question, having no such
nesses it was originally their design, and I "round of reliance, behold_ his only chance in
afterwards their practice, to give support to the conjunct effect of his own effrontery, and
by perjury, the imbecility of his hearers.

II. The second of these two devices may These assertions of authority, therefore,
be called the self-trumpeter's fallacy, by men in office, who would have us estimate

By this name it is not intended to desig- their conduct bytheir character, and not their
hate thuse oecasionalimpulse_ofvanity which character by their conduct, must be classed
lead a man to display or overrate his preten- among political fallacies. If there be any one
sions to superior intelhgence. Against the maxim in politics more certain than another,
self-love of the man whose altar to himself it is, that no possible degree of virtue in the
is raised on this ground, rival altars, from governor can render it expedient for the go-
every one of which he is sure of discourage- verned to dispense with good laws and good
ment, rai,_e themselves all around, institutions. _

But there are certain men in office, who
ill discharge of their functions arrogate to
themselves a degree of probity which is to CtIAPTER VI.

exclude all imputations and all inquiry ; their L,_t:DATOKY PEItSONALIT1ES--t aa .tmieltiam.)
assertions are to be deemed equivalent to
proof; their virtues are guarantees for the PEa_ONALITtES of this class are the opposites,
faithful discharge of their duties; and the and in some respects the counterparts, of vi-
most implicit confidence is to be reposed in tuperative personalities, which will be treated
them on all occasions. If you expose any of next in order, at the commencement of the
abuse, propose any reform, call for securities, eosuing Book.
inquiry, or measures to promote publicity, Laudatory personalities are susceptible of
they set up a cry of surprise, amounting al- the same number of modifications as will be

most to indignation, as if their integrity were shown to exist in the case of vituperative per-
questioned, or their honour woundt_d. With sonalities : but in this case the argument is so
all this, they dexterously mix up intimations

that the most exalted patriotism, honour, and • _ladame de Stall says, that in a conversa-
perhaps religion, are the only sources of all tion whith she had at Pe:ersburgh with the Era-
their actions, pror of RussJa, _'e exprzssed his desire to better

Such assertions must be classed among fal- the condition of the peasantry, who are still in a
laeies, because-- 1. They are irrelevant to the state of absolute slavery ; upon which the female
subject in discussion ; 2. The degree in which .sentimentalist exclaimed, "_,Sire, your character

_sa constitution for your eountry_ and your con-
the predominance of _otives of the social seieneeisitsguarantee_"Hisreplywas,"Quartd
or disinterested cast is commonly asserted eels serait, je _'wserals jama*s qu'un accident
or insinuated, is, by the very nature of man, heureux." -- Dix anuses d'Eai r, p. 313.
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muchweaker thanintheother,thattheshades I. They have the common characterof
and modificationsofitareseldomresortedto, beingirrelevantto the questionunderdis-
and arethereforenot wortha detailedexpo- eussion.The measuremust havesomething
sition.The objectofvituperativepersooali-extraordinaryinit,irarightjudgmentcannot
tiesistoeffecttherejectionofa measure,on be fmmded ollitsmerits,withoutfirstesti-
accountoftheallegedbadcharacterofthose matingthecharacterof the members of the
who promoteit; andtheargumentadvanced government.
is--" The personswho proposeorpromote 2. Ifthegoodnessof the measurebe suf-
the measure,arebad; thereforethemeasure ficientlye,tablishedby directarguments,the
isbad,or oughtto be rejected."The oh.}ectreceptiongivento itby thosewho opposeit
of laudatorypersonalitlesistoeffectthere- willform a bettercriterionforjudgingof
jectionofa measureon accountoftheallegedtheircharacter,than theircharacter(asin-
goodcharacterof thosewho opposeit; and ferredfromthe placeswhich theyoccupy)
theargumentadvancedis--"The measureis_lforjudgingofthegoodnessorbadnessofthe
renderedunnecessaryby the virtuesofthoseimea_,ure.
who areinpower; theiroppositionisa suf-! 3. If thisargumentbe good in any one
ficientauthorityfortherejectionof themea- icase,itisequallygoodineveryother; and
sure." itheeffectofIt,ifadmitted,wouldbe togive
The argumentindeedisgenerallyconfinedto the personsoccupyingforthetimebeing

topersonsofthisdescription,andislittleelse the situationin question,an absoluteand
thanan extensionoftheself-trmnpeter'sfal-universalnegativeupon everymeasure not
lacy.Inbothofthem,authorityderivedfrom agreeableto theirinclinations.
the virtuesortalentsofthe personslauded, 4.Ineverypublictrust,thelegislatorshould,
isbroughtforwardassupersedingtheneces- forthe purposeof prevention,supposethe
sity of all investigation, trustee disposed to break the trust in every

" The measure proposed implies a distrust imaginable way in which it would be possible
of the members of his Majesty'sgovernment ; tbr him to reap, fl'om the breach of it, any
but so great is their integrity, so complete personal advantage. This is the principle on
their disinterestedness, so uniformly do they which public institutions ought to be formed ;
prefer the public advantage to their own, that and when it is applied to all men indiserimi-
such a measure is altogether unnecessary:-- nately, it is injurious to none. The practical
their disapproval is sufficient to warraJ_t an inference is, to oppose to such possible (and
opposition : precautions can only be requisite what will always be probable) breaches of
where danger is apprehended ; here, the high trust every bar that can be opposed, consis
character of the individuals in question is a tently with the power requisite for the etli-
sufficient guarantee against any ground of cient and due discharge of the trust. Indeed,
alarm." these arguments, drawn from the supposed

The panegyric goes on increasing in pro- virtues of men in power, are opposed to the
portion to the dignity of the functionary thus first principles on which all laws proceed.
panegyrized. 5. Such allegations of individual virtue

Subordinates in office are the very models are never supported by specific proof--are
of assiduity, attention, and fidelity to their 1scarce ever susceptible of specific disproof;
trust ; mimsters, the perfection of probity and and specific disproof, if offered, could not be
intelligence: and as for the highest magistrate admitted, viz. in either ttouse of Parlia-
in the state, no adulation is equal to describe merit. If attempted elsewhere, the punish-
the extent of his various merits, meat would l_all,not ou the unworthy trustee,

There can be no difficulty in exposing the t but on him by whom the unworthiness had

fallacy of the argument attempted to be de- I been proved.dueed from these pauegyries: --

PART II. FALLACIES OF DANGER,

THE SUBJECT-MATTER OF WHICH IS DANGER IN VARIOUS SHAPES, AND THE

OBJECT TO REPRESS DISCUSSION ALTOGETHER. BY EXCITING ALARM.

CHAPTER I. " [theymay firstbe enumerated,and some ob-

VI'TVI'_ATtVSPSRSO_aLITIES--(adodium.)Iservationsbe made upon them in the lump.]_yseeingtheirmutualrelationstoeachotherl
To thisclassbelongsa clusteroffallaciessoI--by observinginwhat circumstancesthey
intimatelyconnected_dth each other,thatiagree,and inwhat theydiffer--amuch more
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correct as welt as complete view will be ob- fessed, or is suspected of entertaining some
rained of them, than if they were considered opinion which the other has professed, or been
each of them by itself, suspected of entertaining ; therefore the men-
The fallaciesthatbelongto thisclustersureisbad:--hebearsanamethatataformer

may be denominated-- periodwas borneby a set of men now no
I.Imputationofbad design, more,by whom bad principleswere enter-
2.Imputationofbad character, tained,or bad thingsdone; thereforethe
8.Imputationofbad motive, measureisbad.
4. Imputationofinconsistency. In thesearguments,thusarranged,a sort
.5.Imputationof suspiciousconnexions-- of mlti-climaxmay be observed; the fact

.,Voscitur ex sociis, intimated by each succeeding argument being
6. Imputation founded on identity of de- suggested in the character of evidence of the

nomination--]Voscitur ex cognominibus, one immediately preceding it, or at least of
Of the fallacies belonging to this class, the some one or more of those which precede it,

common character is the endeavour to draw and the conclusion being accordingly weaker
aside attention from the measure to the man ;_ and weaker at. each step. The second is a
and this in such sort as, from the supposed sort of circumstantial evidence of the first,
imperfection on the part of the manby whom thethird of the second, andsoon. Ifthefirst
a measure is supported or opposed, to cause is inconclusive, the rest fall at once to the
a correspondent imperfection to be imputed ground.
to the measure so supported, or excellence to Exposure. _ Various are the considerations
the measure so opposed. The argument in its which concur in demonstrating the futihty of
various shapes amounts to this :-- In bringing the fallacies comprehended in this class, and
forward or supporting the measure in ques- (not to speak of the improbity of the utterers)
tion, the person in question entertains a bad the weakness of those with whom they obtain
design ; therefore the measure is bad : --be is currency--the weak,_css of the ac_'eptors :--
a person of a bad character; therefore the 1. In the first place comes that general
measure is bad:--he is actuated by a bad character of irrelevancy which belongs to
motive ; therefore the measure is bad : --he these, in common wi_h the _veral other at-
has fallen into inconsistencies ; on a former Ucles tbat stand upon the list of iMlacies.
occasion, he either opposed it, or made some 2. In the next place comes the complete
observation not reconcilable with some oh- inconclusiveness. Whatsoever be their force
servation which he has advanced on the pre- as applied to a bad me:Lsure-- to the worst
sent occasion; therefore the measure is bad : measure that can be imagined, they would
_he is on a footing of intimacy with this or be fbund to apply with httte less force to all
that person, who is a man of dangerous prin- good measures--tothe be_t measures that can
eiples and designs, or has been seen more or be imagined.
less frequently in his company, or has pro- Among 658, or any such large number of

persons taken at random, there will be per-
• On the subject of personalities of the vim- sons of all characters: if the measure is a good

perative kind, the following are the instructions one, will it become bad because it is supported
given by Gerard Hamilton: they contain all he by a bad man ? If it is bad, will it becomesays upon the subject. L 31,367, p. 67 _" It is
an arUfice to be used (but if used by others, to good because supported by a good man? If
be detected,) to begin some personality, or to the measure be really inexpedient, why not
throw in something that may bring on a personal at once show that It is so ? Your producing
altercation, and draw off the attention of the these irrelevant oa_d inconclusive arguments
House.from the main point." IL 36 (470) p. 81; in lieu of direct ones, though not sufficient to
_" If your cause is too bad, call, in aid, the prove that the measure you thus oppose is aparty" (meaning, probably, the indi_,idual who
s_tands in the situation of party, not the assem* good one, contributes to prove that you your-
binge of men of whom a poliucal party is corn- selves regard it as a good one.
posed) --" if the party is bad, call. m aid, the After these general observations, let us ex-
cause = if neither is good, wound the opponent." amine, more in detail, the various shapes the
IIL, " If a person is powerful, he is to be made fallacy assumes.
obnoxious; if helpless, contemptible; if wicked,
detestable." In this we have, so far as concerns § 1. To begin with the imputation of bad
the head of personalities, _ the whole fruit and design.
result of the experience of one who was by no
means unconve_,ant with law," (says his editor I The measure in question is not charged
p. ,) and had hlmselP sat m parhament for ] with being itself a bad one ; for if it be, and
mor_ than tbrty years ; .... devoting almost all [ in so far as it is thus charged, the argument
his leisure and thoughts, during the long period [ is not irrelevant and fallacious. The bad

above mentioned, to the examination am[discus. ] design imputed, consists not in the design ofamn of all the principal questions agitated in ]
parliament, and ot toe severM topics and modes I carrying this measure, but some other men.
of reasoning by which they wereeither supported ]sure: which is thus, by necossary implication,

opposed." | charged with being a bad one. Here, thenp
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four things ought to be proved : viz. l. That him with shame. Allow this argument the
the design of bringing forward the supposed effect of a conclnsive one, you put it into the
bad measure is really entertained ; 2. That power of ally man to draw you at pleasure
this design will be carried into effect ; 3. from the support of every measure which in
That the measure will prove to be a bad one ; your own eyes is good -- to force you to give
4. Thatbut fortheactually proposed measure, your sopport to any and every measure which
the supposed bad one would not be carried m your own eyes is bad. ts it good ? -- the
into effect, bad man embraces it, and by the supposition,

This is, in effect, a modification of thefal- you reject it. Is it bad ? -- he vituperates it,
lacy of distrust, which will shortly be treated and that suffices for driving you into its em-
ot: brace. You split upon the rocks, because he

But on what ground rests the supposition has avoided them--you miss the harbour, be-
that the supposed bad measure will, as such cause he has steered into it.
a consequence, be carried into effect ? The Give yourself up to any such blind anti-
persons by whom, if at all, it will be carried pathy, you are no less in the power of your
into effect, wilt be either the legislators for adversaries than by a correspondently irra-
the time being, or the legislators of some tmnal sympathy and obsequiousnes_ you put
future contingent time. As to the legislators yourself into the power of your friends.
for the time being, observe the character and
frame of mind which the orator imputes to § 3. Imputation of bad motive.
these his judges :-- " Give not your sanction The proposer of the measure, it is asserted,
to this measure ; for though there may be no is actuated by bad motives, from whence it is
particular harm in it, yet ff you do give your inferred that he entertains some bad design.
sanction to it, the same man hy whom this is This, again, is no more than a modification of
proposed, will propose to you others that will the .fallacy of distrust ; but one of the very
be bad; and such is your weakness, that, weakest--1. Because motives are bidden in
however bad they may be, you will want the human breast ; 2. Because, if the measure
either the discernment necessary to enable is beneficial, it would be absurd to reject it
you to see them in their true hght, or the re- on account of the motives of its author. But
solution to enable you to put a negative upon what is peculiar to this particular fallacy, is
measures, of the mischief of which you are the falsity of the supposition on which it is
fully convinced." Tim imbecility of the per- _rounded ; viz. the existence of a class or
sons thus addressed in the character of legis- species of motives, to which any such epithet
latorsandjudges--theirconsequent unfitness as bad, can with propriety be applied. VC_at
for the situation, --such, it is manifest, isthe constitutes a motive, is the eventual expeco
basis of this fallacy. On the part of these tation either of some pleasure or exemption
legislators themselves, the forbearance mani- from pain ; but forasmuch as in itself there
rested under such treatment on thc part of is nothing good but pleasure, or exemption
the orator _ the confidence entertained of from pain, it follows that no motive is bad
his experiencing such tbrbearance-- afford in itself, though every kind of motive may,
no inconsiderable presumption of the reality according to exrcumstances, occasion good or
of the character so imputed to them. bad actions ;* and motives of the dissocial cast

§ o Imputation of bad character, may aggravate the mischief of a pernicious"" _et But if the act itself to which the motive
The inference meant to be drawn from an gives birth-- if in the proposed measure in

imputation of bad character, i_,either to cause question there be nothing pernicious, -- it is
the person in question to be considered as en- not in the motive's being of the dissocial class
tertaluing bad deslgns--i, e. about to be con- -- it is not in its being of the self-regarding
eerned in bringing tbrward future contingent class, -- that there is any reason for calling it
andpernicious measures---or simply to destroy a bad one. Upon the influence and prevalence
any persuasive force with which, in the cha- of motives of the self=regarding class, depends
ratter of authority, his opinion is likely to be ] the preservation, not only of the species, but
attended. " I of each individual belonging to it. When,

In this last case, it is a fallacy opposed to [ from the introduction of a measure, a man
a fallacy of the same complexion, played off ! beholds the prospect of personal advantage in
on the other side : to employ it, is to combat I any shape whatever to himself, _ say for ex-
the antagonist with his own weapons. In the ample a pecuniary advantage, as being the
former case, it is another modification of the most ordinary and palpable, or, dyslogistically
fallacy of distrt_t _ of which hereafter, speaking, the most gross, -- it is certain that

Ia proportion to the degree of efficiency the contemplationofthisadvantagemusthave
with which a man suffers these instruments had some share in causing the conduct he pur-
of deception to operate upon his mind, he

enables bad men to exercise over him a sor_ mSee Introduet_o_ to thv Prirwiplcs of Mroralz
of pOwer, the thought of which ought to cover and Leqislat oft, VoL I.
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roles: it may have been the on]y cause. The on the mind of the person in question is sucb,
measure itself being by the supposition not that in consequence of the connexion he wiL
pernicious, is it the worse for this advantage ? be induced to introduce and support measures
On the contrary, it is so much the better. (and those mischmvous ones) which other-
For of what stuff is public advantage corn- t wise he would not have introduced or sup-

posed, but of private and personal advantage? i ported.
i As to the two first of these three supposed

§ 4. Imputation of inconsistency. / facts, their respective degrees of probability

Admitting the fact of the inconsistency, I will depend on the circumstances of eachthe utmost .t can amount to, in the character case. Of the third, the weakness may be ex-
of an argument against the proposed measure, i posed by considerations of a general nature°
is, the affording a presumption of bad design In private life, the force of the presumption
in a certain way, or of bad character in a cer- ill question is established by daily experience:
lain way and to a certain degree, on the part but in the case of a political connexion, such
of the proposer or supporter of the measure, i as that which is created by an opposition to
Of tlle futility of that argument, a view has one and the same political measure or set of
been already given : and this, again, is a too- measures, the presumption loses a great part,
dification of thef_dla_ of distrust, sometimes the whole, of its force. Few are

That inconsistency, when pushed to acer- the political measures, on the occasion of
lain degree, may afford but too conclusive which men of all characters, men of all de-
evidence of a sort of relatively bad clmrac- grees in the scale of probity and improbity,
ter, is not to be denied: if. tbr example, on may not be seen on both sides.
a fbrmer occasion, personal interest inclining The mere need of infbrmation respecting
him one way (say against the measure,3 at- matters of fact, is a cause capable of bringing
guments have been urged by the person in together, in a state of apparent connexion,
question against the measure ; while on tile some of the most opposite characters.

present occasion, personal interest inclimng § (; Imp,ttation founded on identity! of deno-
him the opposite way, arguments are urged
by him in favour of tile measure, -- or it a mlra_tiou--(noseltur ex eognoml_ibus.)
matter of filet, which on a former occasion The circumstances by which this fallacy is
was denied, be now asserted, or rwe versd -- distinguished from the last preceding is, that
and in each ease, if no notice of the mconsis- in this case, bet ween the person in question,
teney is taken by the person himself; -- the and the obnoxious persons by whose opinions
operation of it to his prejudice will naturally and conduct he is supposed to be determined
he stronger than if an account more or less orinfluenced, neither personal intercourse nor
satisfactory is given by him of the eireum- possihility of personal intercourse can exist.
stances and causes of the variance. In the last case, his measures were to be op-

Bat, be the evidence with regard to the posed because he was connected with persons
cause of the change what it may, no inference of bad character,--in the present, because he
can be drawn from it against the measure, bears the same denomination as persons now
unless it be that such inconsistency, if esta- no more, but who in their own time were
blished, may weaken the persuasive force of the authors of pernicious measures. In so far
the opinion of the person in question in the as a community of interest exists between
character of authority: and ill what respect the persons thus connected by community of
and degree an argument of this complexion is denomination, the allegation of a certain corn-
irrelevant, has been already brought to view. munity of designs is not altogether destitute

of weight. Community of denomination, how-
§ 5. Imputation of auspicious connexions -- ever, is but the sign, not the efficient cause,

(noscitur ex sociis.) of community of interest. What have the
The alleged badness of character on the Romans of the present dayin common with

part of the alleged associate being admitted, the Romans of early times ? Do they aspire
the argmnent nowin question _,ill stand upon to recover the empire of the world ?
the same footing as the four preceding ; the But when evil designs are imputed to men
weakness of which has been already exposed, of the present day, on the ground that evil
and wtll constitute only another branch of the designs were entertained and prosecuted by

.follaey of distrust. But before it can stand their namesakes in time past, whatsoever may
on a par even with those weak ones, two be the community of interest, one eireum-
ulterior points remain to be established : -- stance ought never to be out of mind :--this

I. One is. the badness of character on the is, the gradual melioration of character from
part of the alleged associate, the most remote and barbarous, down to the

2. AnOther is, the existence of a social con- present time ; the consequence of which is,
nexion between the person ill question and that in many particulars the same ends which
his supposed associate, were formerly pursued by persons of the same

3. A third is, that the influence exercised denomination are not now pursued ; _nd if
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in many ott_ers tbe same ends are pursued, I It is only in the absence of interest, tha_

they are not pursued by the same b:_dme,ms. I experience can hope to be recarded, or reasonIf thi_ observatlml pa_ unheeded, the eon- heald. In the character of sineeurists and
_equences moy be no less misrhievous than [ ovcr-p_d placemen, it is the interest of the

absurd : that which has been, is unalterable. I members of the Enghsh government to treat
If, then, thi_ fifi]aey be suflbred to inflmmce the majorit_ of the people of Ireland on the
the mind, and derermiue human conduct, , double footing" of enemies and subjects; and
whatsoever degree of depravity be imputed s_wh is the treatment which is in store for - _.
to preceding generations of the obnoxious them to the extent of their endurance.
dermminatim_ --whatsoever opposition may
have been maniti_sted towards them or their § 7. Cause of the prevalence _f tl_e fallaeies
successor% -- must continue without abate- beh,ngin[/to tl, s class.
ment to the end of time. " Be my friendship Whatsoever be the nature of the several
immortal, my emnity mortal," is the senti- instrmnents of deception by which the mind
racist that has been so warmly and so justly is liable to be operated upon and deceived,
applauded in the moulb eta sa¢e of antiquity: the decree of prevalence they experience
but the falla_- here in ques,*ion proposes to the degree of sueees_ the T enjoy, depends
maintain its baneful b_fluence fi_r ever. ultimately upon one common cause, viz. the

It is in matters touching" rellgiou_ persua- ignorance and mental imbecility of those
slon, and to the prejudice of certain sects, on whom they operate. In the present in-
that this fallacy has been played off with stance, besides this ultimate cause or root,
the greatest and most pernicious effect. In they find in another _alIacy, and the eorre
England, particularly against measures for spending propensityoftho human mind.a sort;
the relief of the Catholics, "those of our of i_termediate cause. This is the fallacy of
ancestors, who, professing the same branch authority: the correeponding propensityisthe
of the Christian religion as that which you _propensity to save exertion by resting sa_s-
now profess, were thenee distinguished by'the fled with authority. Derived from, and pro-
same name, entertained peruieious designs, portioned to, the ignorance and weakness of
that for some time showed themselves in per- IOn, minds to which political arguments are
nieious measures ; therefore you, entertain- i addressed, is the propensity to judge of" the
in_ the same pernicious de¢igns, would now, [ propriety or impropriety of" a measure born
had you but power enough, carry into effect i the supposed character or disposition of its
the same pernicious measure_ : --:-"they, hay- supporters or opposers, in preference to, or
ing the power, destroyed by fire and'fi_ggot [ even in exclusion of, lts'ov, al intrinsic eha-
those who, in respect of religions opinions i ratter and tendency, t_roportioned to the
and ceremonies, differed from them ; there- degree ofimportanee attached to the eharac-
fore, had you but power enough, so would ter and disposition of the author or supporter
you." Upon this ground, in one nf the three of the measure, is the degree of persuasive
kingdoms, a system of government continue_, force with which the fallacies belonging to
which does not so much as profess to have this class will naturally art.
in view the welfare of the majority of' the Besides, nothing but laborious application
inhabitants, -- a system of gowrmnrnt in and a clear and comprehensive intellect, can
which the interest of the many is avowed]y, enable a man on any given subject to employ
so long as the government lasts, intended successfu]l) relevant argflments drawn from
to be kept in a state of perpetual sacrifice to the subject itself. To employ personalities,
the interest of the few. In vain is it urged, neither labour nor intellect is required: in this
these inferences, drawn from times and men- sort of contest, the most idle and the most
sures long since past, are completely belied ignorant are quite on a par with, if not superior
by the universal experience of all present to, the most industrious and the most highly-
time. In the Saxon kingdom, in the Austrian g`ifted individuals. Nothing can be more con-
empire, in the vast and ever-flourishing empire vement for those who _ ould speak withou$
of France, though the sovereign is C'athofic. the trouble of thinking: the same ideas are
whatsoever degree ofsecuritythe government brought forward over and over again,, and all
allows of_ is possessed alike by Catholics that is required is to vary the turn ofexpres-
and Protestants. In vain is it observed (not sion. Close and relevant arguments have very
that to this purpose this or any other part of' little hold on the passions, and serve rather
the history of the 17th century is worth ob- to quell than to inflame them; while in per-
serving) _in vain is it observed, and truly sonalities, there is always _omething stimu-
observed, the Church of England continued lant, wbether on the part of him who praises,
her fires after the Church of Rome had dis- or hlm who blames. Praise forms a kind ot

continued hers. * connexion between the party praising and
Under James I., when, for being Anabap- the party praised, and vituperation gives an

lists or Arians, two men were burnt in Smith- air of courage and independence to the party
field, who blames.

VoL II. D d
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Ignorance mid indolence, fiuendship and commencement: for of all the old things ever
enmity, concurring and conflicting interest, seen or heard of, there is not one that was
servility and indcpemlence-- all conspire to not once new. Whatever is now establish.
give personalities the ascendency they so un- meat, was once innovatwn.
happily maintain. Ttle more we lie under Ite who on this ground condemns a pro-
the influence of our own passions, the more posed measure, condemns, in the same breath,
we rely on others being affected in a similar whatsoever be would be most averse to be
degree. A man who can repel these injuries thought to dL-approve:--be cmn|emns the
with dignity may often convert them into Revolution, tbe Reformation, the a_sumption
trimnph : " Strike me, but hear." says he ; made by the House of Commons of a part ill
and the fury of his antagonist redounds to the penning of the laws in the reign of Henry
his own discomfiture. VL, the institutiml of the House of Com-

mons itself in the reihnl of Henry III.: -- all
ttmse he bids us regard as sure forerunners

CHAPTER II. of the monster anarchy, but particularly the

§ t. The Hobgoblin Argument, or, No Inno- birth and first efficient agency of" the ttouso
of Commons--an innovation, in cmnparison

vatiun / -- (ad rectum.) of which all others, past or future, are tbr

.Ezposition.--The hobgoblin, the eventual efficiency, and consequently mischievousness,
appearance of which is denounced by this ar- but as giains of dust in the balance.

gmnent, is anarchy; whiehtremendous spectre ' § o Appret_ension of rai_eht,ffrom ehanae_has for its forerunner the monster *nnovatwm i ~"
The forms in which this monster may be what foundatton _t Ires _n truth.
denounced are as numerous and various as the ] A circmnstauce that gives a sort of colour
sentences in which the word innovation can to the u_e of this fallac} is, that it can scarce-
be placed. ]y ever be found without a certain degree of

•' Here it comes?" exclaims the barbarous truth adhering to it. Supposing the change
or unthinking servant in the hearing of the to be one which cannot be cffeeted without
affrighted child, when, to rid herself of the the interposition of the legislature, even this
burthen of attendance, such servant scruples circumstance is sufficient to attach to it a
not to employ an instrument of terror, the certain quantity of mischief. The words no-
effects of which may continue during life. cessary to commit the change even to writ-
*' Here it comes!" is the cry; and the hob- il_g, cannot be put into that fbrm without
goblin is rendered but the more terrific by labour, importing a proportional quantity of
the suppression of its name. vexation to the head employed in it ; which

Of a similar nature, and productive of labour and vexation, if paid for, is compen-
similar effects, is the political device here sated by and productive of expense. When
exposed to view. As an instrument of de- disseminated by the operation of the press, as
ception, the device is generally accompanied it always must be betbrc it can be productive
by personalities of the vituperative kiml:_ of whatever effect is aimed at, it becomes
imputation of bad motives, bad designs, bad productive of ulterior vexation and expense.
conduct and character, &e. are ordinarily cast Here. then, is so much unavoidable misehiet:
on the authors and advocates of the obnoxious of which the most salutary and indispensable
measure ; whilst the term employed is such change cannot fail to be product'_ve: to this
as to beg the question in dispute. Thus, in natural and mmvoidablc portion of mischief,
the present instance, innovation means a bad the additions that have been made, in the
change ; presenting to the mind, besides the shape of factitious and avmdable mischief o[
idea of a change, the proposition, either that the same kind, are such as have sufficient claim
change in general is a bad thing, or at least to notice, but to a notice not proper for this
that the sort of change in question is a bad place.
change. Here, then, we have the minimum of his-

Exposure.- All-comprehensiveness of the chief which accompanies every change ; and
condemnation passed by this fallacy, in this minimum of mischief we have the

This is one of the many cases in which it minimum of truth with which this fallacy is
is difficult to render the absurdity of the at- aecmnpanied, and which is sufficient to pro-
gument more glaring than it is upon the face tect it against exposm e, from a fiat and un-
of the argument itself. I discriminating demal.

Whatever reason it affords for looking upon ] It is seldmn, however, that the whole of the
_he proposed measure, be it what it may, as I mischief, with the corresponding portion of
about to be mischievous, it affords the same truth, is confined within such narrow bounds.
reason for entertaining the same opinion of I Wheresoever any portion, however great
everything that exists at present. To say ] or small, of the aggregate mass of the objects
811 new things are bad, is as much as to say of desire in any shape _ matter of wealth,
$11things m'e bad_ or, at any event_ at their power, diguity, or even reputation _ anQI
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whether in possession, or only in prospect, the imposture, this fallacy has been every
and that ever so remote and contingent-- now and then met by what may be termed
must, in consequence of the change, pas_ out its counter-fallacy : Time itsc(f is the arch-
of ally hand or hands that are not willing to innovalor. The inference is, the propo_ed
part with it, viz. eitberwithout compensation, change, branded as it has thus been by the
or with no other than what, in their estima- oditms appellative of innovation, ib in fact no
lion, is insufficient ; --here we have, in some change : its ,ale effect being either to prevent
shape or other, a quantity of vexation un- a change, or to bring the matter back to the
compensated-- so much vexation, so much good state in which it tormerly was. This
mischief beyond dispute, eounter-tMlaey, if such it may be tanned, has

But in one way or other, whether from the not, however, any stwh pernicious properties
total omission of thi_ or that item, or from or consequences attached to it as may be seen
the supposed inadequacy of the eompensation to tie indicated by that name. Two eircum-
given for it, or fi'om its incapacity of being stances, however, concur in giving it a just
included in any estimate, as in ease of remote title to the appellation of a tMlacy : one is,
and but weakly probable as well as contin- that it has no specific application to the par-
gent profits, it will not unfrequently happen tieular measure m hand, and on that score
that the compensation allotted in this ease may be set down as irrelewmt ; the other,
shall be inadcquate, not only to the desires, that by a sor_ of implied concession and vir-
but to the imagined rights of the party from tnal adnds_-ion, it gives colour and emlnte-
whmn the sacrifice is exacted. In so far as such nanee to the fallacy to whleh it is opposed,
insufficiency appears to himself to exist, he adndtting by implication, that if the appella-
will feel himself urged by a motive, the force tion of a change belonged with propriety to
of which will be in proportion to the amount the proposed measure, it might on that single
of such deficiency, to oppose the measure ; account with propriety be opposed.
and in so far as in his eyes _ueh motive is fit A few words, then, are now sufficient to
to be displayed, it will constitute what in his strip the mask from the fallacy. No specific
language will be reason, arid what will be re- mischief, as likely to result from the specific
ceived in that eharaeter by all other persons measure, is alleged; if it were, the argument
in whose estimate any such deficiency shall would not belong to this head. What is al-
appear to exist. So far as any such deficiency leged, is nothing more than that mischief,
is specifically alleged in the character of a without regard to the amount, would be
reason, it forms a relevant and specific argu- among the results of this measure. But this
ment, and belongs not to the aeeount of fal- is rio more than can be said of every legisla-
facies ; and, if well fbunded, constitutes a just tire measure that ever did pass, or ever can
reason, if not for quashing the measure, at pass. If, then. it be to he ranked with argu-
any rate for adding to the compensation thus xnents, it is an argument that involves in one

shown to be deficient. And in this shape, i common condemnation all political measures
viz. in that of a specific argument, will a man _ whatsoever, past, present, and to come; it
of course present his motive to view, if it I passes eondeumatlon on whatsoever, in this

be susceptible of it. But when the alleged J way. ever has been, or ever can he done, in

damage and eventual injury will not, even in all places as well as in all times. Dehvered
his own viewofit, beat" the test of inquiry, from an humble ,-ration, fi'om the mouth of
then, this specific argument failing him, lie an old woman beguiling by her gossip the la-
will betake himself to the general fallacy" in ! bourn of the splinting-wheel in her cottage,
lieu of it. He will _-etup the cry of lnnova- ' it might pass for simple and ordinary igno-

tion t Innovatzon ! hoping by this watchword ] ranee: _ delivered from any such exaltedto bring to his aid all whose sinister interest station as that of a legislative house or judi-

is connected w_th his own ; and to engage 1 eial bcneh,--fi'om such a quarter, if it can be
them to say, and the unreflecting multitude regarded as sincere, it is a mark of drivelling

1to believe, that the change in question is of I rather than igl orancc.
the number of those in which the mischief But it may be said--" My meaning is not
attached to it is not accompanied by a pro- to condemn all change_ not to condemn all
ponderant mass of advantage, new institutions, all new laws, all new mea-

sures, -- only violent and dangerous ones,
§ 3. Time the innovator-general, a eounter- such as that is which is now proposed." The

fallacy, answer is: Neither drawing or attempting
Among the stories current in the profes- to draw any line, you do hy this indiscrimi-

sion of the law, is that of an attorney, who, nating appellative pass condemnation on all
whenhisclientappliedtohimforreliefagainst change--on everything to which any such
a forged bond, advised him, as the shortest epithet as new can with propriety be applied.
and surest course, to forge a release. Draw any such line, and the reproach of in-

Thus, as a shorter and surer course than sincerity or imbecility shall be withholden :
that of attempting to make men sensible of draw yourline; but remea_ber, that whenever
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you do draw it, or so much as begin to draw r true import of these screams translated inta
it, you give up this your argument, i intelligible language.

Alive to possible-imaginable evils, dead to 1. I san a lawyer (would rote of them be
actual ones-- eagle-eyed to future contin- heard to sav.)--a fee-fed jsatge--who, court-
gent evils, blind and iasensihle to all exk-ting daring that'the money I lay up, tim power I
ones, -- sueh is the character of the mind, exercise, and the respect and reputation I
to which a fallacy suchas this can really have enjoy, depend on the undiminished continu-
presented itself in the character of an mgu- ante of the abuses of the law, the factitious
ment possessing any the smallest claim to delay, vexation, and expense with which the
notice. To such a mind,-- that by denialand few who have money enough to pay for a
sale of justice, anarchy, in so far as concerns chance of justice are loaded, and by which
nine-tenths of the people, i_ actually by force I the many who have not, are cut off from that
of law established, and that it is only by the I chance, -- take this method of deterring men
force of morality _ of such morality as all from attempting to alleviate those torments
the punishments denounced against sineelity, in which my comforts have their source.
and all the reward applied for the encourage- 2. I am a sinecurist (cries another,) who-
ment of insincerity, have not been able to being in the receipt of £88,000 a-year, public
banish, -- that society is kept together ; -- that money, for doing nothing, and having no more
'_o draw into question the fitness of great eha- wit than honesty, have never been able to
ratters for their high situations, is in one man open my mouth and pronounce any articulate
a crime, while to question their fitness, so sound for any other purpose, --yet, hearing
that their motives remain unquestioned, as a cry of " No sinecures !" am come to join in
lawful to another ; -- that the crime called the shout of " No innovation ! down with the
libelremains undefined and undistinguishahle, I innovators !" in hopes of drowning, by these
and the liberty of the press is defined to be I defensive sounds, the offensive ones which
the absence of that security which would be I chill my blood said make me tremble.
afforded to writers bv the establishment ofa i 8. I san a contractor (cries a third,) who
licenser ; -- that uncler a show of Ii l Itatim, I having bought my seat that I rnav sell my
a government shall be in fact an absolute one, votes -- and in return for them, being in the
while pretended guardians are real accom- t habit of obtaining with the most convenit nt
ptiees, and at the nod of a king or a minister, Itregularity a succession of good johs, foresee,
by a regular trained body of votes, blaek shall i in the prevalence of innovation, the destruc-
be declared white--miscarriage, success-- tion mid the ruin of this established branch
mortality, health--disgrace, honosa'--and no- of trade.

torious experienced imbecility, consummate 4. I am a country gentleman (cries a
skill;_to such a mind, these, with other fourth,) who obscrvi_'lg that frmn having a
evils boundless in extent and number, are seat in a certain assembly aman enjoys more
either not seen to be in existence, or notfelt respect than he did be(ore, on the turf. in
to be such. In such a lnind, the horror of the dog-kennel, and in the stable, and having
innovation is as really a disease as any to tenants and other dependents enough to seat
which the body in which it is seated is ex- me against their wills for a place in which I
posed. And in proportion as a man is af- am detested, and hearing it said that ifinno-
tticted with it, he is the enemy of all good, ration were suffered to run on unopposed,
which, how"urgent soever may be the demand elections would come in time to he as fi'ee in
for it, remains as yet to be done ; not' can he reality as the 5'are in appearance and pretence,
be said to be completely cured of it, till he --have left for a day or two the cry of
shall have learnt to take, on each occasion, " Tally-he !" and "Halk forward !" to'join
and without repugnance, general utility for in the cry of ' No AnarchyI" " No innova-
the general end, and to judge of whatever tion !"
is proposed, in the character of a means con- 5. I am a prle_-t (says a fifth,) who having
ducive to that end. proved the pope to be antichrist to the sa-

tisfaction of all orthodox divines whose piety
§ 4. Sinister interests in which this fallacg pra) s for the cure of souls, or whose health

has its source, has need of exoneration from the burthen of
Could the wand of that magician be bor- residence ; and having read, in my edition of

rowed, at whose potent touch the emissaries the Gospel, that the apostles lived in palaces,
of his wicked antagonist threw off their re- which innovation and anarchy would cut down
veral disguises, and made instant confession to parsonage-houses; though grown hoarse by
of their real character and designs, _ could screaming out, "No reading !" "No writing !"

few of those ravens by whom the word " No Lancaster I" and " No popery !"--for
innovation is uttered with a scream of horror, fear of coming change, am here to add what
and the appro_h of the monster anarchy de- remains of my voice to the full chorus ot
nouneed, -- ue touched with it, we should " No Anarchy !" "No Innovation I"
then learn their real character and have the
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sUce of, some day or other it may happen to
CHAPTER III. be followed by some other measure B, which

JIALLACYOF DISTIIUST, OB._ WH&'r's &T THE- may be a bad one. A man A, against whom
_oa"roM ?-- (ad rectum.) there is neither evidence nor charge, is to be

pmfished, because, for aught we can be sure
Exposltlon.-- This argumer_t may be con- of, some time or other there nmy be some

sidered as a particular modification of the No- other man who will have been guilty.
Innovation argmneat. An arrangement or set If on this ground it be rigilt that the men-
of arrangements has been propo,ed, so plainly sure in question be re3ected, so ought every
beneficial, and at the stone time so manite_tly other measure that ever has been or can be
innoxious, that no prospect presents itself" of ! proposed : tbr of no measure can anybody be

cr " '
brmgme to bear upon them with any effect I sure but that it may be fbllowed by some
lhe cry of No innovatiom ls the anti-inno- t other n easure m' measures, of which, when
vatiomst mute ? No ; lie has this resource: they make their appearance, it may be said.
_In what you see as yet (sa3s he) there that the? are bad.
may perhaps he no gre-at mL-chief; but de- If: then, the argument proves anything, it;
pend upon it, in the quarter from whence i proves that no measure ought ever to be car-
these proposed innoxmus arran_'ements come, ried, or ever to have been carried ; and that,
there are more beMnd that are of a very dlf- therefin'e, all things that can be done by law
ferent complexion ; if" these innoxious ones f or govermneut, and therefore lawand govern-

are suffered to be carried, others of a noxious I ment themseL, es, are nuisances.
character will succeed without eml, and will This policy i_ exactly that which was
be carried likewise, attrihuted to Herod in the extermination

.Exposure. -- The absurdity of this argu- I of the innocents ; and the sort of man by
rnent is too glaring to t)e susceptible of any whom an argmnent of this sort can be era.
considerable illustration from anything that plo)ed, is the sort. of man who would have
tmn be said of it : -- acted as tiered did, had he beeu in Herod's

1. In the first place, it hegins with a vir- place.
tual admission of the propriet_ of the mea- But think, not only what sort of man he
sure considered in itself; and thus containing must be who can b:'mg himself to empIoy such
within itself a demonstration of its own th- an argument ; but moreover, what sort of
tility, it cuts up from under it the very men they must he to whom he can venture
ground which it is endeavouring to make : to propose it-- on whom he can expect it to

yet, from its very weakness, it is apt to de- make any impression, but such a one as will
rive for the moment a certain de_ree of'three, be disgraceful to himself. " Such drivellers,"
By the monstrosity of its weakness, a feeling says lie to them in effect. " such drivellers
of surprise, and thereupon of perplexity, is are you, so sure of being imposed upon by
apt to be produced : and so hmg a_ tins fk'el- any one that will attempt it, that you know
ing continues, a diffieuhy of fiuding an ap- not the distinction between good and bad;
propdate answer confinue_ with it. For that and when, at the suggestion of this or that;
which is itself nothing, what answer (says a man, you have adopted any one measure, good
mau) can I find ? or bad, let but that; same man propose any

If two measures-- G and B-- were both number of other measur-s, whatever be their
brought, forward at the same time, G being character, ye are such idiots and fools, that
good mid B bad ;-- rejecting G, because B is without looking at them yourselves, or vouch.
bad, would he quite absurd enough ; and at; I sating to learn their character from others,
first view a man might be apt to suppose that you will adopt them iJJ a lump." Such is the
the force of absurdity could go no ihrther, compliment wrapt up in this sort of argu-

Bat the present fallacy does in effect go ment.
much further :--two measures, both of them
brought upon the carpet together, both of
them unobjectionable, are to be rejected, not CtIAPTER IV.
for anything that is amiss in either of' them, OFFICIALMALEFACTOR'SSCB.]gEN_
but for something _hat by possibility may be (ad metum.)
fmmd anfiss in some other or othcr_ that no-

body knows of, and the future existence of ] ,, Attack us,you attack Government."
which, without the slightest ground, is to be I Exposition. _ The fallacy here in questlon
assnmed and taken for granted. [ is employed almost as often as, in speaking

In the field ofpolieya_ applied to measures, ] of the persons by whom, or of the system on
this vicarious reprobation forms a counterpart [ which, the business of the government is con-

to vicarious punishment in the field of jus- ] dueted, any expressions importing eondetn-
flee as applied to persons. I nation or censure are uttered. The fallacy

The mca_ure G, which is good, is to be consists in affecting to consider such condem-
thrown out, because, for aught wc car be I nation or censure as being, if not in design_
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at least In tendency, pregnant with mischief to be reformed --that nothing ought to ho
to government itself: -- " Oppose us, you uttered in relation to the misconduct of any
oppose government ;.... Disgrace us, you dis- person in office, which may produce any sen-
grace government ;" " Bring us into con- timent of disapprobation.
tempt, you bring government into contempt ; In this country at least, few if any persons
and anarchy and civil war are the immediate aim at any such object as the bringing into
consequences." Such are the forms it as- contempt any of those offices on the execu-
sumes, tion of which the maintenance of the generat

Ezposure.--Not ill-grounded, most as- security depends ;--any such office, tor ex
suredly, is the alleged importance of this ample, as that of king, member of parliament,
maxim : to the class of'persons by or for whom or judge. As to the person of the king, if the
it is employed, it must be admitted to be maxim, '" The king can do no wrong," be
.well worth whatsoever pains cart be employed admitted in both its senses, there can be no
m decking it out to the best advantage, need of"imputing blame to him, urlless in the

Let but this notion be acceded to, all per- way of defence against the imprudence or the
sons now partaking, or who may at any time improb_ty of those who, by groundless or ex-
be likely to partake, in the business and profit aggerated eulogiums on the personal charac-
of misrule, must, in every one of its shapes, ter of the individual monarch on the throne,
be allowed to continue so to do without dis- seek to extend his power, and to screen from
turbance: all abuses, as well future as pre- censure or scrutiny the misconduct of his
sent, must continue _Sthout remedy. The agents.
most industrious labourers in the service of But in the instance of any other office, to
mankind will experience the treatment due reprobate everything the tendency of which
to those to wl;ose dis ¢¢_5al or selfish nature is to expose the officer to hatred or contempt,
the happiness of man is art object of aversion is to reprobate everything that can be said or
or indifference. Punishment, or at least dis- done, either in the way of complaint against
grace, will be the reward of the most exalted past. or fi_r the purpose of preventing flmtre
virtue ; perpetual honour, as well as power, tram-grcs,.ion_ ;--to reprobate everything the
the reward of the most pernicious vices. Pu- tendency of which is to expose the office to
nishment will be, and so by English libel-law hatred or contempt, is to reprobate every-
it is at this day--let but the crimimd be of thing that can be said or done towards point-
a certain rank in the state, and the mischief ing out the demand for reform, how ncodful
of the crime upon a scale to a certain degree soever, in the constitution of the office.
extensive--punL-hment x_ill b-+ not tbr Itim if in the constitution of ttte office, in re-
who commits a crime, but tbr hint who corn- spect of mode of appointment, mode of remu-
plai_s of it. neration, &e., there be anything that tends

So long as the conduct of the business of to give all persons placed in it an interest
the government contains anything amissin it acting in opposition to official duty, or to
--so long as it contains in it anything that give an increased taeility to the effective pus.
could be made better--so long, in a word, suit of any such sinister interest, everything
as it continues short of a share of absolute that tends to bring to view such sinister in-
perfectlon,-- there will be no other mode of terest, or such facility, contributes, it may
bringing it nearer to perfection--no other be said, to bring the office itself into con-
means of clearing it of the most mischievous tempt.
abuses with which government can be de- That under the existing system of judieao
filed, than the indication of such points of tin'e, so t_aras concerns its higher seats, the
imperfection as at tbe time being exist, or are interest of the judge is, throughout the whole
supposed to exist ;n it ; which points of ira- field of his jurisdiction, in a state of constant
perfection will always be referable to one or and diametrical opposition to the line of his
other of two heads : the conduct of this or duty;--that it is his interest to maintain un-
that one of the individuals by whom in such diminished, and as fiaras possible to increase,
_r such a department the business of govern- every evil opposite to the ends of justice, viz,
_ent is conducted ; or the state of the svs- uncertainty, delay, vexation and expense ;--
_em of administration under which they act. that the giving birth to these evils has at all
]But neither in the system in question, north times been more or less an object with every"
the conduct of the persons in question, can judge (the present ones excepted, of whom
any imperfection be pointed out, but that, we say nothing) that ever sat on a West-
as towards such persons or such system, in minster-Hall bench;- and that, under the
proportion to the apparent importance and present constitution of the office, it were
extent of that imperfection, aversion or con- weakness to expect at the hands of a judge
tompt must in" a greater or less degree be anything better ;--whilst, that of the above-
produced, mentioned evils, the load which is actually

In effect, this fallacy is hut a mode of mti- endured by the people of this country, is, as
mating in other words, that no abase ought to a very small part only, the natural and uno
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avoidable 1ot of human nature ; -- are propo- conceit ever enter into the head of man, as --
sitions which have already in this work been that of suspecting me of so doing ?
made ptain to demonttration, and in the be- I complain of an imperfection in the state
lief of which the writer has been confirmed ofthelaw relative to guardianship. In stating
by the observations of nearly sixty years-- this supposed imperfection in the state of the
Wopositions, of the truth of which he is no law itself, do I say that there ought to be no
more able to entertain a doubt, than he is of law on the subject v__ that no human being
his own existence, ought to have any such power as that of gust-

But in these semiment% ha_ he any such dian over the person of any other? Does it
wi_h as to see enfeebled and exposed to effec- ever enter into the head of any human being
tnal reslstauee the authority of judges ?-- of to suspect me so much as of entertaining any
any established j udieatory ?--of any one occu- such persuasion, not to speak of endeavouring
pier of any such judicial seat ? No : the most to cause others to entertain it ?
strenuous defender of abuse in every shape Nothing can be more groundless than to
would not go further than he in wishes, and suppose that the disposition to pay obedience
upon occasion in exertion, for its support, to the laws by which security in respect of

For preventing, reined?dug, or checking person, property, reputation, and condition
transgression on the part of the members of in life, is afforded, is influenced by any such
government, or preventing their management consideration as that of the fitness of the so-
of the business of government from becoming veral fhnctionaries for their respective trusts,
completely arbitrary, the nature of things af- or even so much as by the fitness of the sys-
fords no other means than such, the tendency tern of regulations and customs under which
of which, as far as they go, is to lower either they act.
these managing hands, or the system, or both, The chief occasions in which obedience on
in the affection and estimati(m of the people : the part of a member of the community, in his
which effect, when produced in a high degree, character of subject, is called upon to maul-
may be termed bringing them into hatred and lest itself, are the habitual payment of taxes,
contempt, and submission to the orders of courts ofjus-

But so far is it from being true that a man's tiee: the one an habitual practice, the other
aversmn or contempt for the hands by which an occasional and eventual one. But in nei-
the powers of government, or even for the ther instance in the disposition to obedience,
system under which they are exercised, is a is any variation produced by any increase or
proof of his aversion or contempt towards diminution in the good or ill opinion enter-
government itself, that, even in proportion to tained in relation to the official persons by
the strength of that aversion or contempt, it whom the business of those departments is
is a proof of the opposite affection. What, in respectively carried on. or even in relation
consequence of such contempt or aversion, he to the goodness of the systems under which
wishes for, is, not that there be no hands at all they act.
to exercise these powers, but that the hands _Vere the business of government carried
may be better regulated ;--not that those on ever so much worse than it is, still it is
powers should not be exercised at all, but that from the power of government in its several
they should be better exercised ; -- not that, branches, that each man receives whatsoever
in (he exercise of them, no rules at all should protection he enjoys, either against foreign or
be pursued, but that the rules by which they domestic adversaries. It is therefore by his
are exercised should be a better set of rules, regard ibr his own security, and not by his

All government is a trust-- every branch respect either for the persons by whom, ortbe
of government is a trust, and immemorially system according to which, those powers are
acknowledged so to be : it is only by the exercised, that his wish to see obedienee paid
magnitude of the scale, that public differ from to them by others, and his disposition to pay
private trusts, obedience to then] himself, are produeed.

I complain of the conduct of a person in Were it even his wish to withhold from
the eharacterofguardian--asdomesticguar-them his own obedience, that wish cannot
dian, having the care of a minor or insane per- but be altogether ineffectual, unless and until
son. In so doing, do I say that guardianship he shall see others in sufficient number dis-
is a bad institutmn? Does it enter into the p_ed and prepared to withhold each of them
head of any one to suspect me of so doing ? his own obedience _ a state of things which

I complain of an individual in the character can only arise from a common sense of over-
of a commercial agent, or assignee of the el- wbelming misery, and not from the mere nt-
fects of an insolvent. In so doing, do I say teranee of complaint. There is no freedom
that commercial agency is a bud thing ?--that of the press, no power to complain, in Tar-
the practice of vesting in the hands of trus- key ; yet of all countries it is that in which
tees or assignees the effects of an insolvent, revolts and revolutions are the most frequent
for the purpose of tbeir being divided among and the most violent.
his el_litors, is a bad practice ? Does any such Here and there a man of strong sppetlte_
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weak understanding and stout heart excepted,, ! any _a_cb u_sh as that of seelt_g tile bands of
it might be affirmed with confidence that the government dissolved.
most indigent and mos_ ignorant would not In producing a local or temporary debility
be foolish enough to wish to see a complete in the action of the powers of the natural
dissolution of the bonds of government. In body, in many cases, the honest and skilful
such a state of things, whatsoever he might physician beholds the only means of cure: and
expect to grasp ibr the moment, he would from the act of the physician who prescribes
have no assured hope of keeping. Were he an evaeuant or a sedative, it wou_d be as
ever so strong, his strength, he could nat but reasonable to infer a wish to see the patient
see, would avail him nothing against a too- perish, as from the act of a statesman, whose
mentarily confederated multitude; nor in one endeavours are employed in lowering the re-
part of his field, against a swifter individual putation.of the official hrmds in whom, or the
ravaging the opposite part ; nor during sleep, system of management in which, he beholds
against the weakest and most sluggish : and the cause of what appears to him amiss, -- to
for the purpose of securing himself against infer a wish to see the whole frame of governo
such continually-impending disasters, let him ment either destroyed or rendered worse.
suppose him,elf entered into an association In so far as a man's feeling and conduct are
with others-for mutual security,-- he would influenced and determined by what is called
then suppose hin_elf living again under a sort pubhc opinion, by the force of the popular or
of governmcut, moral sanetmn, and that opinion runs in con-

Even the comparatively few who, for a fornfity with the dictates of the principles of
source of subsistence, prefer depredation to general utility, -- in proportion to the value
honest industry, are not less dependent for set upon reputation, and the degree of respect
their wre_ehed and ever palpitating existence entertained for the community at large, his
than the honest and iudustrious are for theirs, conduct will be the better, the mine corn-
ou that general security to which their prac- pletely the quantity of respect he enjoys i_t
flee creates exceptions, lie the momentary dependent nponthegoodnessofhis behaviour:
object of his rapacity what it amy, what no it will be the worse, the more completely the
one of them could avoid having a more or less quantity of respect he is sure of en.ioying is
distinct eonceptmn of, is, that it could not independent of it.
exist toe lfim further than it is secured against Thus, whatsoever portion of respect the
other_, people at large are in the habit of bestowing

So tar i_ it from being true, that no go- upon the individual by whom, on any given
vernment can exlst consistently with such occasion, the otfiee i_l question is fill_xt, this
exposure, no good goverilment can exist portion of respect may, so long as the habit
without it. continues, be said to be attached to the _ffice,

Unless by opeh and lawlcss violence, by no j us/as any portion of the emolument is, which
other means than lowering in the estimation happens to be attactmd to the office.
of the people the hands by which the powers But as it is with emolument, so is it with
of government are exercised, if the cause of respt'ct. The greater the quantity of it a man
the mischief consist in the unfitness of the is hkely to receive independently of his good
bands-- or the system of management under behaviour, the less good, hi so far as depends
which they act, it' the cause of the mischief upon the degree of influence with which the
lic in the system--be the hands ever so un- love of reputation acts upon his mind, is his
fit, or the _ystem ever so ill-constructed,-- behaviour likely to be.
cml there be any hope or chance of beneficial If this be true, it is in so far the interest
change, of the public, that that portion of respect,

There being no sufficient reason for as- which along with the salary is habitually
eribing even to the worst-disposed any wlsh attached to the office, should be as small as
so fi_olish as th3t of seeing the bonds of go- possible.
vernment dissolved, nor on the part of the lf, indeed, the notion which i_tis the object
best-disposed any po_stt_ility of contributing of the fallacy in question to inculcate were
to produce change, either in any ruling hands true, viz. that the stability of the government,
deemed by them unfit for their trust, or of or its existence at each given point of time,
the system deemed by them ill adapted to depends upon the degree of respect bestowed
those which are or ought to be its ends, other- upon the several individuals hy whom at thai;
wise than byrespectively bringing into gener_fl point of time its powers are exercised, --if
disesteem these objects of their disapproba- this were true, it would not be the interest
tion, -- there cannot be a more unfounded ira- of the public that the portion of respect ha-
putation, or viler artifice if it be artifice, or bitually attached to the otl_c, and received
grosser error if it be error, than that _hich by the oflScial person independently of his
infers from tire disposition, or even the endea- good behaviour in it, should be as small as
your to lessen in the estimation of the people possible. But in tmw great a degree this no.
the e._sting rulers, or the existing system, tion is eeroneou_, has been shown alr_ad_
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But while it is the interest of the public, may prosecute him before a judge, by whom
that in the instance ef each trustee of the a disposition to attach such punishments to

, public, the remuneration received by him in such offences has been demonstrated by prae_
the shape of respect should be as completely tice.
dependent as possible upon the goodness of Thus nmch as to what can, and what
his behaviour in the execution of his trust, cannot be done, towards attaching respect to
it is the interest of the trustee himself that office, by the influence of will on wiU.
as in every other shape, soin the shape of re- What may be done by the influence of
spect, whatsoever portion of the good things understanding on understanding, remains to
of this world he receives, on whatever score, be noticed. Laying out of the question thai;
whether on the score of remuneration or any influence which, in the official situation in
other, should be as great as possible ; since question, is exercised over the understand-
by good behaviour, neither respect nor any- ings of the people at large, independently of
thing else can be always earned by him hat any exertions on the part of him by whom
by sacrifices in some shape or other, and in it is filled, -- that which on his part requires
particular in the shape of ease. exertion, and is capable of being exercised by

Whatsoever, therefore, be the official si- exertion, consists in the givhlg utterance and
tuation which the official person in question circulation in the most impressive manner to
occupies, it is his interest that the quantity the fallacy in question, together with a few
of respect habitually attached to it be as great, _uch others as are more particularly connected
and at the same time as securely attached to with it.
it, as possible. Upon the boldness and readiness with which

And in the poiut of view from which he the hands and system arc spoken ill ot, de-
is by his personal and sinister interest led to pends the difference between arbitrary and
consider the subject, the point of perfection limited govermnent--between a government
in this line will not be attained until the quan- in which the great body of the people have,
tity of respect he receives, in consequence of and one in which the) have not, a share.
the possession he has of the oihce, he at alI In respect of the members of the governing
times as great as the nature of the office ad- body, undoubtedly the state of tim_gs most
mils--at all time_ as completely indepen- to be desired is, that the only occasion on
dent of the goodness of his behaviour in his which any endeavours should be employed to
oliiee as possible-- as great, in the event of lower them in the estimation of the public
his making the worst and least good use, as should be those in which inaptitude ill some
in that of his making the best and the least shape or other, want of probity, or weakness
bad use, of the powers belonging to it. of judgment, or want of appropriate talent,

Such being his interest, whatsoever be his have justly been imputable to them : that of:
official situation, if, as is the ease of most, if those occasions in which inaptitude has not
not all official situations, it be of such a ha- in any ot those shapes been justly imputable,
ture a_ to have power in any shape attached no such endeavour should ever be employed.
to it, his endeavom' and study will be so to Unfortunately, the state of things hereby
order matters as to cause to be attache.1 to supposedis plainly (need it be said ?) an ira-
it as above, and by all means possible, the possible one. Admit no aecusation, you may,
greatest portion of respect possible, and )ou will exclude all unjust ones: admit

To this purpose, amongst others, will be iust ones, you must admit unjust ones along
directed whatsoever influence tns will can be with them ; there is no help for it. One of
made to act with on other xvil]_, and what- two evils being necessary to be chosen, the
soever influence his understanding can be question is, which is the least ?--to admit
made to exert over other understandings, all such imputations, and thereby to admit

If, for example, his situation be that of a of unjust ones ? or to exclude all such impu-
judge,-- by the influence of will on will, it tafions, and thereby to exclude all just ones ?
will seldom in any considerable degree be in I answer without difficulty,-- the admission
his power to compel men by force to bestow of unjust imputations is, beyond comparison,
_tpou him the sentiment of respect, either by the least of the two evils. Exclude all unjust
itself, or in any considerable degree by means imputations, and with them all just ones,
_)fany external mark or token of it : but he the only check by which the career of dete-
raay restrain men from saying or doing any flotation can be stopped being thus removed,
of those things, the effect of which would be both J_ands and system will, until they arrive
to cause others to bestow upon him tess re- at the extreme of despotism and misrule, be
spect than they would otherwise, continually growing worse and worse: the

If, being a judge of the King's Bench, any hands themselves will grow worse and worse,
man has the presumption to question his having nothing to counteract the fm'ceofthat
fitness for such his high situation, he may for separate and sinister interest to the action of
so doing punish him by fine and imprisonment which they remain constantly exposed ; and
with et ¢teteras. If a Lord Chancellor, he the system itself will grow worse and worsej
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it being all along, the interest, and, by the heart a tyrant-- and, to become so in prae-
supposition, within the power, of the hands tiee. wants nothing but to be seated on one
them_lves to make it so. of those thrones, or on one of those benches, ,

Admit just imputations, though alon_ with ill which, by the appearance of chains made
them you admit unjust ones,-- so slight is for show and not for use, a man is enabled,
the evil as scarcely to bear that name. Along with the greater dignity as well a, safety, to
with unjust imputations, are not defences ad- act the part of the tyrant, and glut lun_se]f
mitred ? In respect of motives and of means, with vengeance.
have not the defendants in this ca_c, beyond To a man who, in the civil line of office,
all comparison, the advantage of the corn- accepts a commission, it is not ]es_ evident
ptainants ? that by so doing be exposes himself to iml,u-

As far as concerns motives, in the instance rations, some of wbich may happen to be un-
of every person included in the attack (and just, than to a man in the military line it is
in an attack made npon any role member of evident, that by acceptance of a commission
the government as such, who does nnt know m that line he exposes himself to be shot at :
how apt all are to feel themselve_ included?) and of a military office, with about equal
the principle of self-preservatio_l i_, stronger truth might it be said. that an honourable
than the exciting cause productive of the dis- man will not accept it on such cnndllion, as
position to attack can be in any instance, of a civil office, that an honourable man will

As far as concerns meal, s of defence, if the not accept it if his conduct is _o sta_d ex-
person against whom the attack is principally posed to such Imputations.
levelled wants time or talent to defend him- In such circumstances, it is not easy to see
self, scarce a particle of the immense ma_s of ho_. it should happen to a public man to la-
the matter of reward, -- _ hicb, in all manner hour at the lonz-run under an imputation that
of shapes, for the purpose ofcarryin_ on the is not ju._t. In so far as any such incident
ordinary business of government, lies con- does take place, evil does in truth take place:
stantly at the dispo,a! of the members of the but even in thi.- ease, the evil will not be
government,--but is applicable, even without unaccompanied with concomitant good, opt-
any separate expense, to the extraordinary rating in compensation for it. On the part of
purpose of engagm_ deft'haling advocates, men Inoffice, it eontrihutes to keep up the

Let it not be said -- "' This is a perseeu- habit of eonsidc,'ing their conduct as exposed
tion to whioh an honourable man ou_:ht not to scrutiny --.to keep up in their minds that
to be exposed-- a persecution which, though sense of resp:msibilit) on which goodne_-s of
to some houourahle men it may be tolerable, conduct depends, in which good behaviour
will to others be intolerable -- intolerable to finds its chief security.
such a degree as to deprive the publ.ic of the On the part of _he people at large, _t serves
benefit of theil services." _o keep alive th_ expectation of witnes-,_g

A notion to any such effect will scarcely such attack_, -- the halfit of looking out ior
be advanced with a grave face. That censure ' them ; and, when any such attack does come,
is the tax imposed by nature upon eminence, i it prevents the idea of hardship which is apt
is the A B C of common place. Whois there _o attach upon an) infliction, how neces,ary
to whom it can be a doubt that exposule to soever, of which it can be said that it is
such imputations is among the inevitable ap. ,mprecedentcd or even rare ; and hindels the
pendagesof office? lf it were an office which public mhad from being set a<ainst the at-
in no shape whatever had any adequate a]- tack. and him who finds exertion and courage
lowance of the matter of reward annexed to eno,,gh to make it.
it--if it were a situation into which men When, in support of such imputations, fi,lse
were pressed-- the observation would have fac_s are alleged, the act of him by whom such
some better ground ; but in the class of office IMse allegations are made, not on]_ ought to
here in question, exists there any such ? be regarded as pernic,ous, but ought to be,

A self-contradictlon is involved in the and is, consistently with justice and utility,
observation itselL The subject, of which punishabte_punishable evenwben advanced
sensibility thus morbid is predicated, is an through temerity, without consciousness of
honourable man : but to an honourable man, the falsity, and more so when accompanied
to any man to whom the attribute honour- with such dishonest consciousness.
able can with truth and justice be applied, But by a sort of law, of which the protee-
such sensibility cannot be attributed. The tion of high-seated offficial delinquency is at
man who will not accept an office but upon least the effect, not to say the object, a dis-
condition that his conduct in it shall remain tinetion thus obvious as well as important
exemp_ from all imputation, intends not that has been carefully overlooked : and when-
his conduct shall be what. it ou_zht to be. ;-- ever, to the prejudice of the reputation of a
lhe man to whom the idea of being subject man, especially if he be a man in office, a fact
to those imputations, to which he sees the which has with more or less confidence been
best are exposed, is intolerable, --is in his asserted or insinuated, turns out to be false,
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the existence of dishonest consciousness, whe- intelligence of the managing hands, and the
ther really existing or not, is assumed, goodness of the system of management under

In so far as public men, trustees and agents wlnch they act : but if on each occasion it de-
for the people in possession or expectancy, are pended on the degree of estimation in which
the objects, a c'eneral propensity to scrutinize the conduct and character of the managing
into their conduct, and thereby to cast impu* hands, and the structure of the system of
rations on it at the hazard of ttteir being more management under which they act, happened
or le-s unmerited, is a usefld propensity--it I at th,_-t time to be held by the majmfity of the
is conducive to good behaviour on their part : people, this power would be seen strong, and
and for the opposite and correspending reason, perhap. too strong, at one time ; weak to any
the habit of general lauda,:mn -- lmulatioa degree of weakness-- insufficient to any de-
without specific groumls-- is a mi_ehievous grec of insufficiency -- at another.
propendty, being condudvc to ill behaviour Among the pecuharcxcellencies of the Eng-
on their part. lish constitution, one is, that the existence of

Render all such endeavours hopeless, you the government, and even the good conduct
take from a bad .-rate of flnngs all chance of of it, depends in a less degree thml under any
being belter: allow to all sm'h endeavours other monardly upon the personal qualificaZ
the fl'eest range, you do no injury to the best tions of the chief ruler, and upon tim place
state of things ima;finable, he oceupies in the estimation of the people.

What¢oever thdtities the adversaries of the Conceive the character of the chief ruler
existing state of things, have tbr lowering it perfbct to a certain degree of perfection, all
in the estimation of the pe:,ple, equal faeili- cheeks upon his power would be a nuisance.
ties at least, it not greater, have its friends On the other hand. m'.der a constitution of go.
and supporter_ for keeping and ratting it up. vernment i_do which checks upon that power

Undo" the English con,titution, at a_Jyrate. are admitted, the stronger and more efficient
the most strenuous defenders of tim existing those checks, the worse the personal character
set of managing band,, as wel! a, of _he ex- of the chief ruler may be, and the business of
isting sy_-tem of management, are not ba,'k- _,(nernment still go m, without any fatal dis-
ward in repre_cn:ing an oI'p_si_i',m a_ being _u,:hanee.
no less necessary a power among the springs On recent occasions, as if the endeavour
of gO_'ermnent t]_'au the 1e_llato: in a watch. _ had been new alld altogether anomalous to the
But in x_hat way is it that oppo¢itim_, be it constitution, great were the outcries againsi;
what it may, everaets, or eve_ can act, but h? the audacity of those parliamentary electors
endeavouring to lowm either the ram,aging m_d other members of the community, who,
hamt% or, iu this or that part of it. the sys- in tl_e character of petitioners, were using
tern of management, in the estimation ¢_fthe their endeavour.- to lower the House of Corn-
people ? And from a watehmaker's putting a mons in the estimation of the people, or, in
regulating spring into the wa*eh he is making. _tronger terms, to bring it and its authority
it would be just as reasonable and fmr to in- into contempt. That by the individua]._ in
far that his meaning is to destroy the watch, question, an endeavour of this nature should
as from the circumstance of a man seeking, be regarded as a cause of personal incouve-
in this or that instance, to lower m the esu- menee, and, as such, be resisted, is natural
matiol, of the people tim managing hands, or enough ; but as to its being, on the part of
this or that part of the system of management, the authors of those exertions, blameable
to inti_r a desire on Ins part to destroy the or. on the part of the constitution, dangerous
government. -- surely no fllrther observation need here be

Under the English constitution at least, added.
not only in point of fact, is the (hspositmn But what was complained of as an abuse,
to pay that obedience by which the power of was the existence of that state of things--of
government is constituted, and on which the that system of management, under which, in
existence of it depends, independent of alt a number sufficient on ordinary occasions to
esteem for the hands by which thk- power is constitute or secure a majority, the members
exercised, unaffected by any dis-esteem for of that governing body have a _inister inte-
this or that part of the system of manage- rest separate t?om and opposite to that of the
rnent according to which it is executed; but, people for whom they profess to serve : that
under such a constitution at least, the more being independent as towards those to whom
complete this independence, the better for the they ought to be dependent, as to those
stability and prosperity of the state. Being as whom it is their duty to controul, and towards
it is, it suffices tbr carrying on at all times whom they ought to be independent they
the business of government ; viz. upon that are dependent; and that by means by which,
footing in point of skill and prosperity which though altogether out of the reach of punish-
is consistent with the aptitude, probity, and ment, the dependgnce is rendered beyond

comparison more constant and effectual than
" More's Observations, pp. 77, 7a. it would be by acts of punishable bribery.
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In this state of thhlgs, if any alteration naturalinterest being in each case commonly
in it be desirable, it is impossible that such but weak, it requires to bring it into effeeo
alteratiou should be brought about by other tire action whatsoever aids can be afforde|
means than lowering in the estimation of it. Strong arguments, how strong soever,
the people, not only the system itself, but will of themselves he scarcely sufficient; for
all those who act willingly under it, mid use _,t the utmost they can amount to no more
their endeavours to uphold it. _ the indication of that interest, which, in

Without this means, and by any other i ti_e ease of the greater part of the many
means, bow is it that by possibihty an)" such whose force it is necessary to bring to bear
change should be produced? Supposing them upon the point in question, is by the suppo-
assured of possessing, in the event of a re- sition bntweak. ]n aidofthentmost strength
fusal of all such change, as high a place in ofwhieh the argument issusceptible, strength
the estimation of the people as they hold at of expression will therefore be necessary, or
present, anything done by them in further- at least naturall) aml generally regarded as
ante of such a change would be an effect with- necessary, and as snch employed. But in
out a cause. In their person,d capacities, proportion as this strength of expression is
they have all, or most of them, little to gain, employed, the mode of application stands
while they have nmeh to lose, by any pro- expo._ed to the imputation of that heat, and
posed change, violence, mid acrimony, the use of which it

True, itmaybe said.--to be remedied, an is the object of the alleged fkllacy to pre-
,mperfection, be it what it may, must be [ vent.

pointed out. But what we cmnplam of as I 4. It is only on the supposition of its be-

dangerous to government is, not the indies- ing iu effect, and being f_lt to be, conducive,
lion of such imperfections, wifl_ their sup- or at least not repugnant, to the interest of
_osed remedies, but the mode in which they the ruling powers addres_-ed, that the .-nuple
_'e apt to be pointed out--the heat, the rio- statement of the considerations which, in the
_r_ce, with which such indication is aeeom- character of reasons, prove the existence of
punted. This we ohject to, not merely as the supposed imperfection, and, if a remedy
dishonest, but as nn_i_e, -- as tending to it- be p_"oposed, the aptitude of the proposed
ritate the very persons at whose hands the remedy, ean with reason be expected to ope-
lemelkv t_hJ_ pleaded for is sou_'ht, rate on them wi_h effect. But the fact is,

To tins, the answer is as folttJws:-- that. on the par_ of those ruling powers, this
1. Whatsoever may" be the terms most de- ,ort of repugnance, in a degree more or less

eorous, and, upon the supposition, the best considerable, is no other than what on every
adapted to the obtaining of the relief desired, such occasion ought in reason to be expected.
ft is not possible to comprise them in any If the imperfection in question be of the na-
much scheme of description as will enable a ture of those to which the term abuse is wont
man to satisf_ himself beforehand what terms to be applied, these ruling powers have some
will be considered exposed to, what exempt or all of them, by the supposition, a spceial
from, censure, profit arising out of that abase -- a special in-

2. The cause of irritation is not so pro- terest, consequently, in the preservation and
perly in the terms of the application, as in defence of it. Even if there be no such spc-
the substance and nature of the application cial interest, there exists in that quarter at
itself; so that the greatest irritation would all times, and in more shapes than one, a
be produced by that mode of applicatiml, general and constant interest by which they
whiehever it were, that appeared most likely are rendered mutually averse to appticatious
to produce the effect in question--the effect of that nature. In the first place, in addition
the production of which is on the one part to their ordinary labours, they find them-
an object of desire, on the other of aversion ; selves called upon to undertake a course of
the least irritation by that which, in what- extraordinary labour, which it was not their
ever terms couched, afforded the fairest pre- design to undertake, and for which it may
tence for non-compliance, happen to some or ,all of them to ft_el them-

3. The imperfeetion in question being, by selves but indifferently prepaled and quail-
the supposition, one of a public nature, the fled; and thus the application it.-elf finds it
advantages of which are enjoyed by a few, self opposed by the interest of their case. In
while the interest which the many, each t_- the next place, to the extent of the task thus
ken individually, have in the removal of the imposed upon them, they find the bu,_iuess
imperfeetioniscommonlyeomparativelysmall of government taken out of their hands.
and remote, no little difficulty is commonly To that same extent, their conduct is deter
experienced by any one whose endeavour it mined by a will which originated not among
*hould be to persuade the many to eollect ' " " " "themselves ; and if, the measure being earned
*mongst them a degree of impressive force into effect, the promoters of it would obtain
*a_cient to operate upon the ruling powers reputation, respect, arm affection, --of those

*_ vilest On the part of the many, the rewards, a share more or less considerable
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falls into other hands; and thus the applica- cnmstances, though in circumstances of the
tion in question finds an opponent in the in- most material importance, sholdd prove false
terest of their pride, and mendacious, -- bow is the person wtm

hears this, and acts accordingly, to blame?
What sagacity carl enable a man, previouslyto

CttAPTER V. legal inve.-rigation--a man who has no power
ACCUSATION-SCAREIt'S DEVICE--(a_ rectum.) that can enable him to insure correctness or

"Infamy must attach somewhere." co,repleteness on the part of this extra-judi-
cial testimony--to guard against deception in

I_xposition.--This fidlacy consists in re- such a ease ? Mrs. C. states to the accuser,
presenting the imputation of purl,o_ed ca- that the Duke of York knew of the bus_ness;
lum'ly as ncees._arily and justly attaching upon stating a conversation as having passed be-
him who, having made a charge of miscon- tween him and herself on the occasion. All

duet against any person or persons possessed this (suppose) is perfectly- false: but the £d-
of political power or influenee, tails of pro- sit), of it, how was it po_sible for one in the
ducmg evidence sufficient for conviction, accuser's situation to be apprised of?

Its manifest object, accordingly, is, as far The tendency of this fallacy is, by iutimi-
as possible, to secure impmfity to erimesand dation to prevent all truc charges whatever
transgressions in every shape, on the part of from being nmde, -- to secure impunity to
per._ons so situated; viz. by throwing nnpe- delinquency in every shape.

diments in the w_*vof accusation, and in par- But the'conclusion, timt because the dis-
ticular, by holding out to the e_'es of those course of a witness is false in one particular,
persons x_Yho have in view the "undertaking or on one occasion, it must therefore he false

•the functiorrs of accusers, in case of' failure, in toto,--in particular, that because it is false
in addition to disappointment, the prospect in respect of some fact or circumstance spo-
of disgrace. I ken to on some extra-judicial occasion, it is

Erposure. -- " Inl_amy must attach some- I therefore not credible on the occasion of a

where." To this effect was a dictum ascribed '_judicial examination,-- is a conclusion quite
in the debates to the Right IIonourablc George unwarranted.

Cannina*. on the occasion of the inquiry into If this argument were consistently and
the'eon_hmt of the DukeofYork mhisoflice uniformly applied, no evidence at all ough_
of Commander-in-Chief. ever to be received, or at least to be credited:

In principle, insinuation to 1his effect has for where was ever the human being, of fidl
an unlin,ited application: it applies not only ace. bvwhom the exact line of truth had never
to all charges against persons possessed of b,._cn ]n any instance departed from in the
political power, but, with more or le_s force whole course of his life ?
to all eruninal charges in form of law against The fallacy consists, not in the bringing to
any persons whatsoever; and not only to all view, as lessening the credit due to the tea-
charges in a prosecution of the criminal east, timony of the witness, this or that instmlee
but to the litigants on both sides of the cause of falsehood, as indicated by inconsistency or
in a case of a purely non-penal, or, as it is counter-evidence, but, in speaking of them as
called, a civil nature, conclu.*tve, and as warranting the turning a

If taken as a general proposition applying deaf ear to everything else the witness has
to all public accusations, nothing can be more sa_d, ar, if suffered, might have said. Under
mischievous as well a_ fhllaeiou_. Supposfl_g the prcs<ure of some strong and manifest
the charge unfounded, the dehvery of it may falsehood-exc_iting interest, suppose falsehood
have been accompanied with mMa "des Coon-• . . 3'/ _ has been uttered by the witness: be it so;
seiousness of its injustice, ) temerity only, or does it tbllow that fZalsebood will on every
it may have been pcrlbctly blameless. It is occasion -- will on the particular occasion in
in the firs_ ease alone that infamy can with question--be uttered by him without any
propriety attach upon him who brings it for- such excitement,9

ward. A charge really groundless may have Under the pressure of terror, the Apostle
been honestlybeheved to be well founded; Peter, when questioned whether he were one
i.e. believed with a sort. of provisional ere- of the adherents of Jesus, who at that time
dence, sufficient for the purpose of engaging was in the situation of a prisoner just arrested
a man to do his part towards the bringing on a capital charge, -- denied his being so;
about an investigation, but without sufficient and in so doing, uttered a wilful falsehood.
reasons. But a charge may be perfectly and this falsehood he thrice repeated within a
groumtless, without attaching the smallest short time : -- does it follow that the testJ-

particle of blame upon him who brings it for- mony of the Apostle ought not on any oeea-
ward. Suppose him to have heard from one sion to have been considered as capable of
or more, presenting themselves to him in the being true .9
character of percipient witnesses, a story, If any such rule were consistently pursued,
which either in toto_ or perhaps only in c/r- what judge_ who had ever acted in the prov
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fession of an advocate, could with propriety attached to it, is almost too plainly true to
be received in the character of a witness ? be worth saying. But ill the case of a pub-

Again, with respect to the object of the lie accusation, though by the supposition it
charge, so far from rec_iviug le._s countenance turns out to be groundless, it is not altoge-
where the ohject is a public than where he ther without its use -- tire evil produced is
is a private man, accusation, whether it be at not altogether without compensation ; for by
the bar of an official judicatory or at the bar the alarm it keeps up m the breasts in which
of the public at large, ought to receive be- a disposition to delinquency has place, such
yond comparison more countenance. In case accusation acts as a check upon it, and con-
of the truth of the accusation, the mischief tributes to the prevention or repression ot it.
is greater--the demand for appropriate cen-! On the other hand, in the situation of the
sure as a check to it, correspomtently greater. I public man, the mischief] in the ease of his
Onthe other hand, in ca_e of non-delinquency, having been the object of an unfounded accu-
the mischief to the groundlcssly-accused in- sutton, is less, as we have shown in the pre-
dividual is less. Power. in whatever hands ceding chapter, than in the case of a private
lodged, is almost sure to be more or less man. In the advantages that are attached
abused; the cheek, in all its shapes, so as it to his situation, he possesses a fund of com-
does not defeat the good purposes for which pensation, which, by the supposition, has no
the power has been given or suffered to be [ place in the other case: and apprised as he
exercised, can never 'be too strong. That I ouaht to be, and but for his own fault is,
against a man who, by the supposi'tlon, has ] of the enmity and envy to which, according
done nothing wrong, it is not desirahte, whe- I to the nature of it, his situation exposes him,
ther his situation be public or private, that i aml not the private man, hc ought to be, and

accusation should have been p_eferred--that 1but for his own fault, will be, proportionably
he should have been subjected to the d,m- 0repared to expect it. and less _._ensibl_al-

ger, and alarm, and ev 1 m other _-hapes fected by it when it come_.

PART III. FALLACIES OF DELAY,

THE SUBJECT-MATTER OF WHICH IS DELAY IN VARIOUS SHAPES--AND TtIE

OBJECT, TO POSTPONE DISCUSSION, WITH A VIEW OF ELUDING IT.

CHAPTER I. ] any chance of complaint5 being attended to
i -- 1i the silence of those who suffer did not

THE QUIETIST, OR " NO COMPLAINT"-- arise flora despair, occasioned by seeing the

(ad quiLtem.) i truitles_ness of former complaints. The ex-
Erposition.-- A new law or measure being t pense and vexation of collecting and address-

proposed in tire character of a remedy for some i mg complaints to parliament being great and
incontestable abuse or evil, an objection is certain, complaint will not commonlv hemado
frequently started, to the following effect :-- t without adequate expectation of reiief. But
" The measure is unnecessary ; nobody corn- i how can an)" such expectation be entertained
plains of disorder in that shape in which it is by any one who is in the slightest degree
the aim of your measure to propose a remedy _acquainted with the present constitution of
to it: even when no cause of complaint has ! parliament ? Members who are independent,
been found to exist, especially under govern- _of and irresponsible to the people, can have
ments which admit of complaints, men have very few and very slight motives for attend-
in general not been slow to complain; much ing to complaints, the redress of which would
less where any just cause of complaint has affect their own sinisterinterests. Again, how
existed." The argument amounts to this:-- many complaints are repressed by the fear of
Nobody complains, therefore nobody suffers, attacking powerful individuals, and incurring
It amounts to a veto on all measures of pre- resentments which may prove fatal to the
caution or prevention, and goes to establish complainant!

maxim in legislation, directly opposed to The most galling and the most oppressive
tee most ordinary prudence of common llfe ; of all grievances is that complicated mass of
--it enjoins us to build no parapets to a evil which is composed of the uncertainty,
bridge till the nmnber of accidents has raised delay, expense, and vexation in the adminis-
an universal clamour, tration of jnstiee : of this, all but a compare-

.Exposure.-- The argument would have lively minute proportion is dearly factitious*

more plausibility than it has_ if there were • See Scotch Reform, in VoL V.--
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--factitious, as being the work. originallyand and for which the measure of reform is pro.
in its foundation, of the marl of law; latterly, po_ed.
and in respect of a part of its superstnmture, '" What is the matter with you ?" " What
of the man of finance. In extent, it is such, would you have ?" Look at the people there,
that of the whole population there exists not mid there : think how much better offgou are
an individual who is not every mmnent of hi_ than they are. Your prosperity and liberty
life exposed to stiffer under it : and few ad- are object_ of envy to them ; _your blstl-
vanced in life, who, in some shape or other, tutions are the models which they endeavour
have not actually hecn suffcrers _rom it. By to indtate.
the price that has been put upon justice, or .4--snredly, it is not to the disposition to
what goes by the name of ju_.tlce, a vast keepan eye of preference turned tothe bright
majority of the people, to some such amount side of tt,ings, _i, cre no prospect of special
as 9-10 ths or 19-20'hL are bereft altogether good suggests the opposite course,--it is not
of the ability of putting in ibr a chance for to sueh a di.-position or such a habit, that by
it ; and to those to whom, instead of being the word.fi_llacq it is proposed to affix a mark
utterly denied this sort of chance, is sold, it ot disapprobation.
is sold at such a price, as, to the poorest of When a particular suffering, produced as if;
such as have it still in their power to pay, appears by art ass_nable mul assigned cause,
the price is utter ruin--and even to the has been pointed out as existing, a man, in-
riehesr, matter of serious and sensible ineon- stead of attending to it himselt; or inviting
venience, to it the attenuon of others, employs his cx-

In emnparlson of this one scourge, atI other ertions in the endeavour to engage other eyes
political scourges put together are feathers: to turn themselves to any other quarter in
and in so far as it has the operatmns of the preference (he being of the number of those
man of finance for its cause, if, instead of one- whose acknowledged duty it is to contribute
tenth upon income, a property tax amounted their best endeavours to the affording to every
to nine-tenths, still an addition to the pin- affliction _lthin their view, whatsoever relief
petty tax would, in cmnparison of the altlie- may be capable of being afforded to it with°
lion produced hy the stun aases_-ed on law- out preponderant inconveniencc)--then, and
proceedings, be a relief: tbr the ineome-tax then only, is it, that the endeavour becomes
tMls upon none but the comparatively pros- a ju_,t ground for censure, and the means thus
perous, and increases in proportion to the employed present a title to he received upon
prosperity--in proportion to the ability to the 1L-t of fallacies.
sustain it; whereas the tax upon law.pro- l_zposur(..--The pravity as well as falIa-
eeedings falls exclusively upon those whom ciouanes_ of this argument can scarcely be
it findslabouring under affhcti_n--under that exhibited in a stronger or tiller light than
sort of affliction wLich, so long aq it lasts, by the appellation here employed to charac-
operates as a perpetual blister on the mind. terize it.

titre, then, is matter of emnplaint for every I. Like all other fallacies upon this list, it
British sut0cet that hreathes-- here, injus- is nothing to the purpose.
tice, oppression, and distress are all extreme: 2. In his own ease, no indiv'dual in his
complaint there is none. Why? Because, senses wouht accept it. 'Fake any one of the
by unity of sinister interest, and consequent orators hy whom this argument is tendered,
confederacy between law_ er and financier, or of'lhe sages on whom it passes for sterling:
relief is reildered hopeless, with an observation of the general wealth and

prosperity of the country in his mouth, in-
stead of a half-year's rent in his band, let any

CHAPTER II. one oi his tenants propose to pay him thus
in his own eoin,--will he accept it ?VALL_,CYO_ fALSE CO._SOLATm_--

(ad qutetem.) 3. In a court of justice, in an action fordamages, -- to learned ingenuity did ever any

JExpositlon.--A measure having for its oh- such device occur as that of pleading assets
ject the removal of some abute, i. e. of some in the hand of a third person, or in the hands
practice, the result of which is, on the part of tbe whole country, in bar to the demand ?
of the many_ a mass of suffering more than What the largest wholesale trade is to the
equivalenttotheharvestofenjoymentreaped smallest retail, such, and more in point of
from it by the few, being proposed, --this magnitude, is the relief commonly sought for
argument consists in pointing to the general at the hands of the legislator, to the relief
condition of the people in this or that other commonly sought for at the hands of the
country, under the notion, that in that other judge:--what the largest wholesale trade
country, either in the particular respect in is to the smallest retail trade, such in poinl;
question, or upon the whole, the condition of of magnitude, yea and more, is the injustice
the people is nob so felicitous as, notwith- endeavoured at by this argument when era-
standing the abuse. 1¢ is tit the country in ployed in the seat of legislative power, il_
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eomparfson of the injustice that woidd be whose wish it was not, that it should remain
committed by deciding in conformity to it hi excluded for ever.
a court of justice. It is in legislation the same sort of quirk,

No country so wretched, so poor in every which in judicial procedure is called a plea
element of prosperity, in which matter for in abatement. It has the same object, being
this argument might not be found, never employed kut on the side of a dishonest

Were the prosperity of the country ever defendant, whose hope it is to obtain ultimate
so much greater than at present-- take for impunity and triumph by overwhelming his
the country any country whatsoever, and for injured adversary with despair, impoverish-
present time any time whatsoever--neither ment, and lassitude.
the injustice of the argument, nor the ab- A serious reihtation would be ill bestowed
surdity of it, would in any the smallest de- upon so fi'ivolous a pretence. The objection
gree be diminished, exists in the wilt, not in the judgment, of

Seriously and pointedly, in the character the objector. " Is it lawful to do good on
of a bar to any measure of relief--no, nor to the sabbath day ?" was the question put by
the most trivial improvement, can it ever be Jesus to the official hypocrites. Which is
employed. Suppose a bill brought in for con- the properest day to do good ?--which is the
verting an impassable road anywhere into a properest day to remove a nuisance ? An-
passable one, would any man stand up to op- swer : The very first day that a man can
pose it who could find nothing better to urge be found to propose the removal of it ; and
against it ttmn the muhitude and goodness of whosoever opposes the removal of it on that
the roads we have already ? No : when in the day, will, if he dare, oppose the removal on
character of a serious bar to the measure in every other.
hand, be that measure what it may, an argu- The doubts and fears of the parliamentary
merit so palpably inapplicable is employed, it procrastinator are the conscientious scruples
tan only be for the purpose of creating a di- of his prototype the Phariseee ; and neither
version _of turning aside the minds of men the answer nor the example of Jesus has suc-
from the subject really in hand, to a picture ceeded in removing these scruples. To him,
which by its beauty it is hoped, may engross whatsoe_'er is too soon to-day, be a_surcd
the attention of the assembly, and make them that to-morrow, if not too sooi1, it will be
forget for the moment for what purpose they too late.
came there. True it is, that, _he measure being a mea-

sure of reform or improvement, an observa-
tion to this effect may be bronght forward by

CttAPTER III. a friend to the measure : and in this case, i_
is not an b_trument of deception, but an ex-PROCItAS'II_'ATOa'S *.Rt;CMZE._T

(ad soc,rdiam.) pedient of unhappily necessary prudence.
_Vhatsoevvr it may be some centuries

" Wait a little, this is not tte time." hence, hitherto the fhult of" the people has
l:,'xpos_tion. _ To the instrument of de- been, not groundless clamour against imagl-

eeption here brought to view, the expressions nary grie_'ances, but insensitnlityto real ones,
that may be given are various to an indefinite --insensibility, not to the effect -- the evil
degree; but in its nature and conception no- itself, for that, if it were possible, t_ar from
thing can be more simple, being a fault, would be a happiness, -- but to

To this head belongs every form of words the cause--to the system orcourse of misrule
by which, speaking of a proposed measure which is the cause of it.
of relict: an intimation is given, that the What. therefore, may but too easily be
time, _hatever it be, at which the proposal what hitherto ever has been--the fact, and
is made, is too early for the purpose ; and that throughout a vast proportion of the
given without ans" proof being offered of the field of legislation, is, that in regard to the
truth of such intimation,-- such as, for in- grievances complained of, the time for bring-
stance, the want of requisite information, ing forward a measure of effectual relief is
or the convenience of some preparatory mea- not vet come. Why ? Because, though groan-
anre. ing under the effect, the people, by the arti-

._]xposure. __ This is the sort of argument flee and hypocrisy of their oppressors having
or observation which we so often see era- been prevented from entertaining any toler-
ployed by those who, being in wish and en- ably adequate conception of the cause, would
deavour hostile to a measure, are afraid or at that time regard either with indifference
ashamed of being seen to be so. They pre- orwith suspicion the healingband that should
tend, perhaps, to apprSvc of the measure -- come forward with the only true and effeebual
theyonlydifferastothepropertimeofbringing remedy. Thus it is, for example, withthag
it forward ; but it may be matter of question Pandora's box of grievances and misery, the
whether, in any one instance, this observe- i contents of which are composed of the efils
tion ha_ been applied to a meazure by a man opposite to the ends of justice.



quires but six wee_,or-s_v_d_ys, or six
CHAPTER IV. minutes in _ne day _ has it been made to last

S_AIL'S-PACEA_GVMENT._ (ad socordiam.) six years ? That your c_ution and your wi_dora may not be questioned, by s first expe-
"Onething_tAtime! Nottoofmst! 81owandsure!" riment reducethe time to five years; then if

Exposition.- The proposed mea_ure being that succeeds, in another parliament, should
a measure of reform, requiring, that for the another parliament be in a humour (which it
completion of the beneficial work in question is hoped it will not,) reduce it to four years ;
a number of operations be performed, capable, then again to three years ; and if it should
all or some of them, of being carried on at the be the lot of your grandchildren to see it
same time, or successively without intervals, reduced to two years, they may think them-
or at short intervals, the instrument of decep- selves well off, and admire your prudence.
tion here in question consists in holding up to Justice-- to which in every eye but that o£
view the idea of graduality or slowness, as the plunderer and oppressor, rich and poor
characteristic of the course which wisdom have an equal right--do nine-tenths of the
would dictate on the occasion in qqestion, people stand excluded from all hope of, by
For more effectual recommendation :.,f this the load of expense that has been heaped up.
course, to the epithet gradual are commonly You propose to reduce this expense. The
added some such eulogistic epithets as mode- extent of the evil is admitted, and the nature
fate and temperate ; whereby it is implied, of the remedy cannot admit of doubt; but by
that in proportion _q the pace recommended the magic of the three syllables gra-du.al,
by the word gradual is quickened, such in- you will limit the remedy to the reduction of
creased pace will justly incur the censure about one-tenth of the expense. Some time
expressed by the opposite epithets, immode- afterwards you may reduce another tenth,
rate, violent, precipitate, extravagant, intern- and go on so, that in about two centuries,
perate, justice may, perhaps, become generally aCo

Exposure. -- This is neither more nor less cessible.
than a contrivance for making out of a mere Importance of the business _extreme dif-
word an excuse for leaving undone an inde- fieulty of the business-- danger of innovation
finite multitude of things, which the arguer -- need of caution and circumspection _ ira-
is convinced, and cannot forbear acknowtedg- possibility of foreseeing all consequences
ing, ooght to be done. danger of precipitation _ everything should

Suppose half a dozen abuses, which equally be gradual -- one thing at a time -- this is
and with equal promptitude stand in need of not the time-- great occupation at present
reform -- this fallacy requires, that without _ wait for more leisure -- people well satis-
any reason that can be assigned, other than fled--no petitiouspresented--noeomplaints
what is contained in the pronouncing or wri- heard-- no such mischief has yet taken place
ring of the word gradual, all but one or two -- stay till it has taken place : _ such is the
of them shall remain untouched, prattle which the magpie in office, who, un.

Or, what is better, suppose that, to the derstanding nothing, understands that h,
effectual correction of some one of these must have something to say on everysubjeet
abuses, six operations require to be per- shouts out among his auditors as a suceeda.
formed-- six operations, all of which must be neum to thought.
done ere the correction can be effected,-- to Transfer the scene to domestic life, and
save the reform from the reproach of being suppose a man who, his fortune ):ot enabling
violent and intemperate, to secure to it the him without running into debt to keep one
praise of graduality, moderation, and tern- race-horse, has been.for some time in the
perance, you insist, that of these half-a-dozen habit of keeping six : to transfer to this pri-
necessary operations, some one or some two vote theatre the wisdom and the benefit of
only shall be talked of, and proposed to be the gradual system, what you would have to
done ; _ one, by one bill to be introduced recommend to your friend would be some-
this session, if it be not too late (which you thing of this sort : -- Spend the first year in
contrive it shall be ;) another, the next sea- considering which of your six horses to give
sion; which time being come, nothing more up ; the next year, if you can satisfy yourself
is to be said about the matter -- and there it which it shall be, give up som_ one of them :
ends. by this sacrifice, the sincerity of your inten-

For this abandonment, no one reason that tion and your reputatindrfor eeortomy will be
will beax looking at can be numbered up, in established; which done, you l_eed think no
the instance of any one of the five measures I more about the matter.
endeavoured to be laid upon the shelf; for if [ As all psychological ideas have their he-
it could, that would be the reason assigned [ eessary root in physical ones, one source of
for the relinquishment, and not this unmean- [ delusion in psychological arguments consi_t_
ing assemblage of three syllables. [ in giving an improper extension to some mo

A suit which, to do full justice to it, re- | taphor which has been made choice of.
VoL, IL E e
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It wou|d be a service done to the cause of one foot before another, at even the slowest
truth, if some advocate forthegradual system pace, would be obtained at all; their pace,
would let us into the secret of the metaphor the only pace at which they can be persuaded
or physical image, if any, which he has in to movc, is that which the traveller would
view, and in the same language give us the take, whose lot it should be to be travelling
idea of some physical disaster as the result in a pitch-dark night over a road broken and
of precipitation. A patient killed by rapid slippery, edged with precipices on each side.
bleeding-- a chariot dashed in pieces by run- Time is requisite for quieting timidity : why ?
aw_y steeds--a vessel overset by carrying Because time is requisite for instructing ig-
too much sail in a squall, -- all these images noranee.
suppose a degree of precipitation which, if
pursued by the proposers of"a political mea- Lawyers ; their interest in the employ.
sure, would be at once apparent, and the meat of this fallacy.
obvious and assignable consequence of their In proportion to the magnitude of their
course would aflbrd unanswerable arguments respective shares in the general fund ofabuse,
again-_t them. the various fi'aternities interested in the

All this while, though bv a fi.iend to the support of abuses have each of them their
measure no such word as above will be em- interest in turning to the best account this
ployed in the character of argument, yet as well as every other article in the list offal-
case_ are not wanting in which the dilatory laeies.
course recommended ms) be consented to, or But it is the fraternity of lawyers, who (if
even proposed by him. they have not decidedly the most to gain by

Suppose a dozen distinct abuse,, in the seat the dexterous management of this or of other
of legislative power, each abuse having a set fallacies) have, from the greatest quantity of
of members interested in the support of it, i practice, derived the greatest degree of alex-

attack the whole body at once, all these i terlty in the management of it.
parties join together to a certainty, and op- Judicature requiring reflection, and the
pose you with their united three. Attack the greater the complication of the ease, the great-
abuses one by one, and it is possible that you er the degree and length of reflection which
may have but one of the_e parties, or at least the case requlres: under favour of this asso-
less than all of them, to cope with at a tiu_e, elation, they have succeeded in establishing
Possible ? Yes : but of probability, little can a general impression of a sort ot proportion
he said. To each branch of the public ser- in quantity, as well as necessity of eonnex-
vice belongs a class of public servants, each ion, between delay and attention to justice.
of which has its sinister interest, the source Not that, in fact, a hundredth part of the
of the mass of abuees on which it t'ee(l_ ; and e_iablished delay has had any origin in a re-
in the petson and power of the universal gard for justice _ but--for want of sufiieient
patron, the fouzttain of all honour and of all insight into that state of things by which, in
abuse, all those sii_i_ter iutere_ts are joined persons so circumstanced in power and inte-
and embodied inlo one. rest, the general prevalence of any such reo

This is a branch of science in which no gard has been rendered physically impossible
man is ever defieient; this is what is under- __ in his el_deavours to propagate the notion
stood-- understood to perfection, by him to of a sort of general proportion between delay
whom nothing else ever was or can be clear, and regard for justice, the man of law has,
-- Hoc diseua_ omnes, unto alpha et beta unhappily, been but too successful. And it
p*_elli, is, perhaps, to this error in respect to mat-

If there be a ease in which such graduality ters of fact, that the snail's-pace fallacy is
as is here described can have been consented indebted, more than to any other cause, for
to, and with a reasonable prospect of advan- its dupes. Be this as it may, sure it is, that
tage, it must have been a case in which, in no track of reform has the rate of progress
without such consent, the whole business which it is the object of this fallacy to secure,
would be hopeless, been adhered to with greater effect. By the

Under the existing system, by which the statute-book, if run over (and little more
door of the "theatre of legislati(m is opened than the titles would be necessary) in this
by opulence to members in whose instance view, a curious exemplification of the truth
application of the faculty of thought to the of this observation is afforded. An abuse so
business about which they are supposed to monstrous, that, on the part of the judicial
occupy themselves Would'have been an el- hands by which it was manufactured, the
feet without a cause, so gross is the igno- slightest doub¢ of the mischievousness of it
ranee, and in consequence, even where good was absolutely impossible ;_generation after
intention is not altogether wanting, so ex- generation groaning under this abuse; _ and
treme the timidity and apprehension, that on at length, when, by causes kept of course as
their part, withoutassurance of extreme slow- much as possible out of sight, the support of
heSS, no concurrence toa proposal for setthlg the abuse has been deemed no longer praeti-
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cable, comes at length a remedy. And what measure, any measure or accidental business
remedy ? Never tmything better than a tbeble whatever may be made to serve, so mug as it
pailiative. [ can be made t'o pre-oceupy a sufficient portiott

of the disposable time and attention of the
CHAPTER V. public men oil whose suffrages the effectua-

FALLACYOFARTFUL DIVERSION_ l tion or frustration of the measure depends.

(ad _'ereculzdiam.) l But supposing the necessity for a relevant_counter-measure to exist, and that you have
.Exposilion and Exposure. --The device I accordingly given introduction to it, the first

l_ere in question may be expl_Jined by the fol- / thing then to be done is, to stave off the un-
lowing direction or receipt for the manufac- | desirable moment of its effectuation as long
tore and application of it : -- as possible.

When any measure is proposed, which on According *o established usage, yon have
any account whatsoever it suits your interest given notice of your intention to propose a
or your humour to oppose, at the same time measure on the subject and to the effect in
that, in consideration of its undeniable utility, question. The intention is of too great ira-
or on any other account, you regard it unad- oortance to be framed and carried into act in
visable to pass direct condemnation on it,-- the compass of the same year or session : you
hold up to view some other measure, such accordingly announce your intention for next
as, whether it bear any relation or none to the session. When the next session comes, the
measure on the carpet, will, in the conception measure is of too great importance to be
of your hearers, present itself as superior in brought on the carpet at the commencement
the order of importance. Yourlanguage then of the session ; at that period it is not yet
is,--Whythat? (meaning the measure already mature enough. If it be not advisable to
proposed) -- why not this ? or this ? men- delay it any longer, you nring it fbrward just
tioning some other, which it is your hope to as the session closes. Time is thus gained,
render more acceptable, and by means of it and without any decided loss in the shape of
to create a diversion, and turn aside from the reputation ; for what you undertook, has to
obnoxious measure the affections and atten- the letter been performed. _Vhen the mea_
tion of those whom you ha_e to deal with. sure has been once brought in, you have to

One ease there is, in which the appellation take your choice, in the first place, between
of" fallacy cannot with justice be apphed to operations for delay and operations for rejee-
this argument ; and that is, where the effec- tion. Operations for delay exhibit a roundest
toation or pursuit of the measure first pro- title to preference: so long as their effect
posed would operate as a bar or an obstacle can be made to last, they accomp;ish their
to some other measure of a more beneficial object, and no c.acrifice either of design or of
character held up to view by the argument reputation has been made. The extreme im-
as competitor with it : and what, in the way portanee and extreme difficulty are themes
of Exposure, will be said of the sort of expe- on which you blow the trmnpet, and which
client just described, will not apply to this you need not fear the not bearing sufficiently
case. echoed. When the treasury of delay has been

However, where the measure first proposed exhausted, you have your'ehoice to take be-
is of unquestionable utility, mid you oppose tween trusting to the chapter of accidents for
it merely because it is adverse to your own the de'eat of the measure, or endeavouring to
sinister interest, you must not suggest any engage some friend to oppose it, and propose
relevant measure of reform in lieu of it, ex- the rejection of it. But you must be unfortu-
cept in a case in which, in the shape of argu- hate indeed, if you can find no opponents, no
ment, every mode of opposition is considered tolerably ptausi'ble opponents, unless among
as hopeless; for unless for the purpose of friends, and friends specially commissioned
forestalling the time and attention that would for the purpose : a sort of confidence more or
be necessary to the effectuation of the pro- less dangerous must in that ease be reposed.
posed beneficial measure, a measure altoge- Upon the whole, you must however be
ther irrelevant and foreign to it is set up, singularly unfortunate or unskilful, if by the
a risk is incurred, that something, however counter-measure of diversion any consider-
inferior in degree, may be effected towards able reduction of the abuse or imperfection
the diminution of the abuse or imperfection be, spite of your utmost endeavours, effeeted,
m question, or any share of reputation that you need csxe

In the character of an irrelevant eountm'- about, sacrificed.
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PART IV. FALLACIES OF CONFUSION,

THE OBJECT OF WHICH IS, TO PERPLEX, WHEN DISCUSSION
CAN NO LONGER BE AVOIDED.

CHAPTER I. from all, are furnished with appellatives of
all three sorts:--some, with none but eulo-QUESTION-BEGGINO APPELL&TIVES--

(Qdjudicium.) gistic ; others, and in a greater nualber, with
none but those of the dyslasistic cast. By

Petitio prlnclpii, or begging the question, is appellatives, I mean here, of course, single-
a fallacy very well known even to those who worded appellatlves ; for by words, take but
are not conversant with the principles of lo- enough of them, anything may be expressed.
sic. In answer to a given question, the party Originally, all terms expressive of any of
•who employs the fsL1mw]contents himself by these objects were (it seems reasonable to
simply affirming the point in debate. Why think) neutral. By degrees they acquired,
does opium occasion sleep? Because it is some of them an eulogistic, some a dyslo-
soporiferous, gistic, east. This change extended itself, as

Begging the question is one of the fallacies the moral sense (if so loose and delusive a
enumerated by Aristotle ; but Aristotle has term may on this occasion be employed) ad-
not pointed out (what it will be the object vanced in growth•
of this chapter to expose) the mode of using But to return. As to the mode of employ.
the fallacy with the greatest effect, and least ing this thllacy, it neither requires nor so
risk of detection, -- namely, by the employ- much as admits of being taught : a man falls
meat of a single appellative, into it but too naturally of himself; and the

_xposition and Exposure. -- Among the more naturally and freely, the less he finds
appeUatives employed tbr the designation of himself under the restraint of any such sense
objects belonging to the field of moral science, as that of shame. The great difficulty is to
there are some by which the object is pre- unlearn it : in the case of this, as of so many
sentedsingly, unaccompaniedbyanyseatiment other fallacies, by teaching it, the humble
of approbation or disapprobation attached to endeavour here is, to unteach it.
it --as, desire, labour, dieposition,: character, In speaking of the conduct, the behaviour,
I_abit, &c. With reference to the two sorts of the intention, the motwe, the disposition of this
appellatives which will come immediately to or that man, --if he be one who is indifferent
be mentioned, appellatives of this sort may to you, of whom you care not whether he be
be termed neutral, well or ill thought of, you employ the neutral

There are others, by means of which, in term :--if a man whom, on the occasion and
addition to the principal object, the idea of for the purpose in question, it is your object
general approbation as habitually attached to to recommend to favour, especially a man of
that object is presented--as, industry, ho- your own party, you employ the eulogistic

term :--if he be a man whom it is your ob-xour, piety, generosity, gratitude, &c. These
are termed eulogistic or laudatory, ject to conetgn to aversion or contempt, you

Others there are, again, by means of which, employ the dyslogistic term.
in addition to the principal object, the idea To _he proposition of which it is the lead-
of general disapprobation, as habitually at- ing term, every such eulogistic or dyslogistic
taehed to that object, is presented -- as, last, appeJative, secretly, as it were, and in gene-
avarice, luxury, covetousness, prodigality, &c. ral insensibly, slips in another proposition of

I which that same leading term is the subject,
rative.'Thesemay be termed dyslogistie or vitupc- l and an assertion of approbation or disappro-

Among pains, pleasures, desires, emotions, [ bation the predicate. The person, act, or
motives, affections, propensities, dispositions, I thing in question, is or deserves to be, or is
and other moral entities, some, but very far J and deserves to be, an object of general ap-

I probation ; or the person, act, or thing in
a See the natureof these denominations amply ] question, is or deserves to be, or is and de-

illustrated in Springs-of-Action Table_ inVoL I. I serves to be, an object of _eneral disa-nro-
Of the fielff of thought and set.ion, this_ the ! 1.o,_._ . v rr

moral department_ though it be that part in which I _'_,_"" sit" _" as ....• . _ne propo magnus ser_enla commomthe most abundant employment _sg_ven to the I ....... Y
instrument of deception here in question, is not ! .a proposmon that reqmres to Deproved. Hut
the only part. Scarcely, perhaps, can any part be t la the case where the use of the term thus
found, to which it has not been applied. / employed is fallacious= the proposition is oral
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that is not true, and cannot be proved : and the name of it has contracted a dyslog_sti_
where the person by whom the fallacy is era- quality-- has become a bad name.
ployed is conscious of its deceptive tendency, Take, for example, improvement and inno.
the object in the employment thus given to nation ; under its own name to pass censure
the appellative is, by means of the artifice, on any improvement might be too bold : ap-
to cause that to be taken for true, which is plied to such an object, any expressions of
not so. censure you could employ might lose their

By appropriate eulogistic and dyslogistie force ; employing them, you would seem to be
terms, so many arguments are made, by which, running on in the track of self-contradiction
taking them altogether, misrule, in all its and nonsense.
several departments, findsits justifyhlg argu- But improvement means something new,
ments, and these in but too many eyes, con- and so does innovation. Happily for your pur-
elusive. Take, for instance, the following pose, innovation has contracted a bad sense;
eulogistic terms :-- it means something which is new and bad at

1. In the war department, rehonour and the same time. Improvement, it is true, in
91ory. indicating something new, indicates something

2. In international affairs,-- honour, glory, good at the same time ; and therefore, if the
and dignity, thing in question be good as well as new, in-

3. tn the financial department, liberality, novat_n is not a proper term for it. How-
It being always at the expense of unwilling ever, as tne _dea of novelty was the only idea
contributors that this virtue (for among the originally attached to the term innovation,
virtues it has its place in .4ris_otle) is exer- and the only one which is directly expressed
eised--for lzberality, depredation may, in per- hi the etymology of it, you may still venture
haps every ease, and without any impropriety, to employ the word innovation, since no man
be substituted, can readily and immediately convict your ap-

4. In the higher parts of all official depart- pellation of being an improper one upon the
ments, dignity _ digntty, though not in itself face of it.
depredation, operates as often as the word is With the appellation thus chosen for the
used, as a pretence for, and thence as a cause purpose of passing condemnation on the men-
of depredation. Wherever you see dignity, be sure. he by whom it has been brought to view
sure that money is requisite for the support in the character of an improvement, is not (it
of it : and that, in so far as the dignitary's is true) very likely to be well satisfied : but
own money is regarded as insufficient, public of this you could not have had any expecta-
money, raised by taxes imposed on all other tion. What, you want is a pretence which
individuals, on the principle of liberality, must your own partisans can lay hold of, for the
be found for the supply of it." purpose of deducing from it a colourable war-

Exercised at a man's own expense, liber- rant for passing upon the improvement that
ality may be, or may not be, according to censure which you are determined, and they,
circmnstances, a virtue: _exercised at the if not determined, are disposed and intend to
expense of the public, it never can be any- pass on it.
thing better than vice. Exercised at a man's Of this instrument of deception, the po-
own expense, whether it be accompanied with tency is most deplorable. It is but of late
prudence or no--whether it be accompanied years that so much as the nature of it has in
or not with beneficence, it is at any rate dis- any way been laid before the public: and now
iuterestedness :-- exercised at the expense of that it has been laid before the public, the
the public, it is pure selfishness : it is, in a need there is of its being oppo_d with effect,
word, depredation : money or money's worth and the extreme difficulty of opposing it with
is taken from the public to purchase, for the effect, are at the same time and in equal de-
use of the liberal man, respect, affection, gra- gree manifest. In every part of the field of
titude, with its eventual fruits in the shape of thought and discourse, the effect of language
services of all sorts--in a word, reputation, depends upon the principle of association
power, upon the association formed between words,

When you have a practice or measure to and those ideas of which, in that way, they
condemn, find ou_ some more general appel- have become the signs. But in no small part
lative, within the import of which the oh- of the field of discourse, one or other of the
noxious practice or measure in question cannot two censorial and reciprocally correspondent
be denied to be included, and to which you, and opposite affections _ the amicable and
or those whose interests and prejudices you the hostile-- that by which approbation, and
have espoused, have contrived to annex a cer- that by which disapprobation, is expressed--
tain degree of unpopularity, in so much that are associated with the word in question by

a tie little less strong than that by which the
• See this principle avowed and maintained by object in question, be it person or thingthe scribes ofbodl parties, Burke and Rose, as

shown in the Defences of Ec_mornyagaiust those be the thing a real or fictitious entity _ be it
_lvocates of depredJtion_ -- in Vol. V. operation or quality, is associated with that
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came articulate audible sign and its visible _E.rposure.- Example : fnfluenee of tile
representations. Crown.- The sinister influenee of the erowla

To diminish the effeet of this instrument is an objc_et which, if expressed by any pc-
of deception (for to do it away completely, euliaranddlstinctive appellation, wmfld, eom-
to render all minds, without exception, at all parativety speaking, find perhaps but few
times insensible to it, seems scarcely possible) defenders ; but which, so long as no other de-
.uust, at any rate, be a work of time. But ill nomination is employed for the designation of

proportion as its effect on the understanding, it than the generic term znfluence, will rarely
and through that channel on the temper and meet with indiserimmating reprobation.
conduct of mankind, is diminished, the good Co_Tuplion, --the term wtfieh, in the eyes
effect of the exposure will become manifest, of those to whom this species of inf!uence is

By such of these passion-kindling appella- an objeet of disapprobation, is the appropriate
tires as are of the eulogistic cast, compara- and only single-worded term capable of being
lively speaking, no bad effect is produced:

' to politicians. By an example drawn from pri-
but by those which are of the dyslogistie, vate hie, it may t() some eyes be placed, perhaps,
prodigiou_ is the mischievous effect produced, in a dearer point of view. '/'he word oallantry
considered in a moral point of view. By a is employed to denote either of two dis'po_itions,
single word or two of this complexion, what which, tbough not altogether withoot eom_exion,
hostility has been ploduced ! how interise the anay either of them exist without the other. In
feeling of it ! how wide the range of it ! how one of these senses: it denotes, on the part of the
filtl of mischief, in all imaginable sLapes, the stronger sex. the aispos_tion to tesut), on all oc.
effects !* casious tow,Lrds the weaker sex those sentiments

of respect and kindness by which civilized is so
strikingly and happily distmguisb.ed from savage
life. In the other sense, it Is, m the mare, syno-

CtIAPTER II. nvmous to ad,dler* d : yet not so completely syno,.
n)'mo,,s (as i;_deedwords perfectly synonynaous

IMPOSTOIt a'E_Ms--(adfitdwiam.) are of rare occurrence) but that, in addition to
this sens_ it prese,ats an accessary and collateral

Ezposition. -- The fallacy whieh consists in one. Having, from the habit of being employed
the employment of impostor terms, in some in the other sense, acqmred, in ad'.hfion to its
respects resembles that which has been ex- direct sense, a collateral sen_ of the eulogisUc
posed in the preceding chapter ; but it is up- cast, it serves to give to the act, habit, or dispo-
plied chiefly to the defence of thin_s, which sition, which in this sense it is employed to pre-
under their proper name are ma'.nfestlv lade- sent. something of an eulogistic tincture, in lieu- of that dyslogystie colouring us,let which the
feasible. Instead, therefore, of speaking of object is presented by its direct and proper name.
sueh things under their proper name, the so- Whatever act a man regards himself as being
phist has reeourse to some appellative, which, known to have per_brmed, or meditates the per-
along with the indefensihle object, includes fbrmance eL under any expectation of his being

eventually known to have performed it, he will
• ome other-- generally an object of favonr; not, in speaking of it, make use of any term the
or at once substitute_ an object of apprnba- tendency of wlfich is to call forth, on the part of
lion for an object of ecnsure. For in_-tance, the hearer or re'_der, any sentiment of disappro-
persecutors ha matters of religion have no batten pointed at the sort of act in que_ion, and
_tteh word as persecution in their vocabulary: consequently, through the medium of the act, at

the agent by whom it has been performed. To
zeal is the word by which they characterize the word adultery, this efthct, to every man more
all their actions, or less unpleasant, is attached by the umge of

In the employment of this fallacy, two language. On every occasion in which it is ne-
things are requisite : -- cessary to his purpose to bring to view an actor

1. A fact or circumstance, which, under its this obnoxious-description, he will naturally be
proper name, and seen in its true colours, on the look-out _br a term in the use ofwhiehhe
would be an object of censure, and whieh, may be supposed to have had another meaning,
therefore, it is necessary to disguise : _ (res andwhich, in so far as it conveys an idea of the
te27enda.) forbidden act in question, presents it with an

2. The appellative whieh the sophist em- accompaniment, not of reproach, but rather ofapprobationt which in general would not have
ploys to conceal what would be deemed of- accompanied it but for the other signification
fensive, or even to bespeak a deg'ree of favour which the word is also employed to designate,
for it by the aid of some happier necessary : This term he finds in the word 9allantrl¢.

(tegumen.)_ '/'here is a sort of man, who, whether ready or
" no to conunit any act or acts of adultery, would

gladly be thought to have been habituated to the
As an instance remarkable enough, thongh commission of such acts : but even this sort of

not in respect of the mischievousness, yet in man would neither be found to say of himself_
respect of the extent and the importance of the " I am an adulterer," nor pleased to have it said
effects producible by a single word, note Lord of him, _' He is an adulterer." But to have it
Erskine's defence of the Whigs, avowedly pro- said of him that he is a man of gallantry, _ this
dueed by the application of the dyslogi_tie word is what the sort of man in question would regard

faction to that party in the state, as a compliment, with the sound of whiet{ he
"1"The device here in question is not peculiar would be pleased and flattered.
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employed for the expression of it- is a term standing, or by the influence of will on will,
of the dpslogistie east. This, then, by ally that by any person or persons, except by phy-
person whose meaning it is not to join in the steal force immediately applied, anything can
condemnation passed on the practice or state be done.
of things which is designated, is one that can- To the execution of the ordinary mass of
not possibly be employed. In speaking of this duties belonging to the crown, the influence
practice and state of things, he is therefore of will on will, so long as the persons on
obliged to go upon the look-out, and find some whom it is exercised are the proper persons,
term, which, at the same time that its claim is necessary. On all persons to whom i_
to the capacity of presenting to view the belongs to the crown to give orders, this
object in quest.ion cannot be contested, shall species of influence is necessary ; for it is
be of the eulogdstic or at least of the neutral only in virtue of this species of influence that
cast; and to one or other of these classes be- orders, considered as delivered from a super-
longs the term influence, ordinate to a subordinate--considered in a

Under the term irfluence, when the crown word as orders, in contradistinction to mere
is considered as the possessor of it, are in- suggestions, or arguments operating by the
eluded two species of influence: the one of influence of understanding on understanding,
them such, that the removal of it could not, --can be productive of any effect.
without an utter reprobation of the monar- Thus far, then, in the case of influence of
ehicat form of government, be by any person will on will, as well as in the ease of influence
considered as desirable, nor, withoutthe utter of understanding on understanding, no rn-
destruction of monarchical govermnent, be tional and consistent objection can be made
consideredaspossible;--the other such--that to the use of influence. In either case, its
in the opinion of many persons, the complete title to the epithet legitimate influence is
destruction or removal of it would, if possible, above dispute.
be desirahle, -- and that, though consistently The ease, among others, in which the title
with the continuance of the monarchical go- of the influence of the crown is open to dis-
vernment, the complete remo_'al of it would pute--the case in which the epithet sinister,
not be practicable, yet ttle diminution of it or any other mark of disapprobation, may be
to such a degree as that the remainder should bestowed upon it (bestowed upon the bare
not be productive of any practically pernicious possession, and without need of reference to
effects would not be impracticable, the particular use and application which on

Influence of will on will--influence of on- any particular occasion may happen to be
derstanding on understanding: in this may be made of it,) -- is that where, being of that
seen the distinction on which the utility or sort which is exercised by will on wilt, the
noxiousness of the sort of influence in ques- person on whom on the occasion in question
tion depends, it is exercised, is either a member of partia-

In the influence of understanding on un- ment, or a person possessed of an electoral
derstanding, may be seen that influence to vote with reference to a seat in parliament.
which, by whomsoever exercised, on whom- The ground on which this species of influ-
soever exercised, and on what occasion so- ence thus exercised is, by those by whom it
ever exercised, the freest range ought to be is spoken of with disapprobation, represented
left-- left, although, as for instance, exercised assinlster, an(Idc_rvingofthatdlsapproba-
by the crown, and on the representatives of tion, is simply this : -- viz. that in so far as
the people. Not that to this influence it may this influence is efficient, the will professed
not happen to be productive of mischief to to be pronounced is not in truth the wilt of
any amount; but that because without this him whose will it professes to be, but the
influence scarce any good could be aeeom- will of him in whom the influence originates,
plished, and because, when it is left free, dis- and from whom it proceeds : in so much,
order cannot present itself without leaving that if, for example, every member of parliao
the door open at least for the entrance of the ment without exception were in each house
remedy, under the dominion of the influence of the

The influence of understanding on under- crown, and in every individual instance that
standing is, in a word, no other than the in- influence were effectuat,--the monarchy, in-
fluence of human reason--a guide which, stead of being the limited sort of monarchy
like other guides, is liable to miss its way, or it professes to be, would be in effect an abso-
dishonestly to recommend a wrong course, lute one -- in form alone a limited rote ; nor
but which is the only guide of which the ha- so much as in form a limited one any longer
ture of the case is susceptible, than it happened to be the pleasure of the me.

Under the British constitution, _o the nareh that it should continue to be so.
crown belongs either the sole management, or The functions attached to the situation of
a prineival and leading part of the manage- a member of parliament may be included,
merit of the public business : and it is only most or all of them, under three denomina-
by the influence of understanding on under- tions_the legislative, the judicial, and the
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inquisitorial: the legislative, in virtue of Here, then, e_)mes the grand question in
which, in each House, each member that dispute. In some opinions, of that sort of in-
pleases takes a part in the making of laws ; fluenee of will on will, exercising itself from
the judicial, which, whether penal cases or the crown on a member of parliament, or at
cases non-penal be considered, is not exer- any rate on a member of the House of Com-
cised to any considerable extent but by the mons, composedofthe elected representatives
House of Lords ; and the inquisitorial, the of the people, not any the least particle is
exercise of which is performed by an inquiry necessary -- not any the least particle is in
into facts, with a view to the exercise either any way beneficial -- not any the least par-
of legislative authority, or of judicial autho- tide, in so far as it is operative, can be other
rity, or both, whichever the case may be found than pernicious.
to require. To the exercise of either branch In the language of those by whom this opt-
may be referred what is done, when, on the nion is heht, every particle of such influence
ground of some defect either in point of moral is sinister influence, corrupt or eorruptive in-
or intellectual fitness, or both, application is fluence, or, in one word, corruption.
made by either house for the removal of any Others there are, in whose opinion, or at
member or members of the executive branch any rate, if not in their opinion, in whose
of the official establishment-- any servant or lal_guage, of that influence thus actually exer-
servants of the crown, cising itself, the whole, or some part at any

Bat, for argument's sake, suppose the above- rate, is not only innoxious but beneficial, and
mentioned extreme case to be realized, all not only beneficial but--to the maintenance
these functions are equally nugatory. What- of the constitutiou in a good and healthful
ever law is acceptable to the crown, will be state--absolutely necessary: and to this ainu-
not only introduced but carried; no law that ber must naturally be supposed to belong all
is not acceptable to the crown, will be so those on whom this obnoxious species of in-
much as introduced: every judgment that is fluence is actually exercising itself.
acceptable to the crown will bc pronounced;
no judgment that is not acceptable to the
crown will be pronounced: every inquiry that CIIAPTER III.

is acceptable to the crown will be made ; no VAGrE GENERALITIES-- (ad judicium./inquiry that is not acceptable to the crown
will he made : and in particular, let, on the Exposition, -- Vsgue generalities compre-
part of the servants of the crown, any or hend a numerous class of fallacies, resorted
all of them, misconduct in every imaginable to by those who, in preference to the must
shape be ever so enormous, no application that particular and determinate terms and ex-
is not acceptable to the crown will ever be pressions which the nature of the ease in
made for their removal; that is, no such ap- question admits of, employ" others more ge-
plieation will ever be made at all : for in this neral and indeterminate.
state of things, supposing it, in the instance An expre-:sion is vague and ambiguous
of any servant of the crown, to be the plea- when it designates, by one and the same
sure of the crown to remove him, he will be appellative, an object which may be good or
removed of coarse; nor can any such appli- bad, according to circumstances ; and if, in
cation be productive of anything better than the course of an inquiry touching the qualities
needless loss of time. of such an object, such an expression is era-

Raised to the pitch supposed in this cx- ployed without a recognition of this distitic-
treme case, there are not, it is supposed, many tion, the expression operates as a fallacy.
men in the country, by whom the influence Take, for instance, the terms, government,
of the crown, of that sort which is exercised laws, morals, religion. The fiChUS eompre-
by the will of the crown on the wills of hended in each of these terms may be divided
members of parliament, would not be really into two species--the good and bad; for no
regarded as coming under the denomination one can deny that there have been and still
of sinister influence ; not so much as a single are in the world, bad governments, bad laws,
one by whom its title to that denomination bad systems of morals, and bad religions.
would be openly denied. The bare circumstance, therefore, of a man's

_But among members of parliament, many attacking government or law, morals or reli-
there are on whom, beyond possibility of de- gigs, does not of itself afford the slightest
nial, this sort of iufluence--influeime of will presumption that he is engaged in anything
on will--is exerted : since no man can be in blameable : if his attack is only directed
possession of any desirable situation from against that which is bad in each, his efforts
which he is removable, without its being may be productive of good to any extent.
exerted on him ; say rather, without its ex- This essential distinction the defender of
citing itself on him : for to the production of abuse takes care to keep out of sight, and
the full effect of influence, no act, no express boldly imputes to his antagonist an intention
intimation of will on the part of any person, to subvert all governments, laws, morals or
its in any such situation necessary, religion.
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But it is in the way of insinuation, rather there that would have the boldness to asr,ert
than in the form of direct assertion, that the that order ought not to be maintained ?
argument is in this case most commonly Tot he word order, add the word good, the
brought to bear. Propo_ anything with a strength of the checks, if any there were,
view to the improvement of the existing that were thus applied to tyranny, would be
practice in relation to government at large, but little if at all increased. By the word
to the law, or to religion, he will treat you 9ood, no other idea is brought to view thal_
with an oration on the utility and necessity that of the sentiment of approbation, as at-
of government, of law, or of religion. To tached by the person by whom it is employed
what end ? To the end that of your own to the object designated by the substantive
accord you may draw the inference which it to which this adjunct is applied. Order is
is his desire you should draw, even that what any arrangement which exists with reference
is proposed has in its tendency something to the object in question ;-- good order is
which is prejudicial to one or other or all of that order, be it what it may, which it is my
these objects of general regard. Of the truth wish to be thought to approve of.
of the intimation thus conveyed, had it been Take the state of things under .Nrero, un-
made in the form of a direct assertion or der Caligula : with as indisputable propriety
averment, some proof might naturally have might the word order be applied to it, as to
been looked for : by a direct assertion, a sort the state of things at present in Great Bri-
of notice is given to the hearer or reader to tain or the American United States.
prepare himself for someting in the shape What in the eyes of Bonaparte was good
of proof; but when nothing is asserted, no- order ? That which it had been his pleasure
thing is on the one hand offered, nothing on to establish.
the other expected, to be proved. By the adjunct social, the subject order is

perhaps rendered somewhat the less fit for
]. Order. the use of tyrants, but not much. Among

Exposure.-- Among the several cloudy the purposes to which the word social is em-
appellatives which have been commonly era- ployed, is indeed that of bringing to view a
ployed as cloaks for misgovermnent, there is state of things favourable to the happiness of
none more conspicuous in this atmosphere of society : but a purpose to which it is also
illusiol; than the word Order. employed, is that of bringing to view a state

The word order is in a pecuh._r degree of things no otherwise considered than as
adapted to the purpose of a cloak ibr tyrann_.l having place in society. By the war which
-- the word order is more extensive than law, in the Roman history bears the name of the
or even than government, t social war, no great addition to the happiness

But, what is still more material, the word of society was ever supposed to be made ; yet
order is of the eulogistic east ; whereas the it was not the less a social one.
words government and law, howsoever the As often as anv measure is brought for-
things signified may have been taken in the ward having for its object the making any

lump for subjects of praise, the complexion i the slightest defalcation from the amount of
of the signs themselves is still tolerably neu- the sacrifice made of the interest of the many
tral : just as is the case with the words con- ! to the interest of the few, sofia/is the ad-
stitutlon and institutions, junct by which the order of things to which

Thu_, whether the measureor arrangement it is pronounced hostile, is designated.
be a mere transitory measure or a permanent By a defalcation made from any part of
law-- if it be a tyrannical one, be it ever so the mass of factitious delay, vexation, and
tyrannical, in the word order _ou have a term expense, out of which, and in proportion to
not only wide enough, but i'n every respect whicb, lawyers' profit is made to flow-- by
better adapted than any other which the lan- any detaleation made from the mass of need-
guagc can supply, to serve as a cloak for it. less and worse than useless emolument to
Suppose any number of men, by a speedy office, with or without service or preteneeof
death or a lingering one, destroyed for meet- service-- by any addition endeavoured to be
mg one another for the purpose of obtaining made to the .quantity, or improvement in the
a remedy for the abuses by which they are quahty of service lendered, or time bestowed
suffering-- what nobody can deny is, that hy in service rendered in return for such emo-
their destruction, order is maintained; for lument--by every endeavour that has for
the worst order is as truly order as the best. its object the persuading the people to place
Accordingly, a clearance of this sort having their f_te at the disposal of any other agents
been effeeted, suppose in the House of Corn- than those in whose hands breach of trust is
mons a Lord Castlereagh, or in the House of certain, due fulfihnent of it morally and phy-
Lords a Lord Sidmouth, to stand up and sieally impossible, -- social order is said to be
insist, that by a measure so undeniably pru- endangered, and threatened to be destroyed.
dential order was maintained, with what truth Proportionett to the degree of elearnesi
gould they be contradicted ? And who is with which the only true and justifiable end
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of government is held up to view in any dis- Now, in their own name respectively, waste
course that meets the public eye, is the dan- depredation, oppression, corruption, cannot be
get and inconvenience to which those rulers toasted: gentlemen would not cry, Waste for
are exposed, who, for their own particular ever I Depredation for ever ! Oppression for
interest, have been engaged in an habitual ever ! Corruption for ever ! But The consti-
departure frmn that only legitimate and de- tution for ever ! this a man may cry, and
fcnsible course. Hence it is, that, when does cry, and makes a merit of it.
compared with the words order, maintenance Of this instrument of rhetmic, the use is
of order, the use even of such words as hap- at least as old as Aristotle. As old as Aris-
piaess, welfare, well-beulg, is not altogether totle is even the receipt for making it ; for
free from danger, wide-extending and cam- Aristotle has himself given it : and of how
paratively indeterminate as the import of much longer standing the use of it may have
them is : to the single word happiness, sub- been, may baffle the sagacity of a Mitford to
stitute the phrase greatest happiness of the determine, tiow sweet aregall and honey!
greatest number, the description of the end how white are soot and snow I
becomes more determinate and even instruc- Matchless Constitution ! there's your sheet-
tire, the danger and inconvenience to misgo- anchor ] there's your true standard ! -- rally
vernment and its authors and its instruments round the constitution ;--that is, rally round
_titl more alarming and distressing; for then, waste, rally round depredation, rally round
for a rule whereby to measure the goodness oppression, rallyround corruption, rallyround
orbadnessofa government, men arc referred election terrorism, rally round imposture--
to so simple and universally apprehensible a imposture on the hustings, hnposture iu
standard as the numeration table. By the Honourable House, imposture in every ju-
pointing men's attentions to this end, and the dlcatory.
clearness of the light thus cast upon it, the Connected with thistoasting and this boast-
importance of such words as the word order, ing, is a theory, such as a Westminster or
which by their obscurity substitute to the Eton boy on the sixth form, aye, or his grand-
offensive light the useful andagreeable dark- mother, might be ashamed of'. For amoug
hess, is more and more intimately felt. those who are loudest in crying out theory

(as often as any attempt is made at reasoning,
2. Establishment. any appeal made to the umversa]ly knowu

In the same way, again, Establishment is and iudisputable principles of human nature,)
a word in use, to protect the had part_ of always may some silly sentimental theory be
establishments, by charging those who wish tbund,
to remove or alter them, _th the wish to "Ihe constitution, --why must it not be
subvert all establishments, or all good estab- looked into ? -- why is it, that under pain of
lishments.* being ipsafaeto anarchist convict, we mu_t

never presume to lo(_k at it otherwise than
3. $[atehless Constitution. with shut eyes ? Because it was the work of

The constitution has some good points ; it our ancestors, -- of ancestors, of legislators,
has some bad ones : it &dyes facility, and, un- tbw of whom could so much as read, and
61 reform -- radical reform--shall have been those few had nothing before them that was
accomplished, securityand continual inelease worth the reading. First theoretical suppo-
to waste, depredation, oppression, and ear- sition, wisdom of barbarian ancestors.
ruption in every department, and in every When from their ordinary occupation, their
variety of shape, order of the day, the cutting of one another's

throats, or those of Welehmen, Scotehmen,
* In the church establishment, the bad parts or Irishmen, they could steal now and then

are-- a holiday, how did they employ it ? In cul-
l. Quanti_y and distribution of payments-- +AugFrenchmen's throats in order to get their

its inequality creating opposite faults--excess
and deficiency. The excessive part calling men money : this was active virtue : -- leaving
off from their duty, and_ as inlotteries, tempting Frenchmen's throats uncut, was indolence,
an excessive number of adventurers : the defect slumber, inglorious ease. Second theoretical
d_terriog men from engaging in the duty, or supposition, virtue of barbarian ancestors.
l'endering them unable to per/arm it as it ought Thus fraught with habitual wisdom and
to be performed, habitual virtue, they sat down and devised ;

2. Mode of payment ;-- tithes, a tax on food, and setting before them the best ends, and
which dhconrages agricultural improvements
and occasions dissension between the minister an_ pursuing those best ends by the best means,
his parishioners, they framed --in outline at any rate--they

3. Forms of admission, compelling insincerity, planned and executed our Matchless Consti-
_abversive of the basis of morality. As to purely tution -- the constitution a_ it stands : and
speculative points, no matter which side a man may it for ever _tand !
embraces, so he be sincere, but highly mischie- Planned andexecuted? On what occasion ?
vmvs that he should maintain even the right side
(:where there happens to be any) when he is not on none. At what place? at none. By whom?
sincere, by nobody.
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At no time ? Oh yes, says everything-as- ruptive and counter-lnfluence of the ruling
it-should-be Blackstone. Oh yes, says Whig few, the servants of the monarchy and the
after Whig, after the charming commentator ; members of the aristocracy -- and the quail.
anne Domini 1660, then it i_ that it was in tity of the corruptive matter by which that
its perfection, about fourteen years before corruptive influence operates, being every
James the Second mounted the throne with day on the increase ; hence it is, that while
a desiga to govern in politics as they do in all names remain unchanged, the whole state
Morocco, and in religion as they do at.'Rome ; of things grows every day worse and worse,
to govern without parliament, or in spite of and so will continue to do, till even the forms
parliament : a state of things for which, at of parliament are regarded as a useless thrum-
this same era of perfection, a preparation was brance, a_d pure despotism, unless arrested
made by a parliament, which being brought by radical reform, takes up the sceptre with.
into as proper a state of corruption as if Lord out disguise.
Castlereagh had had the management of it, While the matter of waste and corruption
was kept on foot for several years together, is continually ac_.umulating-- while the eva-
and would have been kept a_foot till the lanche cmnposed of it is continually rolling
whole system of despotism had been settled, on-- that things should continue long in their
but for the sham popish plot by which the present state seems absolutely impossible.
fortunate calumny and subornation of the Three states of things contend for the ulti-
Whigs defeated the bigotry and tyranny of mate result :--dcspoticmonarchyundisguised
the Torie_. by form; representative democracy under the

What, then, says the only true theory-- form of monarchy ; representative democracy
that theory which is uniformly conllrmed by under its own form.
all experience ? In this, a_ in every country, the gnvern-

On no occasion, m no place, at no time, ment has been as favourable to the interests
by no person possessing any adequate power, of the ruling few, and thence as unfh_'ourable
has any such end in view as the establishing tothegcneralinterestsofthesubject-many,--
the greatest happiness of the greatest hum- or, in one word, as bad--as the subject-many
her, been hitherto entertained : on no oeea- have endured to seeit,--have persuadedthemo
sion, on the part of any such person, hasthere selves to suffer it to be. No abuse has, ex-
been any endeavour, any wi,h for any happi- cept under a sense of necessity, been parted
ness other than his own and that of his own with--no remedy, except under the like pres-
connexions, or any care about the happiness sure, apphed. But under the influence of cir-
or security of the snbj(,ct-many, any further eumstanees in a great degree peculiar to this
than his own has been regarded as involved country, at one time or another the ruling
in it. few have found themselves under the ne-

Among men of all classes, frmn the begin- eessity of sacrificing this or that abuse-- of
ning of those times of which we have any instituting, or suffering to grow up, this or
account in history-- among all men of all that remedy.
classc_, an universal struggle and contention It is thus, that under favour of the contest
on the part of each individual for his own between Whigs and Tortes, the liberty of the
security and the means and instruments o! press, the foundation of all other liberties_
his own happiness--for money, for power, for has been suffered to grow up and continue.
reputation natural and factitious, for constant But this liberty of the t)re_s is not the work
ease, and incidental vengeance. In the course of institution, it is not the work of law : what
of this struggle, under t_avourable circumstan- there _sof it that exists, exists not by means
cos connected with geographical situation, but in spite, of law. It is all of it contrary to
this and that little security has been caught law : by law there is no more liberty of the
at, obtained, and retained by the subject- press in England, than in Spain or Morocco.
many, against the conjoined tyranny of the It is not the constitution of the governmenL
monarch and his aristocracy. No plan pur- it is not the force of the law ; it is the weak-
sued by anybody at any tbne-- the good es- ness of the law we have to thank for it. It
tablished, as well as tim bad remaining, the is not the Whigs that we have to thank for it.
result of an universal _crarnblc, carried on in anymore than the Tortes. The Tortes--that
the storm of contending passions under favour is, the supporters of monarchy-- would de-
of opportunity--at each period, stone advan- stroy it, simply assured of their never being
rages which former periods had lost, others, in a condition to have need of it : the Whigs
which they had not gained, would with equal readiness destroy" it, or con.

But the only regular and constant means car in destroying it, could they possess that
of security being the influence exercised by same comfortable assurance. But it has never
the will of the people on the body which in been in their power ; and to that impotence
the same breath admit themselves and deny is it that we are indebted for their zeal for
themselves to be their agents, w_d that influ- the liberty of the press and the support they
ence having against it and abo*'e it the cur- have given to the people in the exercise of
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it. Without this arm they could not fight Houses branches, either or both might have
their battles ; without this for a trumpet, they been lopped off, and the tree remain a tree
could not call the people to their aid. still.*

Such corruption was not, in the head of Afterthebloodyreignsof Henry the Eighth
any original framer of the constitution, the and Mary, and the too short reign of Edward
work of design : but were this said without the Sixth, comes that of Elizabeth, whoopenly
explanation, an opinion that would naturally made a merit of her wish to govern without
be supposed to be implied in it, is, that the parliament : members presuming to think for
constitution was originally in some one head, themselves, and to speak as they thought,
the whole, or the chief part of it, the work were sent to prison for repentance. After
of design. The evil consequence of a notion the short parliaments produced in the times
pronouncing it the work of design would be, of James the First and Charles the First by
that, such a design being infinitely beyond the profitsion and distress, came the first long
wisdom and virtue of any marl in the present parliament. Where is now the constitution ?
times, a planner would be looked out for in Where the design ? --the wisdom ? The
the most distant age that could be found ; -- king having tried to govern without lords or
thus the ancestor-wisdom fallacy would be commons, failed: the commons having ex-
the ruling principle, and the search would be totted from the king's momentary despair,
fruitless and endless. But the non-existence the act which converted them into a perpetual
of any determinate design in the formation aristocracy, tried to govern without king or
of the constitution may be proved from his- lords, and succeeded. In the time of Charles
tory. The House of Commons is the cha- the Second, no design but the king's design
racteristie and vital principle. Anne 1265, of arbitrary government executed by the in-
the man by whom the first germ was planted strumentality of seventeen years long parlia-
was Simon de Montfort, Earl of Leicester, ment. As yet, for the benefit of the people,
a foreigner and a rebel. In this first call to no feasible design but in the seat of supreme
the people, there was no better nor steadier power ; and tl_cre, conception of any such de-
design than that of obtaining momentary sup- sign scarce in human nature.
port for rebellion. The practice of sceingand The circumstance to which the cry of
hearing deputies from the lower orders before Matchless Constitution is in a great degree
money was attempted to be taken out of their indebted for its pernicious efficiency, is
pockets, having thus sprung up, in the next that there was a time in which the assertion
reign Edward the First saw his convenience contained in it was incontrovertibly true : till
in conforming to it. From this time till Henry the American colonies threw off the yoke, and
the Sixth's, instances in which laws were became independent states; no political state
enacted by kings, sometimes without con- possessed of a constitution equalling it or
suiting Commons--sometimes without con- approaching it in goodness, was anywhere
sulting them or Lords, are not worth looking to be found.
out. Henry the Sixth's was the first reign But from this itsgoodness in a comparative
in which the House of Commons had really state, no well-grounded argmnent could at
a part in legislation : till then, they had no any time be afforded against any addition that
part in the penning of any laws ; no law was could at any time be made to its intrinsic
penned tilt after they were dissolved. Itcre, goodness. Persons happier than myself archer
then, so late as about 1450 (between 1422 to be found anywhere : in this observation,
and 1461,) the House of Commons, as a supposing it true, what reason is there for my
branch of the legislature, was an innovation : torbcaring to make myself as much happier
_ill then (anne 1450,) constitution (if the than I am at present, as I can make myself?
House of Commons be a part of it,) there This pre-eminence is therefore nothing to
was none, Parliament? Yes: consisting of the purpose; for of the pains taken in this
king and lords, legislators ; deputies of corn- way to hold it up to view, the design can be
mona, petitioners. Even of this aristoeratieal no other than to prevent it from being ever
parliament, tbe existence was precarious : greater than it is.
indigence or weakness produced its occasional But another misfortune is, that it is every
reproduction ; more prudence and good for- day growing less and less : so that while men

tone would have sufficed for throwing it into • Between Henry the Third, and Henry the
disuse and oblivion : like the obsolete legis- Sixth (anne 1265 to 1422) it is true there were
lative bodies of France and Spain, it would frequent acts ordaining annuM, and even oftener
have been reduced to a possibility. All this than annual parliaments._ Still these were but
while, and down to the time when the re- vagucpromises, madc only by the king, withtwo
assembling of parliaments was imperfectly or three petty princes: the Commons were not
secured byindeterminate laws, occasioned by legislators, but j_-.titioners : never seeing, till af-ter enactment the acts to which their assent was
the temporary nature of pecuniary supplies, recorded.
and the constant cravings of royal paupers,
had the constitution been a tree, and both a See Christian on Blatkstone,
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keep on vaunting this spurious substitute to same. If it depended on the vote of a re-
positive goodness, sooner or later it will va- fleeting man, whether, instead of the present
nish altogether. House of Commons, there should be another

The supposition always is, that it is the House of Lords, his vote would be for the
same one day as another. But never for two affirmative : the existing delusion would be
days together has this been true. Since the completely dissipated, and the real state of
Revolution took place, never, for two days the nation be visible to all eyes ; and a deal
together, has it been the same : every day it of time and trouble which is now expended
has been worse than the preceding ; for by in those debates, which, for the purpose of
every day, in some way or other, addition keepingonfootthedelusion, are still suffered,
has been made to the quantity of the matter would be saved.
of corruption-- to that matter by which the As to representation, no man can even now
effect of the only efficient cause of good go- be found so insensible to shame, as to affirm
vernment, the influence of the people, has that any real representation has place : but
been lessened, though there is no real representation, there

Apure despotism may continue in the same is, it is said, a virtual one ; and with this,
state from the beginning to the end of time: those who think it worth their while to keep
by the same names, the same things may be up the delusion, and those who are, or act
always signified. But a mixed monarchy, such and speak as if they were deluded, are satis-
as the English, never can continue the same : fled. If those who are so wen satisfied with
the names may continue in use for any length a virtual representation, whmh is not real,
of time ; but by the same names, the same would be satisfied with a like virtual receipt
state of things is never for two days together of taxes on the one part, and a virtual pay.
signified. The quantity of the matter of cor- ment of taxes on the other, all would be well.
ruption in the hands of the monarch being But this unfortunately is not the case: the
every day greater and greater, the practice payment is but too real, while the falsity of
in the application of it to its purpose, and the only ground on which the exaction of it
thence the skill with which application is is so much as pretended to be justified, is
made of it on the one hand, and the patience matter of such incontestable verity, and such
and indifference with which the application universal notoriety, that the assertion of its
of it is witnessed, being every day greater existence is a cruel mockery.
and greater, the comparative quantity of the
influence of the people, and of the security it 4. Balance of Power.
affords, is every day growing less and less. In general, those by whom this phrase has

While the same names continue, no dif- been used, have not known what they means
ference in the things signified is ever per- by it : it has had no determinate meaning in
ceived, but by the very few, who having no their minds. Should any man over find ibr it
interest in being themselves deceived, nor in any determinate meaning, it will be this --
deceiving others, turn their attention to the that of the three branches between which, in
means of political improvement. Hence it this constitution, the aggregate powers of go-
was, that with a stupid indifference or ae- vernment are divided, it depends upon the
quiescence the Roman people sat still, while will of each to prevent the two others from
their constitution, a bad and confused mix- doing anything -- from giving effect to any
tare of aristocracy and democracy, was con- proposed measure. How, by such arrange-
verted into a pure despotism, ment, evil sbould be produced, is easy enough

With the title of representatives o£ the to say; for of this state of things one sure
people, the people behold a set of men meet- effect is -- that whatsoever is in the judg-
ing in the House of Commons, originating the ment of any one of them contrary to its own
laws by which they are taxed, and concur- sinister interest, will not be done ; on the
ring in all the other laws by which they are other hand, notwithstanding the supposed
oppressed. Only in proportion as these their security, whatsoever measure is by them all
nominal representatives are chosen by the seen or supposed to be conducive to the at-
free suffrages of the people, and, in case of gregate interest of them all, will be carried
their betraying the people, arc removable by into effect, how plainly soever it may be con-
them, can such representatives be of any use. trary to the universal interest of the people.
But except in a small number of instances.,. No abuse, in the preservation of which they
too small to be on any one occasion soever have each an interest, will ever, so long aa
capable of producing any visible effect--net- they can help it, be removed -- no improve-
ther are these pretended representatives ever ment, in the prevention of which any one of
removable by them, nor have they ever been them has an interest, will ever be made.
chosen by them. If, instead of a House of The fact is, that wherever on this occasion
Commons and a House of Lords, there were the word balance is employed, the sentence
two Houses of Lords and no House of Corn- is mere nonsense. By the word balance in its
mona, the ultimate effect would be just the original import_ is meant a _ of scales. In
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an arithmetical account, by an ellipsis to you might have three scales hanging with
which, harsh as it is, custom has given its weights in them, if there were any use in it.
sanction, it is employed to signi_" that sum In the expression, the image would be more
by which the aggregate of the sums that stand complicated, but in substance it would be
on one side of an account, exceeds the aggre- still the same.
gate of the sums that stand on the other side Pre - eminently indeterminate, indistinct,
of tha_ same account. To the idea which, and confused on every occasion, is the lan-
on the sort of occasion in question, the word guage in which, to the purpose in question,
balance is employed to bring to view, this apphcation is made to this image of a ba-
word corresponds not in any decree in either lance; and on every occasion, when thus
of these senses. To accord with the sort of steadily looked into, it will he found to be
conception which, if any, it seems designed neither better nor worse than so much non-
to convey, the word should be, not balance, sense: nothing can it serve for the justifiea-
but equipoise. When two bodies are so eon- tion of-- nothing can it serve for the expla-
nected, that whenever the one is in motion, nation of.
the other is in motion likewise, and that in The fallacy often assumes a more elaborate
such sort, that in proportion as one rises the shape :--" The constitution is composed of
other fails, and yet at the moment in question three forces, which, antagonizing with each
no such motion has place, the two bodies other, cause the business of government to
may be said to be in equlpoise; one weighs be carried on in a course which is different
exactly as much as the other. But of the from the course in whlehit would be carried
figure of speech here in question, the object on if directed solely by any one, and is 1hat
is not to present a clear view of"the matter, which results from the joint influence of them
but to prevent any such view of it from be. all, each one of them contributing in the same
ing taken : to this purpose, therefore the non- proportion to the production of it."
seusical expression serves better than any Composition and resolution of forces : this
significant one. The ideas helon_.,ing to the imaze, though _ot so familiar a, the other, is
subject are thrown into confusion -- the free t_om the particular absurdl_y which at-
mind's eye, in its endeavours to see into it is taches upon the o_her : but upon the whole.
bewildered ; and this is what is wanted, the matter will not he fbund much mended

It is by a seriesof simultaneous operations by it. In proportion as it is well conduct-
that the business of government _s carried ed, the business of government is uniformly
on --by a series of actions, action ceasing, carried on in a direction tending to a certain
the body-politic, like the body-natural, is at cud--the greatest happincs_ of the greatest
an end. By a balance, if anything, is meant I humbert--in prop_rt_on asthey are well con-
a pair of scales with a weight m each : the ducted, the operations of all the agents con-
scales being even, if the weights are uneven cerned, tend to that same end. In the case
that in which is the heaviest weight begins in question.here are three forces, each tending
to move; it moves downward, and at the toacertainend:takeanyoaeoftheseforces;
same time the other scale with the weight in take the direction in which it acts ; suppose
it moves upwards. All the while this motion that direction tending to the same exclusively
is going on, no equipoise has place-- the two legitimate end, and suppose it acting alone,
forces do not. balance each other : if the wish undisturbed, and unopposed, the end will be
is that they should bahmce each other, then obtained by it : add now another of these
into the scale which has in it the lighter forces; suppose it acting exactly in the same
weight, must be put such other weight as direction, the same end will be attained with
shall make it exactly equal _o the heavier the same exactness, and attained so much the
Weight ; or, what comes to the same thing, sooner : and so again, if you add the third.
a correspondent weight taken from that scale But that second force--if the direction in
which has in it the heavier weight, which it acts be supposed to be ever so little

The balance is now restored. The two different from that exclusively legitimate
scales hang even : neither of the two forces direction in which the first force acts, the
preponderates over the other. But with re- greater the difference, the further will the
terence to the end in view, or which ought aggregate or compound force be from attain-
to be in view _ the use to be derived from ing the exact position of that legitimate end.
the machine -- what is the consequence ? -- But in the case in question, how is it with
All motion is at an end. the three forees ? So far from their all tend.

In the ease in question, instead of two, as ing to that end, the end they tend to is in
in a common pair of scales, there are three each instance as opposite to that end as pos-
forcer, which are supposed, or said to be, an- siblc. True it is, that amongst these three
tagonizing with one another. But were this several forces, that sort of relation really has
all the difference, no conclusive objection to place by which the sort of compromise in que_
the metaphor could be derived from it ; for, tion is produced : a sort of direction which i_
from one, and the same fulcrum or fixed point not exactly the same as that which would im
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taken on the supposition that any one of the that are associated with them, are thus fat
three acted alone, clear of the influence of familiar, they present no conception at all :
both the others. But with all this complica- the conversion of the two tracts described by
tion, what is the direction taken by the ma- two bodies meeting with one another at an
chine ? Not that which carries it to the only angle formed hy the two sides of a paralleto-
legitimate end, but that which carries it to gram, into the tract described by the diagonal
an end not very widely distant fromthe exact of the parallelogram, is an operation never
opposite one. performed for any purpose of ordinary life,

In plain language, here are two bodies and incapable of being performed otherwise
of men, and one individual more powert'ul than by some elaborate mechanism construct-
than the two bodies put together--say three ed for this and no other purpose.
powers--each pursuing its own interest, each When the metaphor here in question is
interest a little different from each of the two employed, the three forces in question-- the
others, and not only different from, but up- three powers in question, are, according to
posite to, that of the greatest number of the the description given of them, the power of
people. Of the substance of the people, the Monarch, the power of the House of
each gets to _tself and devours as much as it Lords, and the power of the People. Even
can : each of them, were it alone, would be according to this statement, no more than as
able to get more of that substance, m_d ac- to a third part of it would the interest of the
eordingly would get more of that substance, people be promoted: as to twothirds, it would
than it does at present ; but in its endeavours be sacrificed. For example : out of every £300
to get that more, it would find itself counter- raised upon the whole people, one hundred
acted by the two others ; each, theret'orc, per- would be raised for the sake, and applied to
mits the two others to get their respective the use of the whole people; the two other
shares, and thus it is that harmony is pre- thirds, for the sake and to the use of the two
served, contbderative powers--to wit, the monarch

Balance of forces.--A case there is, in and the House of Lords.
which this metaphor, this im,_e, may be era- :Not very advantageous to the majority
ployed with propriety : this is the case of in- of the people, not very eminently conducive
tenmtional law and international relations, to good government, would be this state of
Supposing it attainable, what is meant by a things, ; in a prodigious degree, however, more
balance of forces, or a balance of power, is a conducive would it be, than is the real state
legitimate object--an ohjeet, the effectua- of things. For, in the respect in question,
tion of which is beneficial to all the parties what is this real state of things? The power
interested. What is that object ? It is, in one described as above by the name of the power
word, rest-- rest, the absence of all hostile of the people, is, instead of being the power
motion, together with the absence of all co- of the people, the power of the monarch, and
ercion exercised by one of the parties over the power of the House of Lord% together
another-- that rest. which is the fruit of ran- with that of the rest of the aristocracy under
tnaland universal independence. Here then, that other name.
as between nation and nation, that rest which 5. Glorious Revolution.
is the result of well-balanced forces is peace
and prosperity. But on the part of the se- This is a Whig's cry, as often as it is a time
veral officialauthorities and persons by whose to look bold, and make the people believe
operations the business of government in its that he had rather be hanged than not stm_tl
several departments is carried on, is it pro- by them. What ? a revolution for the people?
spenty that rest has for its consequence ? No: No: but, what is so much better, a revotu-
on the contrary, of universal rest, in the forces tion for the Whigs -- a revolution of 1688.
of the body-politic as in those of the body= There is your revolution-- the only one that
natural, the consequence is death. No action should ever be thought of without horror.
on the _ of the officers of government, no A revolution fbr discarding kings ? No : only
money collected in their hands--no money, a revolution for changing them. There would
no subsistence; no subsistence, no service ; be some use in changing them-- there would
--no service, everything falls to pieces, an- be something to be got by it. When their
archytakes the place of government, govern-foretSthers of 1688 changed James for Wil*
merit gives place to anarchy, liam and Mary, WilXam got a good slice of

The metaphor of the balance, though so the cake, and they got the rest. among them.
far from being applicable to the purpose in If, instead of being changed, kings were dis-
question, is in itself plain enough : it presents carded, what we uld the Whigs get by it ?
an image. The metaphor of the compost- They would get nothing ; -- they would lose
lion of forces is far from being so : it presents not a little : they would lose their seats, nn.
not any image. To all but the comparatively less they really sat and did the business they
few, to whom the principles of mechanics, were sent to do, and then they would lose
together with those principles of geometry their ease.
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The real uses of this revolution were the objects of respect and attachment within the
putting an end to the tyranny, political and sphere of a man's observance : and for con-
religious, of the Stuarts : -- the political, go- ciseness and ornament (not to speak of de-
verning without parliament, and forcing the ception) the corresponding fictitious entities
people to pay taxes without even so much as are feigned, and represented as constantly
the show of consenting to them by deputies occupied in the performance of the above°
chosen by themselves :--the religious, forcing mentioned all-preserving operations. As to
men to join in a system of religion which they the real persons so occupied, if they were
_elieved not to be true. presented in their proper character, whether

But the <leficiencies of the revolution were, collectively or individually, they would appear
•eaving the power of governing, and in par- clothed in their real qualities, good and bad
ticular that of taxing, in the hands of men together. But, as presented by means of this
whose interest it was to make the amount of contrivance, they are decked out in all their
the taxes excessive, and to exercise misrule good and acceptable qualities, divested of all
to a great extent in a great variety of other their bad and unacceptable ones. Under the
ways. name of the god zEsculapius, Alexander the

So far as by security given to all, and impostor, his self-constituted high priest, re-
thence, by check put to the power of the ceived to his own use the homage and offer-
crown, the particular interest of the arlsto- I ings addressed to his god. Acquired, as it is
cratical leaders in the revolution promised to _ believed, comparatively within late years, this
be served, such security was established, such word government has obtained a latitude of
check was applied. But where security could import in a peculiar degree adapted to the si-
not be afforded to the whole community with- nister purpose here in question. From abstract,
out trenching on the power of the ruling few, the signification has become, as the phrase is,
there it was denied. Freedom of eleetion, as roncrete. Fromthesystem, inallitspartstaken
against the despotic power of the monarch, together, it has been employed to denote the
was established; -- freedom of election, as whole assmnblage of the individuals employed
agaiust the disguised despotism of the aristo- in the carrying on of the system -- of the in-
eracy, Tories and Whigs together, remained dividuals who, for the time being, happen to
excluded, be mmnbers of the official establishment, and

of these more particularly, and even exclu-
sively, such of them as are members of the

CHAPTER IV. adufinistrative branch of that establishment.

ALLEGORICALIDOLS-- (ad imaginationem.) For the designation either of the branch of
the system, or of the members that belong

Exposition.--The use of this fallacy is the to it, the language had already furnished the
securing to persons in office, respect inde- word administration. But the word adminis-
pendent of good behaviour. This is in truth tration would not have suited the purpose of
only a modification of the fallacy of vague this fallacy : accordingly, by those who feel
generalities, exposed in the preceding chapter, themselves to have an interest in the turning
It consists in substituting for men's proper it to account, to the proper word adminis-
official denomination, the name of some ficti- tration, the too ample, and thence improper
tiousentity, to whom, by customary language, word government, has been. probably by a
madtheneeopinion,theattributeofexeellenee mixture of design and accident, commonly
has been attached, substituted.

Examples: -- 1. Government ; for members This impropriety of speech being thus hap-
ofthegoverning body. 2. The law; tbrlaw- pilyand successfully established, the fruitsof
vers. 3 The church ; for churchmen. The it are gathered in every day. Point out an
advantage is, the obtaining for them more abuse-- point to this or that individual de-
respecg than might be bestowed on the class riving a profit from the abuse : up comes the
under its proper name. cry, " You are an enemy to government !"

Exposure. -- I. Government. In its proper then, with a little news in advance, " Your
sense, in which it designates the set of ope- endeavour is to destroy government !" Thus
rations, it is true, and universally acknow- you are a Jacobin, an anarchist, and so forth:
ledgcd, tlmt everything valuable to man and thegreater the pains you take for causing
depends upon it : security against evil in all government to fulfil, to the greatest perfee-
shapes, from external adversaries as well as tion, the professed ends of its institution
domestic, the greater the pains taken to persuade those

I1. Law : execution of the law. _ By this who wish, or are content _o be deceived, that
it is that men receive whatsoever protee- you wish and endeavour to destroy it.
tion they receive against domestic adver- Ill. Chureh._This is a word particularly
saries and disturbers of their peace. By well adapted to the purpose of this fallacy.
government _ law-- the law-- are therefore To the elements of confusion shared by it
brought to view the naturalest and worthiest with government and/aw, it adds divers pro-
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per to itself. The slgaifieafians indifferently of the official establishment do, but read or
_tachabletotheword Church are-- l. Place give further cxplanation to one book, of whieh
of worship ; 2. Inferior officers engaged by more explanation has been given already than
government to take a leading part in the thelongest life would suffice tohear? 2. Does
ceremonies of worship;* 3. All the people not this suppose a people incapable of being"
eousidered as worshippers ; 4. The superior taught to read ? 3. Would it not be more read
officers of government by whom the inferior, if each of them, being able to read, had it con-
as above, are engaged anti managed ; .5. The stantly by him to read all through, than by
rules and customs respecting those eeremo- their being at liberty some of them to go miles
hies. to hear small parts of it? Suppose it admitted,

The use of this fallacy to churchmen, is that by the addition of other services eondu-
the giving and securing to them a share of rive to good morals and good government,
coercive power; their sole public use, and business tbr offices not much inferior to the
even original destination, being the serving existing ecclesiastical offices might be found,
the people in the capacity of instructors -- then go on and a_k-- 1. As to the connexion
instructing them in a branch of learning, now between reward and service, do not the same
more thoroughly learnt without than from rules apply to these as to profane offices?
them._" In the phrase " chJ_reh and state," 2. Payuneonditioned-tbrservice,--isit more
churchmen are represented as superior to effeetualinproducingserviceheretbanttmre?
all non-chureh_n. By " church and k*ng," 3. ltere more thm_ there, -- can a man serve
churchmen are represented as superior to the , in a place without being there ? 4. Here, as
king. Fox and Norfolk were struck off the there, is not a man's relish tbr the business
the list of privy councillor_ for drinking [ proved the greater, the smaller the factitmus
"' The sovereignty of the people :" the reduc- i reward he is content to receive tbr doing it ?
tion would be greater, were atl struck off who 5. The stronger .uch his relish, is not his
have ever drank " Church and king." Ac- service likely to be the better? 6. Over and
cording to Bishop Warbur_on's Alliance, the above what, if anything, is nece._sary to en-
people in the character of the church, meet- ;age him to render the service, does not every
ing with all themselves in the character of penny contribute to turn him aside to other
the state, agreed to invest the expounders of and expensive occupations, by furnishing him
the sacred volume with a large share of the with the means? 7. In Scotland, where there
aovereignty. Against this system, the lawyers, is less pay, is not residence more general, and
their only rivals, were estopped from pleading clerical service more abundant and efficient?
its seditiousness in bar. In Catholic countries, Answer : Enemy !-- and, if English-brad,
the churchmen who compose Holy Mother Apostate!
Church possess one beautilul femMe, by whom 1. In Scotland, does any evil arise from the
the people are governed in the field of spirt- non-existence of bishops ? 2. In the House
tun1 law, within which has been inclosed as of Lords, any good ? 3. Is not, non-attendmlce
much as possible of profane law. By Protes- there more general than even non-residence
rants, on Holy Mother Church the title of elsewhere ? 4. In flMw*ab, doe._ any bishop
Whore of Babylon has been conferred ; they ever attend, whois not laid hold of after read-
recognise no Holy Mother Church. But in ing prayers ? 5. In legislatura, ever, except
England, churchmen, a large portion of them, where personalinterest wears the mask ofgra-
eomposetwoAlmt_MatresAcadem_ce--kind titude? 6. Such non-attendance, is it not
Mother Academies or Universities. By in- felt rather as a relief'than as a grievance?
gemdty such as this, out of " lubberly post- Answer : " Enemy to the church I"
master.; boys" in any number, one '" sweet t. In Ireland, what is the use of Protestant
Mrs. Anne Page" is composed, fit to be priests to Catholics, who will neither hear
decked out in elements of amiability to any nor see them ? to whom they are known but
extent. The objeetandfiuitofthisingenuity as plunderers ? 2. By. such exemption from
is the affording protection to all abuses and service, is not value of preferment increased ?
imperfections attached to this part of the 3. By patrons, as by incumbents, are not
official establishment. Church being so ex- bishopricks thus estimated ? 4. Is it not
eellent a being, none but a monster can be an there a maxim, that service and pay should
enemy, a foe to her. _lonster, i. e. anarchist, be kept in separate hands ? 5. In eyes not
Jaenbin, leveller, &e. To every question hay- less religious than gracious, is not tl_e value
ing reform or improvement in view as to this ] of religion inversely as the labour, as well
partoftheoffieialestabtishment, the answeris as directly as the profit? 6. Is not this es-
one and the same : "You are an en_'ny to the I timate the root of those scruples, by wbich
church." For instance, among others, to such [ oaths imposed to protect Protestantism from

questions as follow : -- 1. What does this part being oppressed, are employed in securing to
-"__ _-_'- I it the pleasure of oppressing?"I"E,r, _r. from unordained Methodists_ _ . Answer : " Enemy to the clmreh I"
and _Quaffers. l
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To the complexion of this argument, and
CHAPTER V. of the mind that could bring it forward, Jus-

_WEFPING CLASSIFICATIONS--(adjudicium.) tice will not be done, unless an adequate
conception be formed of the practical conse-

Exposition.-- The device of those who quences to which, if to anything, it leads.
employ m the way of fallacy, sweeping elas- Of the Catholics of the present and of all
isifications, is that of ascribing to an indivi- future time, whatsoever be the character, the
dual object (person or thing) any properties cruelties, aud other enormities committed by
of another, oMy because the objec_ in ques- persons who in former times were c.dled by
"lion is ranked in the cl._ss with that other, the same indefinitely comprehensive name,
by being designated by the same name. will still remain _hat they were. Whatso-

In its nature, this fallacy is equally appli- ever harsh treatment, therefore, this argu-
cable to undeserved eulogy as to undeserved meat warrants the bestowing on these their
censure ; but it is more fl.equently applied name_ake_ at the prcsent time, thesame harsh
to the purpose of censure, its etliciency being treatment will, i?om the same argument, con-
greater in that direction, tinue to receive the same justification, so

Expos_lre.--Example 1: K*ngs--Cri_es long as there remains one individual who,
of Kings. -- In the heat of the French le- consistently with truth, is capable of being
volutiou, when the lot of Louis XVI. was characterized by the same name.
standing between life and death, among the Be they what they may, the barbarities of
means employed for bringing about the ca- the Catholics of those times had their limits :
tastrophe that ensued, was the pubhcation but of this abhorrer of Catholic barbarities,
of a multitude of inflammatory pamphlets, the barbarity has, m respect of the number of
one of which had for its title " The Crnnes intended victims, no limits other than those
of Kings." of time.

Kings being men, and all men standing or" the man who, to put an end to the
exposed to those temptations by which some cruelties of kings, did what depended upon
of them are led into crimes, matter' could not him towards extirpating the class of kings,
be wanting for a book so entitled : and if the barbarity, so far as regardcd this object,
there are some crimes to the temptation of was, comparativel) speaki_g, confined within
which men thus elevated stamt less exposed a very narrow range. All Europe would uot
than the inthrior orders, there are other have'sufficed to supply his scaffold with a
crimes, to which, perhaps, that elevation dozen victims. But after crushing as many
renders them but the more prone, millions of the vermin, whom his piety and

But of the man by whom on that occasion his charity marked out for sacrih,'e, the zeal
a book with such a title was published, the of the abimrrer of Catholic cruelties would
object, it is but too probable, was to corn- have been in the condition of the tiger whom,
pose out of it this argument : Criminals ought iu the plains of Southern Africa, a traveller
to be punished -- kings are criminals -- and depicted to us as lying breathless with fatigtt¢
Louis is a king : therefore Louis ought to be amidst a flock of antelopes.
punished. In the same injurious device the painter of

Example 2 : Catholics _ Cruchies of Ca- the crimes of kings might, by a no less con-
_olics.-- Not long ago, in the course, and clusive argument, have proved the necessity
for the purpose of the controversy on the ofcru-hingtheEnglish form of the Protestant
question, whether that part of the commu- religion, and consigning to the fate of Louis
nity which is composed of personsofthe Ca- XVI. the present head of it.
tholic persuasion, ought or ought not to be By order of King James I. two men, whose
kept any Iougcr in a state of degradation misfortune it was not to be able to form, in
under the predominant sect, a book made its relation to some inexplicable points of teeh-
appearance, under the title of " Cruelties of nical theology, the same conception that wa3
the Catholics." entertained, or professed to be entertained,

Of any such complete success, as the con- by the loyal ruler and instructor of his peoo
signing in a body to the fate i_ which that pie, were burnt alive.* George IV not only
Catholic king was, with so many of his near- bears in common with James I. the two dif.
eat connexions, involved, all such British ferent denominations--viz. Protestant of the
Jubjects as partieipa_ with him in that odious Church of England, and King of Great. Bd-
name, there could not be much hope : but tain--but, as far as marliage can be depend-
whatsoever could, by the species of fallacy ed on for proof of filiation, is actually of the
here in question, he done towards the pro- same blood and lineage with that royal and
rooting of it, was done by that publication, triumphant champion of local orthodoxy.
The object of it was to keep them still de- If, indeed, in the authentic and generally
barred from whatsoever relief remains yet received doctrines of the religion in question,
to be administered to the oppressions nnder there were anything that compelled its pro-
which they labour: either it had this object,
0r it had none. * Consult Hume_ Tindal, Harris, Henry
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lessors to hum or otherwise to destroy or When any existing state of things has too
ill-treet all or rely of those that differed from much evil in it to be defensible in tote, or
them, and if by any recent overt-act an ad- proposals for amendment are too plainly ne-
berence to those dissocial doctrines had up- cessary to be, rejectihle _n tote. the evil and
peered in practice, in such case the adherence the good being nominally distinguished from
to such dissocial doctrines wouht afford a each other by two correspondingand opposite
just ground tbr whatsoever measures of se- terms, eulogistic and dyslogistic, but in sucJl
curity were deemed necessary to guard other sort that. to the nominal line of distinction
men from the effect of such doctrines and thus drawu, there corresponds not any deter
such practice, minatc real difference,--declare your appro

But by no doctrines of their religion are batten of tlle good by its eulogistic name, anti
Catholics compelled to burn or otherwise ill- thus reserve to yourself the advantage of op-
treat those who differ frmn them, any mare posing it without reproach by its dyslogistic
than by the doctrines of the Church of Eng- name, and so rice versa declare your disap-
lamt James I. was compelled to burn those probation of the evil, &c.
poor Anabaptists. Exposure.--Example 1: .Liberty and Ziee_-

If from analogy any sincere and instructive tiousness of the Press. _ Take for example
usehad on thisoccasionbeenintendedtobe tilecaseofthe Press.
derived from different countries professing the The press (including under this denomina-
game persuasion,_in these our times a much tion every instrument employed or employ-
more instructive lesson would be afforded able for the purpose of giving diffusion to the
than any that could be derived from even the matter of human discourse by visible signs)
same country at such different times. -- the press has two distinguishable u_es,

If in Ireland, where three-fourths or more viz. moral and political: moral, consisting in
of the population is composed of Catholics, whatsoever check it may be capable of op-
no ill-treatment has, within the memory of po_-ing to misconduct in private life-- politi-
man, been bestowed by Catholics, as such, cal, in whatsoever check it m_y be 'capable of
upon Protestants, as such ; while in the same opposing to misconduct in pu0lie htb, that is,
country so much ill-treatment has on other on the part of public men--men actually
accounts been bestowed by each of these per- employed, or aspiring to be employed, in any
suasions upon the other; it is, it may be said, situation in the public service : opposing" viz.
because the power of doing so with lmptmity by pointing on the persons to whom such mis_
is not in their hands, conduct is respectively imputable, a portion

But in countries where the Catholic roll- more or tess considerable of disapprobation
gionisthe predominant religion, and in which and consequent ill-will on the part of the
at the same time, as in our islands, barbarity public at large--a portion more or less con-
on the score of heresy was by Cathohes exer- siderable according to the nature of the case.
tin'Sit according to law, and in the countries If to such misconduct there be no such
in which the excrci_ of those barbarities was check at all opposed, as that which it is the
at those times most conspicuous,--of no such nature of the press to apply, the consequence
barbarities has any instance occurred for a is, that of such misconduct, whatsoever i_
long course of years.* not included in the prohibitions and eventual

punishment provided by law, will range an.
eontrouled : in which case, so far as concerns

CHAPTER VI. i the political effect of such exemption from
controul, the result is power uncontroulable,SHAM DISTINCTION S (adj_dici_m.)

! arbitrary despotism, in the hands whatsoever
Exposition._ Of tile device here in view, i they are, in which the powers and functions

the nature may be explained by the following ] of government happen to be reposed : and,
direction for the use of it :_ I moreover, in the instance of such miseonducg

! as is included in that system of prohibition

. Even in Spain, I have been assured, if I may I and eventual punishment, the controul will
depend upon an assurance given me by persons _ be without effect, in so far as by delay_ vexa-
fully in,brined, and of the most respectable ella- _tion, and expense, natural or factitious, the
ratter, no instance of a capital execution tar any ] in tividual wbo would be led to call for the
offence against religion has occurred within these apptic-ation, is prevented from making suchtwenty-two or twenty-three years.

In the capital of Mexleo, if I may believe a demand.
gentleman of distinction in our own country, by At the same time, on the other hand, the
whtn_ ,t,e capital of that kingdom was lately use of the press cannot be altogether free,
visitea, r,e was by the Grand Inquisitor hm_self ] but that on pretence of giving indication of
conducted into every apartment of the prison of misconduct that has actually taken place,
the Inquisition, for the purpose of his being as- I supposed misconduct that nc_'er did actually
sated by ocular demonstration, of the non-exist- [ take place, wilt to this or that individual be
vncewithil_nfanYthe_alls,pers°nin the state of a priJontr _ impnted,
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In so far as the imputation thus conveyed tlon of the appellative, whatsoever it be, by
]mppens to be false, the effects of th'e liberty which the abuse -- the improper use -- the
in question will, so far as concerns arty iudi- supposed preponderantly pernicious use-- of
vidual person thus unjustly accused, be of the press, is endeavoured to be brought to
the evil east, and by whomsoever they are view.
understood so to be, the dyslogi<tte appella- To establish this definition, belongs to
t-ion licentiousness will naturall_ toe applied, those, and to those alone, in whose hands the

Here then comes the dilemma-- the two supreme power of the state is vested.
evils between which a choice must absolutely Of this appellative, no such definition ha_
be made. Leave to the press its perfect t_- I ever yet been given--of thi_ appellative no
berty; along with the just imputatim_s, which I such deiinition can reasoImbly be expected at
alone are the useful ones, will come, and in the hands of any person so situated, since,
an unlimited proportion, unjust imputations, by the establi,hing of such definition, their
t_om whieh, in so far as they are nnjust, evil power would be curtailed, their interest pre-
is liable to arise, judwed.

But to him whose wish it really is that good While this necessary definition remains
morals and good government should prevail, nnestablished, there remains with them the
the choice need not be so difficult as at first i_aeulty of giving continuance and increase
sight it may seem to be. to the several points of abu*e and misgovern-

Let all just imputations be buried in utter ment by which their interest in its several
silence,--what you are sure of is, that ralston- shapes is advanced.
duet in every part of the field of action, moral Till that definition is given, the licentious-
and political, private and pubtie, will range hess of the press is every disclosure bv which
without controul--free from all that sort of any abuse, from the practice of which they
controul which can be applied by the press, draw any advantage, is brought to light, and
and not by anything else. exposed to shame : --whatsuever disclosure

On the other hand, let all unjust imputa- it is, or is supposed to be, their interest to
tions find, through this channel, an unob- prevent.
ltrueted eourse,--still, of the evil--tire per- The liberty of the press is such disclosure,
sonal suffering threatened by such infliction and such only, from which no such ineonve-
_there is neither certainty, nor in general nience is apprehended.
any near approach to it. Open to accusation, No such definition can be given but at
that same channel is not less open to defence.* their expense :-- at the expense of their arbi-
He, therefore, who has truth on his side, will trary power--of their power of misconduct in
have on his side all that advantage which it the exercise of tire flmctions of government,
is in the nature of truth to give. -- at the expense of their power of misgo-

That advantage, -- is it an inconsiderable vernment-- of their power of sacrificing the
one? On the contrary supposition is founded, public interest to their own private interest.
whatsoever is done in the reception and col- Should that linc have ever been drawn,
leetiou of judicial evidence -- whatsoevel is then it is that licentiousness may be opposed
intended by the exercise of judicial authority, without opposing liberty : while that line
by the administration of whatsoever goes by remains undrawn, opposing licentiousness is
the name of justice, opposing liberty.

Meantime, if any arrangements there be, Thus much being understood, in what con-
by which the door may be shut against unjust sists the device here in question ? It consista
imputations, without incurring to an equal in employing the sham approbation given to
amount that sort of evil which is liable to the species of liberty here in quesY_ionunder
result from the exclusion of just ones, so the name of liberty, as a mask or cloak to the
much the better, real opposition given to it under the name of

Bnt unless and until such arrangements licentiousness.
shall have been devised and carried into ef- It is in the licentiousness of the press that
feet, the tendency and effect of all restrie- the judge pretends to see the downfall of
tions having for their object the abridging of that government, the corruption of which he
the liberty of the press, cannot but be evil on is upholding by inflicting on all within his
the whole, reach those punishments which by his prede-

To shut the door against such imputations eessors have been provided for the suppres-
as are either unjust or useless, leaving it at siou of all disclosures by means of which the
the same time open to such a8 are at the same abuses which he profits by might be checked.
time just and useful, would require a precise, Example 2:--Iteforrn, temperate and in-
n determinate, a correct and complete defini- temperate.--For the designation of the species

or degree of political reform, which, by him
• If it by accident be not so, this constitutes a who speaks of it, is meant to be represent-

different and distinct evil, tot which is required ed as excessive or pernicious, the language
a diflh'ent and dastmct remedy, affords no such single-worded appellative as
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in the ease of liberty :-- the liberty of the which no individual is, or is intended to be,
press. For making the nominal and pretended contained.
real distinction,.and marking out on the ob- The species to which his disapprobation is
ject of avowed reprobation the pernicious or attached, is, on the contrary, a crowded spe-
excessive species or degree, recourse must cies, a receptacle in whlch the whote contents
therefore be had to epithets or adjuncts: of the genus--of the genus reform--are in-
such, for instance, as violent, intemperate, tended to be included.
outrageous, theoretical, speculative, and so
forth.

If, with the benefit of the subterfuge at- CHAPTER VII.

forded by any of these dyslogistie epithets, a POPULARCOnnLU'_'ION-- (ad superbiam.)
man indulges himself in the practice of repro-
hating reform in terms thus vague and corn- E_rposition.--The instrument of decep-
prehensive, and without designating by any tion, of which the argument here in question
more particular and determinate word, the is composed, may be thus expressed : -- The
species or degree of reform to which he means source of corruption is in the minds of the
to confine his reprobaUon, or the specific people ; so rank and extensively seated isthat
objections he may have to urge, you may in corruption, that no political reform can ever
general venture to conclude it is not to any have any effect in removing it.*
determinate species or degree that his real Exposure.--This fallacy consists in giving
disapprobation and intended opposition con- to the word corruption, when applied to the
fines itself, but that it extends itself to every people, a sense altogether indeterminate-- a
species or degree of reform which, according, sense in and by which all that is distinctly
to his expectation, would be efficient ; that expressed is the disaffection of the speaker as
is, by which may of the existing abuses would toward_ the persons spoken of, imputing to
find a corrective, them a bad moral character or cast of mind,

For, between all abuses whatsoever, there hut without any intimation given of the par-
exists that connexion--between all persons tJcolar nature of It.
who see each of them any one abuse in which It is the result eta thick confusion of ideas,
an advantage results to himself, there exists whether sincere, or affected for the purpose.
in pomt of interes_ that close and sufficiently In the case of a parliamentary election, each
understood connexion, of which intimalion elector acts as a trustee for himself and for
has been given already. To no one abuse can all the other members of the community, in
eorrectiou beadministered, _4thout endanger- the exercise of' the branch of political power
ing the existence of every other, here m question. If, b_ the manner in which

If, then, with this inward determination his vote is received from him. he is precluded
not to stiffer, so far as depends upon himself, (asbyballot) from the possibility of promoting
the adoption of any reform which he is able his own particular interest, to the prejudice
to prevent, it should seem to him necessary of the remainder of the universalinterest.
or advisable to put on for a cover, the prof, s- the only interest of his which he can enter-
sion or appearance of a desire to contribute rain a prospect, of promoting by such his vote_
to such reform,--in pursuance of the device is his share of the universal interest : and for
or fallacy here in question, he will represent

that which goes by the name of reform as dis- * This was an argument brought forward
tingmshahle into two species ; one of them a against parliamentary reform by _'illiam _hrmdo
fit subiect for approbation, the other for dis- ham in the House of Commo, s_ and by him
approl)ation. That which he thus professes to insisted on with great emphasis. This man was
have marked for approbation, he will accord- among the d_,clples, imitators of_and co-opera-

tors with, Edmund I:_urke- that Edmund Burke
ingly, for the expression of such approbatmn, wtth whom the subject-many were the s_irff, h
characterize by some adjunct of the eulogi_t*c multitude :-- swinish in nature, and apt there-
east--such as model_te, for example, or tem- fore to receive the treatment which is apt to be
perate, or practical, or practicable, g_ven to swine. In private life, that is, in their

To the other of these nominally distinct dealings witb those who were immediately about
species, he will at the same time attach some them--at any rate_ such of them as were of their

own class -- many of these men, many of these
adjunct of the dgsloqistic cast -- such as vie- haters and calumniators of mankind at large, are
lent, intemperate, extravagant, outrageous, not unamiable; but, seduced by that sinister
theoretical, speculative, and so forth, interest which is possessed by them in common,

Thus, then, in profession and to appear- they encourage in one another the antKu)cial af.
mace, there are, in his conception of the fectlon in the case where it operates upon the m_
matter, two distinct and opposite species extensive scale. If, while thus encouraging him-

self in the hating and contemning the people, a
of reform-- to one of which his approbation, man of this cast-finds himseff hated by them, the
to the other his disapprobation, is attached, fault is surely more in him than them ; and,
But the species to which his approbation is whatever it may happen to him to suffer from it,
attached is an empty species,--a species in he has himseff to thank for it,
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doingthis,he seesbeforehim no otherpos- ject-many,which,togetherwith thatofthe
siblemeansthanthecontributingtoplacethe rulingJew,composesand constitutestheuni-
share of power attached to the seat in ques- versal interest. Corrupt, corruption, corrup-
tion in the hands of that candidate who is furs, corrupt_oMst, applied to conduct such
likely to render most service to the universal as hath been just described,-- the meaning
interest, given to these terms wants assuredly nothing

Now, how inconsiderable soever may be of being sufficiently intelligible.
in his eyes this bis share in the universal in- A circumstance that renders this fallacy in
terest, still it will be sufficient to turn the a peculiar degree insidious m_d daItgerous, is
scale _here there is nothing in the opposite a sort of obscure reference made by it to
scale: af*d, by the supposition, the emptine_ certain religious notions--to the doctrine
of the opposite seale has been secured in the of original sin as delivered in the compendium
mode of election by ballot, where _be steres: of Church of England t:aith, termed the 39
thereby endeavoured at is aecmnph_hed, as to articles.
so complete a certainty it may be. It; then, Into thai doctrine, considered iu a religious
to continue the allusion, the value of hisshare point of view, it is not necessary on this
in the universal interest, in his eyes, is such . occasion to make any inquiry. The field here
as to overcome the love of ease -- the aver- i in questiol_ is the field of politics ; and, up.
stun to lahour-- he will repair to the place, plied to this field, the ,Callaeyin question seeks
and give bis vote to that candidate who, in to lay the axe to the root of all government.
his eyes, is likely to do most service to the It applies not only to thts, but to all other
universal interest : if it be not sufficient to remedies against that preponderance of self-
o_,ercome that resisting force, he will then regarding over social interest and affection,
forbear to give his vote; and though he will which is essential to man's existence, but
do no good _o the universal interest, he will which, for the creation and preservation of
do no harm to it. political society, and thence for his well-being

Thus it is that, under an apposite system in it, requires to be eheeked--ehecked by a
of electim) procedure, supposing them in the force fo_med wittfin itself. It goes to the
account of self-regarding prudence equal, the exclusion of all laws, and in particular of
least benevolent set of men will, on this oc- all penal laws; for if, fbr remedy to what
canton, renderas much servicetotheuniversal is amiss, nothing is to be attempted by ar-
interest as the most benevolent : the least rangements which, such as those relative to
"benevolent. if that be what is meant by the ! the principle and mode of election as applied
mo_ corrupt ; and if that is not meant, no- !to rulers, bring with them no punishment

thing which is to the purpose, nnr in short i --no infliction,-- how much less should the
anything which is determinate, is meant. , accomplishment of any such object be at-

On the other hand, in _o far as the system _tempted by means so expensive and afflictive
of election is so ordered, that by the m'am_er Ias those applied by penal laws !
in which he gives his vote a man is enabled t By the employment given to this fallacy,
to promote his own separate interest, _hat I the employer of it afforded himsetfa double
is sufficiently notorious is, that no ordinary Igratification : he afforded an immediate gra-
portion of benevolence in the shape of public i tification to his own anti-social pride and in-
spirit will suffice to prevent the breach of solence, while he afforded to his argument a
trust in question frmo being committed, t promise of efficiency, by the food it supplied

In the case, therefore, of the subject-many, i to the same appetite in the breasts of his au-
_o whom exclusively it was uppity.d, the word : ditors, bound to him, as he _w them to be,
corruptwn has no determinate and intelligible by a community of sinistel interest.
application. But to the ('lass of the ruling Out of the very sink of immorality was
few, it has a perfectly intelligible application this fallacy drawn : a sentiment of hatred and
_application in a sense in which the truth contempt, of which not only all the man'_
of it is as notorious as the existence of the fellow-countrymen were the deelared, but
sun at noonday. Pretendmg to be all of them all mankind in at least equal degree were
chosen bythe subject-many,---chosen, in fact, tl_e naturally supposable object:-- " So bad
a very small proportion of them in that man- are they in themselves, no matter how badly
ner--the rest by one another,--.they act theyare treated: they cannot be treated worse
in the character of trustees for the subject- than they deserve: Of a bad bargain (says
many, bomM to support the interest of the the proverb) make the best ; of so bad acrew,
subjeet_many: instead of so doing, being with let us make the best for ourselves: tm mat
money exssC.ed from the subject-many bribed ter what they suffer, be it-what it may, they
by one another acting under the ruling one, deserve it." If Nero had thought it worth
they act in constant breach of such their his while to look out for a justification, he
trust, 6ervir_g in all things their own partieu- could not have found a more apt one than
lar and slaister interests, at the expense and this: an argument which, while it harmon/zeal
to the sa_iiice Of that i_teees_ of the sub- so entirely with the worst possions of the
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worst men, screened its tale nP_ture ill some
measure from the observation of better men, CIIAPTER VIII.
by the cloud of confusion in which it wrapped OBSERVATIONSON THE SEVENPRECEDL_IG
itself, ra LLACtES.

I]1 r_ard to corruption and uneorruption,
or to speak less ambiguon.-ly, in regard to IN the seven preceding fallacies, and in others

vice and virtue, -- how tben stands the plain of s similar nature, the device resorted to is
and real truth ? That in the ruhng i;ew there ut6formly the same, and consists in entirely
is most _lee and corruption, because in their avoiding the question in debate, by substi-
hands has been the powel of serving their luting general and ambiguous terms in the
own private and sinister interest, at the ex- place of clear and particular appellatives.
pen_-e of the universal interest: and in so In othe_ fallacies, the argument advanced
doing, they have, in the design and x_ith the is generally irrelevant, but argument of some
effect of making instruments of one another kind they do contain. In these, argumenl;
for the accomplishment of that perpetual there is none ; .Sunt verbs et voces pr_eterea-
object, been the disseminators of vice and que nihil.
corruption : -- That in tbe subject- many, To fiHd the only word that will suit hi_
there has been least of vice and corluption, purpose, the defender of corruption is obliged
because they ha_e n,t been in so large a to make an ascent in the scale of genera-
degree partakers in that sinister interest, and hzatiol_ --to soar into the region of vague
have thus been left free to pursue the track generalities, till he comes to a word by the
pointed out to them, partly by men who have extensiveness of xxhose import he is enabled,
ibund a personal interest in giving to their so by cml_ourlding language to confound _on-
conduct a universally bencliclat dn'ee_mn-- eeptions, as witbollt general and immediate
partly by di_cermng and uncorrupted men, fear of detection to defend, _ith a ehan.-e of
who, lovers of their country and nlankmd, success, an object, of the defence of vhieh
have not been in the way of havlne tha: ge- there would, raider its proper and peculiar
nerous affection overpowered ill their breasts name, be no hope.
by any particular selt'-regarding intere.t. When ot two terms--viz, a generic term,

Nearly akin to the cry of popular eorrup- and a special term included under it-- the
lion i_lmlguage commooly used to the follow- specific term alone i_-proper, i. e the proposi-
ing effect :--" Instead of reforming others-- don into the eompnsition of which it enters,
instead of reforming your betters, instead true; the generic term, if substituted to it,
of reforming the state, the constitution, the is ambiguous ; and c_f the ambiguity, if the
church, ever) thing that i_ most excellent.-- effect of it is not perceived, the consequence
le_ each man reform himself_let him look i is error and deception.
at home, he will iliad there enough to do, and i Opposite to this ai:rial mode of contests-
what is m his power, without looking abroad lion, is the triode already known and desig-
and aiming at what is rut of his power," i natedby the appellation of close reasomny.
&c. &c. In proportion as a inan's mode of reason-

Language to ibis effect may at all times ing is close (always supposing his intention
be heard from anti-reformists--ahvays, as the honest,) ibr the designation of every object
tone of it, manifests, accompanied with an air whivh he has occasion to bring to view, he
of triumph-- the triumph of superior wisdom employs in preference the most particular
over shallow and presumptuoo_ arrogance, expression tidal tie can find--that which i_

One ieature whmh help_ to distingtfish it best adapted to the purpose of bringing to
from the e_v of popular corruption, is the view ever)thing _hleh it L-its object to brhig
tacit a-sumption that, between the operation to view, as clear as po_slhle from everything
condemned and the operation recommended, which the purpose does not require to be
incompatibility has place: than which, when brought, and which in consequence it is hi_
once brought clearly to view, nothing, it will endeavour to avoid bringing to view.
be seen, can be more groundless. In proportion as a man i.--desirous of con-

Certain it is, that if every man's time and tributing on every occasion to the welfare of
lot,our is exclusively employed ill the col the community, and at the same time skilled
reeling of his own personal imperfections, in the means that most directly mid certainly
no part of it will be employed in the endea- lead to the attainment of that end, he will,
your to correct the imperfections and abuses on the occasion of the language employed by
whiehhave place in the government ; andthus t hmi in the designation of each meazure, look
the mass of those imperfections and abuses i out for that plan of nomenclature and etassi-
wiltgo on, never diminkshing, but perpetually Ifieation by which the degree and mode of its

i_tcreasing with the tnrments of those who I conduciveness orrepugnaney to that end may
stiffer by them, and the eomfbrts of those be the more easily mid correctly judged of.
who profit by them : which is exactly what i Thu_, in regard to offences, -- acts which
is wanted, l on account of their adverseness to the generld
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welfare are objects meet for discouragement mcnt so incompatible with clear conception
-- for prohibition--and in case of necessity, asd u_ful instruction be ascribed ?
for punishment,--not content with the era- Its creation may be traced to one source :
ploying for the designation of each such act in its continuance to another. For its creation
particular, that mode of expression by which (such is its antiquity,) the weakness of the
every individual act partaking of the common public intellect presents an adequate cause.
nature indicated by the generic term may be Of treason and felony-- terms imported at
brought to view, to the exclusion of every the Norman conquest with the rest of the no-
act not partaking of that common nature, he menclature of the feudM system-- the origin
will, for the designation of the relation it is lost in the darkness ef prim_eval barbar-
bears to other offences, and of the place which t ism: religion- a perversion of the Christian
it oocupies in the aggregate assemblage of I religion, gave birth, after a hard and long
these obnoxious acts, llnd for it and assign I labour, tothe distinction between clergyable
to it some such more general and extensive and unclergvable: religion, by a fitrthcr per-
appellation as shall give intlnration of the t version, gave birth to premunires in the reign
mode in which the wound given by it to the I of Edward III.
general welfare is perceptible. " 1 To tbe designs of those whose interest it

1. Offences against individuals other than i_ that misrule in all its shapes should he per-
a man's self, and those assignable individuals ; i petuated, and thence, that useful information,
2. Against a man's self: 8. Against this or by which it might be put to shame, and in
that particular class of the community ; 4. time to flight, should as long as possible be
Against the whole eommunity without dis- excluded, nothing could be more serviceable
traction, than this primaeval imbecility. Under these

In thecaseofindividuals,--offeneesagainst denominations in general, ar_l in particular
person, against reputation, against property, under felony, acts of any description are ca.
against condition in life --and so on through pable of being ranked with equal propriety,
the other classes above designated.* or rather with equal absence of impropriety:

For the opposite reason,---in proportion as, acts of anydescription whatsoever, and conse-
without regard to. and to the sacrifice of. the quently acts altogether pure from any of those
general welfare, a man is desirous- of promoting mischievous consequences from which alone
his own personal or any other private inte- anysufficientwarrantforsubjcetingtheagents
re,t, he will, on the occasion of the language to punishment canoe found ; and offene_thus
employed in the designation of each measure, clear of every really mischievotrs quality have
look out for that plan of nomenclature and accordingly been created, and still continue
classification, by which the real tendency of in existence, in convenient abundance.
the measure to which he proposes to give By this eoc_trivance, the open tyranny of
birth or support, shall be as effectually masked the lawyer-led legislator, and the covert ty-
as possible-- remtered as difficult as possible fanny of the law*making judge, are placed at
to be comprehended and judged of. the most perfect ease. The keenest eye can-

In the Engli,h law, under the principle of not descry the felonies destined to be created
arrangement--which tillcomparatlvely of late by the touch of_he sceptre upon the pattern
years was the only one, and which is still the of the old : the liveliest imagination cannot
predominant one--such were the gronpes into pourtray to itself the innoxious acts destmed
which, by the etassicatdenominations employ- to be thshioned or swollen into felonies.
ed. they were huddled together, that by those Analogous to this ancient Enghsh system
dmmminations not any the slightest intimation -- correspondent and analogous both as t.o the
was given of the nature and mischief of the effect itself and as to its cause, is the system
offences respectively contained under them. lately brought out by the legislators of France
Treasons, felonies unelergyable, fielonies clef- and their forced imitators in Germany. Faute,
gyable, premunires, misdemeanors, contravention, d_lit, cHine--classes rising one

By the four first of these five denomina- above another in a climax of severity,
liens, what is designated is, not the offence all of them, designative how indeterminately
itself: but the treatment given to the offender soever, rather of the treatment to which at
in re,pert of it in the way nf punishment : by the hands of the judge, the agent is subjected,
the other denomination, not so much as even than of the sort of act for which he is sub-
that--only that the act is treated on the jeeted to that treatment--much less of the
footing of _n offence, and on that score made ground, or reason, on which (regard beir, g
punishable : it is the miscellaneous class, the had to the quality and quantity of mischief)
contents of which are composed of all such it is thought fit he shall be so dealt with.
offences as are not comprised under any of the Lawyer-craft, in alliance with political
others, tyranny, may he marked out as the source of

To what cause can a scheme of arrange- this confusion in the English case; lawyer-
craft in subjection to political tyranny, in tim

t,See Princ_les of .MoraZ_ a_td Lelfislalton,
Ch, XVIII. "_oL I. p, 96j el seq: French case.
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In England, it is the interest of the man Here, then, are so many instances wheis
of law that the rule of action should be, and the turn of the man in power not being ca-
continue, in a state of as general uncertainty pable of being served, or at least so welt
and ineognoscibility as possible : that on con- served, by giving to an object that which is
dition of pronouncing oil each occasion a at once its most particular and most proper
portion of the flash language adapted to that name, a name of more general and extensive
purpose, he may, in his state of law-adviser import is employed for the purpose of fa-
and advocate, be master of men's purses ; in roaring that deception, which by the desig-
his state of judge,--of purse, reputation, hating of it by such its proper name, would
condition in life, and life itself, to as corn- have been dissipated, and thus giving to an
plete a degree, and with as little odium and exercise of power, which, if rightly denomi-
suspicion as possible. This is the state of nated, would have been seen to be improper
things which it always has been, and will be and mischmvous, the chance of not appearing
his interest to perpetuate : and this is the in such its true light.
state of things which hitherto it has been in
his power to continue, and which accordingly
does to this day continue ill existence. CHAPTER IX.

In France, where the man of law is not ANTI-RATIONALFALLACIES
ihe ally of the pol;tician, but his slave, that tad vereeundiam.)
which it is not the interest of the pohtieian
to keep out of the view of the subject, is -- .Expositmn.--When reason is found or sup-
what the law is ; -- that which it is his in- posed to be in opposition to a man's interests,
terest to keep (nor even that in all parts') his study will naturally be to render the fa-
out of the view of the subject, is-- what it catty itself, and whatsoever issues from it,
is for the interest of the subject that the law an object of hatred and contempt.
should be;--what, in a word, the law ought So long as the government contains in it
to be. any sort of abuse from which the members

Having brought the rule of action within of the government, or any of them, derive in
a compass, the narrowness of which, in re- any shape a profit, and in the continuance of
spect of the quantity of words, has never, which they possess a proportionable interest,
regard being had to the amplitude of the mat- reason being against them, persons so circum-
ter, yet been equalled, the tyrant of France stauced will be in so far against reason.
has by this one act of charity displayed a Instead of reason, wemightheresaythought.
quantity of merit, ample enough of itself to Reason is a word that implies not merely the
form a covering to no inconsiderable a n_r- use of the faculty of thinking, but the right
tion of his sins use of it : but sooner than fail of its object,

But the exemphfications of vague gene- the sarcasm and other figures of speech em-
ralities afforded by these systems of classifi, ployed upon the occasion are directed not
cation are sufficiently striking. To save the merely against reason, but against thought
authors of the systems from ranking any one _itself; as if there were something in the ra-
pt the offences in question under a denomina- culty of thought that rendered the exercise
tion which would be manifestly inapplicable I of it incompatible with useful and successful
to it, and from the discredit which would at- practice.
tach to them ti'om such a source, -- ascending i 1. Sometimes a plan, the adoption of which
to a superior height in the logical scale--m vvm_ld not suit the officml person's interest,
the scale of genera and species,--they pro- is without more ado pronounced a specula-
vide a set of denominations so boundless in tzve one : and bv this observation all need of

their extent, as to be capable without ira- rational and del'iberate dlscussion,--.such a_
propriety of including any objects whatso- objection to the end proposed, as not a fit
ever on which it might be found convenient one-- objection to the means employed, aa
to stamp the factitious quality desired. Nox- not being iit means,--is considered as being
iousness to other individuals in this or that superse('ed.
way--noxiousness to a person himself in this To the word sperulative, for further en-
or that way -- noxiousness to a particular foreement, are added orsubstituted, in anum-
class of the community in this or that way-- ber more or less considerable, other terms, a_
noxiousness to the whole community in this nearly synonymous to it and to one another,
or that way, _these are qualities which it is as it is usual for words called synonymous to
not in the power of despotism to eommuni- be ; viz. theoretical, visionary, chimerical, to-
care to any act of any sort : but to cause such mantic, utopian.
persons as it is performed by to be punished 2. Sometimes a distinction is taken, and
with s_ch or such a punishment,-- these are thereupon a concession made. The plan is
effects which, be the sort of act what it may, good in theory., but it would be bad in yrac-
it is but too easy for supreme power, in what. tire ; i. e. its being good in theory does not
soever hands reposed, to annex to it. hinder its being bad in practice.
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3. Sometimes, as if in consequence of a
filrther progress made in the art of irratio_- § 1. Abuse of the words Speculative, Theo-
atity, the plan is pronounced to be too _ood retical, &c.
to fie practicable : and its being so good as it Exposure.-- On the occasion of these epi.
is, is thus represented as the very cause of thets, and the propositions of which they con-
its being bad in practice, stitute the leading terms, what will be held

4. In short, such is the perfection at which up to view in the character of a fallacy, is_
this art is at length arrived, that the very not the use of' them, but merely the abuse.
circumstance of a plan's being susceptible of It may be placed to the aceotmt of abuse
the appellation of a plan, has been gravely as often as in a serious speech, without the
stated as a circumstance sufficient to warrant allegatmn of any specific objectmn, an epithet
its being rejected : rejected, if not with ha- of this ('lass bestowed upon the measure is
ire,d, at any rate with a sort of accmnpani- exhibited as containing the expression of a
mcnt, which to the million is eornmonl) felt sufficient reason ior rejecting it, by putting
still more galling--with contempt, upon it a mark of replobation thus eontemp-

" Looking at tim House of Commons with tuous.
these views," says a writer on the subject of I What is altogether out of dispute is, that

parliamentary re_form, " my object would be ] many and many a measure has been proposed,
to find out its chief defects, and to attempt ] to which this'class of epithets, or some of
the remedy of these one by one. To propose I them, would be justly applicable. But. a
no system, no great project , nothing which i man's conceptions must be woflflly indis-
pretended even to the name of a plal*, but to tinct, or his vocabulary deplorably scanty, if,
introduce in a temperate and concil*atorg 1 be tl_e bad measure what it may, he cannot
manner .... one or two separate bills."* i contiive to give intimation of what, in his

In this strain were these men proposed to I view, there is bad in it, without employing
be addressed, anno 1810, by Mr. Brougham : an epithet, the effect of which is to holdout,
in this strain were thev addressed. ,annolS19, t,as an object of contem)tl, the _ery act of
by Sir James Mackiutnsh, in moving for a t thinking--the operation of thouaht itself.
committee on the penal laws. To give a man t The f_ar of theory has to a certain extent
any chance of doing anything with them, in ] its tbundati(m in reason. There is a general
this same wa? theyhave ever been addressed, *propensity in those who adopt this or that
and must ever be addressed, till by radical theory, to push it too far ; t. e. to set lip a
reform (fbr it cannot be b? anything less) the Igem,_al proposition which is not true until

house shall have been purged of a class of certain exceptions have been taken on( of it
men, of whom the most complete inaptitude --to set it up without any of those excep-
in respect of every element ot appropriate (ions--to pursue it without regard to the
aptitude, is an essential characteristic. In exceptions,--and thence, pro tanto, in cases
the scale of appropriate probity--m the scale in which it is fMse, fallacious, repugnant to

of appropriate intellectual aptitude, to find [ reason and utihty.
their level, a man must descend below that i The propensity thus to push theory too far
of the very dregs of the people. Oh what a ! is acknowledged to be almost universal.
picture is here drawn of them, and bv so But what is the just inference? Not tha_
experienced a hand ! tlow cutting, yet how theoretical propositmns--i, e. propositmns of
unquestionably just, the perhaps unintended, considerable extent--should from such their
perhaps intended satire ! To avoid awakening extent be concluded to be false ia toto ; but
the real terrors of some, the sham terrors of only, that in the particular case inquiry should
others, all consistency, all comprehensive ac- i be made, whether, supposing the proposition
quaintance with the field of action, must be to be in the character of a general rute gcne-
abjured. When idolatry in all its shapes shall rally true, there may not be a case in which,
have become extinct, and the words wise an- [ to reduce it within the limits of truth, reason,
eestors no longer an instrument of deceptmn [anti utility, an exception ought to be taken
but a by-word, with what scorn witt not an- out of it.
eestors such as these be looked back upon by Every man's knowledge is, in its extent,
their posterity ! proportmned to the extent as well as number

Intimate as is the connexion between all of those general propositions, of the truth of
these contrivances, there is however enough which, they being true, he has the persuasion
of distinction to render them, in this or that in his own mind : in other words, the extent
point of view, susceptible of a separate ex- of the_ his theories comprises the extent of
vosure, his knowledge.

If, indeed, his theories are false, then, in
• This was Brougham: the time about June proportion as they arc extensive, he is the

1810. Reterence is made to the Government pe.
rlodical called the Satirist (by Manners,) June more deeply steeped in ignorance and error.
1810, No. 33, p. 570. But that wretched per- But from the mere circumstances of its
formance is nc_ pretty well forgotten, being theoretical, by these enemies to know*
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ledgeitsfalsehoodisinferredas ifitwere discriminatingdefendersofitrepresentitas
a necessary consequence-- with as much rea- being-- viz. a system of perfection--in this
soil as if, from a man's speaking, it were in- actually established system (real in so far as
ferred as a necessary consequence, that what abuse and imperfection are ascribed to it
he speaks must be tklse. _mayinary ill SO far as exemption from such

One would think, that in thinking there abuse and imperfection is ascribed to it)
were something wicked or else unwise : every might indeed be seen an utopia_ a felicitous
body feels or fancies a nece-sity of disclaim- result, flowing from causes not having it in
ing it. " I am not given to speculation"-- their nature to be productive of any such
" I am no friend to theories." Speculatlon-- effects, but having it in their nature to be
theory,--what fruit but thinking ? Can a man productive of contrary effects.
disclaim speculation, can he disclaim theory, In every department of government, say
without disclaiming thought ? If they do not the advocates of reform, abuses and imper-
mean thought, they mean nothing ; for, un- fections are abundant ; because the hands in
less it be a little more thought than ordinary, which the powers of government are reposed,
theory, speculation, mean nothing, have, partly by tlleir own artifice, partly by

To escape from the imputation of reed1- the supineness of the people, been placed in
taring destruction to mankind, a man must such circumstances, that abuse in every shape
disclaim everything that puts him above the is a somce of profit to themselves.
level of a beast. Under the_e circumstances, if any etpec.

A plan proposes a wrong end-- or, the end ration were really entertained that by these
being right, proposes a wrong set of means, hands any considerable defalcation from the
If this be what a man means, can he not say aggregate mass of abuse will ever be made,
so ? Would not what he says have somewhat --to no other expectation can the charge of
more meaning--be a little more consistent utopianism be with more propriety applied:
with the principles of common sense, with effects so produced, would be producedagainst
common honesty, than saying of it that it is the force of irresistible obstacles, as well as
theoretical--that it is speculative ? absolutely without a cause.

But m that same system there has all along
§ 2. Utopian. been preserved, by the many, a faculty--and

As to lhe epithet utopian, the case in that a faculty every now and then, though
which it is rightly applied seems to be that in much too seldmn and too weakly, exercised,
which, in the event of the adoption of the pro- _of creating, and without very considerable
posed plan, felicitous effects are represented inconvenience or danger to themselves, un-
as about to take place, no causes adequate to easiness, more or less considerable, to these
the production of such effects being to be their rulers. In the state of things thus de.
found in it. scribed, there is nothing of utopianism ; for

In Sir Thomas More's romance, fi'om which it is matter of universally notorious fuct; and
the epithet utopian has its origin, a relict- in this facility on the part of the many of
tous state of things is announced by the very creatin_ uneasiness in the bosoms of the few
name. --in this faculty on the part of those who

Considering the agc in which be lived, even suffer by the abuses of creating uneasiness in
without adverting to the sort of religion of thc bosoms of tLose who profit by them,-
which he was so honest and pertinacious an in this invaluabh,, and, except in America,
adherent, _'e may be sufficiently assured that unexampled faculty--rests the only chance,
the institutions spoken of by him as having the only source ot hope.
been productive of this effect, had, taking
them altogether, very little tendency to pro- § 3. Good in t. eery, bad in practice.
duce it. Even in the present stage of civilization,

Such, in general, is likely enough to be the it is almost a rare ease, that by reason, look-
ease with the portion of political felicity ex- ing to the end in view, matters of govern-
hibited in any other romance: and thus far ment are determined: and the cause is, the
the epithet romantic is likely enough, though existence of_ many institutions, which behlg
not certain, to be tbund well apphed to any adverse to the only proper end, the greatest
political plan, in the conveyance of which to happiness of the greatest number, are main-
the notice of the public, any such vehicle is tained, because favourable to the interests of
employed. Causes and effects being alike at the ruling few. Custom, blind custom, ca-
the command of this species of poet in prose, tablished under the dominion of that separate
the honour of any felicitous event is as easily and sinister interest, is the guide by which
ascribed to uninfluencinxj e_rcumstances, or most operations have been conducted. In so
even to obstacles, as to causes, far as the interest of the many has appeared

If the astabhshed state of things, including to the governing few to coincide with theit"
the abuse which in so many shapes is inter- own separate interests, in so far it has been
Woven in it, were anything like what the un- i pursued--in so far as it has appeared incom-
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patible with _hose interests, it has been he- be defective in practice ; and if such be the
glected or opposed, degree of importance, bad-- upon the whole, a

One consequence is, that when by accident bad one ; the disadvantageous effects of the
a plan comes upon the carpet, in the for- plan not finding a compensation in theadvan-
mation of which the only legitimate end of' tageous ones.
government has been looked to, if the beaten When the plan for the illumination of the
track of custom has in ever so slight a degree streets by gas-lights was laid before the pub-
been departed from, the practical man, the lic by the person who co_sidered himself, or
man of routine, knows not what to make of gave himself out for the inventor, one of the
it : its goodness, if it be good--its badness, if items in the article of expense-- one capital
it be bad, are alike removed out of the sphere article, viz. that of the pipes, was omitted.
of his observance. If it be conducive to the On thc supposition that the pipes might all
end, it is more than he can see : for the end of them have been had for nothing, and tha_
is what he has not been used to look to. in the plan so exhibited no other such imper.

In the consideration of any plan, what he fections were to be found, the plan would,
has not been used to, is to consider what, iu to the persons engaged in the undertaking, be
the department in question, is the proper end not merely advantageous, but advantageous
of every plan that can be presented, and whe- in the prodigious degree therein represented.
ther the particular plan in question be con- If, on the contrary, the expense of this omit_
ducive to that end: what he has been used ted article were such as to more than court-

to, is, to consider whether in the matter and tervail the alleged balance on the side of profit,
form it be like what be has practi_ed. If in then would the plan, with reference to the
a certain degree unlike, it throws him into a undertakers, prove disadvantageous upon the
sort of perplexity. If the plan be a good one, whole, and in one word, a bad one.
and in the form of reasons, the points of ad- But whatever it prove to be in practice, in
vantage whereby it is conducive to the pro- theory, having so important an omission in
per end in view have been presenfed.--and i_ it. it cannot but be pronounced a bad one ;
such sort that he see_ not any, the existence for every plan in which, in the account of
of which he feels himself able to contest, nor advantages and disadvantages-- of profit and
at the same time any disadvantages which he lo_-ses, any item is on the side of disadvantage
can preeent in the cbar;_cter of preponderant or loss omitted, is, in proportion to the mag-
ones, -- he will be aft'aid so far to commit nitude of such loss, a bad one, how advants-
himself as to pronounce it a bad one. By geous soever upon trial the result may prove
way of compounding the matter, and to show upon the whole.
his candour, if he be on good terms with you, In the line of political economy, most plans
he _ill perhaps admit it to be good--viz, in that have been adopted and employed by
tbeo_T. Bat this concession made,--it being _ovcrnmcnt for enriching the community by
admitted and ondeniable that theory is one money given to individuals, have been bad in
thingand practice another, be will take a dis- practice.
tinction, and, to pay him for his concession, But if they have been bad in practice, it
propose to you to admit that it is not the is because the) have been bad in theory. In
thing for practice; in a word, that it is good the account taken of profit and loss, some
in theory, bad in practice, circum_tance that has been necessary to ren-

That there have been plans in abundance dec the plan iu question advantageous upon

which have been found bad m practice, and the whole, has been omitted.
many others, which would, it' tried, have] This circumstance has bcen the advantage,

which from the umney employed would have
proveddispute.badin practice, is altogether out of t been reaped, either in the wa'y of addition to

That of each description therc have been capital by other means, or in the way of corn-
many which in theory have appeared, and fort by expenditure.
wit]_ reference to the judgment of some of Of the matter of wealth, portions that by
the persons by whom they have been consi- these operations were but tra_*sferred fl'om
tiered, have been fbund plausible, is likewise hand to hand, and commonly with a loss by
out of dispute, the way, were erroneously considered as

What is here meant to be denied, is, that having been created.
s plan, which is essentially incapable of
proving good in practice, can with propriety § 4. Too good to be practicable.
be said to be good in theory. There is one case in which, in a certain

Whenever, outofanumberofcircumstances sense, a plan may be said to be too good to
the concurrence of all of which is necessary be practicable-- and that case a very compre-
to the success of a plan, any one is, in hensive one. It is where, without adequate
the calculation of the effects expected from it, inducement in the shape of personal interest,
omitted, any such plan will, in proportion to the plan requires for its accomplishment that
the importance of the omitted circumstance, some individual or class of individuals shall
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have made a sacrifice of his or their personal active opposition, to bestow on it, the same
interest to the interest of the whole. Where treatment that he would be justified in be.
it is only on the part of some one individual, stowing upon a bad one.
or very small number of individuals, that a " Upon the face of it, it carries that air of
sacrifice of this sort is reckoned upon, the plausibility, that, if you were not upon your
success of the plan is riot altogether without guard, might engage you to bestow more or
the sphere of moral possibility; because in- less of your attention upon it. But wereyou
stances of a dispositiem of this sort, though to take the trouble, you would filid that, as
extremely rare, are not altogether without it is _ith all these plans that promise so
example: by religious hopes and fears, by much, practicability would at last be wanting
philanthropy, by secret ambition, such mira- to it. To save yourself fi'om this trouble, the
cles have now and then been wrollght. But wisest course you can take, is, therefore, to
when it is on the part of a body of men or a put the pIan a._ide, and think no more about
mnltitudeofindividuals_akenatrandom, that the matter."

any such sacrifice is reckoned upon, then it is There is a particular sm't of grin _ a grin
that in speaking of the plan the term utvptan of malicious triumph -- a grin made up of
may without impropriety be applied, malicious triumph, with a dash of concealed

In this case, --if, neglecting the qtle_tion foreboding and trepidation a_ the bottom of
of practicability, -- on the mere con.-ideration it --- that forms a natural accompaniment of
of the nature of the results, the production of' this fallacy, when vented b3,any of the sworn
which is aimed at by the plait, it can with defenders of abuse : and Milton, instead of
propriety be termed a good one, the observa- cramming all his angels of the Afrlcan eom-
tion, too good to be practicable, cannot justly ,texion into the divinity school disputing
be accused of want of truth, about predestination, should have employed

But it is not any such intilnation that, by "*art of them at learnt in practising this grin,
those in whose mouths this observation is most with the corresponding fallacy, betbre a look-
in use, is meant to be conveyed. The descrip- tug-glass.
tion of persons by whom chiefly, if not exc]u- Proportioned to the difficulty of persuading"
sively, it is employed, are those who. regarding men to regard a plan as otherwise titan bene-
a plan as being adverse to their interests, and ficial, supposing it carried into effect, is the
not finding it on the ground of general utility need of all such arguments or phrases as pre-
exposed to any preponderant objection, have sent a chance of persuading them to regard it
recourse to this objection in the character of as impracticable: and aeem'ding to the sort
an instrument of contempt, in the view ofpre- of man you have to deal with, you aecom-
venting those from looking into it, who might puny it with the grin of triumph, or with th_
otherwise have been so disposed, grimace of regret and lamentation.

It is by the fear of seeing it practised, There is a class of predictions, the ten-
that they are drawn to speak of it a_ imprac- dency and object of which is to contribute to
ticable, their own accomplishment ; and in the hum-

In the character of opposers of a plan, of bcr of them is the prediction involved in this
the goodness of which-- that is, of its condu- fallacy. When objections on the ground of
civene_s to the welfare of the whole com- utility are hopeless, or have been made the
munity taken together--they are themselves most of, objections on the ground of practi-
persuaded, it cannot be their intention or cability still present an additional resource:
wish to exhibit themselves : it is not, there- by these, men who, being convinced of the
fore, in any such property of the plan that it utility of the plan, are in ever so great a de-
can be their aim to engage those on whomit gree well-wishers to it, may be turned aside
depends, to look for the cause of the imprac- from it : mid the best garb to assume for the
ticability which they impute to it. purpose of the attempt, is that of one who is

Under favour of stich observation as may a well-wisher likewise.
have been made ofthe instances in which plans Till the examples are before his eyes, it

the goodness of which, supposing them will not be easy tbr a man who has not him-
carried into effect, has been beyond dispute self made the observation, to conceive to

have failed of success, what they aim at what a pitch of audacity political improbity
is the producing, in superficial minds, the is capable ofsoaring--howeompletely, when
idea of a universal and natural connexion be- an opportunity that seems favourable presents
tween extraordinary and extensive goodness itself, the mask will sometimes be taken off
and impracticability: that so often as upon -- what thorough confidence thereis in the

the face of any plan the marks of cxtraordi- { complicity or in the imbecility of hearers or
nary and extensive utility are discernible, I readers.
these marks may, as it were by a signal, [ If to say a gooa thing is a good thing is
have the effect of inducing a man to turn J nugatory, and, assueh, foolishlangnage--wha_
aside from the plan, and, whether in the way / shall we say of him who stands up boldly and
of neglect and not_-support, or in the way of I says, to aim at doing good is a bad thing ?
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In sO many words, it may be questioned due and appropriate instruction, feeling them-
whether any such tiling has yet been said : selves incapable of judging on any question
but what is absolutely next to it, scarce dis- on its own merits, look out with eagerness
tinguishab!e from it, and in substance the for such commodious and reputation-saving
same thing, has actually been said over and grounds.
over. To aim at perfbetion, has been pro- 3. All dull and stupid men; --in whose in-
nounced to be utter folly or wickedness ; and stance, information-- reading-- such as has
both or either at the extreme. To say that t:allen to their lot, has not yet been sufficient
man (the species called man) has so much to enable them to determine a question onits
as a tendency to better himself, and that the own merits.
range of such tendency has no certain limits, When a train of argument -- when bat a

this has been--speculation : propositmns single argument, is presented, that requires
or observations to that effect have also been thought -- an operation so troublesome and
set down as a mark of wickedness. " By laborious a_ that which goes by the name of
Priestley, an observation to this effect has thought,-- an expression of scorn levelled at
somewhere or other been made : by Godwin, the author or supposed author of this trouble, is
an observation to this effect has somewhere as far as it goes, a just, howsoever scanty m:d
or other been made : by Condoreet, or some inadequate, punishment for the disturbance
other Frenchman or Frenchmen of the class attempted to be given to honourable repose.
of those who, foz the purpose of holding Under the name of theory, &c., what is it
them up to execration, are called philoso- that to men of this description is so odioos?
phers, an observatiou to this effect has some- What but reference tothe end--to that which,
where or other been made. on that part of the field of thought and action

"By this mark, with or without the aid of which is in question, is, or at any rate ought
any other, thesemen, together with other men to be, the end pursued, anti thence, in every
of the same leaven, have proved themselves case, the end in view-- (how often must it,
the enemies of mankind : and you too, whoso- and ever in vain, be repeated ?)-- the greatest
ever you are, if you dare to maintain the same happiness of the greatest number ? But were
heresy, you also are an ,_nemy to mankind." reference made to this end _ to this inflexible

In vain would you reply to him, if he be standard -- everything almost they do
an official man:--Sir, Mr.Chalmers wbo, like everything almost they support -- wmfld
yourself, was an official man, has maintained stand condemned. What, then, shall be the
this temtency, and writteu a book, which standard? Custom--custom: custom being
from beginning to end is a demonstration of their own practice, blindly imitating the prae.
it a_ clear and undeniable as Euclid's : and tice of men in the same situations, put in
Mr. Chalmers is neither a madman nor an motion and governed by the same sinister is-
enemy to mankind, terests

In. vain would you reply to him, if lie call
himselfa Christian : -- Sir, Jesus said to his CttAPTER X.
disciples, and to you if you would he orie of
them, "Be ye perfect, even as our Father in PARADOXICALASSERTION-- (adjud_cium.)
heaven is perfect ;" and in so doing, has not 1. Dangerousness of the prt_*ciple qf ntilil#.
otlly assmned the tendency, bat commanded _. U_elessness or" ctas:'_cat*on. 3. Mis-
it to be encouraged and carried to its utmost ehievousness of simplification. 4. Dism.
l_ossible length, terestedaess a mink o.f profliyae!t.

By observations such as these, may the Expo_tlion.- When of any measure, prac.
sort of man in question be perhaps for amo- rice, or principle, the utility is toofar above
meat silenced : but neither by this, nor any- dtspute to be capable of being impeached by
thing, nor anybody, though one rose from reasoning, a rhetorician to whose interests or
the dead, would he be converted, views it. has appeared adverse, has in some

Tovariousdeseriptionsofpersons, overand instances, in a sort of fit of desperation,
above those who are in the secret, a fallacy made this attack upon it ; taking tip the word
of this class is in a singular degree acceptable or set of words commonly employed for the
and conciliating : __ designation of it, without any such attempt

1. To all idle men _all hat.ers of business; as that ofopposingit byanyspecificobjection,
a considerable cla_s, where a share in the he has as_iled it with some vehement note
sovereignty of an empire such as ours is par- of reprobation or strain of invective, in which
celled out into portions which are private the mischievousness or folly of it has been
property _ where electors' votes are free in taken for granted, as if it were undeniable.
appearance only, and scarcely in appearance Exposure is a sort of process of which the
--a_ where the votes that are sold for ran- device in question is scarce susceptible : but
hey are in fact among the freest that are to be for the pnrpose of exposition, an example or
found, two may have its use.

"2,All ignorant men _ all who, for want of Utility, metbod¢ simplification, reason, sin.
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cerity. By a person unexperienced in the What must be acknowledged is, that t_
arts of political and verbal warfare, it would make a right and effectual use of it, requires
not readily be imagined that entities like the concurrence of those requisites whichare
these should, by any man laying claim to the not always found in company : -- invention,
distingtdshing attribute of man, be pointed ddscermnent, patience, sincerity-- each in no
out as fit objects of hatred and contempt: inconsiderable degree; while, for the pro-
yet so it is. nouncing of decisions without consulting it,

I. Asto Utility.--Already hasbeen named deci,imLs in the ipse dixit style, nothing is
a gr,cat, character m a high situation," by required but boldness.

whom the principle of ntility was pronounced [ Not that, on any occasion on which it
a danqerous one.* A bonk might be men- i promisc_ to suit hi._ purpose, and he feels in
tionetl, and one of no snr, dl celcbritv,t in tnmself a capacity to applyit to that purpose,
which the same principle-- the t_rinciple of thc mo_t decide_l scorner of it ever thJls to
utility -- has been pronour ccd toeless : -- , make use of _t. It is only wi_en, if consulted,

the principle itself, and consequently every I its decisions would be against him, or he feels
iavestigatimi in which, to the purposes of ! himself awkward at consulting it, that he
legislation or common life, application is eu- I ever takes upon him to do without it : and to
deavoured to be made of it. t prove anything to be right or wrong, thinks

i it sufficient for himself to say so.
* Lord Loughborough, _hen Attorney-Gene-

ral. a The observation made by him in the year 2. Classification a bad tldng-- Good method
1789 was reported to me presently after it was a bad thin q.
made. Not till many years after -- some time, as
I perceive, after what is in the text was written, On the same occasion in which a eonveni-
was the true import perceived by me. The cha- enee was found in proIlooncJng the principle
meter in which at the time it presented itself to of utility useless, the like convenience was
my view, was that of a gross absurdity : its true found in prefer-sing the like contempt for that
character was that of deep sagacity. By the prin-
ciple of utility, what I understood was--that qtmlity in discourse which goes by the name
principle which states as the only justifiable end of good method, or slrpddy, method, and that
of government, the greatest happiness of the sort of operation calle_good classification, or
greatest number of the members of the commu- simply, classtficatlon.
airy. At that time I still continued to take for When the subject a mm_ undertakes to
_anted (such was nay simplicity) that this was

e end generally aimed at, though often so wide- write upon i_ to a certain degree extensive_
ly mL¢,sed. By (hose whose desire it was, that on as for example, the science ot morals, or that
each occasion that end should be attained, it of legislation-- whether what a man _aya be
could not without self-contradiction be supposed clear or not of i_alsehood, will depend upon the
that the endeavour to attain it could seem dan- goodness of the method in which the parts of
serous. But Loughborough was too well ac- it have been east:_ 1. If, for example, snow
quainted with the state of gm ernment in this . and charcoal were both classed under the same

country (not to speak of other countries,) not to name, and neither of them had any other,know that it is the greatest happiness of the
ruling few, and not that of the greatest number, if the question were asked, whether the thing
that is the end pursued on each occasion by the known by that name were white or black, no
ruling few. _'hat, then, was the interest which inconsiderable diltieulty would be tbund in
on that occasion, as on all occasions, that mere- answering it either by a yes or no. 2. And
her of the ruling few had at heart, and thence if, under favour of the identity of denomina-
preferably, if not exclusively, in mind? It was,
of course, "the interest of the ruling few. But the tion. sugar of lead were to be used in a pud-
interest of the ruling few is, on the greatest part ding instead of an), of the sort of sugar usually
of the field of government, in a state of eonnnued applied to that purpose, practwal ineonveni-
oppositiou to that of the greatest number : aecord- ences analogous to those which were expe-
in#)., a principle which, in ease of competition, rienced by Thornbury from eating paneake,$
and to the extent of the competition, e.dled tbr might probably be found to result from the
sacrifices to be made of the interests of the cla._s mistake thusexemplified in the tactical branch
to which he belonged, and which alone was the
object of his solicitude, could not but in his eyes of the art or science of life, call it which you
be a dangerous one. (See Hist. Pref. to Fro#. please.
meat on Government, Vol. ]. p. 245.) In the course of an attempt made [i to cast

aI- The Edinburgh Review. the whole multitude of pernicious actious into
apt classes, -- as a fruit, and proof, and test

* Note written August 21, 1819 : -- " Great
eharaetwrs in high sitdatmns," a phrase employed ._. In the pancake in question, which, at a table
about December 1809 by mimster Percival, then at the Cape of Oread Hope was served up to a
Attccney-Geueral, in ea}]ing down the vengeance company, of which Thorobury, better known by
of the law on I forget what alleged libener, for his travels in Japan, was one, white lead was
using the appellation of " the Doctor" in speak- employed instead of flour:..-aome reeovered_ trod
ing of Lordbldmouth. By the picture it seemed some died.
to give of the character of the prosecution and [J In a book _ritten anna 1780, published anne
of the parsans whobore apart in it, it made a 1789, under the title of lntroduetion to Moral$
IMting impression on my mind. and Legislation._(8eeVoL 1. of this collection.}
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of the supposed aptitude, about a dozen pro-
positions were mentioned as being capable of : 3. _implifieatzon.
being, without any deviation from the truth By the opposite vice, complication, every
of things, ascribed to the pernicious acts re- evil opposite to the ends ofjustice,--viz, un-
spectively collected together under one dcno- certainty of the law itself, unnecessary delay,
ruination by the names respectively assigned expense, and vexation, in respect of the ex-
to the four classes to which they were re- ecution--is either produced or aggravated.*
ferred. Consequently, to every one by whom any wish

On the same occaslon, intimation waslike- is entertained of seeing the mass of these
wise given, that in the system of law and law evils reduced, a fervent desire is entertained
terms in use for the designation of offences of seeing the virtue of simplification infused
among English lawyers, no such fair general into the system of law and judicial procedure.
denomination could be found, to the contents On an occasion that took place not long ago,
of which an equal number, and it might per- if the account of the debates can be trusted,
haps have been added, any number at all, of a gentleman was found resolute and frank
common propositions could, without error enough to stand up and rank this virtue,--if
and falsehood, be ascribed. A system of clas- after that, such it may be called-- amoog the
sification and nomenclature which can never worst of vices : the use of it was evidence of
be employed without confounding, at every Jacobinism --evidence of the circumstantial
turn, objects which, to prevent practical and kind indeed, but sufficiently conclusive.
painful accidents, require to be distinguished, If, on a declaration to that effect, any sen-
must, by every man who has not a decided timent of disapprobation were visible in the
interest in maintahfiog the contrary, be ac. language or deportment of that Honourable
knowledged to be very ill adapted to those House, none such are, at least, recorded, and
which are, or at least which ought to be. its if none such really were perceptible, this cir-
purposes, cumstance alone might afford no inconsider-

Here, then, was an intimation given, that able ground for the de_ire expressed by some,
the whole system of English penal law is in of seeing the character of that Honourable
an extreme degree ill adapted to what ought House undergo a thorough change.
to be the purposes of every system of law

4. Disinterestedness a mark of profligacy.and an implied invitation to those, if any
such there were, who being conversant in the In his pamphlet on his Official Economy
subject of law, had any desxre to see it well Bill, to give up official emolument is by Ed-
adapted to its professed purposes, to show round Burke pronounced, in so many words,
that the system was not, in respect of the to be "a mark of the basest profligacy."
points indicated, a bad one--the radically bad On somewhat more deiensible grounds might
one it was there represented to be,--or else to this position itself be pronounced as strong a
take measures for making it better. But it mark as ever was exhibited, or ever could be
being the interest of every one who is most exhibited, of tim most shameless profligacy.
conversant with this subject, that the whole An assumption contained in it, besides
system, instead of being as good as it can be others too numerous to admit of their being
made, should be as bad as those who live detailed here, is--that in the eyes of man
under it will endure to see it, the invitation there is nothing that has any value--nothing
could not in either branch he accepted, that is capable of actuating and giving direc-

In any other branch of science that can be tion to his conduct, but the matter of wealth :
named--medicine_ chemistry, natural history that the love of reputation and the love of
in all its branches, the progress made in every power are themselves, both of them, without
other respect is acknowledged to be eom- efficient power over the human heart.
mensurate to, and at once effect and cause, So oppositeis this position of his to the truth,
in relation to the progress made in the art of that the less the quantity of money which, in
classification: nor in any one of those brauches return for his engagement to render official set-
of science, would it perhaps be easy to find vice, aman, not palpably unfit for the business
a single individual by whom the operation of of it, is content to accept., the strongeris the
classification would be spoken of as anything proof, the presumptiveevideneetherebyafford-
below the highest rank in the order of ira- ed, of his aptitude in all points with relation
tmrtance. Why this difference ? Because in tothe businessofthat office: sinceitisaproof
any one of these branches of science there is of his rehsh for the business _ of the pleasure
scarce an individual to whose interest the ad- he anticipates from the performance of it.t
vancement of the science is opposed : whereas
among the professors of the law there exists * See Scotch Reform, VoL V. Delay and
not an individual to whose interest the ad- Complication Tables.
¢aneement of the art of legislation is not op- _- See Bentbam par Dumont. Thdor/e desPeines et des Rbcompenses : (Rationale of Pu-
posed--is not either immediately detrimental nisk,ment, Vol. I. p. 388, and Rationale of tle-
or ultimately dangerous, ward, antea, p, Ibm3,et seq. ) and Defence* of
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Blinded by his rage, in this his frantic ex- is an absurd and mischievous one, spurns at it,
clamation, wrungti'om him by the unquenched it is not your speech. If' the words of your
thirst for tucre,--this madman, than whom paradox arc ambiguous, as they will be if
none perhaps was ever more mischievous-- they are well and happty chosen, -- suscep-
this incendiary, who contributed so much tible of two senses, an innoxious and a noxi-
more than any other to light up the flames ous one--this is exactly what is wanted. A,
of that war, under the miseries occasioned by" who on your credit is ready to take it, and to
which the nation is still groaning, -- poured adopt it in the noxious one which suits your
forth the reproach of "the basest profligacy" purpose, is suffered silently to take it in that
on the heads of thousands, before whom, had noxious one : but if B, taking it in the noxious
he known who they were, he would have been one, attacks you and pushes you too hard,
ready to bow the knee. Not to mention the then some adherent of yours (not you your*
_ hole magistracy of the empire, whose office self, for it would be weak indeed for you to
is that of justice of the peace,--among other appear in the matter,) some adherent of yours
persons before whom he was in the habit of brings out the innocent sense, vows and
prostrating himscl*f,of the verlral filth he thus swears it was tAa¢ meaning that was yours,
casts around him, one large mass falls upon and belabours poor B with a charge of ca_
the head of the Marquess Camden, and flora lumny.
his rebounds upon those other official heads, If in the choice of your expression you
from which the surrender made of the vast have been negligent or unfortunate, so that
mass of officiat emolument drew forth the no more than one sense, and that one in-
stream of eulogium which the documents of defensible, can with any colour of reason be
the day present us with. ascribed to it, you thus lose part of your ad-

vantage. But still no harm can happen to
5. How to turn this fallacy to account, you: you disavow--that is, your adherent

To let off a paradox of this sort with any for you disavows-- the very words : -- and
chance of success, you must not be anything thus everything is as it shouid be.
less than the leader of a party. For if you Thus it is that from speeches--spoken and
are, instead of gaping and staring at you, men unmilmted speeches -- you derive much the
will but langh at you, or think of something same sort of advantage as is derived from that
else without so much as laughing at you ; be- sort of sham law (which, in so far as it is
cause there is no laughing at anything with- made by anybody, is made by judges, and is "
out thinking of it. called common or unwritten law) by lawyers:

Moreover, a thing of this sort succeeds thundering all the while the charge of insin-
much better in a speech, than in a book or cerity or folly in all who have the assurance
pamphlet-- a_d that for several reasons, to ascribe to it either a different word or a

The use of a speech is to carry the men- different meaning. To the supposed speech,
sure of the moment ; and if the measure be as to the supposed law, they give what words
but carried, no matter for the means. The they please, and then to those wot'ds theygive
measure being carried, the paradox is seen to what meaning they please. The law, indeed,
be no less absurd mid mischievous than it is neither has, nor ever had, any determinate
strange: no matter--the measure is carried : form of words belonging to it ; whereas the
war is declared, or a negotiation for peace speech could not hare been spoken, unless
broken off. Peace you will have some time it had had a set, and that a complete one, of
or other, but in the meantime the paradox has determinate words belonging to it. But in
had its effect. A law has passed; and that the speech-- the words never having been
law an absurd and mischievous one : some committed to writing, or if they have been,
day or other, the mischief may receive a re- evidence of their being the same words not
reedy; but that day may not arrive these two being producible, -- the speech-maker is as
or three hundred years. _ safe as if he had never uttered any one of

In a speech, too, it is all profit _ no loss : those words.
your point maybe gained, or notgained; your In the intellectual weakness of those on
reputation remains where it was. It is your whom, in this form, imposition is endeavoured
speech, or not your speech, whichever is most to be practised--in this degrading weakness,
tonvenient. To A, who under the notion of and in the state of servitude in which they are
its being yours, admires it, it is your speech; accordingly held by the shackles of authority,_
to B, who, because it is yours, or because it may be seen the cause of that success, and

thence of the effrontery and insolence whick
Eeonom_r aqalnst Edmund Burke and George this species of imposition manifests. In pro.
_ose, VoL V. p. 278, et seq. portion as intellect is weaker and weaker_

Till lately, the country has suffered in a va-
riety of ways by the law made in the reign of reason has less and less to hold upon it; at_
Elizabeth t_opte_ent good workmanship: the
effect is felt; the cause, men cannot bear to look _- See Yld Verectmdiam, Part I. Fallacie$ asf
ct. LAugUry,

VoL. II. Gg
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thority, fortified by the appearance, real or
&llaciou_, of strong persuasion, more and CHAPTER XI.
more.

I_ is in this way that, strange as at first _o_-cxusA PROCAUSA: OR, CAUSEAND OB-
mention it cannot but appear --it is in this STACLECO_FOUNVEVm (adjud&_um.)
way -- and when addressed to minds of such .Exposition. mWhen in a system which has
a texture, the more flagrant and outrageous good points in it, you have a set of abuses,
the absurdity, the stronger its persuasive or m,y of them, to deibnd,--after a general
force. Why ? Because, without the strong- eulogium bestowed on the sy,tem, or an indi-
est ground, a persuasion-- so strong a per- cation more or less explicit of the good effects
suasion-- of the truth era proposition, at first the existence of which is out of dispute, take
_sight at least so adverse to truth, it is taken the abuses you have to defend, either sepa-
for granted, could not have been fi_rmcd rate|y or collectively (collectively is the safest

When the terrors of which religion is the course,) and to them ascribe the credit o!
lource, are the instruments employed for having given birth to the good effects.
inculcating it, the strength of the persuasion Chin hoc, eryb propter hoe.
thus inspired presents little cause for wonder. In every political system which is of long
In the intensity of the exertmn made for the standing, and which, not having been pro-
purpose of believing--the greater the diffi- duced, any considerable part of it, in prose-
culty, the greater is, in case oi success, the cution of any comprehensive design, good or
merit. Hence that most magnanimous of atl ba(t, but piecemeal at different and distant
conclusions, credoquia impo_s_bde est Higher times, according to the casual and temporary
than this, the force of faith -- the fiwee, and . pretiuminance of conflicting iuterests--.what-
consequently the merit -- cannot go : by this I soever may be the good or the had points in
one bound, the pinnacle is attained ; anti I the state of things which at any given time
whatsoever reward Omnipotence hasin store ! constitutes the result of it, among the inci-
for service of this complexion, is placed out I dents which may be observed as having place
of the reach of t:ulure, t in it, some, upon proper scrutiny and proper

Be the absurdity ever so flagrant--the I d_stinction made, maybe seen to have ope-
nature of man considered, and how absolute I rated in the character of effective or promotlve
the dominion which is exercised over him by i causes- others, in the character of obstacles
the passions ot fear and hope -- be the ab- or prevelatives-- others, to have been in rela-
sm'dity ever so flagrant, cause of just wonder ,ition to them, in the character of immaterial
can never be afforded by any acceptance which incidents, or inoperative circumstance_.
it receives, with the support afforded to it by In such a system, whatsoever are the
the most irresistible of the passions : abuses or other imperfections in it, and what-

The understanding is not the source-- rea- soever are the pro.-perous results observable
son is of itself no spring of action : the un- in it, these prosperous results will have found,
derstanding is but an instrument in the hand in the abuses and imperfections, not so many
of the will : it is by hopes and fears that the efficient or promotive causes, but so many
end of action is determined ;-- all that rea- obstacles or preventives.
ben does, is to find and determine upon the Meantime, if so yon can order matters,
means: that instead of being recognised as having

But where, at the mere suggestion of a operated in the character of obstacles, the
set of men with gowns of a certain form on . abuses in question shall be believed to have
th$ir backs-- where at their mere suggestion operated in the character of efficient or pro-
(unsupported by any motive of a nature to motive causes, nothing can contribute more
act on the will), we see men living and act- i powerfully to the effect which it is your en.
ing under the persuasion, that in the vice of deavour to produce.
lying there is virtue to metamorphose into If you cannot so far succeed as to cause
justice the crime of usurpation ;-- here. it the prosperous resnlts in question to be re-
i_ not the will that is confounded and over- ferred to the abuses by which they have been
whelmed ; it is the understanding that is de- obstru_ed and retarded, the next thing you
luded.* are to endeavour at is, to cause them to be

" To tbrm a ground for decision, a judge as- ! view under that name. is decked up in the same
serts_ a_ true, SOmefact which to his knowledge appellatmn, .fiction, which is employed in bring.
is not truce fact, for the assertion ofwhlch_ iing to view the innoxious and amusing pictures
if, in the station of a witness, and without having I of ideal scenes tbr which we are indebted to the
for his protection the' power of a judge, a man poetic genius. What you are thus doing with the
were toventuve the assertion of, he would bythis ] lie in your month,-- had you power to do it
same iudge be punished with imprisonment and [ without the lie ?-- your lie is a foolish one.
infamy. To screen it from the abhorrence due to [ Have you no such power ?- it is a fla_gitious
i,, _.this lie, exceeding in wickedness the most 1one. In this mire may be seen laid the prmcilmO
JcickedoftheassertionscommonlybroughtintoIpartof thefoundationofEnglishcommon law,
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aacribed to aome inoperative ciretlmstance or causing removal, without any such concur-
circumstances, having in appearance some rence.
emmexion or other-- the nearer the better In so far as over the will of the nominee_
w with the abuses, of the people as above mentioned, acting in

At any rate, you will, as far as depends then" above-mentioned character of judges, an
upon you, cause the prosperous circumstai_- efficient influence is exercL-ed b._ the king or
eesin question to be referred to any causes his nominees, the efficiency of this judicial
rather than the real ones : for in proportmn authorit? is destroyed ; the nominees of the
as it becomes manifest of what cause_ they king, in the exercise of their respective fimc-
are the results, it will bcemne manifest of tinn.% committing an_ enormities at pleasure ;
what other circumstances they have not been and thereni_o_, , in the character, though
the results : whereupon, no sooner is any without the name of judges, ab_o!ving them-
one'of the abuses you have to defend, con. selves, and, if' such be their pleasule, praising
sidered in this point of view, than a queation themselves for what tbe_ have done.
will be apt to occur. _ Well, and this ?-- In this ca_e, the fallac) conAsts in repre-
what has been the use of this ? To which sentbJg, defending, and st_pporting, in the
no answer being found, the consequence is character of an indispcn_ble cause of the
such as need not be mentioned, acknowledged prosperous results, the sinis-

Real knowledge, being among the number ter and corruptive influence in questinn-- a
of your most formidable adversaries, your circumstance which, so far flora bemgin any
endeavour must of course be to obstruct its degree a promotive cause, is an obstacle.
advancement mtd propagation as effectually In what way it operates in the character of
as possible, an obstructive and destructive circumstance,

Real knowledge depends in a great degree has already been shown above : m what way,
on the beingable, on each occasion, to distm- with relatmn to the same effect, it. can ope-
guish frtnn each other, causes, obstacles, and rate as a cause, has never been so much as
uninttuencing circumstances ; -- these, there- attempted to be shown -- it has been on e*'ery
fore, it must on every occasion be your study occasmn taken for granted, and this on no
to cmffound as effectually as possible, other ground than that of its beinga conco-

JExposure.--Example 1--Good Government : mitant circumstance.
Obstacle represented as a cause, -- the in- Example 2 -- Effect, Good Government :

dft_ence of H_eCrown. Ob._tacle represcr, ted as a cause, -- station

If the superiority of the constitution of of the Bishops zn the tlouse tfZords.
the English limited monarchy, as compared To good government, neither in the situa-
with all absolute or less limited monarchies, finn of a bishop, nor in any other situation
be in England a point undisputed, and re- can a man be contributory any further than
garded as indisputable, and the characteristic as tie takes a part in it.
by which tha_ limited monarchy is distin- In that department of government which
guished fi'om all absolute and less limited is carried on m the ttouse of Lords, a man
monarchies, is, the influence, the superior I cannot bear a part any further than as hetakes
influence of the mass of the people-- the I a part in the debates carried on there, or at
influence exercised by the will of the nomi- I least attends and gives his vote.
nees of the people on the wills of the nomi- t But o£ the whole body of bishops, inclu-
nees of the king, and thence on the conduct _ ding, since the Union, those from ireland, a
of the king himself, -- a circumstance which, I small part, upon an average scarce so many
in so far as it operates, diminishes the efli- as a tenth, are seen to attend and gi_,e their
eiency of this influence, and on many, if not votes : and as for speaking-- when any in-
most occasions, may be seen to destroy that stance of it happens to take place, it sets
efficiency altogether, cannot with propriety men a-staring and talking as if it were a
be numbered among the causes of that supe- phenomenon.
riority, but must, on the contl_ary, be placed How comes it that the number of those
Co the account of the obstacles that obstruct- who vote, and especially of those who speak,
ed it. is so small ? Because ageneral teelingexists,

In point of fact, the members of the House that to that class temporal occupations and
of Commons--some really, all in supposition, politics are not suitable occupations.
nominees of the mass of the people -- act, as Anti why not suitable ?
to the nominees of the king, viz. (the mem- 1. Because, in that war of personalities, in
bets of the executive department) with the which, in a large propoltion, the debates ia
authority of judges, -- viz. to the purpose of that as well as in the other ttouse consist, a
causing pun/shment to be inflicted under the man of this class is in a peeuhar degree vul-
name of punishment, in case of special de- nerable. The Apostles _ did they bear any
linquency, not without the concurrence of part in, had they any seat in, the Roman se-
the Hotr_e of Lords -- but, to the purpose of note, or so much as in the common-council
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of the city of Jerusalem ? Was it Peter, was the scurrilous parts of the l'{eview, were put
it James, was it John-- was it not Dives, together and made into a book, a most in-
that used to clothe himself in purple and fine structive addition to it might be made by a
linen? Walking from place to place to preach, hi_ory of the treatment experienced from
comprised thew occupations. It yours were this quarter by the inventions of the Quaker
the same, would you not be rather nmre like Lancaster. In the age of academical and right
them than you are ? reverend orthodoxy, ]earning, it would there

2. Because there is ageneral feeling, though be seen, is, even to the very first rudiments
not expressed in words, from a sort of de- of it, an object of terror and hatred.
cencv and compassion, that a legislative as- Of this Quaker, though he undertook not
seml_ly is not a fit place for a man who is not to attempt to make converts, what is certain
at liberty to speak what he thinks ; and who, is, that no school would, under his manage-
should he be bold enough to bring to view ment, have been a school of perjury : and
any one of the plainest dictates of political since, in so far as by his means the elemen-
utility, might be put to silence and con- tarypartsof knowledge made thcir wayamong
founded by reference to this or that one of the people, intellectual light wouht take place
the thirty-nine Articles, or by this or that of intellectual darkness, he experienced the
text of Scripture, out of a Testament Old or hostility that might so naturally have been
New. expected from those who love darkness bet-

So many things of which, however lmpro- ter than light ; to wit, for a reason which may
bable, he is bound to profess his belief, be seen in that book, the knowledge of"which

So many things which, however indefen- it was his object to diffuse, as it was theirs
sible by reason, he would be bound, were he to confine and stifle it.
to open his mouth, to defend. In virtue and knowledge--in every feature

Matter of duty to him to be--matter of felicity, the empire of Montezuma out-
of infamy not to be -- steeled against convic- shines, as everybody knows, all the surround-
tion. ing states, even the commonwealth of Wlas-

So many vulnerable parts with which he cala not excepted.
is embarrassed, and with which an antagonist Where (said an inquirer once. to the high
of his is not embarrassed, priest of the temple of Vitzlipultzli.) where

So many chains with which he is shackled, is it that we are to look for the true cause of
and with which an antagonist of his is not so glortous a pre-eminence? "Look for it !"
shackled, answered the holy pontiff " where shouldst

A man, whose misfortune should it be to thou look for it, blind sceptic, but in the co-
bear a word or two of reason, it would be piousness of the streams in which the swee_
his duty not to listen to it. and precious blood of innocents flows daily

Toa man thus circumstanced, to talk rea- do_n the altars of the great God?"
son would have something ungenerous in it " Yes," answered in full convocation and
and indecorous : it would be as if a man full chorus the archbishops, bishops, deans,
should set about talking indecently to his canons, and prebends of the religion of Vitz.
danghter or his wife. hpultzli :--" Yes," answered in semi-chorus

In vain would they answer, what has been the vice-chancellor, with all the doctors, both
so often answered, tl_at neither Jesus nor his the proctors and masters regent and non-
Apostles ever meant what _hey said-- that regent of the as yet uncatholicized university
everything is to be exp|ained and explained of Mexico : -- " Yes, in the copiousness of
away. By answers of this sort, those and the streams in which the sweet and precious
those alone would be satisfied, whose sat]s- blood of innocents flows daily down the al-
faction with everything that is established tars of the great God."

is immoveable, and not susceptible of cxpe- Example 4.--Eflbct, National virtue : Obsta-
riencing diminution from any objections, or cle represented as a cause, --opulence of
increase from any answers, the clergy.
Example 3. -- .Effect, Useful national learn- In several former works it has been shown. _

ing : Obstacle stated as a cause,--_stem of that, be the effect what it may, -- in so far
education pursued in Church-of-.England as money, or in any other shape, the matter
Universities. of reward, is, in the character of an efficient
On the subject of]earning, to the question cause, employed in the view or under the

whether, with relation to it, the universities notion of promoting it, -- what degree of
might with more propriety be considered as efficiency shall attend in such case the use
causes or as obstacles, much need not here be made of the instrument, depends not so much

said, after what has been said on the subject * RationaleofPunishment, .Do. of Reward;
by the Reverend. Vicesimus. Knox, and of late _Defen_e of ,Economy against Burke. and Do.
by the Edinburgh _ewew. a_Iainst Ro.¢e.ut su1_a; Churcl_of.l_r,#larutiz_

H these fraganents, with the exception of Examined, 1818.
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tLpon its magnitude as upon tte manner in
which, and the skill _ith which, it is applied; CHAPTER XII.
and in particular, that in so far as that in- PARTIALI'Iy-PREACHER'S ARGUMENT-

strument is composed of public money, it is (adjudwiam.)
21oless possible, and in some cases nmch more
frequent, so to apply it, that the production "From the abuse,argue not against the use."
of that effect shall, instead of being promoted, Expos_tlon. -- From abuse it _san erorr (it
be prevented: that when, as for working, a has been said) to argtle against use.
man is paid alike whether he does work or The propositmn i_an ai,surd one, make the
whether he does none, to expect work from best of it : but the degree of absurdity will
him is impo_-sible, and to pretend to expect depend upon the turn that may be given to
it, mere mockery: that after eltgagiug to the sentence.
render an habitual course of service t ior the Whichsoever be the turn given to it, the
rendering of which no extraordmar) ?degree plain and undeniable truth of the case, as be-
of talent or alacrity is necessary,) a fit per- tween use and abuse, will alike serve for the
son has received that which is necessary to exposure of it.
obtain his free engagement for the rendering Be the institution what it may, whatsoever
it, ever) penny added has no other tendency good effects there are that have resulted from
than to aiford him means and incentives to it, these constitute, as far as experience goes,
r_linq_fi_h his duties for whatever other oc- the use of it : _hatsoever 111effects have re-
eupatmns are more suitable to his taste, sulted fl'om it, these, in so far at least as they

Now if this be true of all men. it is true have been the object of foresight and the re-
_,lr every man : and it _s not a man's being sult of intention, constitute the abuse of it.
called prebend, canon, dean, bishop, or even Thus as to past _esults : and the same oh-
archbishop, that will in his case, or in any servation applies to expected future ones.
other person's case, make it false. JExposure. -- Now then come the fallacies

It is a proposition that, be it ever so true, to the propagation of which it may and must
is not evident, but requires argument deduced have been directed : --
from experience to render it so, that by such 1. In taking an account of the effects of
service as is rendered by the English clergy, an institution, you ought to set down all the
virtue is in any degree promoted, good effects, and omit all the bad ones.

It is a proposition that, be it to a certain This is one of the purposes to which it is
extent ever so true, is to a certain extent capable of beingapplied: thisneeds not much
notoriously not true, that to the procurement to be said of it.
of such service, money from any source is 2. In takingan account of the effects of an
necessary. For without a particle of money institution good and bad, you ought not to
Fassing from hand to hand, service of this sort argue against it on the supposition that the
is rendered by men one towards another, viz. sum of the bad ones is greater than the sum
among the people called Quakers : and if for of the gnod oues, merely irom the circum-
the exhibiting to view the comparative de- stance, that among all its effects taken to-
grees of efficiency with which service of this gether, there are some that belot_g to the bad
sort is rendered-- work of this sort done-- side of the account.
who is there that will take upon him to deny In this latter sense, such is the character
that the highest degree of the scale would be of the maxim, that nothing can be said against
found occupied by the peopl¢ called Quakers, the truth of it. As an instruction, it is too
or disputed with them by the people called obvious to be of any use: in the way of warn-
Methodists-- while the very lowest would be ing, it cannot by possibility do any harm ; nor
recognised as being occupie_t without dispute is it altogether out of the sphere of possibility,
by the members sacred or profane of the es- that in this or that instance it may have its
tabtishedand mostopulently endowed Church use.
of England? Applied to a man's pecuniary affairs, it

It is another proposition that still remains amounts to this; vlz. Conclude not that aman
to be proved, that, admitting that for the has no property because he has some debts.
procurement of this service-- to the whole
extent in which for the production of virtue
it is wanted-- money is necessary ; it is also CHAPTER XIII.
necessary, that for the raising of the neces- THE END JUSTIFIES THE M_.&NS

sary quantity, money should, by the power of (ad judicium.)
government, be forced out of the pockets of

unwilling contributors. In this case, surely, if in any, exposition is of
itself exposure.

The insertion of this article in the list of
fallacies, was su_,,gested by the use made of
it in the Courmr newspaper of the 27th ¢ff
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August ]819, as reported and commented interest for its spur, ia never suffered to be
upon in the Morning Chronicle of the 2_th.* idle. For the use of this fallaey, in so far as

The end ju_-tifies the means. Yes : but on it can be worth their while to employ a cloak,
three conditions, any of which failing, no such they have therefore a continual demand.
justification has place : -- _i'he ov'rs, acting under the impulse of the

1. One is, that the end be good. same spur, sharpened by continual privation
2. That the means chosen be either purely and continually repeateddisappointment, have

good--or if evil, havingless evil in them than on their part a still more urgent demand for
on a bal race there is of real good in tile end. the same fallacy, though the opportunities of

3. That they have more of good in them. making application of it but rarely present
or less of e,'il, as the ease may be, than any hemselves to their hands.
others, by the employmeut of which the end The oracular party adage, invented by the
might have been attained. Whigs-- Not men but measures-- or, Not

Laying out of the case these restrictions, measuresbutmen--(foraceordingasyou corn-
note the absurdlties that wotdd follow, plete the sentence, you may word it either

Acquisition of a penny loaf is the end I aim way,) -- this bold but slippery instrument of
at. The goodness of it is indisputable. If, by fallacy has manifest alliance with the present.
the goodness of the end. any means employed Seating in office fit men, being the end, every
in the attainment of it are justified, instead thing depending upon that end, and the men
of a penny, I may give a pound tbr it : thus in question being the only ones by which it
stands the justitleation on the groined of pru- can be attained, no means can be imagined,
deuce. Or. instead of giving a penny for it. I wltieh by such an end msy not be justified.
may cut the baker's throat, and thus get it for
amthing: and thus stand, the juttification on
the grouud of benevolence and beneficence. CHAPTER XIV.

In politics, what is the use of this t_allacy? OPPOSER-GENERAL'SJUSTIFICATION: -- NOT
In the mouth of one whose station is among _f_Ast,,l_s BUT MEN ; OR, NOT MElq BUT

the INS, it will serve for whatst_ever cruel- MEaSUa_S -- (old im.,idiam.)
$ies those hy whom power is exercised may
,tt any time find a pleasure in committing on AccortDt._o to the notions commonly enter-
those over whom power is exercised, for the rained of moral duty under the head of pro-
purpose of confirming themselves in the power bit)', and in particular under the head of that
of committing more such cruelties, branch of probity which consists in sincerity,

The t._s, as such, have the power to corn- whatsoever be the nature and extent of the
mit atrocizles ; anti that power having sinister busi_less in question, private or public, it is

* The Courier newspaper i,,, in the other pub- not right for a man to argue against his own
lie prints, perpetually spoken of as enjoying the opinion ;-- when his opinion is so and so, to
t:avour of ttle monarch of the day. I have all profess it to be the reverse, and in so doing,
all along been upon the watch to see whether a to bend the ibrce of his mind to the purpose
denim in any shape of treat assertion would be of causing others to embrace the opiniou thus
gixen: I have never been able to hear of anv such opposite to his real one.
thing. The fact admitted, a conclusion'which ]'hat. in particular, if, being a member ofcan scarcely be ret'used is, that the principles
manifi_sted in that paper are the principles enter- the House of Commons, and in opposition, a
mined and acted upon by that royal arbiter of measure, which to him seems a proper one,
our fate. m whose disposal the hves and fortunes is brought on the carpet on the ministerial
of ab,ut twenty mithons or thereabout in the side, it is not right that he should declare it
three kmgdoms_ and sixty millions in Asia, are to be in his opinion pernieiou% and use his
placed. _'ithoutdeigningtowaitforandreceive, cndeavoursto have itthought so, andtreated
or if received, to h_ve regard to the evidence on
the other side. at the sohcitation of Lord Sid. as such by the House; and so again, if, being"
mouth, Secretary of State, the PrineeRegent, by on that same side, a measure such as to him
one letter dated August 18t9, bestows his ap- appears pernicious, is brought on the carpet
probation upon the conduct maintained by the on the side of opposition, it is not right that
_lancbester magistrates, on the occasion of the he should declare it, to be in his opinion
_laughter committed by their officers _ by the beneficial and fit to be adopted, and accord-
ar m:_l yeomanry--on an unarmed multitude : and

]ugly use his endeavours to make it gene-by another, dated the same month, upon Sir John
J_ing, the general commander of the regulars, rally thought so, and as such adopted by the
for the support given by him to it. W'hat shall House.
we say of this ? Let prudence give the answer. An aphorism, said to have been a favourite
Theseeretarylsworthytoservesuehasovereign: one with the late Mr. Charles Fox, is the
the sovereign is worthy to be served by such a proposition at the head of this chapter.
secretary. Every stroke he adds to his own per- Not men but measures I or, Not measures
trait, the faithful servant adds to that of his royal but men ! -- are the two forms, in either ofImtron and protector, A etmaEleteportrait_ thus
formed by lftnes copied from the Courier, would which, according as the ellipsis is filled up,
_onstitute a most inst_ttctive madinteresting piece, the aphorism may be couched.
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l_ot measures but men ! is the more simple pernicious use of it ; or, for the purpose of
expression of the two, it being in that form taking what chance is to be had of precluding
that the aphorism is marked out fi_r appro- them from this advantage, to keep on strain-
button: reprobation being the sentiment at- ing every endeavour to make the House and
inched to its opposite, _ot men but mea- the public look upon as pernicious, a mea-
sures ! sure, of the utihty of which he is himself

If you look to speeches, then comes the satisfied.
constant, and constantly interminable ques- In the abomination of long and regularly
tion--what were thewordsinthe speeches?corrupt parliaments lies the cause of this
The words are in that ease on each occasion distress.
genuine or spurious, the interpretation cor- Under this system, when the whole system
rect or incorrect, according as it suits the of abuses has a determined patron on the
purpose of him who is speaking of it, and throne, and that patron has got a set of rot-
more particularly of him who spoke it, that nisters that suit this ruling purpose, misrule
it should be. may swell to such a pitch, that without any

But on one occasion we have the aphorism one measure in such sort bad that you can
from the pen of Charles Fox himself: and fixupon it, and say, thisis a suffieientground
then, if applied to the question o_ sincerity for punishment, or even for dismisaion, the
or insincerity, as above, it is found to have St*tte may be at the brink of ruin : -- mean-
no direct bearing on it. time some measure may be introduced, against

" Are to be attended to," are the words which, though good, or at least innoxious of
employed on this occasion to complete the itself', the people, by means of some misre-
proposition. " ttow vain, howidle, how pre- presentation of matter of fact, or some erro-
sumptuous," _ sthe declaimerin hi, attempt neous opinion or other _hich prevails among
to put on the historian, " is the opinion that them, amy, to the disgrace and expulsion of
laws can do everything ', and how weak aml the ministry, be turned against it; and then
pernicious the maxim founded upon it, that comes the distressing alternative.
measures not men, are to be attended to !" But were the duration of the assembly short,

Weak enough, as thus expressed, it must and the great and surely effective mass of the
be confessed ; and abundantly too weak to be matter of corruption expelled and kept out
Dy a statesman considered as worth noticing, of it, no such alternative would ever present
even by so vague and ungrounded a note of itself: the chance of ridding the country ot
reprobation. As if any one ever thought of a bad set of ministers would be renewed con-
denying that both ought to be "attended to !" tinually. The question supposed to be tried
and as if, even in a debating club, words so on each occasion might be the question really
vague and unmeaning as " attended to" were tried ; whereas at present, on each occasion,
a fit subject of debate, the question tried is but one and the same,

What must be confessed is, tlmt to a man viz. Shall the ministry, or shall it not, eon-
who wishes well to his country, and sees a tinue?
set of men who in his opinion are a bad set, The question brought on the carpet islike
conducting the affairs of it, few things are the wager in a feigned i.-sue, a mere farce,
more provoking than by this or that comps- which, but for its connexion with the prin-
ratively unimportant, but so far as it goes cipal question above mentioned, would not
beneficial measure, to see them obtain a de- be deemed worth trying, and would not be
gree of reputation, of which one effect may tried.
be to confirm them in their seat.

But what seems not to have been suffici-
ently " attended to" is, that it isby the bad- CI-tA'PTER XV.
ness of their measures, that the only warrant REflECTIONINSTEADOF AME._IDME_'P

for giving to the men the appellation of bad (adjudlcium.)
men, can be grounded : that if they are really
the bad men they arc supposed to be, have Exposition. -- This fallacy consists in ur-
a little patience, mid they will come out with ging, in the character of a t*ar, or conclusive
some bad measure, against which, it being by objection against the proposed measure, some
the supposition bad, and by yourself looked consideration which, if presented in the eha-
upon as such, you may, without prejudice to racter of a proposed amendmen$, might have
your sincerity, point your attacks : and if no more or less claim to notice.
such bad measure ever came from them, the It generally consists of some real or imp-
imputation of their being bad men is rather ginary inconvenience, alleged commonly, lint
premature, not necessarily, as eventually to result from

Distressing indeed In a man of real pro- the adoption of the measure.
bity must be the alternative : to see a set of This inconvenience, supposing it real, will
men fixed in this their all-comnmmling seat, either be preponderant over the promised be,
mid m_kh_g a propmtionally extensive and Refit, or not preponderant.
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In either case, it will be either remediable or any overpaid places, from which the over-
er irremediable, plus of emolument remains undefalcated--be

If at the same time irremediable and pre- exempted from the imputation of irrelevancy.
ponderant, then it is, and then only, that in At an)" rate, wherever it happens that a
the character of an objection it is of itself minister at present in office sees opposite to
conclusive, him in the House another person who has at

By him in whose mind discernment and any time been in office, it seems an observa-
candour are combined, this distinction will tion not very easy to answer in the character
be no¢ only felt, but brought to view. If in of an argument ad hominem, should it be said,
respect of adequate discernment there be a " When you were in office, there were such
t_ailure, it wilt not be felt : if in respect of and such offices which were of no manner of
candour only, it will have been felt, but it use; these you never used your endeavours to
will not be brought to view. abolish, notwithstanding the use that would

The occasion by which opportunity is at- have resulted from the abolition, in the shape
forded for the working of this fallacy, is the of diminution of needless expenditure and
creation of any new office, including the mass sinister influence : yet _mw, when a set of
of emolument which, without inquiryinto the offices is proposed, for which you cannot deny
necessity, or any means taken for keeping but that there is some use, your exertions for
down the quantum of it within the narrowed the benefit of economy are reserved to be
limits which the good of the service admits directed against these useful ones."
of, is, by the union of habit with the sinis- No doubt but that, on the supposition that
ter interest that gave birth to it, annexed as the two opposite masses of advantage and
of course, upon their creation, to all new of- disadvantage being completely in equilibrio,
rices. --advantage in the shape of service expected

The fallaey,--what there is of fallacy in the to be rendered in the proposed new offices on
ease, consists in the practice of setting up the one hand, disadvantage in the shape of
the two universally applicable objections, viz ! expense --of the emolument proposed to be

• / attached to them on the other, -- a weightneed of economy, and mischief or danger from
the increase of the DLfluence of the crowl_, in I much tess than that of the mischief from the
the character of peremptory bars to the pro- I increase of sinister influence, would suffice to
posed meas_tre. [ turn the scale.

Exposure. -- The ground on which an ob- Take also another supposition. Suppose
jection of this stamp may with propriety be i (what is not in every case possible) that the

considered and spoken of under the deno- / value of the service expected t_ be obtained
mination of a fallacy, is where the utility of [ by means of the proposed new offices is ca-
the proposed new establishment is left unim- pable of being obtained, and has accordingly
peached, and the sole reason for the rejection been obtained in figures. Suppose, on the
proposed to be put upon the proposed mca- other hand (what will very frequently be fen-
sure, consists in the above topics, or one of sible,) that the expense of the estabhshment
them. may with sufficient precision be obtained in

In sueb ease, on the part of him by whom figures--and being so obtained, on striking
any objectmns so inconclusive in their nature the balanee, found to be less than the advau-
are relied on, the reliance placed on them tage so expected from the service. Suppose,
amounts to a virtual acknowledgment of the lastly (what is impossible,) that the value of
utility of the proposed new establishment : ! the mischief which, in the shape of introduc-
inasmuch as in an address from one rational finn of additional influence, were with suffi-
being to another, nothing seems, upon the cient precision capable of standing expressed
l_tceoftbe _tatement at least, more unnatural, in figures, had been so expressed--and being
than that i_ a man eoutd find any objection so expressed, the quantity of mischief in this
that would apply to the particular establish- shape were found sufficient to turn the scala
ment in question, in contradistinction to all on the side of disadvantage.
others, he should confine himself to an objee- Here would be a sufficient reason for the
tion which applies alike to ahnost all existing rejection of the proposed establishment, and
establishments ; that is, to almost the whole thence a sufficient warrant for bringing into
frame _f the existing government, the field the argument in question, common-

Such is the case where the two common- place as it is. But in regard to this last sup-
place objections in question, or either of them, position, at any rate, how far it is from being
are brought out in the character of objections capable of being realized, is but. too evident.
by themselves, and without beingaecompalaied Upon the whole, therefore, so far at least
by anTspecifie ones. as concerns the objection drawn from the

But. even when added to specific ones, an inerease that. would result to the sinister in.
objection thus inconclusive in its nature, if fluence of the crown, it may be said, that
urged in a direct way, and dwelt upon with whatsoever time is spent in descanting upon
any emphasis, can scarcely --at least while this topic, may be set down to the account
there remain an,)"u_ele_ places unabolished: of lost time.
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It is a topic, the importance of which is the measure upon the whole a bad one ?
surely sufficient to entitle it to be considered it subtracts, by the whole amount of it, from
by itself. The influence of the crown, it ought the real amount of the disadvantages attached
always to be remembered, can no otherwise to the measure.
receive with propriety the epithet sinister, At the same time, in practice, there is no
than in so far as, by being directed to and argument, perhaps, which is more frequently
reaching a member of parliament or a par- employed, or on which more stress is lald,
liamentary elector, it affects the purity of without doors ,qtany rate, if not within doora,
parliaanent. But by a system of measures than this, in the character of an argument in
properly directed to that end, the constitution disfavour of a proposed measure-- no argu-
of parliament might be effectually guarded ment which, even when taken by itself, is
against any degree of impurity capable of be- with more confidence relied on in the cha-
ing productive of any seosibleinconvenience, racier of a conclusive one.
whatsoever _ ere the lucrativeness of the ut- To what cause is so general a perversion
most number of offices, for the creation or of the faculty of reason to be ascribed ?
preservation of which so much as a plausible Two causes present themselves as acting
reason could be found : and were it other- in thiq character :-

wise, the proper remedy would be found, not I. It is apt to be received (and that eer-
in the refusal to create any new office, the tainly not without reason) in the character
service of which was understood to over- of evidence-- conclusive evidence--of the
balance in aey determinate and unqucstion- nature of the motive, to the influence of
able degree the mischief of the expense, but which the part taken by the supporters of
in the taking the nomination out of the hands the measure, or some of them (viz. all who
of the crown, and vesting it in some other in any way are partakers of the private be-
and independent hands, nefit in question,) ought to be ascribed.

The putting all places in these respects In this character, to the justness of the
upon the same footing, -- necessary and un- conclusion thus drawn, there can in general
necessary ones--properly paid and overpaid be nothing to object.
ones, -- wears out and weakens that energy But the consideration of the motivein which
which should be reserved tbr, and directed the part taken, either by the supporters or the
with all its force against, unnecessary places, opposers of a measure, finds its cause, has
anti the overplus part of the pay of overpaid eNewhere been shown to be a consideration
ones. altogether irrelevant;* and the use of the

Another occasion on which this Fallacy is argument has been shown to be of the hum-
often wont to be apphed, is the case m which, ber of those fallacies, the influence of which
from the mere observation of a profit as likely i, in its natural and general tendency unfao
fi'om any transaction to accrue to this or that vouralle to every good cause.
indlvidual, acensure is grounded, pronouncing The other cause is. the prevalence of the
it ajob. passion of envy. To the man to whom it is

The error in case of sincerity, the fallacy an object of envy, the good of another man
m case of insincerity, consists, in forgetting is evil to himself. By the envy of the speaker
that individuals are the stuff of which the or writer, the supposed advantage to the third
public is made; that there is no way of be- person is denounced in the character of an
nefiting the public but by benefiting indivi- evil, to the envy of the bearers or the read.
duals ; and that a benefit which, in the shape ers: _denounced, and perhaps without any
of pleasure or exemption from pain, does not perception of the mistake, so rare is the habit
sooner or later come home to the bosom of at of self-examination, and so gross and so per-
least some one individual, is not in reality a petuaI tbe errors into which, for want of it_
benefit--is not entitled to that name. the human mind is capable of being led.

So far then from constituting an argument In speaking of the passion or affection of
in disfavour of the proposed measure, every e**vy, as being productive of this fallacious
benefit that can be pointed out as accruing, argument, and of the error but for which
or likely to accrue, to rely determinate indi- shame would fi'equently restrain a man from
vidual or individuals, constitutes, as far as it the employment of it, _it is not meant to
goes, an argmncnt in favour of the measure, speak of this passion or this affection as one

In no case whatsoever--on no imaginable of which, on the occasion in question, the in-
supposition -- can this consideration serve fluence ought to be considered as pernicious
with propriety in the character of an argu- on the whole.
meat in disfavour of any measure. In no case So far from being pernicious, the more
Whatsoever-- on no imagioable supposition thoroughly it is considered, the more closely
_ean it, so far asit goes, faitof serving with it will be seento be salutary upon thewholc;
propriety in the character of an argument in and not merely salutary, at least in the best
favour of the measure. Is the measure good?

it adds to the mass of its advantages. Is * Se¢ Part II. Chap, L Per*o1*alitie*.
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state of things that has yet been realized, so gross an one, that the bare mention of it
but so necessary, that without it, society in that character may naturally be sufficient
would hardly- have been kept together, to reduce the employer to silence,)- he is

The l%dslator who resolves not to accept employing another fallacy, which is of itself
assistance from any but social motives--from susceptible of _ refutation no less easy and
none, save what in his vocabulary pass under conclusive.
the denomination of pure motives, will find It is only by the interests, the affections
his laws without vigour and without use. the passions -- (all these words mean nothing

The judge who resolves to have no prose- more than the same psychologic_ object
tutors who are brought to him by any but appearing ill different characters)-- that the
pure motives, will not find that part of his legislator, labouring for the good and in the
emolument which, under the present system service of nmnkiml, can effect his purposes.

of abuse, 1. composed of fees, and may save I Those interests, acting in the character of
himself the trouble of going into court--ofl motives, may be of the self-regarding class,
sittingon penal causes. The jndgewho should Jthe dissocial, or the social : -- the social he

determine to receive no evidence but what was Iwill, on every occasion where be finds them
at the same time brought to him, and, when _already in action, emteavour not only to ca-
before him, guided by pure motives, need i gage in his service, bat cherish and cultivate:
scarcely trouble himself to hear evidence, the self-regarding and the dissocial, though

The practical iai_renee is--that, if he his study will be rather to restrain than en-
would avoid drawingdown disgrace upon him- i courage'tbem he will at any rate, wherever
self instead of upon the mea,ure he i.- oppo- _,he see, them in action or tikcl._ to come into
sing, a man ought to abstain from emplo._ing ! action, use his best endeavours to avail him-
this argument in confutation of the fidlacy; _self of directing their influence, with what-
since, in as far as he employs it, he ]s era- ever force he can muster, to his own social

ploying in refutation of one fallacy (and that l purposes.

PART V

CHAPTER L 6. By that irritative quality which, in vir-
_?HAKACTEJ?_SCOMMONTO ALLTHESE rue of their irrelevancy, with the improbity

3FALLACIES. or weakness of which it is indicative, they
possess, all of them, in a degree more or less

UFON the whole, the following are the eha- considerable, but, in a more particular degree
ratters which appertain in common to all the such of them as consist in personalities, they
several arguments here distinguished by the are productive of all-humour, which in some
aiame of fallacies : -- instances has been productive of bloodshed,

1. Whatsoever be the measure in hand, and is continually productive, as above, of
they arc, with relation to it, irrelevant, waste of time and hindrance of business.

2. The)' are all of them such, that the ap- 7. On the part of those who, whether in
plication oftheseirrelevant arguments affords spoken or written discourses, give utterance
a presnmption either of the weakness or total to them, they are indicative either of impro-
absence of relevant arguments on the side on bit)-or intellectual weakness, oral a contempt
which they are employed• for the understandingsofthose on whose minds

8. To any good purpose _hey are all of them they are destined to operate.
unnecessary. 8. On the part of those on whom they

4. They are all of them not only capable operate, they are indicative of intellectual
of being applied, but actually in the habit of weakness: and on the part of those in and
being applied, and with advantage, to bad : by whmn they are pretended to operate, they
purposes ; viz. to the obstruction and defeat are indicative of improbity ; viz. in the shape
of all such measures as have for their object of insincerity.
and their tendency, the removal of the abuses The practical conclusion is, that in pro-
or other imperfections still discernible in the portion as the acceptance, and thence the ut.
frame and practice of the government, terance of them, can be prevented, the under-

5. By means of their irrelevancy, they all standing of the public will be strengthened,
of them consume and misapply time, thereby the morals of the public will he purified, and
obstructing the course, and retarding the pro- the practice of government improv_
gress of all necessary trod useful business.
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Take, for example, pecuniary interest, It

CHAPTER IL is the personal interest of every public man
at whose disposal public money extracted by

oF THE MISCHII_¥pRODUCIBLEBYFALLACIESo taxes from the whole cmnmunity is placed,
THE first division that presents itself in re- that as large a share as possible, and if po_
lation to the mischief of a fallacy, may be sible the whole of it, should remain there for
expressed by the words specific and general, his own use: it is at the same time the inte*

The specific mischief of a fallacy consists rest of the public, including his own portion
in the tendency which it has to prevent or I of the public interest, that as small a share
obstruct the introduction of this or that use- as possible, and if possible no part at all, re-
fal measure in particular, mum in these same hands for his personal or

The general mischief consists in that moral may other private use.
or intellectual depravation which produces Taking the whole of life together, there
habits of false reasoning and insincerity: -- exists not, nor ever can exist, that human
this mischief may agabl be disiinguished in- being in whose instance any public interest
to mischief produced within doors and mis- be _an have had, will not, in so far as depends
chief produced wzt]wutl doors, upon himself, have been sacrificed to his own

Under the appellatmn of mischief within pelsoual interest. Towards the advancement
doors, is to be understood all that mischief, of the public interest, all that the most pub-
that deception, which has its seat in the lic-splrited, which is as much as to say the
bosom of any member of the supreme legis- most virtuous of men, can do, is to do what
lative body. depend_ upon himself _owards bringing the

Under the appellation of mischief without public iutcrcst--that is, his own personal
doors, all that _.hich has its scat in the bo- share m the public interest, to a state as near-
stun of any person not included in that body ly approaching to coincidence, and on as few
-- of any person who_ station is among the occasmns amounting to a state of repugnance,
people at large:-- as possible _ ith his private interests.

Were there ever so much reason for regret.
ting it, the sort of relation wlfich is thus seen

CHAPTER III. to have place between public and private in-
terest would not be the less true : nor wouldCAUSESOF I'HE UTTERANCEOF THESE

]_'ALLACLES. it be the less incumbent on the legislator_
nor would the legislator, in so far as he finds

THE causes of the utterance of these fal- it reconcilable to his personal interest to
looms may, it should seem, be thus denomi- pursue the public interest, be the less dis-
nated and enumerated : -- posed and determined--to act and shape hlg

1. Sinister interest _ self-conscious finis- measures accordingly.
ter interest. But the more correct and complete a man's

_. Interest-begotten prejudice, conceptionofthe subject is, the more clem']y
8. Authority-begotten prejudice, will he understand, that in this natural and
4. Self-defence, i.c. sense of the need of general predominance of personal over every

self-defence against counter-fallacies, more extensive interest, there is nojast cause
for regret. Why? Because upon this preo

First cause,-- Sinister Interest, of the ope- dominance depends the existence of the spe-
rutio1_ of which the party affected b_ it is eies, and the existence of every individual
conscious, belonging to it. Suppose for a moment the
The mind of every public man is subject opposite state of things_a state in which

at all times to the operation of two distinct every one should prefer the public to himself:
interests -- a public and a private one. His and the consequences--the necessary conse-
public interest is that which is constituted quences, would be no less ridiculous in idea,
of the share he has in the happiness and thml disastrous and destructive in reahty.
well-being of the whole community, or of In the ordinary comse and strain of legit-
the major part of it : his private interest is lotion, no supposition inconsistent with this
constituted of, or by, the share he has in the only true and rational one is acted upon. On
well-being of some portion of the community this supposition is built whatsoever is done
less than the major part ; of which private in the appheation made either of the matter
interest, the smallest possible portion is that of reward, or of the matter of punirdament, to
which is composed of his own individual- the purposes of government. The suppod-
his own personal -- interest, tion is--that on the part of every individual

In the greater number of instances, these whose conduct it is thus endeavoured to
two interests are not only distinct, but op- shape and regulate, interest, and that privaae
posite: and that to such a degree, that if interest, will he the cause by the operation
either be exclusively pursued, the other must of which his conduct will be determined: not
be sacrificed to it. only so, but that in case of competition as
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between such public and such private inter- Abuses- .that is to say, institutions bene-
est, it is the private interest that will pre- ficiat to the few at the expense of the many
dominate. --cannot openly, directly, and in their own

If the contrary supposition were acted upon, character, be defended : if at all, it must be
what would be the consequence ? That nei- in company with, and under the cover of
ther in the shape of reward, nor in the shape other institutions, to which this character
of eventual punishment, would the precious either does not in fact appertain, or is not
matter of good and evil be wasted or exposed seen to appertain.
to we-ste, but (in lieu of requisition, with re- For the few who are in possession of power,
ward or punishment, or both, fbr its sanction, the principle the best adapted, if it were
for securing compliance) advice and recom- I capable of being set to work, would be that
mendation would be employed throughout which should be applicable to the purpose of
the system of law, penal as well as remuac- giving to the stock of abuses established at
ratorv, eacil given period, an unlimited increase.

Tt_ence it is, that in so far as in the in- No longer than about a century ago, a prin-
stance of any class of men the state of the ciple of this cast actually was in force, and
lawis such as to make it the interest of men that to an extent that threatened the whole
belonging to that body to give rise or con- frame of society with rain ; viz. under the
tinuance to any system of abuse however name of the principle ofpasslve obedience and
flagrant, a prediction that may be made with non-resistance.

full assurance is, that the conduct of that This principle was aprimttm mobile, by the
body--that is, of its several members with due application of which, abuses in all shapes
few or no exceptions-- will be such as to give might be manufactured for use, to an amount
rise or continuance to that system of abuse: absolutely unlimited.
and if there be any means which have been But this prizlciple has now nearly, if not
found to be, or promise to be, conducive to 'altogether, lost its furcc. The creation of
any such end, such means will aceordingtv, abuses has ther_tore of necessity been given
how inconsistent soever with probity in any up ; the preservation of them is all that re-
shape, and in particular in the shape of sin- mains fhasible: it is to this work that all
cerity, be employed, exertions in favour of abuse have fbr a con-

A common bond of connexion, says Cicero I slderable time past, and inust he:lceforward

somewhere, has place among all the virtues. I be confined.

To the word virtue, substitute the word abuse, Institutions -- some good, some had
meaning abuse in government, and the oh- some favourable to both the few and the
servation will be no less true. Amongabuses many--some fi_vourable to the fewalone, and
in government, besides the logical commune at the expense of the many-- are the ingre-
vinculum composed of the common dcnomi- dients of which the existing system is corn-
nation abuse, there exists a moral commune I posed. He who protects all together, and
vinculum composed of the particular and si- I without dl_-r" ""~_1ruination, protects the bad. To

nister interest in which all men who are i this ohject the exertions of industry are stillmembers of a government so circumstanced capable of being directed with a prospect of
have a share, success : and to this object they actually do

So long, then, as any man has any the continue to be directed, and with a degree of
smallest particle of this sinister interest be- success disgraceful to the probity of the few
longing to him--so long has he an interest, by whom such breach of trust Is practised,
and consequently a f_llow-feeling with every and to the intellect of the many by whom it
other mau who in the same situation has an is endured.

interest of the like kind. Attack one of them. If the fundamental principle of all good
you attack all; and in proportion as each of government --viz. that which states as being
them feels his share in this common concern on every occasion the proper, and the only
dear to him, and finds himself in a condition proper end in view and object of pursuit, the
to defend it, he is prepared to defend every greatest happiness of the greatest number
other confederate's share with no less ala- were on every occasion set up as the mark ;
crity than if it were his own. But it is one on each occasion the particular question would
of the characteristics of abuse, that it can be, by what particular means can this genera.
only be defended by fallacy. It is therefore object be pursued with the greatest probabi-
the interest of all the confederates of abuse to lity of success ?
give the most extensive currency to fallacies, But by the habit of recurring to and making

not only to such as may be serviceable to application of this one principle, the eye of
each individual, but also to such as may be the inquirer, the tongue of the speaker, and
generally useful. It is of the utmost impor- the pen of the writer, would, on every part
lance to them to keep the human mind in of the field of legislation, be brought to some
such a state of imbecility, as shall render it conclusion -- passing condemnation on some
incapable of distinguishing truth from error, or other of those abuses, the continuance ot
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which has this common interest for its sup- character of" a dangerous principle :" for so
port. long as blind custom continues to serve hla

In a word, so long as any one of these purpose, such, with reference to him and his
relativel) profitable abusescontinues unreme- sinister interest, the principle of general uti-
died,-- so long must there be one such per- lity reall) is.
soil. or more, to whose interest the use of Agai_lst the recognition of the principle of
reason is prejudicial, and to whom not only general utility, and the habit of employing
the particular beneficial measure from which reason asan instrument tbr the application of
that particular abuse would receive its cor- it, tile leadingmembersofthegovernment, in
rection, but ever)' other beneficial measure, in so far as corruption has pervaded the frame
so far as it is supported by reason, will also of_ovcrnment, and in particular the members
be prejudicial in the same way. of all ranks of the profession of the law, have

It is under the paqt and still existing state the same interest as in the eyes of Protes-
of things--in other words, under the do- rants and other non-catholics, the Pope and
minion of usage, custom, precedent, acting his subordinates had at the time and on the
without any such recurrence tothis only true occasion of the change known in England by
principle-- that the abuses in question have the name of the Reformation.
sprung up. Custom, therefore, bliml custom, At the time of the Reformation, the op-
in contradiction and opposition to reason, is position to general utility and human reason
the standard which he will on every occasion was conducted by fire and sword. At present,
el,deavour to set up as the only proper, safe, the war against these powers cannot be corn-
and definable standard of reference. What- pletely carried on by the same engin s.
ever is, is right : everything is as it should Fallacies, therefore, applied principally to
be. These are his favourite maxims-- max- the purpose of devoting to contempt and ha_
ims which he will let slip no opportunity of tred those who apply the principle of general
inculcating to the best advantage possible, utility on this ground, remain the only instruo

Having, besides his share in the simster ments in univer.-al use and request fi,r defen-
interest, his share in the universal and legi- ding the strongholds of abuse against hostile
timate interest, there must, to a correspond- powers.
ing extent, be taws and institutions, which, These engines we accordingly see applied
although good and beneficial, are no less be- to this purpose in prodigious variety, and
neficial to and necessary to his interest, than with more or less artLfce and reserve.
to that of the whole community of which he
makes a part. Of these, then, in so far as they
are necessary to hisinterest, he will be as sin- CltAPTER IV.
cere and strenuous a defender, as of those by SECONDCAUSE-- INTEREST:BEGOTTEN-
which any part of the abuses which are sub- ]PREJUDICE.
servient to his sinister interest is maintained.

It is conducive, for instance, to his inte- Ir by interest in some shape or other--that
rest, that the country should be effectually is, by a motive of _-ome sort or other--every
defended against the assault of the common act of the will, and thence every act of the
enemy; that the persons and propcrtles of hand, is produced, so, directly or indirectly,
the members of the community in general, must every act of the intellectual faculty:
his own included, should be as effectually as though in this case the influence of the in-
possible protected against the assaults of in- terest, of this or that motive, is neither so
ternat enemies--of common malefactors, perceptible, nor in itself so direct as in the

But it is under the dominion of custom-- other.

blind, or at best purblind custom -- that such But how (it may be asked) is it possible
protection has been provided. Custom, there- that the motive a man is actuated by can be
fore, being sufficient for his purpose-- reason secret to himself ? Nothing is more easy--
slways adverse to it -- custom is the ground nothing more frequent : indeed the rare case
on which it will be his endeavour to place is, not that of his not knowing, but that of

• every institution, the good as well as the bad. his knowing it.
Referred to general utility as their standard, It is with the anatomy of the human mind
shown to be conformable to it by the appli- as with the anatomy and physiology of the
cation of reason to the case, they would be human body : the rare case is, not that of a
established and supported, indeed, on firmer man's being unconversant, but that of his
ground than at present. But by placing them being conversant with it.
on the ground of utilit.y, by the application The physiology of the body is not without
of reason he has nothing to gain, while, as its difficulties : but in comparison of those by
hath been seen above, he has every thing to which the knowledge of the physiology of the
lose and fear from it. mind has been obstructed, the'diflie_ties are

The principle of general utility, he will slight indeed.
¢accordingly be disposed to represent in the Not unfrequently, as between two persons
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]ivirrg together in a state of intimacy, either Perhaps he is a man with whom a large
or each may possess a more correct and corn- proportion of the self-regarding motives may
ptete view of the motives by which the mind be mixed up with a slight tincture of the so-
of the other, thmt of those by which his own ciat motives operating upon the private scale.
mind, is governed. What in this case will he do? In int'esti-

Many a woman has in this way had a more gating the source of a given action, he will in
correct and complete acquaintance with the the first instance set it down, the whole of it,
internal causes by which the conduct of her to the account of the amiable and concihatory
husband has been determined, than he has -- in a word, the social motives. This, in the
had himselfi study of his own mental physiology, will al-

The cause of this is easily pointed out. -- ways be his first step, and this will commonly
By intere.-t, a man is continually prompted be his last. Why should he look further ?-
to make him_lf as correctly and completely why take in hand the probe ?--why undeceive
acquainted as possible with the springs of himself, and substitute a whole truth that
action by which the minds of those are de- would mortify him, fo_ a half truth that flat-
termined, on whom he is more or bss de- tars him?
pendent for the comfort of his life. The greater the share which the motives

But by interest, he is at the same time of the social class have in the production of
diverted from any close examination into the the _'_,ieral tenour of a man's conduct, the
springs by which his own conduct is deter- less irksome, it seems evident, this sort of
mined, psychological self-anatomy will be. The first

From such knowledge he has not, in any tiew is pleasing; and the more virtuous the
ordinary shape, anything to gain, --he finds Ivan, the more pleasing is that study which
not hi it any source of enjoyment, to every man has been r,_onom_ced the proper

In any such knowledge he would be more one.
likely to find mortification than satisfaction. But the less irksome any pursuit is, thl
The purely social motives, the semi-social greater, if the state of facutties, intellectual
motives, and, in the case of the dissocial mo- and active, permit, will be a man's progress
tires, such of them as have their source in an in it.
impulse given by the purely social or by the
semi-social motives,'--these are the motives,
the prevalence of which he finds mentioned CHAPTER V.
as matter of praise in the instance of other THIRDCAUSE-- AUTHORITY-BEGOTTEN
men: it is by the supposed prevalence of PRE.TUDICE.
these amiable motives, that he finds reputa-
tion raised, and that respect and good-will in PREJUDICE is the name given to an opinion
which every man is obhged to look for so of any sort, on any subject, when considered
large a portion of the comiort of his life. as having been embraced without sufficient

In these same amiable and desirable an- examination : it is a judgment, which being
dowments he finds the minds of other men *ronounced before evidence, is therefore pra-
actually abounding and overflowing: abound- nounced without evidence.
ins during their lifetime by the testimony Now, at the hazard of being deceived, and
of their friends, and after their departure by by deception led into a line of conduct pre-
the recorded testimony cnregistered in some judicial either to himself or to some one to
monthly magazine, with the acclamation of whom it would rather be his wish to do scr-
their t?iends, and with scarce a dissenting vice, what is it that could lead a man to
voice from among their enemies, embrace an opinion without sufficient cxa-

But the more closely he looks into the me- ruination ?
ehanism of his own mind, the less of the mass One cause is, the uneasiness attendant on
of effects produced he finds referable to any the labour of examination : he takes the opt-
of those amiable and delightful causes ; he nion up as true, to save the labour that migh$
finds nothing, therefore, to attract him to- be necessary to enable him to discern the fal-
wards this study--he finds much to repel sity of it.
him from it. Of the propensity to take not only facts

Praise and self-su_isfaction on the score of but opinions upon trust, the universality is
moral worth, being accordingly hopeless, it is matter of universal abservatiou. Pernicious
in intellectual that he will seek for it. " All as it is in some of its applications, it has its
men who are actuated by regard for any- root in necessity, in the weakness of the hu-
thing but self, are tools: those only whose manmind. Intheinstanceofeachindividua],
regard is confined to self, are wise. I am of the quantity of opinion which it is possible
the number of the wise." for him to give acceptance or rejection to,

on the ground of examination performed by
" See Introductia_ to Morals and Lcgisla- himself, bears but a small proportion to that

tlon m VoL L in which such judgment as he passes upon it
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mnnat have any firmer or other ground than most mischievous one ;--it were a crime on
that which is composed of the llke judgment our parts to leave unemployed any means not
pronounced by some other individual or ag- criminal, that promise to be contributory to
gregate of individuals : the cases in which it its defeat. It is the weakness of the public
is possible for his opinion to be I_ome-made, mind, r_ot the weakness of our cause, that
bear but a small proportion to the cases in cmnpels us to employ such enginesin the de-
which, if any opinion at all be entertained.by fence of it."
him, that opinion must necessaril_ have been This defence might indeed be satisfactory,
imported, where the fallacies in question are employed

But in the ease of the public man, this --not as substitutes, but only a.s supplemenls
necessity forms no justification either for the to relevant and direct arguments.
utterance or for the acceptance of such argu- But if employed as supplements, to prove
meats of base alloy, as those which are re- their being employed in that character, and
presented under the name of tallacies, in that character only, and that the use thu9

These fallacies are not less the ofl:-pring of made of them is not inconsistent with _inee-
sinister interest, because the force of autho- rity, two conditions seem requisite : --
rity is more or less concerned. Where autho- 1. That arguments of the direct and rele-
rity has a share in the production of them, vent kind be placed in the front of the battle,
there are two distinguishable ways in which declared to be the main arguments, the argu-
sinister interest may also have its share, ments and considerations by which the oppo-

A fallacy which, in the mouth of A, had sition or support to the proposed measure was
its root immediately in interest--in self- produced;
conscious sinister interest--receiving utter- 2. That on the occasion of employing the
ante from his pen or his lips, obtains, upon fallacies in question, an acknowledgment
the credit of his authority, credence among should be made oftheirtrne character, of their
aceeptors in any multitude. Having thus intrinsic weakness, and of the considerations
rooted itselt in the minds of men. it becomes which, as above, seemed to impose on the
constitutive of a mass of authority, under fa- individual in question the obligation of era-
your of which, such fallacies as appear con- ploying them, and of the regret with which
ducSve to the planting or rooting in the minds the consciousness of such an obligation was
of men in general, the erroneou_ notion in accompanied.
question, obtain, at the hands of other men, If, even when employed in opposition to a
utterance and acceptance measure really pernicious, _these _arnings are

2. Having received the prejudice at the omitted to be annexed to them, the omission
hands of authority-- viz. of the opinion of affords but too strong a presumption of gene-
those who_ adherence to it was produced ral insincerity. On the occasion in question,
immediately or mediately by the operation of a man would have nothing to fear irom any
sinister interest, -- sinisterinterest operating avowal made of their true character. Yet he
on the mind of the utterer or acceptor of the omits to make this avowal. _A-hy? Because
fallacy in question, prompts him to bestow on he tbresees that, on some other occasion or
it, in the character of a rational argument, occasions, arguments of this class will consti-
a degree of attention exceeding that which tute his sole reliance.
could otherwise have been bestowed on it ; The more closely the above considerations
he fixes, accordingly, his attention on allcon- are adverted to, the stronger is the proof
siderations, the tendency of which is to pro- which the use of such arguments, without
cure for it utterance or acceptance, and keeps such warnings, will be seen to afford of ira-
at a distance all considerations by which the probity or imbecility, or a mixture of the two,
COntrary tendency is threatened, on the part of him by whom they are em-

ployed : of imbecility of mind, if the weak-
ness of such arguments has really failed of

CHAPTER VI. becoming visible to him; of improbity, if_
FOURTHCAUSE-- SELF-DEFENCE&GAIN6T conscious of their weakness, and of their ten-

COUNTER-FALLACIES. dency to debilitate and pervert the faculties,
intellectual and moral, of such persons as are

THE opposers of a pernicious measure may swayed by them, he gives currency to them
be sometimes driven to employ fallacies, t_om unaccompanied by such warning.
their supposed utility as an answer to counter- Is it of the one or of the other species of
fallacies, imperfection, or of a mixture of both, that

" Such is the nature of men," they may such deceptious argumentation is evidentisry?
say, ,, that these arguments, weak and incon- On this occasion, as on others, the answer is
elusive as they are, are those which on the not easy ; nor, fortunately, is it material to
bulk of the people (upon whom ultimately estimate the connexion between these two
everything depends) make the strongest and divisions of the mental frame : so constantly
most effectual impression : the measure is a and so materially does each of them exert au
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_nfluence on the other, that it is difficult for Though in fact directed and governed by
either to suffer, hilt the othermust suffer more some othex will behind the curtain, and by
or less alongwith it. On many a well-meaning the interest by which that other will is go-
nmn this base and spurious metal has no doubt verned, decency is understood to require, that
passed_br sterling; but if you seeit burnished, it is from his own understanding, not from
and held up in trimnph by the hands of a man the will of any other person, that his own
of strong as welt as brilliant talents--by a will should be understood to have received
very Master of the Mint----set him down, with- its direction.
out fear of injuring him, upon the list of those But it is not by the matter of pumshment
who deceive, without having ally such excuse or the matter of reward-- it is not by fears
to plead as that of having been d_eeived, or fiopes--it is not by threats or promises--

it is by something of the nature, or in the
shape at least of a reason, that understandiny

CHAPTER VII. is governed and determined. To show, then,
use o_' THESE ]FALLACIESTO THE _TTEREaS that it is by the determination of his owu

ANDACCEPTORSOF THEM. judgment that his conduct is determined, it
is deemed advisable to produce some obser-

BEING all of them to such a degree replete ration or other in the character of the deter-
with absurdity--many of them upon the face minate reason, from which, on the occasion

of them composed of nothing else--a ques- [ in question, his judgment, and thence his
tion that natoraIly presents itself is. how it t will, and active/acuity, have received their
has happened that they have acquired so ex- i direction.

tensive a currency?-- howit is that so much t The argument is accordingly produced,use has been made, and continues to be made, and by this exhibition the indepem]eJlt cha-
of them? I racter of his mind is established by irreti'a-

Is it credible (it may be asked,) that, to I gable evidence.
those by whom they are employed, the inanity To this purpose, every article in the pre-
and absurdity of them should not be fully ceding catalogue may with more or lesseili:ct
manifest ?--is it credible, that on such grounds be made to serve, according to the nature of
political measures should proceed ? the case.

No, it i_ not credible : to the very person 2. Next as to superiority in the scale of
by whom the iallacy is presented in the eha- w_sdom:--on running over the list, different
ratter of a reason -- of a reason on the consi- articles will be seen to present in this respect
deration of which his opinion has been formed, different degrees of convenience.
and on the strength of which his conduct is Some of them will be seen scarcely putting
grounded -- it has presented itse]f in its ge- in any special title to this praise.
nuine colours. In others, while the reputation of prudence

But in all assemblies in which shares in is secured, yet it is that sort of prudence,
power are exercised by votes, there are two which by the timidity attached to it is ren-
descriptions of persons whose convenience re- dered somewhat the less acceptable to an
quires to be consulted-- the speakers and the erect and commanding mind.
hearers. To this class may be referred the argu-

To the convenience of persons inboth these ments ad rnetum and ad t'ereeundiam, -- the
situations, the class of argumentsherein ques- hydrophobia of innovation, m_d argument of
tion are in an eminent degree favourable : -- the ghost-seer, whose nervous system is kept

As to the situation of the speaker :-- in a state of constant agitation by the phan-
the more numerous and efficient the titles tom of Jacobinism dancing before his eyes,
to respect which his argument enables him to -- the idolator, who beholding in ancestry,
produce, the more convenient and agreeable in authority, in allegorical personages of va-
ts that situation made to him. Probity in the rious sorts and sizes, in precedents of all sorts,
shape of independence--superiority in the in great characters dead and living, placed
article of wisdom--superiority in the scale in high situations, so many tyrants to whose
of rank : of all these qualities, the reputation will, real or supposed, blind obsequiousness
is matter of convenience to a man; and of at the hands of the vulgar of al] classes, may
all these qualities, the reputation is by these by apt ceremonies and gesticulation be se-
arguments promised to be made secure, cured, makes himself the first prostration, in

1. As to independence : -- when a man the hope and confidence of finding it followed
stands up to speak for the purpose ofrecon- by much and still more devout prostration,
oiling men to the vote he purposes to give, on the part of the crew of inferior idolators,
or for the purpose of giving to the side which in whose breasts the required obsequiousness
]ae espouses whatsoever weight is regarded has been implanted by long practice.
by him as attached to his authority,--the ha- Other argument.s, again, there are, in and
tare of the purpose imposes on him a sort of for the delivery of which the wisdom of_he
necessity of finding something in the shape orator places itself upon higher ground. His
of a reason to accompany and recommend it. acuteness has penetrated to the very bottom
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of the ,abject--bk emnp_benslon has era- L_serting to form tm tpparen_ foundation for
braced the whole mass of it_hisadroltness his supposed oi_zdon, the existence is not
has stripped the obuoxlons proposal of the true.
delusive colouring by which it had reeom- By a persuasion to any _uch effect, on the
mendedit_elftotheeyeofignorance: hepro- part of those with whom h¢ has to do. h'_
nounees it speculative, theoretical, romautle, credit, his reputation, would be effectually
visionary : it may be good in theory, but it deqroyed.
would be bad in practic.e : it is too good to Something, therefore, must be said, of
be practicable : the goodness which glitters which it may be snppoied that, how little
on the outside is su/'fieient proof, is evidence soever may be t he weight properly b_longing
and that conclusive, of the worthlessness thai to it. it ,nay have operated on his nfind is, the
is within: its apparent facility suffices to prove character of a reason. By t],is means his re.
it to be impracticable. The confidence of the putation fi,r wisdom is aU that is exposed to
tone in which the decision is conveyed, is at suffer;--his reputation for probity is s_,ved.
once the fruit and the suflident evidence of Thu_, in the ease of this sort of base argu-
the complete command which the glance of men,, as sometimes in the ease of }rodmon,'y.
the moment sufficed to give him of the su',jeet each man pa_._es it off upon his neighbour, oct
in all its bearilzgs and depen encies. By the as being nneonseious of its wor|hlessness
experienee which his situatmn has led him to not so much as expecting his neighbour to be
acquire, and the u_e which his judgment reaUyinsensible of its worthless.ess_but in
has enabled him to make ot that experience, the hope and expectation that the neighbour,
he catches up at aslngle glance those teatnres though not in_ens,ble of its worthlessness,
which suffice to indicate the class to which may yet not find himselfalt.getherdeharred
the obnoxious proposal belongs, from the supposition, that to the utterer of

3. By the same decision, delivered in the the base argument, the badness, f it may po_
same tone. superiorityofrank is not less strik- sibly ,tot have been elearly understood.
lngly d,splayed, thau superiority of talent. It But the more generally current it, the elm
/s no new observation how much the persua- raeter of an argument any so, h absurd not_m
stun. or at least the expression g, ven to it. is is. the greater is the apparent pnJbability of
strengthened by the altitude o! the rank us its being really entertained: fbr there is no
eoustitut_l or aeeompanied by the fullness notion, aet.al or imaginable, that a man (_an-
of the purse, not be brought to entertain, il he Im but sa.

"/'he labour of the brain, no less than that tisfied of its being generally or extoa_iv¢_
of the hand. is a _pecies of drudgery which entertained by othera.
the man of elevated station sees the propriety
aml facility of turning over to the |rose-horn
crowd below-- to the set of plodders whom CHAPTER VIIL
he ronde_eends upon occasion to honour wilh FARTICULARDEMANDFORFALLACIESIYNDIIIg
his_mversation aod his countenance. B) his T._ EN_LISa COSSaITUa_.
fault and opulence he is enahled in this, as in
othei' ways, to pick and choose what is mo_-t Two eons]derations will suthce to render it
eol_.tlfial to his taste. By the royal haod of apparent that° under the Britiah Constitu.
Fred¢_. philosophers a.d oranges were sub- tion. there ca,,not hut exist, on ,he one hand.
jeered to the same treatment, and put to the such adema.d fbr fallaeie.-_ax,d, o. theother
same ale. _ The sweets, the elaboration of hand, aueh a -upply of them. as, for copious-
which had _ che work of years, were eli- ne_s and variet) taken together, ¢aumot be
cited in a Few moments by the pressure of an to be matched elsewhere.
expert hand. 1. It, the first pla_.e, a thing necessary to

The praise of the reeeiver of wisdom is the existence of the demand is, disc.l_sioa tO
alccay_ infhrior to that of the utterer ; but a certain degree free.
neither is the receiver, so he but make due Where there are no such institutions as a
profit of what he receives, without hi_ praise, popular assembly taking an effie;ent part in

The advantage he acquires from these at- the government, and puhlishi.g or suffering
g'uments, is _ that of being enabled to give to be published accounts of its de|mien,
the reason of the faith that is, or i_ supposed ,,or yet any free d,.-enssion through the me-
to be. in him. dium of the press, _ there is. consequently,

1. some elreumstanees, in which silence no demand for fall _eies. Fat}a .y is fraud, and
will not serve a man. it will, anll to a eer- fraud is useless when ever) thing may be done
tainty, be construed into a confession ot serf by toree.
ecalvi_.tlng eon_eiousne._s ; _ consciousness The only ease which can enter into ecru
that what he doe_ is wrong and indefe.sible, parisou with the English govenm_ent, is that

that what he gives men to nnderstand to of the Anglo-American United States.
be hi._opinion, is not really his opinion. _ There, on the side of the out., the de..
that of the supposed facts, which he has hcen mand for faUades stands, without a_y d_ff_.

Vow-. IL t-1h
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rence worth noticing, on a footing similar to matter for this place-- positions which, if not
that on which it stands under the English immediately assented to, will at any rate, even
constitution, by those whom they tirol most adverse, be al-

But the side of the outs is that side on lowed to possess the highest claim to atten-
which the demand for fallacies is by much tiun and examination:
the least urgent and abundant. 1. The end or object in view, to which

On the side of the ins, the demand for fal- every political measure, whether established
lacies depends upon the aggregate mass of or proposed, ought accordingto the extent of
abuse : its magnitude anti urgency depend I It to be directed, is the greatest happiness of
upon the magmtude of that mass, and its va- the greatest number of persons interested in
riety upon the variety of the shapes in which it, and that for the greatest length of time.
abuse has manifested itself. 2. Unless the United States of North Ame-

On crossing the water, fortune gave to ricabe virtually an exception, in every known
British America, the relief that policy gave state the happiness of the many has been at
to the fox; of the vermin by which she had theabsolutedisposaleitheroftheoneorofthe
been tormented, a part were left behiml, comparatively tew.

No deaf auditors of the Exchequer, -- no 3. In every human breast-- rare and short-
blind surveyors of melting irons, -- no non- lived ehulhtions, the result of some extra-
registering registrars of the Admiralty court, ordinary strong stimulusor ineitementexcept-
or of any other judicatory, -- no teller% by ed-- self-regarding interest is predominant
whom no money is told, but that which is over social interest : each person's o_m indi-
received into their own pockets, -- no judge wdual interest, over the interests of all othex
acting as clerk under himself;--no judge per.-ons taken together.
pocketing £7000 a-year fi_r useless work, for 4. In the few instances, if any, in which,
which men are fi_reed toaddress his clerks, -- throughout the whole tenor or the ¢renerat
no judge, who in the character of judge over tctmr of his life, a person sacrifices hi-own
himself sits in one place to protect, b) storms individual interest to that of any other per.
of fallacy and fnry, the extortions and up- son or persons, sudl person or person., will
pressions habitually committed in another,-- be a person or persons with whom he is con-
DO tithe-gatherers exacting immense retribu- neeted by some domestic or other private and
lion tbr minute or never-rendered service, narrow t]e of sympathy; not the whole num-

With respect to the whole class of fallacies her, or the majority of the whole number, of
built upon authority,-- precedent, wisdom the individuals of which the political commu-
of ancestors, dread of innovation, immutable uity to which he belongs i_ compo,ed.
laws, and many others, occasioned by ancient 5. If in any political community, there be
ignorance and ancient abuses-- what readers any individuals h) whom, for a eonstanev, the
soever there may be, by whom what is to be interests of all the other members put tore-
found under those several heads ha_ been thee are preferred to the interest composed
perused, to them it will readily occur, that in of their own individual interest, and that of
the American Congress the u_e made of these the few persons particularly connected wilh
fallacies is not likely to be so copious as in them these public-spirited individuals will be
that august assembly, which, as .'he mdy de- so few, and at the same time so m_possible
nomination it can with propriety be called to distinguish from the rest, that to every
by, has been pleased to give itself that of practical purpose the_ may, without any prae-
the Imperial Parliament of Great Britain tieal error, lie laid ouI of the account.
and Ireland. i 6. In this general prtdominatlce of self-

regarding over soeiat interest, when atten-
tively eonsideled, tLere will not be found

CHAPTER IX. any j'ust subject of regret, any nmre than of
2"HEDEMANDFOR POLITICALFALLACIES._ --_ contestatlon ; fur it will be found, that but

HOW CREATED BY THE STATE OF 1NTE- _or this predominance, no such species as that
RESTS. which we beloug to <ould have existence:

and that, supposing it, if possible, done away,
I_ order to have a clear view of the object insomuch that all persons, or most persons,
to which political fallacies wilt in the great- should find respectively, some one or more
est number of instances be found to be di- persons, whose interest was respectively,
retted, it will be necessary to advert to the through the whole of life, dearer to them,
state in which, with an exception compara- mid as such more anxiou._ly and constantly
lively inconsiderable, the business of govern- watehed over than their own, the whole spe-
ment ever has been, and still continues to be, eies would necessarily, within a very short
in every country upon earth; and for this space of time, become extinct.
purpose must here be brought to view a few 7. If this be true, it follows, by the un-
positions, the proof of which, if they require changeable constitution of human nature, that
/my, would require too large a quantity of in every political community, by the'hands b)"
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which the supreme power over all the other two corresponoent modes : the raising their
members of the community is shared, the in- own, and the depreciating that of their stlc-
retestof the many overwhom thepower is eessfulrivals.
aercised,willon everyoccasion,incaseof 14.In additiontothatparticularand st-
_pet3tion, be inactorinendeavoursacri-nisterinterestwhichbelongstothem intheir
icedto the particularinterestof thoseby qualityofrulingmembers,theserivalshave
whom the power is exercised, their share in the universal interest which

8. But every arrangement by which the belongs to them in their quality of member_
interest of the many is sacrificed to that of of the community at large. In this quality,
l_he few, may with unquestionable propriety, they are sometimes occupied in such me_
if the above position be admitted, and to sures as in their eyes are necessary for the
_e extent of the sacrifice, be termed a bad maintenance of the universal interest--for
arrangement ; indeed, the only sort of ban the preservation of that portion of the univer,
4rrangement_those excepted, by which the sol happiness of which their regard for their
interest of both parties is sacrificed, own interests does not seem to require the

9. A had arrangement, considered as already sacrifice : for the preservation, and also fbr
established and in existence, l_, or may be the increase of it ; for by every increase given
termed, an abuse, to it they derive advmltage to themselve% not

10. In so fox as any competition is seen. only in that character which is common to
or supposed to have place, the interests of them with all the other members of the cofii-
the subject many being on every occasion, as munity, but, in the shape of reputation, in
above, in act or in endeavour constantly sa- that character of ruling members which is
erificed by the ruling few to their own parti- peculiar to themselves.
eular interests,_hence, with the ruling few, 15. But in whatsoever shape the ins de-
n constant oh)ect of study and endeavour is rive reputation to themselves, and thus raise
_he-preservation and extension of the mass of the_nselves to a higher level in the scale of'
abu_ : at any rate, such is the constant pro- comparative reputation, it is the interest of
lltensity, the outs, as such, not only to prevent thetn

I. In the mass of abuse, which, because it from obtaining this rise, but if possible, and
t so constantly their interest, it is constantly as far as possible, to cause their reputatinn to
tacir endeavour to preserve, is included not sink. Hence, on the part of the ou_s there
only that portion from which they derive a exists a constant tendency to oppose a,I good
direct and assignable profit, but also that per- arrangements propo,ed hy the ins. i4ut, ge-
¢ion from which they do not derive any such rterally speaking, the better an arrangement
@refit. For the mischievousness of that from reallyis, tbebetteritwillgenerallybethought
which they do not derive any such direct and to be; and the better it is thought to be, the
particular profit, cannot be exposed but by higher will the reputation of its supporters
facts and observation% which, if pursued, be raised by"it. In so far, therefore, as it is in
.would be found to apply also to that portion their power, the better a new arrangement
from which they do derive direct aL_dpatti- proposed by the ins is, the stronger is the in-
sular profit. Thus it is, that in every corn- retest by which the outs are incited to oppose
munity, all men in power--or, in one word, it. But'the more obviously and'indisputably
the ms_ are, by self-regarding interest, con- good iz is when considered in itself, the more
tC,antly engaged in the maintenance ¢,f abuse incapable it is of being successfully opposed
in every shape in which they find it esta- in the way of argument otherwise than by
blished, fallacies ; and hence, in the aggregate mass of

1"2. But whatsoever the ins have in pos- political fMlaeies, may be seen the character
mession, the outs have in expectancy. Thus and general description of that portion of it_
far, therefore, there is no distinction between which is employed chiefly by the outs.
_he sinister interests of the ins attd those of 16. In respect and to the extent of their
the outs, nor, consequently, in the fallacies share in the universal interest, an arrange-
by which they respectively employ their en- ment which is beneficial to that interest will -
deavours in the support of their respective be beneficial to themselves : and thus, sup-
mnister interests, posing it successful, the opposition made by

I3. Thus far the interests of the outs co- them to the arrangement would be prcjadidal
jtmide with the interest of the ins. But there to themselves. On the supposition, there-
are other points in which their interests are fore, of the success of such opposition, they
opposite. For procuring for themselves the would have to consider which in their eyes
_tuatlons and mass of advantages possessed would be the greater advantage_their share
oy the ins, the outs have one, and but one, in the advantage of the arranzemcnt, or tire
mode of proceeding. This is the raising their advantage promised to them by the rise of
own place in the scale of political reputation, their place in the comparative scale of repu-
tme_mpared with that of the ins. For effect- tation, by the elevation given to themselves,".
it_ thht tmeendeney, they have accordingly and the depression caused to their adversaries, _-
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But, generalJy speaking, in a constitution there may be utterers in any number, no one
such as the English in its present state, the of whom was fabricator.
chances are in a prodigious degree against the In the ease of the bad argument, as in the
success of any opposition made by the outs case of the bad shilling, in the instance of
to even the mo_t flagrantly bad measm.e of eaeh actor, the mind is, with referenee to the
the ins : much more, of course, to a really nature and tendency of the tranLaetion, ca-

one. Hence it is, that when the arrange- palde of bearing different aspects, which, |br
ment is in itself good, if with any prospect of purposes of practical importance, it becomes
success or advantage, any of the |allacies be- material to distinguish :--
longingtotheirsidecan be brought upagainst l. Evil eonscmusness (in the language of
the arrangement, and this without prejudice Roman lawyers, d.lus; in the language of
to their own reputation,--they have nothing Roman, and thence of English lawyers, mo/a
to stand in the way of the attempt, fide_ :) 2. Blameable ignorance or inattertion,

17. In respect of those bad arrangements say, in one word, T_raerit 9, (in the same lan-
which by their sinister interest the ida _taml guage sometimes culpa, sometimes temeritas:)
engaged to promote, and in the promotion of 3. Blameless agency, artus; which, notwith-
which the outs have, as above, a commmfity standing any mischief that may have been the
of interest,-- the part dictated by their sinis- casual result of it, was free of blame: _ by
ter interest is a curious and delicate one. By these several denominations are characterized
success, they would les.-en that ma_sof sinister so many habitudes, of which, wit h relation to
advantage which, being that of their antago- any pernicious result, the mind is susceptible.
nists in possession, is theirs in expectancy. In the case of theargument, as in the ¢_e
"l'hey have, there|bre, their option to make of the shilling, where the mind is in that
between this disadvantage and the advantage state in which the charge of evil-conseious_
attached to a correspondent advance in the ne_s may with propriet_ be made, timt _hich
_le of comparative reputation. But, their the man is conscious of is, the badness of
sittmtion se,.uring to them little tess than a the article which he hasin hand.
certainty of laiture, they are, theretore, as to In general, it is in the case of thefabrica.
this matter, pretty well at their ease. At tar that the mind is least apt to be free lrom
the same time, seeing that whatsoever dimi- the imputation of evil-eons,.iousness. Be it
nution li'om the mass of abuse they were to the bad shilling-- be it the bad argument
propose in the situation of outs, they could the making of it will have cost more or less
not, without lass of reputation, unless tar trouble; which trouble, gener tly speaking,
tome satistactnry reason, avoid bringing for- tale tabrieator will not have taken but in the
ward, or at lea_t supporting, in the event of design of utterance, and in the expectation
their changing places wi_h the i_ls, -- hence of making, by means of such utterance, some
it is, that any such defaleation which they advantage. In the instance of the bdd shil-
can in general prevail alton themselves to pro* ling, it is certain --in the instance of the bad
pose, will in general be either _purmus and argument, it is more or less probable (more
fallacious, or at best inadequate : -- inade- probable in the ease of the fahricator than in
quote, _ and by Its inadequacy, and the vir- the case of the mere utterer) _ that the bad-
tual confession in_olved in it, giving support lless of it w,s known and understood. It is
and confirmation to every portion of kindred certainly possible that the badness of the
abuse which it leaves untouched, argument may never have been perceived by

the fabricator, or that the bad argument may
have been framed without any intention of

CHAPTER X. applying it to bad purposes. But in general,
the more a man is exposed to the action of

IDIFI_RaENT PARTS WHICH MAY ]_E BORNE IN sinister interest, the more rea..on there is for

_ELA'IION TO FALLACIES. charging him with evil-consciousness, sup
As in the ease of bad money, so in the ease posing him to be aware of the action of the
of bad arguments : in the sort and degree of sinister interest.
eurreney which they experience, different However the action of the sinister interest
persons acting so ninny different parts are may have been either pereewed or uuper-
distinguishable, ceived--for without a certain degree of at-

Fabricator, utterer, aeceptor, these are the tention, a man no more perceives what is
different parts acted in the currency given to passing in his own, than what is passing in
a baut shilliag: these are the parts acted on other minds _ the book that lies open before
the occa-ion of lhe eurrency given to a bad him, though it be the object nearest to him,
argument, and though he be ever so much in the habit

In the case of a bad argument, he who is of reading, may, even while two eyes are
fabricator must be utterel likewise, or in fixed upon it, be read or not read, accordblg

euneral it would not nmke its appearance, as it h_,ppensthm circumstances have. or hava
t for one fabricator who is ml utterer, not, eaUed his attention to the eoutent_.
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The action of a sinister interest may have r that of evil - consciousness and that of pure
been immediate or u_.immedi, te. temerity _ between that of improbity real

Immediate ; it may have been perceived or that of imbecility-- may be observed.
not perceived : un-immediate ; it has, almost This is where the persuasive force of the
to a certainty, been unperceived, ar_zument admits of d_fferent degrees _ as

Sinister interest has two media through when an argument, which operates with •
which it usually operates. These are/,rejuo certain degree of forte on the ut*erer's mind_
diet and authority ; and hence, we have for is, in the utterante given to it, represented as
the immediate progeny of sbfister interest, acting with a deg, ee of forte to any amount
interest.be!lot,ca prejudice and authority.be, more considerable.
gotten prejudice. Thtls, a ,nan who considers his opinion is

In what ca_e soever a bad argument has invested oo|y with a tertaiu degree of pro-
owed its fabrication or its utterance to tints- bability, may speak of it as of a mattar ot
ter interest, stud that interest is not, at the a_solute certainty. The persuasion he thus
time of fa_wit_ation or utterance, perceived, expresses is =lot at_olutely false, but it is ex.
it has for its immediate parent either in.bred aggerared ; and this exaggeration is a speciU
prejudice or aathorittl, of thlsehoud.

Of the three operations thus intimately The more frequent the trumpeter of any
connected-- viz..tilbrication, utterance, and fallacy is in its Ferformante, the greater the
acceptance _ that the two first are capable of progress which his mind is apt to make from
having evil.col_seiousne,e for their aceompa, the state of evil-conscious¢:ess to the state
laiment, is obvious. As to acceptance, a dis. of temerity-- frmn the state of improbity
tlnction must be trmde before a_ answer can to the state of imbecility ; that is, imbecility
be giveu to the q_testion, whether it is ac- with Jespect to the subject-matter. It is said
eompanied with evil-consciousness, of gamblers, that they begin their career as

It may he distingui.-hed into interior and d,Jpe% and end as thieves : in the present
exterior. Where the opinion, how false so- case, the parties begin with t.'rafL slid etid
ever, is really believed to be true by the with delusion.
person to whom it has tmen presented, the A phenomenon, the existence of which
steep, ante given to it may be termed inter- seems to be out of dispute, is that of a liar,
hal : where, whether by discourse, by de- by whom a lie of his own invention has so
per, tent, or other tokens, u belief of its often be_l lold as true, that at length it has
having experienced an internal aeteptanee at come to be ateepted as such even by hirer.elf.
his hands is, with or without design on his But if such is the r.ase with regard to •
part, entertained by other persons ; in so far statement comp,,sed of words, every one of
may it be said to have experienced at his which finds itself in manifest contradiction to
hands an external aceeptante, some determinate truth, it may be inmgined

In the natural state of things, both these how much more easily, and consegoently how
modes of acceptance have place together : much more frequently, it may come to be the
utmn the internal, the external mode follows ease, in regard to a statement of such nicety
as a natural con_equente. Either of them is, and delicacy, as that of the strength of the
however, capable of having place without Impression made by this or that instrmnent
the other : feeling the force of an argmneut, of persuasion, of which the persuasive three
| may appear as if l had not t_lt it ; not is susceptible of innumerable degrees, noons
havil g received any imp, ession from it, I may of which has ever vet been distinguished from
appear as if 1 had received an impres_iou of any other, by any'externall? sensible signs or
greater or less strength, whichever best suits tokens, in the form of discourse or otherwise.
my purpose, if substitution of irrelevant argmnents to

It is sufficiently manifest, that evil-con- relevant ones is evidence ot a bad t_use, and
sciousness e_nnot b_ the acemnpaniment of of consciousness of the badne_ of that bad
internal acceptance ; but it may be an seres- cause, much more is the substitution of
pauiment, and actually is the accompaniment application made to the _rill, to applies, its
of external aeceptanee, as often as the exter- made to the understanding. :_ of the matter
hal has not refits accompaniment the internal of punishment or reward, to the matter of
accept•nee, grgnment.

Supposing the argument such that the Arguments addressed to the understand°
appellation of fallacy is justly applicable to ing may, it fallacious, be answered ; and any
it, whatsoever part is borne in relation to it mischief they had a tendency to prods.e, Ins
_viz. fabrication, utteraute, or acceptance-- prevented by comlter.arguments adt,ressod
may with propriety be ascribed to w_,lt of to the understa,ding.
probity or Want of intelligence. Against arguments addressed to the will,

Hitherto the distinction appears plain and those eddress_ to the understanding are al-
broad enough ; but upon a closer inspection, together without effect, and the mischief
• tort of a mixed, or a middle state between produced by them is without remedy.
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guments is not the only _ it is not in much
CHAPTER XI. as the principal mischief in the case. It iJ

USESOFTHE PRECEDINGEXPOSURE. the reception of them in the character of
conclusive or influential arguments that co_.

Bt_v of these disquisitions concernin_ the stitutes the principal a_d only ultimate mi_.
state and character of the mind of those by chief. To the object of making men ashamed
whom these instruments of deception are to utter them, must th_efm_ be added, the
employed, what, it may be asked, is the prae- ulterior object of making men ashamed to
tical use ? receive them--ashamed as often as they ar_

The use is, the opposing such check as it observed to see or hear them mashamed to
may be in the power of reason to app|y, to be known to turn towards them any other
the practice of employing these poisoned wea- aspect than that of aversion and contempt.
pons. In proportion as the virtue of sincerity But if the practice of insincerity be a prac_
is an object of love arid veneration, the op- tice which a man ought to be ashamed of, so
posite vice is held in abhorrence :_the more is the practice of giving encouragement to_
generally and intimately the public in gene- of forbearing to oppose discouragement to
ral are satisfied of the insincerity of him by that vice : and to this same desirable and
whom the arguments in question are employ- useful end does that man most contribnte, by
ed, in that same proportion wilt be the effi- whom the immorality of the practice is held
eieney of the motives by the force of which up to view in the strongest and clearest co-
a man is withheld from employing these ar- lours.
guments. Nor, upon reflection, will the result be

Suppose the deceptious and pernicious ten- found so hopeless as at first sight might be
deney of these arguments, and thence the ira- supposed. In the most numerous assembly
probity of him who employs them, in such that ever sat in either House, perhaps, not a
sort held up to view as to find the minds of single individual could be found, by whom, in
men sufficiently sensible of it _ and suppose, the company of a chaste and weB-bred female,
that in the public mind in general, virtue in an obscene word was ever uttered. And if
the form of sincerity is an object of respect, the frown of indignation were as shre to be
vice in the opposite form an object of aver- drawn down upon the offender by an offence
sion and eontempt_ the practice of this ape- against this branch of the law of probity as by
eies of improbity will become as rare, as is an offence against the law of delicacy, trans-
the practice of any other species of improbity gression would not be less effectually banished
to which the restrictive action of the same from both those great public theatres, than it
moral power is in the habit of applying itself is already from the domestic circle.
with the same force. If, of the fallacies in question, the tendency

If, on this occasion, the object were to be really pernicious,- whosoever he be, who
prove the deeeptious nature and inconclusive- by lawful and unexceptionable means of any
ness of these arguments, the exposure thus kind shall have contributed to this effect, will
given of the mental character of the persons thereby have rendered to his country and to
by whom they are employed, would not have t mankind good service.
any just title to be received into the body of I But whosoever he be, who to the intel.
evidence applicable to this purpose. Be the [ leetual power adds the moderate portion of
improbity of the persons by whom these ar- I pecuniary power necessary, in his power it lies
gumcnts are employed ever so glaring, the [ completely to render this good service.
arguments themseDes are exactly what they t In any printed report of the debates of the
are-- neither better nor worse. To employ I assembly in question, supposing any snell in-
as a medium of proof for demonstrating the struments of deception discoverable, in each
impropriety of the arguments, the improbity instance in which anysuch instrument is dis-
of him by whom they are uttered, is an ex- co retable, let him, at the bottom of the page,
pedient which stands itself ttpon the list of by the help of the usual marks of reference,
fallacies, and which in the foregoivg pages give intimation of it: describing it, for iv-
has been brought to view. stance, if it be of the number of those which

But on the present occasion, and for the are included in the present list, by the name
present purpose, the impropriety as well as by which it stands designated in this list, or
the mischievousness of these arguments is by any more apt and dearly designative de-
supposed to be sufficiently established on nomination that can be found for it.
other, and those unexceptionable, grounds: The want of sufficient time for adeqea_
the object in view now is, to determine by discussion, when carried on orally in a aurae-
what means an object so desirable as the ge- rous assembly, haJ in no inconsiderable extent
neral disuse of these, poisonous weapons may been held out by experience in the character
in the eompletest and most effectual degree of a real and serious evil. To this evil, the
be stt_Lned, table of falhdesfurnishes, to ala indefinite

I_o_; t_hemere _ttera_e of these base at- i extant, a imwerful remedy
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There are few men of the class of those In the course of time, when these imperfect
who read, to whose memory Goldsmith's de- sketches shall have received perfection and
|ightfid novel, the Vicar of Wakefield. is not polish from _ome more skilful hand, so shall[
more or less prcsent. Among the disasters it be done unto him (nor is there need of
into which the good Vicar ts betrayed by his respiration for the prophecy) -- so sh',dl it be
simplicity, is the loss inflicted oil him by the done unto him, who in the tabernacle of St.
craft of Ephraim Jenkins. For insbmating Stephen's, or iu any other mansion, higher or
himself into the good opinion and confidence lower, of similar design and use, shall be so
of men of more learrdng than caution, the in- far off his guard, as through craft or simplicity
sfrument he had tormed to himself consisted to let drop any of these irlelevanL and at one
apparently of an extempore ,ample ofrectm- time deceptious arguments: and instead of,
dite learning, in which, in the character of the Order! Order! a voice shall be heard, for
subject, the cosmogmL_, and in the character lowed, if need be. by voices in scores, crying
of mm of the historians, banchmfiathon, were aloml, " Stale ! Stale I Fallacy of authorityl
the plincipal figures. On one or two of the Fallacy of distrust !" &c. kc.
occasions on which it wa, put to use, the The faculty which detection has of divest-
success corresponded with thc design, and ing deception of her power, is attested by
Ephraim remaiTled undetected and trmm- !the poet:--
phant. ]_ut at la_t, as the devil by his cloven ,, Qutere!aeregrinum, vlctni_ra.ueareelamat.'"
foot, so was Ephraim. though in a fresh dis- The period of time at which, in the in-
guise, betrayed by the co.rnogotJy arid San- stance of the instruments of deception here
choniathon, to stone persons to whose lot it in question, this change shall have been re-
had tkllcn to receive the santo proof of recon- knowledged to have been completely effected,
dire learning, word for word. Immediately will form an epoch in the history of civilig_
the chamber rings, with_" Your servant, tiom
._1c. Eaohraim 1"
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